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2000 Annual Dedication

This year's Kieve Annual, our 75^^, is dedicated to three "behind the scenes" em-
ployees who work hard all year long to ensure that camp operates so smooth. Without
Faye Benson, Dean Cartier, and Scott Henry, Kieve would simply dissolve into chaos.

Faye's cheerful voice is the first one you hear when you call Kieve to apply as a

camper or counselor. In her kind, motherly way she answers nearly every question you
have from how many pairs of underwear to bring to where the heck is Damariscotta

Lake? Faye meticulously enters all of your important information into her computer,

types every letter, cranks out all of the cabin lists, tells us when and where to pick

people up on opening day, and countless other important tasks. She comes to work
with a smile on her face every day and takes great pride in her significant role in

ensuring a successful Kieve experience for all.

A distressed voice comes over the radio, "Help! The North Harris toilet exploded
again!" Dean and Scott are on the ugly scene in moments, plunger in one hand, mop in

the other, and a humorous zinger to throw at the culprits. Kieve is open year round and
these two wonderful men keep the extensive physical plant working 24 hours a day, 7

days a week, keeping us all laughing throughout. Plowing January blizzards, building

new buildings, erecting safari tents, skid-plating canoes, testing well water, resupplying

wilderness trips, launching docks and boats, and fixing everything that breaks is only

part of their job description. There is no crisis too severe or project too difficult for

these wonderful guys.

From all of us at Kieve, a heartfelt THANK YOU, Faye, Dean and Scott.
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Choosing Freedom

This table is much more than just a piece of moss covered stone. It is both the

spiritual focus of Kieve and a work of art. When I first saw this table early this summer
it immediately struck me as a symbol of what Kieve is. The stone, old, permanent and
unchanging is like the infrastructure, the buildings, the lake and Kieve's message—treat

everyone with kindness and respect. The stone on its own, however, is not a piece of

art. This granite requires the moss to give it life and to make the transformation to a

piece of art. The moss of Kieve is you, the staff, the campers, and the parents. It is only

with all of us that the place of Kieve comes alive and becomes the wonderful place we
know it to be. Just as the stone needs the moss to become a piece of art, the moss also

needs the stone to give it its form, to collect its water and to keep it alive. Likewise, at

Kieve we, the people, depend on the place and the message of Kieve to direct us and
shape us—it is a reciprocal relationship. I think, however, we can go beyond this

simple comparison and realize one of the most important lessons Kieve has to offer.

Choice. During the past year I spent four months living in a Buddhist monastery in

northern India. My day started at 5:00 in the morning, consisted of over 3 hours of

mediation and several intense classes. My schedule, diet, and life were incredibly

restricted. In a small village in India one does not simply choose which movie they

want to see of Friday night or even what they want to eat. Initially, this removal of

choice led to a feeling that I was loosing my freedom. However, as time progressed I

began to realize that while it appeared that I did not have any choice, I had an even more
important choice, a choice that we all have. Every day when the wake up bell was rung
outside my room I had a choice of how I wanted to spend my day. I could choose to be
tired, frustrated, and fed up with our tight schedule or I could chose to take advantage

of such an amazing opportunity—how often does on get to live in a Buddhist monastery
and mediate with great teachers! While in India I realized that no matter what is given

to us in life, we always have a choice of how to respond, how to handle ourselves.

While my experience in India solidified this realization, it is during my 15 years at

Kieve that I learned the true meaning of choice. For one month every summer since

1986 my choice has been limited. As campers and counselors we are told when to

wake up, when to eat, and what activities to do. Even the luxurious choices that

accompany TV, movies, and music are removed when we are in camp. On trips this

apparent lack of choice is even more poignant. I can still remember being 14 and doing
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the Mud Pond Portage on the Allagash River. Despite deep mud, tons of mosquitoes and
some rain we had no choice but to carry the canoes across the 1 mile trail in order to

meet our resupply. Sitting on the side of the trail I realized that even though I had no
choice but to carry the canoe, I still had a very important choice. I could be miserable

and toss the canoe off my shoulders whenever possible or I could get pumped to face

one of the hardest challenges 1 had ever confronted. In moments like this, both on the

trips and in camp, I learned that it is not what you are going to do, but how you are going

to do it that matters. With this understanding we realize true choice and the true source

of freedom.

Returning to this moss table, when we look at the moss, the members of the

Kieve community—all of you here today, we see there is little choice as to where to

grow. The moss is given a path, it has not choice, but in this path it chooses to grow
green, to thrive in that shape that the stone dictates. Ultimately when we, the moss,
realize that true freedom lies not in the choice ofwhat we do, but how we do it, this slab

of stone and our lives become not just a piece of rock, but an inspiration for others and
a beautiful piece of art.

Thank you.

Woody Davis
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JUNIOR KIEVE - FIRST SESSION
Ben Brauer, Jake, Shulman, Peter Slettleland, Tyler Faux, Paul Reilly, Nicky Doherty,

Dillon Lawson-Johnson, Loren Mead, Cooper Brown, Adrew Willis, Pearce Bremerkamp,
Henry Schmidt, Hank Klehm, Zach Lopan, David Fell, Andrew Ficke, Jeremy Schwartz,

Will Kalaris, Will Danforth, Peter Lawson-Johnson, Robbie Cholnoky, Scotty Barger,

Tomy McPhee, Charlie Merrill, Paul de Lacvivier, Rem Gunn.

SOUTH GLENAYR - FIRST SESSION
Front: Timmy Simon, Addy Mauro, Peter Jones, Christopher Lange
Middle: Philippe Dujardin, Tom Hanson, Blake Riley, William Coleman, Max Richards,

Andrew Hilbolt, George Nichols, Hugh Parker, Jay Thompson
Top: Sterling Ely, Jody Wells, Tom Hartenstein, Clint Hammerberg
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NORTH GLENAYR - FIRST SESSION
Front: Chris Rosser, Henry Buck, Toby Witte, Harry Merck, Will McCalpin, Andrew

Hacker, Albert Nichols

Middle: Graham Ober, Cullum Walker, Will Salisbury, John Blair, Nick Reeder, Pete

Hoffmann
Top: David Sithole, Patrick Summerour, Mistye Williamson, Paul Powell, August Felker

SOUTH BUNKERHILL - FIRST SESSION
Front: Long Ellis, Chris Lipp, Chase Gordon, Colin Diguisseppe, Joe Froever, Alex Wood
Middle: Sam Sherweed, Max van Herpen, Sam Hopkins, Peter Favaloro, Christian Mills,

Peter Ireland, Alex Castillo

Top: Will Summerour, William Murphy, Emily Riddleberger, Ben Hanisian, Blake
Dvorak
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SOUTH CUNNINGHAM - FIRST SESSION
Front: Tim Nelson, Cam MacKenzie, Augie Klipstein, Thomas Lampert, Charlie Guenther

Middle: Chad Wiedmaier, Nick Stevens, Jakes Sneeden, Chase Brenizer, Sam Hanson,

John Stuart, Zach Bararsky, Nat Steen

Top: Fred McFerran, John O'Hara, Will Hollister

NORTH BUNKERHILL - FIRST SESSION
Front: Amory Parker, Willy Merck, Daniel Witte, Charlie Hopkins, Bennett Schwartz
Middle: Sam Benke, Scott Janes, Will Hackett, Peter Farnsworth, Ollie Merrill, Luke

Buchanan
Top: Breck Denny, Ryan Osborn, Christian Dehner, Pat Bowen, Winsy Dunwody, Amos

Wolven
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NORTH CUNNINGHAM - FIRST SESSION
Front: Will Buchanan, Tyler Ross, Emerson Eichler, Oliver Garstin, Kiefer Wiedmaier
Midle: Austin Meszaros, Andrew Bruen, Matt Doherty, Forrest Mas, Dan Hicks, Alex

van den Bergh, Ike Perkins

Back: Lynley Walker, Ghark Woolley, Austin Powers, Felicity Shagwell, Harrison Stuart,

Jamie Roberts

SOUTH HARRIS - FIRST SESSION
Front: Ghris Mason, David Keating, John MacGallum, JD Moseley, Edward Dujardon,

Sam Sletteland

Middle: Jamie Rosser, Matt Wilbur, Foster Durkee, John Zacharias, Willam Sherrill,

Max Dalury, Gharlie Gano
Back: Jess Trombley, Evan de Bourguignon, Reid Anderson, Brehan Doud
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SOUTH HARRINGTON - FIRST SESSION
Front: Peter Nichols, Drew Gushing, Ben Miner, Augie Hoffman, Tucker Brown, Will

Gray
Middle: Teddy Notides, Peter Stock, Drew Roebling, J.B. Brittain, Garl Richards, Alex

Nelson, Buddy Scott

Top: David Yogg, Jess Trombley, Andy Pesant, Tat Kennedy

NORTH HARRIS - FIRST SESSION
Front: Ian Espenshade, GB Batra, Tyler Wardwell, Joseph Goleman, Will Barker
Middle: Jared Goffin, Jai Batra, Graig Bazarsky, Andrew Murphy, Magnus Greenacre,

Mike Barger, John Lansing
Back: Josh Slepkow, Spencer Gherry, Kate Hanisian, Dave Gary
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BANK I - FIRST SESSION
Front: Lee Wheelwright, Jon Reavey, Adam Janes, Alex Jugant, Will Kaufman, Noah

Seifman, Jamie Jones

Middle: Ben Macaskill, Brian Nagle, Jason Bazarsky, Cameron Copeland, Gibb Ranson,

Duncan Ferguson

Back: John Twiss, Jason Wardwell, Nate Fletcher, Kate Hanisian

BANK II - FIRST SESSION
Front: Sam Kennedy, Beau Burns, Ben Severance, Steven Gerdsen, Jake Edwards, Will

Ireland

Middle: Nick Spaulding, Alex Buck, Steven Sherrill, Andrew Kalaris, Ben Wolven, Will

Gano, Stuart Kenworthy
Top: Woody Davis, Tom Foster, Bren Kelley
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ALLAGASH - FIRST SESSION
Front: Nick Bernstein, Matthew Lange, Nate Scharfrick, Wil Stiner, Eric Davis

Middle: William Dujardin, Harrison Buck, Wells Mueller, Harry Wood, Charlie Nichols,

Bear Evans, Win McCarthy, Zach Wilbur
Back: Tyler Brinkmann, Will Georgi, Keith Quencer

LONG VOYAGE I - FIRST SESSION
Front: Nick Parker, James Hicks, Will Holliday, Blair McCraw, Caleb Baker
Back: Alex Grosvenor, Matt Yogg, Blake Morrsion, Maxi Moehlmann, Jeff Crowder
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LONG VOYAGE II - FIRST SESSION
Front: Jeff Davis, Miles Dixon, Tyler Pace, John Eastridge, Doug Turnbull, Jamie Connors
Middle: Philip Schuepbach, Nick Wright, James Barger, Richard Geier, Bret Barker,

Court Gross, Noland Chambliss

Top: Sean Labrie, Nate Wendt, John Ploehs

MAINE TRAILS - FIRST SESSION
Front: Elliot Miller, Will Cutting, Patrick Highes, Bennet Haynes
Middle: Matt Mrachek, Guy Miller, R.J. Krom, Patrick Bohlen, Bryan Severance
Top: Reid Bolton, Chris Woods
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JUNIOR KIEVE -

SECOND SESSION
Back Row: Jesse,

Jody, Jess, Woody,
Libby, Andrew,
Keith

Fourth Row:
Kyle Spaulding,

James McElvain,

Connor McCarthy,

Mike Bernstein,

Chris Weld,
Sam Geoffrey,

Dixon Weld,
Taylor Gould,

Evan Dyal,

Alexander Gould,

Gus Wellin

Third Row:

1^1^ Graham Garner,

Spencer Bates,

John Wyman,
Zach Vary
Second Row:
Pierce Gascoigne,

Ned duPont, Donny O'Brien, Peter Knowles, Tripp Ruber, Rob Greer

Front Row: John Kline, Adam Hirschberg, George Scully

SOUTH GLENAYR - SECOND SESSION
Front: Ben Swanson, Cody Bryant, Korbi Winkelmann, Cory Grever, Nicky Piatt, Jack

Marston
Middle: Tom Hallett, Nicky Gushing, Tyler Drayton, Nickleby Evans, Georgie McFarland,

Max Swanson, Wil Weaver
Back: Reid Bolton, Jason Nahra, Tom Foster, Emily Riddleberger
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NORTH GLENAYR - SECOND SESSION
Front: Frederick Struse, Mark Mesrobian, Poldo Tomada, Stu Emmons, Lamarre Rey,

Harper Sibley

Middle: Jason Sokel, Danny Coorsh, Max Pillsbury, Zak Parsons, Daniel Pfeffer, Evan
Johnson, Nicholas Philip

Back: David Gary, David Sithole, Tom Hartenstein, Mistye Williamson

SOUTH BUNKERHILL - SEGOND SESSION
Front: Henry Harding, Schuyler Gerhart, Andy DeWitt, Roscoe Wetlaufer, Douglas

Shinkle, Eric Hanss
Middle: Drew Kratovil, Alexander Swanson, Ryan Greene, Michael LeFevre, Arlie

Bryant, Peter Braunohler
Back: Sterling Ely, Lynley Walker, Tat Kennedy, Sean LaBrie
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SOUTH CUNNINGHAM - SECOND SESSION
Front: Ben Hauber, Nick Dyal, Cody Abbott, Seth Knowlton, Jim French
Middle: Garrett Deutsch, Jed DiLaura, Andre Currie, James Bowman, Charlie Sisk,

Andrew Tobiassen, Kyle Johnson
Back: John O'Hara, Jamie Roberts, Winsy Dunwody, Nate Fletcher

NORTH BUNKERHILL - SECOND SESSION
Front: Sam Vary, David Melroy, Matthew Victor, Henry Gerrity, Pete Flynn, Mike

Mesrobian
Middle: Ben Masselink, Conor Murphy, Chris Reis, Michael Cartier, Nate Wellin, Bino

Winkelmann, Matthew Carney
Back: August Felker, Blake Dvorak, Joanna Gold, Spencer Cherry
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NORTH CUNNINGHAM - SECOND SESSION
Front: Ned Daunis, Greggs George, Chuck Cash, Teddy Pietsch, George Riggs, Amos

Wolven
Middle: Michael Atterbury, Whit Welles, Jamie Kean, Cameron Fielder, Richard Cooch,

Cray Stevenson, Hank Wyman
Back: Fred McFarran, Will Georgi, Kate Hanisian, Clint Hammerberg

SOUTH HARRIS - SECOND SESSION
Front: Alex Martin, Adam Shaw, Jacob Metzger, Alex Drake, Ted Cooke
Middle: Robert Nuell, Teddy Shinkle, Craig Hammerberg, Zach Resnikoff, Andrea Cerulli

Irelli, Dan Seamans, Ben Blaes, Pete Buckley
Back: Flami Cerulii Irelli, Reid Anderson, Tyler Brinkmann, John Twiss
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SOUTH HARRINGTON - SECOND SESSION
Front: Charles Cushing, Tyler Hathaway, William Saetren, Giles Wells, Tony

Winkelmann, Sam Kaplan
Middle: Johannes von Pfister, Drew Moreland, Charlie Lodge, Mike Magill, Gordon

O'Brien, Max Hoblitzell, Wes Garner

Back: Brendan Kelley, Jess Trombley, John Ploehs, Will Summerour

NORTH HARRIS - SECOND SESSION
Front: Sam Kennedy, Robert Abbey, Ben Wolven, Max Abbott, Andy Simon
Middle: Connor McKenna, Melchior Fabre, Mac King, Nicko Margolies, James

Riddleberger, Peter Gerrity, Nick Wellin, George Hastings

Back: Chrissy Denmark, Harrison Stuart, Dave Yogg, Patrick Bowen
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BANK I - SECOND SESSION
Front: Bruce Hallett, Jason Oberg, Noah Aptekar, Peter Grace, Zach DeWitt, James

Ingalls

Middle: Reed Howard, Colin Gordon, Jason Victor, Allen Taylor, Joseph McCarthy,

Gordie Whelpley, Jack Myers
Back: Westy Westcott, Evan de Bourguignon, Jim Wilkerson

BANK II - SECOND SESSION
Front: Nick Paige, Harry Bradford, Andrew Manugian, Gianni Martin, Max Russell

Middle, James Matschulat, Dave Dohan, Sam Hough, Steve Tripp, Corbin Vreeland, R.B.

Pietsch, Dan Kline

Back: Nate Wendt, Will Hollister, Jody Wells, Paul Powell
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ALLAGASH - SECOND SESSION
Campers: Dan Bruckner, Fred Carter, Adam Denhard, Charlie Harding, Chris Howard,

Alec Johnson, Sam Maxwell, Peter Michaud, Jake Murphy, Lowell Olcott, Sam Smart,

John Treco, Chris Wood
Counselors: Ben Hanisian, John Slepkow, Brehan Doud

LONG VOYAGE and FRIENDS- SECOND SESSION
Front: Clark WooUey
Middle: Dave Erickson, Joanna Gold, Kate Hanisian, Winsy Dunwody, Mistye

Williamson, Charlie Richardson, Ned Murphy
Back: Guy Miller, Hunter Martson, Sebastiano Tomasa, Matt Mrachek, Guillaume

D'Autichamp, Will George, Andrew Miller, Fred Singer
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MAINE TRAILS I - SECOND SESSION
Front: Jack Masselink, Alex Collins, Ollie Pretty, Tylee Abbott

Middle: Sam Kies, Eudes Fabre, Davis Godbout, Colin Oberg, David Hastings

Back: Ryan Osborn, Andy Pesant

MAINE TRAILS II - SECOND SESSION
Front: Aaron Rolett, Dave Ernst, Chris Brown, Zach Lauenstein
Middle: Sebastian Reis, Noah Fralich, Jon Braff, Chip Pendergraft, Alex Myers, Eric

Welch
Back: Jason Wardwell, Christian Dehner, Bry House
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Activities Report - Summer 2000

Archery
By Dave Gary

We accomplished our mission. We set out at the beginning of the summer to

destroy our targets down at the archery range. We were tired of them and wanted to

pressure camp into getting new ones. The first day of each session we announced to the

camp: "Destroy the targets. We must destroy the targets." This chant was what the

campers rallied around when they shot their arrows at archery. Each shot was sent to

destroy. Those being particularly destructive were Zach Wilbur first session and Greggs

George second session. They were especially harsh on the center of the target, shred-

ding the red and yellow regions. The rest of camp did a great job to finish off the job, and
left the targets in a state of despair. They will definitely be replaced. Thank you camp!
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Adventure
Will Summerour and Ben Hanisian

This year at Adventure we had an incredible time climbing trees, playing games,
and coming together as cabin groups. With communication workshops, group initia-

tives, individual elements, and some of the best low and high tree elements in the

country, each person was able to challenge themselves to the very limit of what they
could do. We were also blessed with clear skies and great weather which helped keep
us in the trees almost every day, and with incredibly skilled and knowledgeable coun-
selors leading the way, every kid that came down to Adventure had a great time.

Many hours of hard work were put in by all who visited the course with the hopes
of earning qualifications. First session ended with nine campers earning their Mt.
Harrington's, and second session had an even more elusive group of seven campers
awarded the most sought-after and elusive qualification Kieve offers.

Thank you to everyone, both campers and counselors, who came down and helped
make this one of the best Adventure years in Kieve history
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Art
Kate Hanisian

Kieve's Art program started off the summer with a bang, introducing some new
projects and ideas and simuhaneously refreshing the old. From tie-dye to tracing and
murals to mobiles, the kids got a chance to try it all.

First session projects included a mural of the waterfront and another of Pasquaney,

that when hung stretched nearly all the way across the dining hall. Kids also got the

chance to paint different limbs and sides of their bodies and imprint this mess on paper,

culminating in the perfect image of a "Kieve Camper". Counselor John Twiss added his

creativity as he had the guys make a totem pole/mobile out of random objects they had
found strewn about the camp.

Second session projects were similar, although on John O'Hara's "Kieve's Country

Club Day" the kids used chalk and filled the basketball court with their idea of the

nicest, yet most difficult Kieve Golf Course. The children also got to combine two
activities when Nature and Art got together to allow the kids to collect all types of

wood, string, and other natural objects, arrange them in an artistic manner, and then

light it on fire. This along with a detailed oil painting of The Arts Center (which came
out AMAZING!) proved for another great session in Art.

Each session we had a select few campers who came to Art consistently, and then

each of the cabins got to test their skills on a broader scale with the usual bead bracelets,

magazine collages, etc. During first session, camper Graham Ober took it upon himself

one rainy morning to make the Art Center a huge Kieve flag, which hung in the art room
for the rest of the summer. Also Foster Durkee and John MacCallum came up with their

own qualification, "The Durkemacac", awarded to them for their diligent clean up
efforts every day they came to Art. Second session was filled with some of the same
energetic artistic attitudes, as campers like Dan Seamans and Teddy Pietsch made hemp
necklace after hemp necklace, and Robert Nuell earned two qualifications in the same
hour on Qualification Thursday—earning him a record time for most work.

All in all, Kieve Art 2000 was an incredible experience, and we look forward to all

the artistic talent again next year!
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Bremen Property
Jesse Dougherty

Bremen continues to be a vital part of the summer camp. The property underwent
a few changes this summer with the addition of a roofed picnic area, a African safari

tent and a new upper camp site complements of the men of Bank in the first session. All

of this meant that we send many of our primer trips down to the property and were able

to have other groups share it as well. The Snowgoose was in full force all summer.
Captain Chris Butler and his first mate Matt, navigated each cabin to the hot fishing

areas of Muscongus Bay and then took everyone out to the famed lunch spot right off

Louds Island. At the lunch spot, every cabin did some swimming, some funyaking and
had a chance to use the underwater video camera. Everyone enjoyed a day out on the

ocean. While this was going on, the sailboats also were used often. We took out the

Hatsy 111 (a Bristol 32) and the Skua (a 27 foot S-2) on a regular basis when the weather
permitted. The cabins that went out had a wonderful chance to see the bay on a classic

sailboat. There were many good days for kids to enjoy the bay completely in either of

these venues. While the second session weather did not cooperate nearly as much, we
still took out the boats whenever we could. The ocean has become a big part of Kieve
and everything went very smoothly on our oceanfront property. We all can't wait for

summer of 2001.
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Climbing Wall
Reid Anderson and Jess Trombley

This summer the cHmbing wall was a rockin' as young and old campers challenged

themselves both physically and mentally. Some met the challenge by traversing the

entire length of the wall while others hung in the batcave. A small group of enthusiastic

campers not onlv completed low activities in the morning but also returned in the

afternoon to learn additional technique. An elite five were chosen to set their own
course.

First session Thomas Lampert and Joe Froeber climbed their way to greatness.

Thomas, with a broken wrist, completed all of the taped routes and set his own course

up the center of the wall. Joe Froeber visited the wall daily challenging even the

counselors to climb high. His athleticism was amazing as he set a difficult route up the

jam board.

Stu Emmons, Nicky Gushing, and Dan Kline were the experts second session. Stu

and Nickv who both belonged to the youngest cabins at camp worked hard and earned

their course setter. Stu set a route along side The Arrow that required the use of manv
skills and the courage of a lion. Nicky chose the always challenging overhang to tape a

course. And Dan Kline the only veteran course setter designed a route appropriately

named "Leap Of Fate".

All in all. the summer was awesome. The BMT contained not only a rock wall but

a group of rock solid campers who climbed to the top time and time again.

Jess Trombley
Reid Anderson
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Landsports

We ain't tryin' to have a bad summer in Landsports, so this year we didn't. Campers
demonstrated their skills on the Hoops court, the soccer field, and baseball diamond.
Peter Jones was seen on the field with his sweet swing, while Cullom Walker showed his

versatility by playing every sport. Jacob Metzger was fillin' it up on the basketball

court second session while Cray Stevenson and Hank Wyman flashed their skills on the

diamond. There was always plenty of juice to drink, and chewys to munch on, but

sunflower seeds were the snack of choice. It was another unbelievable summer. Jason,

Tom, and Dave thank everyone for the Memories.
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Photography
Emily Riddleberger

This was a fabulous summer for photography. We began by completely refurbish-

ing the photo lab, receiving new enlargers, cameras, and processing chemicals. The
difference in the quality of the prints from last summer was astounding and thus at-

tracted many campers to the activity.

First session campers quickly learned

to use the new equipment and loved taking

"actions pictures" of sailing, riflery, and land

sports. Colin Diguiseppe amazed everyone

with pictures of his photo shoot at dinner

one night. Albert Nichols and Peter Stock

were also often found in the darkroom, de-

veloping pictures of scenes around camp.
Second session campers were also

thrilled to arrive to new photography equip-

ment and quickly mastered taking pictures

and rolling film in the darkroom. R.B.

Pietsch and Corbin Vreeland were perhaps
the most frequent visitors to photo, rapidly

finishing the qualifications and then continu-

ing by making up two of their own— the

photo devil and the frolicking photographer.

Ben Wolven was also an expert in the dark-

room and even brought negatives from
home to develop.

It was a wonderful summer and excit-

ing to see everyone's enthusiasm over the

new materials. Thank you!
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Pottery
Lynley Walker

We had another awesome summer in the pottery room this year. With some
different qualifications, the boys found something new to be excited about. We decided

that since the quals had been the same for about five years, it was time for a slight

change of pace. With new names like Sir Wedge-A-Lot and Glaze of Glory, the pottery

room got off to an awesome start. The qualifications were changed so that they were
better geared toward learning more about the wheel. The boys love the wheel so much
we tried to give them more chances to try it out. And we had another addition to the

pottery room this year as well: a new electronic wheel! There was always a line for

who was going to use it next, and it helped everyone understand a bit more about
pottery.

We also added a special qualification early on which we called the Funky Face first

session, and we called the Crazy Cranium second session. The boys had to make a crazy

looking face in order to get this qualification.

Another exciting aspect to pottery this summer was the blow-up free firings that

we had! Very rarely do we have a firing where no pots blow up, but I guess the boys
finally understand how and why we wedge our clay! And with the help ofAlan Baldwin,
our firings and our pots looked better than ever. He also lent us a hand and surprised us
by cleaning up the place every now and again. He helped several boys learn how to

throw pots on the wheel and was an important asset to our community.
Some of the pottery superstars this summer from first session included Peter

Favaloro, Alec Castillo, Taylor Strasburger, Austin Meszaros, and Alex Wood. Second
session, we saw a lot of Cory Grever, Jack Marston, Mark Mesrobian, and Charlie Sisk.

We also had several visits from Matt Victor and Michael Cartier who developed their

own special project and spent the summer working on making a chess set. Everyone
seemed to have a good time down here, and hopefully we'll see you all again next
summer!
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Printing
Sterling Ely

Perhaps to the surprise of the doomsayers, Printing had another great summer.
Printing Guru Howard Bliss and I fixed the shop up better than ever, and the kids
happily created a multitude of pads and business cards. Not only did printing fill up
almost every day, but the quality of the work was better than I have seen in years.

William Murphy and Alec Castillo both got their Compositors, as well as joining Jared
Coffin in exploring the joys of using graphics blocks while making about a hundred
pads each. During second session, Eric Hanss got his Compositor as well. Although
attendance dropped a bit, (most likely due to Paul Keller's woodchuck antics) Printing
continued to be a prime activity all through the summer, proving its still fun to do it the
old fashioned way. (No guys, we still don't have any "@" symbols, sorry.)

Remember: ink is fun, fumes are bad, and Spork and 01' Pete are your friends.
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Riflery
Christian Dehner

Continuing with tradition, Riflery has it followers and is still one of the most
popular activities. Brehan Doud, Jaime Roberts, Joanna Gold, Reid Bolton, Brendan
Kelly, and myself worked to instill the fundamentals of marksmanship and safety.

To spice it up, on Country Club Day campers tried their best to make it a hole in one
by shooting at the green. Chris Lipp, Sam Sherwood, Jim French, Sebastiano Tomada,
Adam Shaw, and Nick Wellin deserve special mention.

It was an awesome summer and thanks to all.
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Sailing
Jamie Roberts

It was a great summer for sailing on Lake Damariscotta. The first session was
marked by great winds and sunny days, and, although there was a little more rain than

usual second session, we still managed to have a great time sailing the smaller boats,

being the Zumas, Aqua Finn, and Holder and also the bigger boats like the Whitehaul,
Harpoon, 420, and Oday. Both sessions had the lake covered with boats sailing around,

going for trips into Great Bay, and sometimes even racing when the winds were right.

The enthusiasm for sailing of Cameron Copeland and Will Ireland first session and
Andrew Currie second session really made the summer what it was, and these three

were therefore awarded the Commodore qualification, the highest at Kieve Sailing.

These three were at the sailing docks almost every day excited with just the opportu-

nity to sail.

I thank every camper and counselor who came down to sailing for making the

summer a great one for Kieve Sailing.
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Supernatural

Second session supernatural had a few stumbling blocks to overcome before claim-

ing its place as the most popular afternoon activity. First off, the leader of Supernatural,

Ryan Osborn, departed for Maine Trails. This trip would take Ryan all over Maine,
unfortunately at the cost of his presence at Supernatural. However, the dark days

would not last long. The first day dawned sunny and clear and Pat Bowen and Tat

Kennedy grabbed the reigns of Supernatural and took it to entirely new levels. No
longer would Supernatural be confined to the boundaries of Kieve. At any given

moment we might be exploring Tidal Flats covering ourselves in mud, hiking to Dodge
Point, seeing the reversing falls of the Sheepscott River, having frog races and studying

the effects of a closed water system on biodiversity. It was always new, always fun,

always exciting, and most of all always kept real.

We explored the many tributaries of Lake Damariscotta by canoe, and when canoe
would no longer carry us through the mud and root choked waterways we would
explore by foot, always adventuring further than the last, always seeking a new under-

standing and appreciation for the world around us. We learned valuable lessons about

many environmental issues such as water rights and land use that will become ever

more important to our society as campers reach adulthood. Our goal was to provide a

safe setting for exploring places and understanding earth systems by first hand experi-

ences and lessons.

Pat Bowen and Tat Kennedy moved Supernatural past its' old school days of a

place to nap and think about skits for the afternoon swim session. Supernatural would
like to give thanks to Ryan Osborn for his 1999 takeover and overhaul of the Super-

natural scene. He was the inspiration for all the energy and love of the Earth that

Supernatural 2000 possessed. We would also like to thank Nate Wendt for his continu-

ing support and love of the outdoors. He provided direction when Supernatural had
lost its' way and brought an incredible new perspective to all of us. We would like to

thank the directors for giving us free license to teach and learn as we saw fit, especially

when it meant handing over the keys to the gray goose. And lastly we would like to

thank the kids for without their interest and inquiry all would be for not.
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Swimming
John O'Hara

What a tremendous year at the waterfront at Camp Kieve this year! Swimming
underwent few changes during the off-season in terms of qualifications; however, it was
more energized and action-packed than ever. Not only did campers strive for qualifica-

tions, but they also had fun competing in water games like baseball or water polo.

Often funyaks would be included in swimming games. Swimyaking, funyakure the

flag, and funyakolo (funyak water polo) are just a few of the creative uses that combine
sports and funyaks.

Swimming gained lots of recognition toward the beginning of second session due
to a feud with windsurfing and a WWF match that followed soon there after. First

session was highlighted by Mistye's inspiration for tanning. She created a more laid

back, relaxing qualification, called the Ultimate Tiger Tanner. We had quite a few
qualifications, including a handful of Kieve Swimmers. Tucker Brown and the Nelson
brothers lead the way first session, while Richard Cooch and the South Harris Connec-
tion of Zach Resnikoff and Ben Blaes capped off a phenomenal second session.

Thanks to everyone who came out to enjoy the sun and swimming this year. Whether
you competed in one of the many games or earned a Giddy Guppy or Big Tuna, I

sincerely hope you enjoyed yourself at swimming.
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Tennis
August Felker

The summer of 2000 was a great season for tennis at Camp Kieve. This year we
decided to abandon the old tennis tournament format and add a new Kieve tennis
ladder. In the first session David Keating and Long Ellis won the Kieve tennis ladder in

the Old Bunkerhill division and the cabin row division respectively. The qualifications

for the summer of 2000 were also new and different from the past years. Cullom
Walker became the first ever camper to achieve the U.S Open Qualification (by winning
three games against a counselor). In the second session Henry Garrity, Nickleby Evans,
Dave Melroy, Jason Victor, Nate Wellin, and George Riggs were among a surprisingly
nine U.S Open Qualifiers. I hope all of you are working on your games and planning on
showing off your hard work next summer.
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Windsurfing
Harrison Stuart

What a summer we had down at the beach. For the most part Windsurfing enjoyed

one of its most popular summers ever. Clint and I decided that this year we were going

to give out as many qualifications as we could. The qualifications were: Cool Ken
Winner, Rail Rider, Robbie Nash, and Kieve Windsurfer. Chase Gordon was the first

camper of the summer to get his Kieve Windsurfer and Edward Dujardin was the

second, there were six Kieve Windsurfers total in the first session and none in the

second session. It really is a challenging qualification. I thoroughly enjoyed heading up
the Windsurfing program and spent many days "chillin" on the beach and grabbing one
of the most savage tans in recent history. I want to thank everyone for a great summer.
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Woodworking
Will Georgi and Spencer Cherry

We had a great time in the woodshop this summer, though we were remiss at not

hosting a repeat of the much-adored car races of last summer.

Campers had more leeway this summer in designing and crafting their own projects,

which yielded some exciting results. First session's Cameron Copeland fashioned a

very impressive and functional shelf, while second session Charlie Lodge, on his path

to achieving the Dean and Scott Award, the highest qualification, created a three-tiered

dining room accessory shelf.

Sailboats were popular and successful this summer, with Paldo Tomada and Tom
Hallet both crafting superb catamarans second session. The boats were complete with

functional masts and canvas sails, though scaled down a little.

We also managed to build five new kitchen wannigans on order from the trip

shack, complete with sectioned trays that sit in the top. Campers particularly enjoyed

this project, taking satisfaction in the concrete functionality of the finished product. We
had enough enthusiasm to build 100 wannigans, our only limits being time, wood, and
necessity.

We also continued the second session tradition of building picnic tables, with
South Harrington building one and Bank I and Allagash collaborating on the second.

The picnic tables are sturdy, with extra-wide seats, and will be much appreciated in the

coming years at Kieve, and also given a chance to prove their durability.

Despite realizing just how much the campers enjoy the car races, as evidenced by
their absence, we still had a fabulous, fun-packed summer in the woodshop.
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Daily Log - First Session

Tuesday, June 20'\ 2000
Charlie Richardson

For nine days the 2000 Camp Kieve

Counselors prepared for the arrival of the

first session campers: rafting the Penobscot,

first aid and wilderness training, setting

up and mastering the various activities,

and even a Portland Seadogs Baseball

Game (a game in which our own Winsy
Dunwody was selected to throw a base-

ball through a small opening to win a

car. . .she came so close!). The camp never

looked better and the staff was the biggest

and most experienced ever assembled.

By 10:00 our first campers. Will and
Joseph Coleman. By lunch time we had

approximately thirty campers in tow and
began playing games at the waterfront,

basketball court, and top of hill as we
waited for the busses and planes to arrive.

For dinner we had a delicious spaghetti

feed complete with entertainment. Who
can forget Super Counselor (Andy Pesant)

and the likes of TAT. . . Tat, Harrison, Sean
and their antics teaching campers how to

properly clean up after dinner. I then fol-

lowed with a game of Simon Says. Playing

this game with 200 people is somewhat
more challenging than trying to get CJ and
Laurie (my children) to sleep at night. En-

ergy was high as we made sure the sur-

rounding area knew Camp Kieve was back
in full force for the new millennium.

Wednesday, June Zl"'*, 2000
Jesse Dougherty

With all of the travels complete, it is
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now time to get down to business and ex-

perience the first full of day of camp. The
day started with the help of Sam
Sletteland, who raised the flag. The sun
immediately started to peak out from the

clouds as everyone learned how the day
was run. Next, everyone followed Clark

down for a big old meal. Andy Peasant

made the breakfast a little more exciting

by previewing his Mardi Gras mambo
dance move to everyone. J.B. Brittain re-

ally liked the wide range of cereal offered

while the dining hall seemed to handle the

big camp with great ease.

After a few morning duties the new
campers headed down for the island swim.
The swim is the first challenge offered to

each new camper and has happened since

the first year of camp. It is an attempt to

swim out to an island some 660 yards
away. The water was a little cool but the

wind was down and the 50 new kids were
all prepared to give it their best shot. The
whole swim is a challenge by choice that

is a great accomplishment. Every camper
who attempted this swim deserves praise

for the attempt. Every camper who made
the swim deserves credit for a job well

done. All of the boys in South Glenayr
were courageous enough to try and many
made it. It was a great morning for many
kids to be a part of camp history and learn

a little more about themselves. All the

other campers played in many other ac-

tivities. Tom Hartenstein lead an excel-

lent basketball game with the boys from
Bank One. The Art Center saw the likes of

the Batra brothers after they attempted the

island swim and Foster Durkee enjoyed
the Burma bridge down at Adventure

Lunch lead into an array of announce-
ments including the new cheer of T. A. T.

who then attempted a back flip unsuccess-

fully. Soon after we were up with Skeet

shooter taking our famed long picture with
the ancient camera. Clint "Hammer" came
in his full body camouflage outfit that was
quite elusive, while the boys of Maine
Trails stood tall right below the staff.

Because today is the first full day of

camp, the afternoon is a little different in

that the kids are assigned activities instead

of choosing them. Bank One, under the

lead of Lee Whellwright, enjoyed Super-

natural as the caught a turtle and named
him Fred. Will Hackett did an excellent

job with his cabin down at Windsurfing. It

was a great afternoon to try some new stuff

and enjoy being a camper for the first time.

Afternoon changed to evening and be-

fore we knew it we were playing capture
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the flag. The teams were set and the game
was on. The ehte commando force of Will

Coleman and George Nichols attempted

some stealth attacks on the flag but were
stopped by the likes of Toby Witte and
Henry Buck. There was no real winner

but everyone had a really good time.

Soon the flag went down with the help

ofJohn MacCallum and everyone felt good

about Kieve 2000 despite not knowing the

words to all of the Kieve song yet.

Thursday, June 22"^ 2000
Pete LaCasse

The day opened with the sun peaking

over the tops of Kieve's large maples. I

took a short run down the West Neck Road
to check out the place and get a feel for the

day. Everything about the day so far spelled

out A-W-E-S-O-M-E. After a short rest to

catch my breath the bell rang and all the

campers came up the hill with gusto for

the day. It was too early in the session for

the campers to be needing more rest than

the bells and chimes of Kieve allowed.

Peter Ireland and Will Hackett hoisted the

flag and we all took a knee to think about

how we were going to really get out there

and try some new things, meet some new
people.

Down to breakfast the campers flew

after the table boys had been named. Jared

Coffin did me a favor by stepping in when
we came up short with our numbers. The
day progressed as the sun climbed in the

sky. The Archery field was filled and Print-

ing took had surprising numbers as South
Glenayrians went about trying to make
their first business cards. We moved
through to general swim where the rafts

had to come up with skits from one of my
favorite movies. Many chose Field of

Dreams because they knew that I had it for

sappy baseball flicks. I informed them that

the main character, Ray Kensella, got his

name from an Iowa baseball writer of the

same name. Interesting trivia. The best

skit of the day came out of Tyler Wardwell.

Lunch came and was gobbled down with
gusto. Baseball, of course, was the pick

for the afternoon as the Red Sox are in the

hunt for the pennant with the Blue Jays,

and, as usual, I hate the Yankees.

Evening swim came and some haunt-

ing clouds made their appearance felt over

the Bunker Hills. I felt we could pull off a

classic game of big camp town ball, but

was mistaken when raindrops the size of
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baseballs began to fall. The game was
called and we all moved into Innisfree for

the worlds best of the best. Can you really

dislocate your finger? Why does your
mouth stretch like that? Are you imper-

sonating Reid Anderson? The event left

the camp feeling wonderful and eventu-

ally the rain stopped so that we could head
outside for flag. The day had been busy so

everyone with A-W-E-S-O-M-E on their

minds headed to bed.

Friday, June 23'^^ 2000
Woody Davis

El dia de Latin America! Tambien este

es el dia del sol! When I donned my Latin

garb at 7:00 to get camp in shape the sun
was shining and I knew it was going to be

a good one for Camp Kieve. In no time all,

the campers learned that "el sol" means
the sun and headed down to breakfast. The
fabulous comida ended with a stunning

dance offbetween counselors. Because of

their amazing eye contact, and Latin pos-

sessed hips, Harrison and Ben took home
the honor of Buck Duty. After the morn-
ing duties all fled the blacktop for a full

morning of rad activities. Daniel Witte

and Scott James rattled of Spanish as they

made photograms in the darkroom while
Chris Rosser and Will Salisburg made
some awesome Latin eye contact with the

Archery targets and were soon on their

way to their first qualification. The high-

light of the activities had to be former
Wimbledon player and 1926 Kieve
Camper Dick Henry's fabulous tennis

coaching of Will Gray and J.B. Britain.

They soon were smacking the ball as hard
as Latin tennis diva Gabriella Sabatini. The
heat of "el sol" was too much and soon
everyone was ready for nadando general

(swimming general) and a Ricky Martin
inspired dance number to come off the raft.

What a Latin inspired, "en fuego" morn-
ing. Some like it hot. .

.

And that is what it was this afternoon!

It was so hot that I donned my itinerant

worker's burlap bag outfit and hit the cir-

cuit of activities. Kieve went off like it has

never before. Seeing LV take off for their

epic journey gave even more fuel to the

fire. Johnny O stepped up to bat and led

all is a stellar rendition of LaBamba— too

much. Charlie Geunther and Henry Buck
were animals climbing the trees in Adven
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ture. While I was down there document-
ing the general melee, Steven Sherrill

hucked for the trapeze and stuck the land-

ing like a Olympic level gymnast. Wood-
working, which was the first activity to

fill up, was also a hot spot on this particu-

lar Kieve afternoon. Ted Notides, hoping

to sail to South America, built a model
wooden catamaran in the shop while Gra-

ham Ober started the napkin holder that

will be on that very same catamaran to the

land of SALSA! Say it with me this time

—

SALSA! The heat was far too much for

many who took to the water Sailing,

Windsurfing, and Swimming. In just one
period Chad Weidmaier worked his hips

and legs so hard and received his Giddy
Guppy qualification- outstanding! Not
only was the Swimming crazy but so was
the Fishing; that sentiment was clearly

manifest in Addy Mauro's words "the most
exciting part of Fishing today was waiting

for the fish to bite, GUACOMLE! My Latin

day could get no better than the moment
when Printing ace Peter Hoffmann handed
me his business card. . . made in the Kieve
print ship. Ay Dios Mio. General swim
came to a stunning, tear jerking conclu-

sion when each raft gave their best at rep-

licating the melodramatic wails and cries

of Spanish soap operas. It was so real that

I could close my eyes and see the small

child in the hospital because of the negli-

gence of the 3'"^ father's cousin's inability

to read the medicine bottle. Stunning.
SALSA.

The heat carried right through the

night with numerous announcements,
promises of poem's from Patrick and then

the first ever game of Mexican Tennis.

Every kid did his best at playing soccer

and then hand ball and then soccer and
then handball and then soccer and then. .

.

well you get the point by now. Eventually,

however, "el sol" had to set and put an end
to this day of Latin excitement. My alter

ego Pepe is so proud of what Kieve be-

came, of the hips and eye contact, the

chants of SALSA, Ricky Martin imperson-

ations. Lalabamaba, and finally Mexican
Tennis. Kieve was Latin for a day. All of

Kieve smiled for a day. Gracias.

Saturday, June 24'^, 2000
Jason Wardwell

There is only one day each summer
that I wake up early and I'm excited to be

up early - my OD day. Today was guaran-

teed to be special. This weekend is the
75*^ anniversary of Kieve and a number of

alumni were at camp to celebrate.

When I woke up, the sun was out and
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the day had the makings of a classic, beau-

tiful Maine day. I made my way down to

Pasquaney to sit with Charlie, Jesse, and
Paul, going over the counselor activity as-

signments and cabin duties. As the morn-
ing wore on, the alumni slowly drifted into

Pasquaney: with a Wartels brother here,

and a Max Dining there.

At the stroke of 8, the bell was rung
and everyone gathered around the flag-

pole. We had a few technical difficulties

before we got the flag up. The theme for

the day, in synergy with all the alumni here,

was cherishing your friendships. All of

the alumni, some of whom haven't been
back to Kieve for decades, came back to

camp to see their old friends. Hopefully,

the campers will realize that some of the

friends that they are making this summer
will be friends for life.

Breakfast was egg and sausage sand-

wiches. We had about 3/4 of the cabins in

camp this morning. Chants were raised

for some of the old staff that were in town.
Bobby Osterhoff did a back flip and K-I-P

was yelled out repeatedly. After breakfast

was eaten and the tables cleared, I an-

nounced morning duties. We also sang
Happy Birthday to Ben Severance, who
turned 13 today. Buck Duty was decided
by the first ever Great Kieve Egg Toss Chal-

lenge. We had teams of current staff and
alumni teams competing. The Challenge

was interrupted by a surprise announce-
ment from Hoover, concerning the Jersey

Shore and trash on the beach. In the end,

the team of Nate Fletcher and Blake
Dvorak won out and got Buck Duty.

The morning activities ran smoothly,

bringing us up to general swim. Chris

Block represented the alumni contingent

on raft four. We weren't doing a split swim
today and we had lots of kids who needed
to swim. We filled the rafts and ended up
with almost 30 kids swimming off the

beach. The challenge that each raft had to

fulfill to come in was to create a "machine"
that would move a camper into the water.

A few rafts went with the conveyor belt

approach and we also saw a domino-like

machine, a giant sling shot, and a corridor

of rollers (kind of like a car-wash). Before

any of the rafts came in however, almost

every counselor down at the waterfront

was cajoled into performing a pain dive.

All in all, general swim took forever, but it

was tight.

Lunch was one of the best that we've
had all year - rib sandwiches with salad

and a cold cut bar. After lunch, counsel

announcements included Ben Hanisian's

revealing that his sister Kate's childhood
nickname had been Pink Piggy. Ben then
serenaded us with Lunch Lady Land, as a

prelude to the announcement of the

evening activity - AIR GUITAR.

After lunch we had two primer trips

come back. North Harris from the Bremen
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Property and North Cunningham came
back also.

Afternoon swim was not nearly as

long nor as crazy as morning swim. The
challenge to come in was for each raft to

do pain dives - one counselor and one

camper. Raft two, with pain dives from

Joe Froeber and Ryan Osborn, came in

first. Right after general swim was over, a

bunch of counselors helped to de-anchor

the rafts and move them out into the

middle of the lake as a platform for the

evening's fireworks.

Dinner was excellent, as always. We
had chicken nuggets, fries, and the usual

salad bar. Nuggets are the perfect camp
dinner - well liked by camper and coun-

selor alike. The announcements after din-

ner were uncharacteristically short. We
had a full slate of activities for the evening

and we needed to start Air Guitar early in

order to fit in the fireworks. There was
one announcement that sticks out. A num-
ber of kids starting chanting Sterling's

name. He jumped around for a while like

a gorilla and then rushed at me and tack-

led me to the ground. It was an interesting

announcement.
After dinner, everyone went back to

their cabins for some last minute rehears-

ing and planning. Then, with Sterling

manning the music, we all gathered in front

of Innisfree, sat back and enjoyed the acts.

We had the usual assortment of rap,

rock, and pop songs. And, as usual, kids

stuffed their shirts and pants to pretend to

be women and head banged their way
through songs with inappropriate lyrics.

Laurie Beth brought down the house with
her rendition of "Oops I Did it Again" and

CJ followed up with "All-Star". Harrison,

Digits, Clarke, Will S., Dave C, and Ryan
performed to a Backstreet Boys song to

finish the night.

We lowered the flag and I reiterated

my theme of cherishing your friendships.

Then we all tromped down to the water-

front to watch the fireworks with the

alumni. It was a beautiful night for fire-

works and there was many an apprecia-

tive "ooh" and "aah" from the crowd. It

was a wonderful end to a great day.

Sunday, June 25*^, 2000
Lynley Walker

The first Sunday of the session started

off well, as everyone got an extra half hour
of sleep. The sun was out, the temperature

was perfect, and everyone was psyched
for another amazing day at Camp Kieve.

Henry rose the flag for us and said a few
words to the campers, emphasizing that it

was reunion weekend and pointing out

what an amazing tradition this camp has.

The kids went down to breakfast and we
started the flipping of the pancakes. Morn-
ing duties were read, we wished South
Cunningham, North Glenayr, and North
Bunkerhill well on their trips, and we went
down to our cabins for clean up and got

ready for chapel.

Campers sang their hearts out for half

an hour and then the rest of the camp made
their way down to the chapel for some
singing and story telling. Because it was
reunion weekend, there were several

alumni present, and instead of having a

sermon, the alums told old stories, keep-

ing us entertained for the better half of the

morning. After the service, we had a short

break and then enjoyed a BBQ chicken

lunch.

At announcements, we told everyone

about cabin inspection and choir practice.
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North Cunningham won the sweetest

voices, Bank II won the loudest voices, and
North Harris had the cleanest cabin.

Archery, Riflery, and Volleyball were
the places to be in the afternoon. There
was even a Photography/Supernatural trip

that went out to Bremen for the day. Quali-

fications were given out left and right and
fun was had by all. After activities, we
went to swim, and the kids had to make
me laugh in order to get in. It was a tough
competition because almost everyone had
me in hysterics.

Since it was Diane and the kitchen

staff's night off, we cooked up some hot

dogs and had some other leftovers for din-

ner. The kids also got treated with some

ice cream. The evening activity was sup-

posed to be a scavenger hunt, but about 5

minutes into it, the clouds opened and it

started pouring. So we all headed into

Innisfree and had a skit auction. All of the

cabins were quite clever and came up with
some witty skits. The rain didn't stop us

from having fun! At about 8:10 we low-

ered the flag, I thanked everyone for a great

day, and we all headed down to the cabins

for some well-earned rest.

Monday, June 26**^, 2000
Ben Hanisian

Early this morning, I received a call

from the Olympic Planning Committee in

Sydney, Australia. They weren't sure how
they could run the Olympics this summer,
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and asked if we could help them by run-

ning our own. Of course, I had no other

choice but to tell them "YOU BET!"
We raised the flag at 8 in the morning

under a clear blue sky. I informed the camp
of the task at hand: we must have our very

own Kieve Olympics. They responded
with enthusiastic screams and claps! We
knew we had a huge day ahead of us, so we
descended to Pasquaney for a hearty

breakfast and our first taste of the Olym-
pic games to come with Buck Duty. Four
of our very own Olympic athletes rose to

the challenge: Tat, Clint, Jamie, and David.

A four station race to see who could drink

milk, eat peanut butter, two packs of crack-

ers and a glass of water fastest. Everyone
cheered them on, and headed for the morn-
ing duties where they decided on the name
of the country each cabin would repre-

sent.

South Glenayr: USSR
South Bunkerhill: Iroquois Nation
North Cunningham: Zulu Nation
South Harris: Roman Empire

North Harris: Canada
Bank II: Djibouti

South Harrington: Northern Germany
We began our first activity period

where each qualification meant a medal
to the country. Art, headed by Kate, was
the biggest challenge, where each person
had to accomplish four tasks for a medal.

Both the USSR and Djibouti came to a tie

with 13 medals each! The Zulu Nation
and The Roman Empire worked hard at

Tennis for 10 medals each under the

scorching sun. Next, we headed down to

the waterfront for general swim to cool us

all off. The lighting of the Olympic torch

was seen on the beach, and there each raft

was tested by Charlie Richardson's exten-

sive knowledge of Olympic Trivia. Raft 1

came in first, knowing Mark Spitz won
seven medals in one Olympic summer. All
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of the medal winning worked up a huge
appetite, so hinch was especially filling!

Then a well-needed rest period rejuvenated

the hard-working athletes of each cabin.

Second activity period again consisted

of a lot of individuals earning medals for

their country. The Iroquois Nation earned

a new medal in Pottery, the Funky Face!

Chase Gordon, Joe Froeber, Long Ellis, Will

Murphy, and Max van Herpen all received

the new medal. Printing and Archery also

put Canada in the heated race for medals.

A hot afternoon sun made the second gen-

eral swim even better than the first. To
come in, each raft had to show the "Great-

est Olympic Water Ballet" move of all time.

Raft 3 won in a unanimous decision by the

judges with Paul Keller spear-heading the

charge. Luckily, there were no white whale
spottings down there, though Raft 1 might
have seen a few!

At dinner the Olympic medal race got

harder with three new countries entering:

Zimbabwe (NG), Siberia (SC), and the

Galapagos Islands (NBH) all returning from

trips. After a long session of announce-
ments by the staff, we headed down to pre-

pare for the evening activity where each

country would compete as a team. There
were ten stations:

Longest Football Throw
Longest Discus Toss

Team Chant
Wheel-Barrow Race
Team Pyramid Building

Loudest Yell

Accuracy Toss

Fastest Tree Climb
Most Free-Throws
Team Spoon Linking

Teams rotated through each station

and everyone did an incredible job, in-

cluding the fastest tree climb up the tra-

peze in 23 seconds! Siberia won the Team
Chant with Winsy and Lynley as judges.

After a long day of earning Olympic Med-
als, the teams retired to the top of the hill

for the lowering of the flag. There, we
learned the importance of teamwork and
the fact that a group of people working
together can accomplish what one person
couldn't do alone. The night ended with a

quote by a Native American Chief:

"I have seen that in any great under-

taking, it is not enough for a man to de-

pend simply upon himself."

Tuesday, June 27*^ 2000
Patrick Summerour

Camp awoke to gray skies but we were
determined to not let this phase us. We
gathered at flag to celebrate the comple-
tion of the first week of camp and to wel-

come our entrance into second week. We
followed David Sithole down to breakfast.

Awaiting us at breakfast were some deli-

cious sausage and egg biscuits prepared
by Diane and that fine kitchen staff, need-

less to say, everyone got their fill. Buck
Duty quickly arrived and in celebration

of getting to know people we played a game
amongst staff members where the chosen
staffmember had to exhibit his/her knowl-
edge about the other. We soon found out

that Tat had once met Hot Rod Stewart in

his Rod is God stage and that Kate is the

most likely to pick her nose and then eat it

in a public place. We found out some other

wild and wacky facts about some of our
fellow staff members and we all left feel-

ing that much more close.

The morning activities took the Bank
to the Snowgoose and South Harrington

to Mt. Katahdin. North Glenayr was found
at the Tennis courts and Windsurfing, while

South Bunkerhill and South Cunningham
was found at Supernatural and Funyaking.

Other activities that were open were: Art

and Adventure for North Cunningham and
North Bunkerhill. As the activity periods

moved on, the gray skies cleared and on
came the beautiful blue skies of Maine. At
general swim rafts were responsible for

acting out a dinner with the three people
they would most like to have dinner with,

past or present. Nominations for Albert
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Einstein, Sarah Michelle Gellai, Michael

Jordan, and Archimides found their way
to the rafts and it proved to be a barrel of

laughs and smiles.

The afternoon activities brought
Camp Kieve campers a little of aqua zip, a

massive game of soccer, archery, tennis,

sailing, swimming, riflery, supernatural,

printing, and photography. Not soon after

we had started the first afternoon activitv,
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Camp Kieve was blindsided by a tremen-

dous, but amazing, thunderstorm that was
intensely powerful and short. Ahei this

magnificent thunderstorm Ryan Osborne
was found buried under mulch and the

soccer game turned into a major league

mud soccer game. The second general

swim was an exhibition of campers trying

to impersonate counselor which proved
to be just another barrel of laughs.

The evening activity found the two
Banks competing in Frisbee, but found the

younger cabins immersed in a game of

Make Me Laugh. Each cabin ^vas asked to

perform a skit and make one of their coun-

selors laugh. After much preparation and
organizing the boys put on some truly hys-

terical skits making just about everybody
laugh. In typical Kieve fashion we fin-

ished the day with a magnificent sunset,

arguablv the best of the summer. What a

Day!!!

Wednesday, June 28^^, 2000

Jason Nahra
Today's weather- 73 degrees. Sunny,

84% humiditv

Now this is the Law of the Jungle-

As old and as true as the sky;



And the Wolf that shall keep it may
prosper,

But the Wolf that shall break it must die.

As the creeper that girdles the tree trunk,

The Law runneth forward and back-

For the strength of the Pack is the Wolf,

And the strength of the Wolf is the Pack.

-Rudyard Kipling

As the campers arrived at the top of

the hill for flag ready to have another suc-

cessful day, the words written above hope-
fully encouraged them to find strength

both in themselves and in a group. I chal-

lenged them to learn more about them-
selves and discover what they have to of-

fer a group. They were challenged to be-

come a better person, camper, cabin mate,

and a friend. Its easy to simply have your
own individual qualities, but it's a little

more difficult to fit them into a group.

A breakfast of French toast and lots of

syrup provided the proper nourishment
to start our day off right. Duties were given

to the energetic campers who were anx-

ious to do their part in keeping the camp
clean. For Buck Duty, we had a new twist

on an old classic. It was a big game of

"partner chubby bunny" that pitted team-
mates, Andy and Blake, against a field of

heavy hitters, that included Harrison and
Patrick, Kate and Ben, and Johnny O and
Clark. After many moments of peeps stuff-

ing mallows into their teammates mouths,
and many people making their own mal-

low fluff, the team of Patrick and Harrison

came out on top. Duty was given to Clark

and Johnny O so that they could get their

daily dose of Sportscenter.

The morning was full of busy camp-
ers partaking in a variety of activities. Sail-

ing, Riflery, Pottery and Printing were all

open this morning. The boys ofNBH were
tearing it up at the Wall and on the Riflery

range, while NC was out on the Goose. A
special sailing trip was given to SBH out

on the ocean. Jesse, Blake, John, Nate, and
Sara willingly volunteered for a day of fun

in the sun with this group. It's a beautiful

day for sailing or any other activity you
could imagine.

The afternoon was a crazy day at

camp. Not crazy as in not normal, but
crazy in sense that a good time was had by
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all. A big basketball game seemed like the

popular draw, while clay was flying in the

Pottery room. To come in from general

swim in the afternoon, rafts had to create

their own classic sports moment. One that

hadn't been done before, so in many ways,

they were trying to predict the future. Raft

#2 did a great skit about a future "pain

dive championship." It was both in depth

and well acted out. Needless to say they

came in first, even when Raft #3, led by
Winsy and Kate, tried to suck up to the

judges.

Dinner was tasty as usual. Meatball

sandwiches and tater tots were a perfect

meal to end the day with. After getting

our fill of all that good stuff, it was on to

evening activity. Ultimate sports night was
in store for the camp. Basketball. Soccer.

Frisbee, 4 square and card games were all

offered. C.J. tore it up on the soccer field

while Augie was making hoops left and
right in basketball. Soon, after working
hard for an hour, it was time to lower the

flag and go take a dip in the water. It was
another great day in Kieve history.

Thursday, June 29'^, 2000
John O'Hara

Wake Up...The day began with the

typical knockout games on the basketball

courts, and campers and counselors alike,

filed out of their cabins to Flag. Although
camp was only six cabins strong at flag

and four cabins strong after Indian Circle,

excitement was in the air for Junior Kieve

would soon arrive later on today. Will

Hackett and Scott Janes helped me raise

the flag, which was followed by the mes-
sage of the day: no one ever learned any-

thing when they were the one speaking, so

listen to each other and you will learn.

Sterling lead the small camper herd
down to Pasquaney where a breakfast of

muffins and cereal was served. August
announced that on his trip back from the

Long Voyage resupply, the car behind them
ran over a moose going 70 miles per hour
on the interstate. It, the moose that is,

flipped three times and got up and walked
away. Amazingly enough, more damage
had been done to the car than to the moose.

Morning duties followed, with mixed
camper reactions. North Glenayrians
cheered when they heard they were going

on the Snowgoose, while campers in South
Cunningham were disappointed when they

heard that they had to clean Pasquaney.

That left me with the final, and most famed
duty of all, Buck Duty. It was a game of

Family Feud, where Tommy Heart & Soul

and Jason competed against Patrick and
Augie. The categories were "Things that
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might be found in South Glenayr", "Things

that are associated with being a Bailer",

and "Why Paul Keller is a Bailer." Al-

though Patrick and Tommy are straight up
bailers, they struggled with the category,

so they received Buck Duty.

After morning duties and a brief In-

dian Circle, the campers headed off to

morning activities, which included every-

thing from Windsurfing to Pottery. As the

echoing sounds of the riflery range pep-

pered the air, the first Junior Kievers pulled

in to camp. Jason, Allie, and Max helped

the excited, nervous and scared campers
get adjusted to the new atmosphere. Al-

though for much of Kieve, today seemed
relatively normal, it was a completely new
and different experience for the newcom-
ers of Junior Kieve.

General swim was small, but the

warm water encouraged campers to stay

in for a longer time. Where three days ago

campers were testing the water before leap-

ing in, now they trust that the water is re-

freshing instead of freezing. To come in

from the rafts, each counselor was given a

strange prop that had to be used in as many
ways possible, similar to a game that is

played on the TV show, "Whose line is it

anyway." Sterling's raft came in first uti-

lizing a piece of rubber tubing. All of the

skits were well done and very amusing.
Lunch was a simple, but tasty, tuna

fish sandwich and spinach egg rolls. Some
of the JK parents joined the rest of camp as

their sons got settled in. Quiet and un-
eventful, lunch commenced and the camp-

ers hit the sack for rest period. The boys

of South Glenayr looked especially tired

after their trip to Bremen a couple of nights

prior. Charlie Guenther nearly fell asleep

at the lunch table. We had an hour to relax

and kickback.

After signing everyone up for activi-

ties, the bell for Indian Circle rang. Tommy
had his hands full with more than 20 kids

signing up for Basketball. Much of South
Glenayr and the Bank signed up for hoops.

Others headed to the seven remaining ac-

tivities.

After a chilly and brief general swim,
we were treated to chicken bites and a

camper favorite, Caesar salad. The camp-
ers rushed the salad bowl and left nothing,

but a few croutons and dressing remnants.

Evening activity was a spirited game
of town ball that included a slipping slide

and some garbage cans full of Dama-
riscotta Lake water. Andy Pesant made a

classic run around the bases, while crack-

ing one of the garbage cans. The slip and
slide was a hit, as camper after camper
took a wet ride into second base.

Albert Nichols and Toby Witte helped

me lower the flag as my first OD day came
to an end. Thanks to all. Goodnight!

Friday, June 30'^ 2000
Tom Hartenstein

Good Morning. .Today began with
gloomy skies and an extra half-hour of

sleep for all. Despite the weather, I was
determined to make this the most fun day
of camp so far.
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Nat Stein and Charlie Guenther raised

the flag and everyone followed Big Dave
Sithole to breakfast. Breakfast w^as deli-

cious as alw^ays consisting of Egg Mc Muf-

fins and a choice variety of Cold Cereals. I

decided that my "Monsters Of Rap" CD
v^as perfect for today and it definitely light-

ened everyone's spirits. Conga Lines were

formed and everyone was dancing to MC
Hammer, Sir Mix A Lot, and Young MC.
The "Big Butt" song was by far the most

popular. Today was the first full day for

our Junior Kieve campers and they were

definitely impressed by the dance moves
of Dave Sithole and Tat Kennedy.

Next order ofbusiness was Buck Duty,

I decided to play one of my favorite party

games-Musical Chairs. The participants

were Johnny-0, Clint "The Hammer"
Hammerberg, "Big Daddy" Jim Wilkerson,

Kooky Kate Hanisian, "Rat-Tat-Tat" Tat

Kennedy, Nate "Dawg" Fletcher, and Emily
"The Riddler" Riddleberger. Big Daddy
just edged out Johnny-O for the last chair

and Johnny was given Buck Duty.

After a meeting with my good friends

Dan Patrick and Kenny Mayne, I walked
around to the various indoor activities.

The Arts Center was bumping as JK en-

joyed Art and Pottery. A huge game of

Dodge Ball pitted South Glenayr against

North Glenayr in Innisfree. General Swim
was cancelled for the morning and the

campers were given free time before
lunch.

Lunch was delicious and announce-
ment were even better. Andy Pesant in-

formed us of August Felker's love of cheese

and August proceeded to eat a plate full of

macaroni and cheese with cottage cheese.

Afternoon activities were announced to

the chant of "Ahhh Yeaaahh" and the

Campers were sent to rest period. After-

noon activities were also mostly indoors

with Dodge Ball as the most popular. In-

stead of afternoon general swim, the Great

Egg Drop was held. Each cabin was given

about twenty straws, some tape and an egg

and their job was to build a contraption

that keeps the egg from breaking when
dropped from about 15 feet. North JK eas-

ily won with an ingenious contraption that

withstood a drop from thirty feet. They
surely earned their reward of ice creams
after dinner.

Dinner was great and the evening ac-

tivity was announced-Capture the Flag.

The game was great and oddly enough, a

Kieve Tie was the result. Good Night to all

and thank you for a great day.
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Saturday, July 1'*', 2000
Andy Pesant

I awoke early to an epic Maine sun-

rise. The cloudless July sky promised to

be the nicest day of the session and the

still lake water was Jamaican me so ex-

cited formy OD day. At flag, Albert Nichols

helped me raise the flag. After letting ev-

eryone know that the theme for the day
was Jamaican Me Crazy Caribbean Day we
talked about respect and vowed to give

strangers the "respect mon" with the

pounds hand bump. For breakfast we
feasted on Sausage McMarley's and lis-

tened to some smooth reggae sounds. We
learned in announcements that Daniel

Witte was celebrating his birthday. Dur-

ing duties the guys in both Banks were
psyched to get a beach day and I think 1

heard the sound of mackerels crying all

the way from Muscongus Bay when I an-

nounced that Junior Kieve was off to the

Snowgoose.
Morning activities had the boys of

South Glenayr and North Glenayr enjoy-

ing some time at the Archery range with

T-A-T and some stale Doritos. At the swim
docks, Tom Hanson, Blake Riley and Gra-

ham Ober showed that earning qualifica-

tions was "no problem" as they received

their Great Goldfishes and Andrew Hacker
received his Giddy Guppy. The rest of the

crew followed Mistye lead and earned
their Tiger Tanners. At the Tennis courts,

the man of the hour, August, taught the

South Harrington and South Bunkerhill

kids the ins and outs of the hard court.

Over on the Adventure course, the North
Bunkerhill group prepared for their Croix

trip by completing the Mohawk Walk and
other group initiatives.

It was a perfect day for general swim
and everyone in camp was eager to take a

dip. Everyone except the South Bunkerhill

guys who were stranded out in the sail-

boats. In order to enter, each raft had to

come up with a Kieve inspired "priceless"

commercials. After hearing praise of the

August's eating habits, the Mardi Gras
mambo and the boundary bag the judges

hands were tied. In order to determine a

winner we held a council pain dive com-
petition. The pot was sweetened by some
fresh Island button downs that Charlie had
rounded up earlier in the day. The win-
ners were Ryan for most pain, Clint and
Sterling for most creative, Mistye for sheer

danger and August took home the coveted
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yellow bucket hat for the worst pain dive.

The long swim meant lunch was right

around the corner and everyone stood in

line for round two of corn dogs and chicken

strips. During announcements a few Kieve

saves were made, Jason Tsomides gave a

brief history lesson and August challenged

the fearless OD to a two on two hoops

game. Everyone headed off to rest period

to gear up for an afternoon that promised

to be "hot, hot, hot".

Things did heat up in the afternoon, at

Tennis as Cullom Walker was the first per-

son all session to earn his Pete Sampras.
On the Sailing docks, JB Brittain earned

his first mate and Ben Miner earned his

crew. T-A-T and Ryan led an awesome
nature trip and Graham Ober and Albert

Nichols both earned their hot shot aces

high at Photo. When 4:30 finally rolled

around, everyone was excited about the

opportunity to cool off. For the afternoon

there was a Adam Sandler scene competi-

tion. Though all were great, Daniel Witte's

Billy Madison scene was a classic and raft

three came in first.

At dinner, Ben and Kate Hanisian pro-

vided some live reggae tunes and T-A-T
with the help of some other staffmembers
fried up some bananas. The main course

was a John Roy special, Jerk Chicken and

everybody got into the Island spirit. Both
Banks were back and we found out that

Duncan Ferguson had been buried to his

lips in sand. The JKer's had also returned

but not before catching 112 mackerel.

After some quarrel over USA, Max high-

lighted announcements with an authentic

British song that he taught to the whole
camp. The evening activity was an-

nounced as FOUR WAY SOCCER! Once
the bell rung every one was surprised to

see the Bank II uniforms consisted of only

boxer shorts. The older cabins played on
Harriet House field and Sam Hopkins
made some incredible saves while Stuart

Kenworthy and Alex Buck provided some
high speed offense. At the soccer field,

Nick Reeder and Addy Mauro proved to

be soccer starts while Tyler Faux led the

South Junior Kievers. By the time the bell

rang it was a Kieve Tie and everyone was
exhausted. At flag, Jake Shulman and Paul

Reilly tried to bring down the flag but Andy
had tied the knot too tight that morning.

The near perfect day came to a close when
Charlie was able to untie the rope and the

flag was pulled down. Thanks for a great

day!

Sunday, July 2"^ 2000
Mistye Williamson

I could not have had a better day to

celebrate my theme of "Southern Pride"

than a day like today. Not a single cloud in

the sky could be seen and the temperature

was a wonderfully warm 82 degrees. Geor-

gia folks would be proud to know that I

brought the south up north on July 2 for

all these lil' young'ens to have. The morn-
ing started out absolutely beautiful with

loons singing and children rustling out of

their cabins. I was excited to get the day
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going as I looked up at an already bright

and warm sun. (Especially warm if you're

wearing great big blue jean overalls and
pigtails in honor of the south.)

We started the day off by raising the

flags and a little talk about pride and think-

ing about what the day might bring our

way that would give us all something to

be proud of. I have to say that being at

Camp Kieve gives me a true sense of pride

everyday and I was thrilled to have the

opportunity to talk with the camp about

it.

Breakfast went very smoothly as we
wolfed down some awesome pancakes
made with love by Diane and her crew.

Breakfast with a room full of hungry little

boys is always a fun way to start any day. I

saw many pancakes fly through the air as

we listened to some sweet tunes by Ala-

bama. After a quick clean-up and counse-

lor announcements we discussed our
morning duties as well as a quick lesson

on southern charm and hospitality. For

buck duty, I decided it would be interest-

ing to see how much southern charm our

counsel had. Andy Peasant from Connecti-

cut, Nate Fletcher from Rhode Island, Max
Dinning from London, Paul Powell from
Pennsylvania, Pat Bowen from California,

and Patrick Summerour from Louisiana

(our southern boy) all came up to play. I

guess there's just no competition for a

southern girl's heart when Patrick clearly

had all the southern charm. However, all

the guys put forth a great effort in trying to

make me smile so Tat Kennedy was
awarded with buck duty. Surprise Tat,

maybe you'll figure it out someday!
Chapel was the perfect way to spend

such a glorious morning. The boys
sounded absolutely wonderful as they

gave it their all in singing and praise. Con-
gratulations to North Junior Kieve for the

"Sweetest" voices and to South Bunkerhill

for the "Loudest". Jesse Dougherty gave a

great sermon and helped us understand
how we are much like barnacles with ten-

tacles that need to come out. I hope that

this day will give us something to be proud
of so that we can each show our true col-

ors and allow our own "tentacles" to come
out.

Lunch was super great with our tradi-

tional barbecue chicken and corn (I do
love tradition). It was definitely "finger

licken good"! As the meal settled into our

tummies, down for a nice rest we went.

With only five cabins at camp, it was a

very quiet rest hour indeed.

On to our activities we went. How
could you not find something to be proud
ofwhen you have so much to choose from?

We did a little bit of Tie Dyeing, a little bit

of baseball, some swimming. Supernatu-

ral, Sailing, Riflery, Tree Climbing and so

much more. The boys were truly making
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memories on this great afternoon! I can

honestly say that the pride just swells up
inside of me the more I think about it!

General swim was a blast as usual.

The water felt great on such a gorgeous

day under a bright yellow sun. To come in

we demonstrated what Camp Kieve would
be like if it were held in the, "peach state",

Georgia. Gow tipping, ho-downs and a lot

of "spitten" were among the favorite south-

ern activities. (Whew, good thing it's NOT
held in the south.)

Dinner was quite yummy. The staff

pulled together to cook up some quick
hotdogs with chips. We also had a special

treat of grits which every southerner loves.

Some liked the "mush" better than others.

Remember to add a little sugar and a lot of

love.

On to evening activitv which is mv
personal favorite ESGAPE TO FREE-
DOM! ! ! ! We had a blast getting away from
the horrible bounty hunters on our long

search for freedom. Freedom was at last

found by some out at Westcott. Gongratu-

lations to those of you who found it and
even to those who tried!

Flag came down and we had a talk

about pride, a little prayer, and a welcome
home to our boys from South Harris who
returned from their trip on Mt. Katahdin.

We all definitelv have several things to be
proud of today. Thanks for a great day
guys. You make the camp what it is!

Monday, July 3'^ 2000
Evan de Bourguignon

Today we were visited by our Aus-
trian friends Hans and Franz. There would
be no going through the motions at flag.
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Campers were challenged from the get go,

it would be a day of super strength. A ten

pound weight was hoisted to the top of the

pole along with the U.S. and Kieve flags.

A delicious waffle and cereal breakfast was
served, just the meal for hardy little boys.

The meal was wrapped up with a strong

man contest. Nothing other then arm wres-

tling. Clint was a strong favorite and won
the championship. Max came in a close

second, while Reid and Jess tied for third

and ended up with Buck Duty. It would be

important to note that Cullom Walker beat

Hans in a very heated arm wrestling

match, GOOD JOB YOU BIG STRONG
MAN (Austrian accent).

Activities were quite manly. Once
completed, the men of Camp Kieve had a

few more chest hairs. What's a day with-

out general swim. The competition to

come in from the rafts was a strong man
flex, because I'm sure everybody remem-
bers what raft they were on that day, the

order they came in was 2,4,3,1. We
strongly raced up to lunch where John Roy
had our power lunch of chicken
McNuggets and french-fries waiting.

Strong men need lots of rest which is why
rest period couldn't fall at a better time.

HAVE A GOOD SLEEP LITTLE ONES (Aus-

trian accent). We awaken from our slum-
ber to match our strengths with the after-

noon activities. All is well and still get-

ting stronger. Dinner on strong man day is

vital to the evening activity. We had to eat

well and bountifully, because the evening
activity awaiting the boys/men would be
difficult, it would be a legitimate strong

cabin contest. There were the usuals, like

the log throw and the truck push, they were
quite the hit. Others like tug of war and
canoe portages were the norm.

After all was said and done we
huddled in Innisfree because of lightning,

where the joshing of the day became a bit

more serious and we talked about being

strong in difficult times. HAVE A GOOD
NIGHT BOYS (Austrian accent).

Tuesday, July 2000
Will Summerour

The outlook for the Fourth of July

looked dim as we woke up. The forecast

called for rain and when we woke up, it

looked like they may be right. Skies were
overcast, and the smell of rain was linger
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ing in the air. We started that day confi-

dant that our positive vibes would hold

the rain off long enough.

campers had to give their best rendition of

the Star Spangled Banner, complete with
choreography, red rockets glaring, and

After we raised the flag, the campers
took a knee, and I incorporated the theme
of the day. Independence (an effort to tie

in the National holiday with Kieve). I en-

couraged the campers to utilize that day
and those to come to become more inde-

pendent, by trying to make more of their

own decisions and not let others make their

decisions for them.

We all followed Big Ben down to an

Ail-American breakfast of eggs and bacon
along with some All-American tunes by
some All-American artists like Johnny
Cash, Bruce Springsteen, Bon Jovi, and
Willie Nelson. Buck Duty was an enter-

taining game of Win, Lose, or Draw be-

tween staff members just returning from
their trip and those on their way out. Dig-

its, Dave Carey, and Spencer Cherry won
Buck Duty in a very close and heated com-
petition.

Morning activities ran smoothly with
only five cabins in camp, with tons of kids

earning many qualifications in such All-

American activities as Tennis, Riflery, and
Archery. We also started see a hint of sun-

shine in the sky giving us all hope that the

rain just might hold off.

To get off the rafts at General Swim,

bombs bursting in air. Thanks to their great

color coordination and huge splashes, the

men of South Bunkerhill brought home
the gold. After the swim, the kitchen staff

whipped us up some mean hot dogs, po-

tato salad, and coleslaw for our All-Ameri-

can lunch.

By the beginning of afternoon activi-

ties, the skies were clear allowing several
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campers to earn their Ultimate Tanning

Tigers at Swimming. One highlight was
the Supernatural crew going out to the

Damariscotta River and checking out a

beautiful piece of good old-fashioned

American nature.

The second General Swim saw clouds

moving back in and causing us all to fear

an indoor evening activity at Innisfree. To
get in this time, the rafts had to reenact a

battle from the Revolutionary War. The
mighty men of North Harris gave an inspi-

rational reenactment of the Battles of Lex-

ington and Concord earning them the blue

ribbon. This was followed by an Ail-

American dinner of chicken fajitas. I know
what you're thinking, but we couldn't fig-

ure that one out either. During announce-
ments, Josh "Digits" Slepkow came out in

his Patriots helmet, American flag shorts,

and wrapped in an actual American flag to

tell us why he loved our nation so much.
He was suddenly interrupted by the lov-

able Brit., Max Dinning. After a furious

battle between the two on the steps of

Pasquaney, I decided that the only way to

settle the feud was to make the evening
activity Color Wars, the British against the

Americans (the only difference being that

all playing were Americans, Max ex-

cluded).

We gathered on the battleground of

Harriet House Field which has seen so

many vicious wars already. Not more than
fifteen minutes had passed when the rain

started to come down. I figured that they
had fought in the rain in 1776, so there

was no reason they couldn't tonight, pro-

viding that we saw no lightning. It was a

see-saw battle with the British prevailing

in the end. Right at 8:15, lightning streaked

the sky and we headed for flag. We had

held the rain off just long enough, but na-

ture had to win in the end. We lowered the

flag, sang the song and hit the sack.

Happy Fourth of July and thanks for a

great day.

Wednesday, July 5•^ 2000
Reid Anderson

As I started today with the raising of

the flag, I asked the campers to take a risk.

I talked of taking risks every day, no mat-

ter how small. Who better to use as a risk

taking example for the day than the Croco-

dile Hunter himself, Steve Erwin. A hearty

waffle breakfast would start us off right as

we headed out in search of one of the most
exhilarating creatures, the qualification.

Buck Duty was given, by way of Trivia, to

Evan and Paul. In the morning activities

we saw the making of emergency shelters

in Supernatural. The campers used sticks,

leaves, moss, and anything they could find

to build a waterproof shelter. One lucky

camper got to sit underneath as the "rain"

fell like buckets of water. Amos Wolven
got just a little wet, but Taylor Strasburger

stayed dry as can be. General Swim gave

everyone a chance to be Steve Erwin as

the campers had to show off their best im-

pression to come in from the rafts. Lunch
time saw a visit from Hans and Franz as

they gave us all a little weight lifting les-

son to help with our croc wrestling. The
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afternoon saw some impressive qualifica-

tions earned. I noticed way out on the

horizon on the lake a wind surfer, none
other than Chase Gordon earning his Kieve

Wind Surfer. Up in the Arts Center, Colin

DiGuisseppe was spending his time in the

darkroom developing his most recent

photo shoot, and earning his Kieve Pho-
tographer. A pasta dinner gave us all the

energy we needed to go out in search of

the fierce and venomous crocodiles, the

Counselor. A thrilling hunt topped off our

Crocodile Hunter day as the campers
scoured the campus in a modified version

of Capture the Counselor, in this case Cap-
ture the Crocodile. We all gathered up at

Flag and we reminded each other to take

risks every day. It was a beauty of a day,

just like being off in the Outback. Well,

that's all from here, it's Wednesday night,

Crocodile Hunter is on at 9!

-Steve Erwin

Thursday, July 6th, 2000
Spencer Cherry

The day started with me denying
campers left and right the opportunity to

raise the flag, on account of a preparatory

skit to introduce the day's theme. Paul
Keller interrupted my hoist to announce
that he was in fact the OD, and a scuffle

ensued, involving smashed heads and
cookie sheets across the back. World Wres-
tling Federation Day had descended upon
the camp.

This was the second annual such day,

the first being Keller's brain child of the

summer of 2000. I must confess that I ab-

hor professional wrestling and know noth-

ing about the sport, but I agreed to honor
Paul's pleas.

Breakfast was uneventful, save for an
appearance by The Rock of WCW fame.

Will Summerour delivered a speech a la

third person in true Rock spirit. "The
Rock" then proceeded to drop Ben
Hanisian before retiring to the kitchen/

dressing room. Buck Duty was a contest

to see who could do the most Goldberg

Presses with a camper, a military

pressesque wrestling maneuver popular-

ized by the wrestler of the same name,
where a person is hoisted above the head.
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Counselors were called up and names of

campers were drawn "at random" from a

hat. Dave Sithole pressed Cullom Walker

of North Glenayr 19 times. Cullom's face

during the episode was one for the records.

Next was Blake Dvorak, who pressed Will

Salisbury, also of North Glenayr fame, an-

other 19 times. Harrison Stuart was as-

signed Will Barker of North Harris, who
probably checks in at about six feet, one

hundred sixty pounds. Harrison didn't im-

mediately recognize the joke apparently,

as Paul had to frantically stop him from

trying to raise Will over his head.

Morning activities were quite stan-

dard, the wrestling theme opting to rear

its head in the afternoon. A tour of camp
revealed everyone enjoying himself on
what was another beautiful day. To come
in from rafts at general swim, each raft

was required to perform a skit depicting a

professional wrestler at a Kieve activity.

The contest effected some humorous
scenes, and afterward we all went to lunch.

Lunch found more wrestling-based

announcements, with The Rock making
another guest appearance. The afternoon

activities were announced, including
WWF swimming, WWF art, and what
turned out to be a vastly popular yet seem-
ingly redundantly named Synchronized
Wrestling Choreography run by Johnny O
('Hara). That activity filled up after North

Harris and North Glenayr had signed up,

much to the dismay of the cabins further

down the sign-up order.

Afternoon general swim was marked
by another wrestling-based competition

to come in off of the rafts, where campers
had to perform wrestling moves, most of

which ended in campers being thrown off

the rafts.

The Rock again appeared at dinner, as

did some other wrestlers to be featured in

the evening activity lineup. The stage was
set inside Pasquaney, consisting of mat-

tresses covered in tarps for that telltale blue

hue, along with ropes encircling the 30 x

30 foot ring.

The evening activity of wrestling

matches was set up so that each tag team
entered to music of their choice and were
then interviewed by MC Paul. Patrick

Summerour, donning the stripes, refereed

the matches.

The event started with Charlie com-
ing out as the WCW founder Vince
McMahon, who was joined and subse-

quently entangled with his wife, both in

life (Annie) and on stage (Mrs. McMahon),
and by CJ who strutted his stuff when he
wasn't busy body-slamming his dad. The
first match was the battle of the JK's, which
turned into the battle of the western world.
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Max and Paul Powell, representing Great

Britain, took on Jason Nara and Jim, who
sported McDonald's outfits as they were
representing the US.

The second match was the Korean Na-

tional Table Tennis Team, played by Will

Hollister and Jamie, who entranced in tight

black shirts and shorts, bouncing ping pong
balls. Jody was their interpreter in what
was an hysterical pre-match interview.

Hans (Evan) of "Hans and Frans" notori-

ety apologized for not being able to wrestle

on account of his broken wrist, but intro-

duced his American cousins Ron and Don,
played by Blake and Fred. The match
ended with the USA-themed team pinning

the Koreans at the close of a heated battle.

The Animal Farm match followed,

with Ben "Poodle" and his sister Kate "Pink

Piglet" Hanisian taking on Dave "War-
thog" Gary and Mistye "Laughing Hyena"
Williamson. The match was stopped at

one point so the animals could be fed from
dishes on the floor. The match concluded
with Ben urinating on Dave in a climatic

win for the Hanisian duo.

The final match was between the New
York Ballet Gompany (Brehan and Glark)

and the Southerners, played by Harrison

and Will Summerour. Brehan and Glark

came out to a nifty noveau dance to the

tune of "With or Without You" by U2,
while their foes entered in full confeder-

ate regalia carrying 2 x 4's and cranking

Lynard Skynard's "Give me Back my Bul-

lets." Paul announced that the winners of

this match were entitled to receiving mul-
lets, the "business up front, party in the

back" haircut of southern fame. Paul sub-

sequently announced that Allison Martinat

would be carving up the winners' hair, and
despite her insistence that she had in fact

cut a mullet before, the results the follow-

ing day brought her claims into question.

It was a wild match, with Harrison and
Will eventually championing the inferior

ballet duo, whose tights and leotards may
have restricted their ability to wrestle at

the top of their game.
We closed out the second annualWWF

Day with a routine lowering of the flag,

this time allowing campers to perform the

honors. A good day, hopefully enjoyed by
all.

Friday, July 2000
Glark Woolley

The young boys awoke to a beautiful

summer morning. As the OD of the day, I

woke early to set up the theme of the day,

western appreciation day. My day is com-
pletely dedicated to the culture and people,

past and present, of the American west.

Gorn-beef hash and eggs help get the

boys enthused about the day ahead.

Johnny Gash and Willie Nelson help pump
up the mood with Highwayman. Morning
announcements concerned the shaving of

Harrison Stuart's hair into a mullet. Buck
Duty would follow playing on the west-

ern theme. Gisco's Shake-down from MTV
was imitated which allowed some of the
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staff to show off some of their dance moves
to the campers. Wins would unfortunately

get the duty for her lack of dancing ability.

The morning activities went on with-

out a hitch. Morning swim, however, had
high winds. Going along with the theme
of the day, the boys where asked to create

skits that contained west-coast rapping. All

rafts where quite humorous in this activ-

ity especially because they all contained

myself. After swim, the boys came up to

Pasquaney to enjoy a hardy meal of pizza.

The weather was still amazing and the

boys looked forward to a great day of ac-

tivities.
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The highlight of the day occurred with
the evening activity. Casino night would
be the activity. Different games entertained

the boys of Kieve. Horse racing, cards,

and more where put together by the an-

gelic wins. The boys saved their energy

for the finale of the day, dance contest. The
contest fell completely apart into a huge
bit of bouncing to blue by Eiffel 64. The
floor shook with such ferocity and tables

began to shake that the dancing was called

off. The day was the best ever and I want
to thank all of you that took part in it.

Saturday, July 2000
Harrison Stuart

1 awoke this morning with hopes of

creating one of the craziest days that has

ever been seen at Kieve. The day was called

cool day. Today was a chance for the boys

to excel in whatever they did best and to

add a little attitude to it. Today was the

day when you could walk around and be

as cool as you wanted to be and there was
nobody to stop you. The sun was shining

and the campers were ready to roar into

yet another fantastic and memorable day
at Kieve. At breakfast we had two teams
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for buck duty. One was the Ivy league: Ja-

son, Joanna and Allison vs. the Commu-
nity college: Tom (heart and soul), Bad Will

Summerour and my top dog Clark (w^hite

fro man) WooUey. We had NASCAR and
Kentucky Basketball trivia and v\/hen

Johnny O spoke out against my beloved

CATS he landed Buck Duty. The morning
activities were great and the Junior Kieve

was enjoying a gorgeous parents day.

Lunch was awesome as we soon learned

the campers needed a quick redefining of

the word "bad". Sorry counsel. The after-

noon was enjoyed by all including an in-

tense baseball game that nearly twenty-

five campers a period enjoyed. As the sec-

ond period ended, we got a little rain and
general swim was NOT cancelled, instead

it was Saturday and as tradition has it the

boys had to test their wit against the fa-

mous pain dive. Yes, it was pain dive Sat-

urday again and raft two was the first to

come in but only after all the council was
called into the water by the chanting of

too cool kids. Dinner was pizza and an-

nouncements will be remembered as

Allison's last night and Clark's call to have
all campers smother her in a hug and
smash the table she was sitting on. It was
BAD!! We played Mayhem for evening
activity, which I created for the sole pur-

pose of letting the boys be boys. It was
muddy and fun. It was chaos and even
more fun. Thanks guys for an awesome
day.

" It's hard to be humble when you are

as good as I am". Muhammad Ali.

Sunday, July 9^ 2000
Winsy Dunwody

This morning we rose and were once
again blessed with blue skies and warm
weather to start off our final week of first

session. Gavin Lague, a former counselor,

spoke a few words about ending first ses-

sion on a strong note while Nick Stevens

and Sam Hanson raised the flag. Breakfast

was complete with the traditional Sunday
meal of pancakes while the campers and
counselors filled the room with chants and
laughter. The morning duties were as
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signed which led us to Buck Duty. While
there are many counselors at camp who
are very vocal and love to be put on the

spot, we also have counselors who are

more shy and would prefer not to be put

in the spot light. Therefore Buck Duty was
designed to let those who may be more
timid to confront the more vocal counse-

lors as thev used a razor and shaving cream

to shave balloons full of water over the

other counselors heads. Needless to say it

was a messy morning, so Buck Duty was
given to Clark and August.

The bell rang at ten o'clock and there

began our final chapel service of the ses-

sion. The sermon was delivered by the par-

ents of Tommy MacPhee, a camper from
South Junior Kieve, who shared their feel-

ings ofwhat Kieve means to them. Chapel
finished and the campers were off to their

cabin for tubbing and cabin inspection. At
twelve thirty, everyone was clean and
ready for a good Sunday meal of grilled

chicken and corn on the cob. The winners
of cabin inspection were announced and
North and South Glenayr were both
thrilled to be recognized for their good
work. The sweetest and loudest awards for

chapel were given to North Glenayr for

their angelic voices and South Harris for

their loud yet sweet voices.

After a refreshing rest period, the af-

ternoon activities commenced, and the

campers were off to enjoy a huge basket-

ball game, a baseball game, tennis, sailing,

the woodshop, etc.. It seemed as if every

activity was filled with energy and laugh-

ter. This continued into general swim
where the campers were asked to display

their best entry into the water to come in
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from the rafts. Before the campers per-

formed their skits they chanted the names
of the counselors to see what creative en-

tries they could devise. Fully dressed the

counselors entered the w^ater to please the

crowds.

After a great Sunday dinner prepared

by the staff, we were ready for our evening

activity. After a slow relaxing Sunday it

was decided that a crazy night of Relay

Races was in order. We rang the bell and
headed off to the soccer field to commence
the activities. The races consisted of a good
old fashioned relay race, balancing an egg

on a spoon, wheelbarrow race, the three

legged race, the ultimate shoe mix up, and
the all time favorite, the scream relay. Af-

ter a long and eventful night we headed up
to flag to reflect on our day. Cullom Walker
and Toby Witte lowered the flag and we
went to bed with memories of yet another

amazing day at Kieve.

Monday, July 10''*, 2000
Will Georgi

A dark and rainy morning allowed us

to have an extra half hour of sleep. At flag

it looked as if we weren't going to get any
sunshine all day, but we all hoped for the

best. Charlie Nichols and Nicky Bernstein

raised the flag after a few technical diffi-

culties. Actually what happened is that I

had the flags on the wrong way.

With high hopes of the sun coming
out, we had a great breakfast of waffles, to

keep us going strong through the day. For

Buck Duty this morning, we had a friendly

game of charades. As it turned out, the

hardest one to act out was Top Gun, giving

Keith and August the honors.

The dreariness of the day did not force

us to have a boring morning by any means.
A new game was introduced during morn-
ing activities called Rastaball. This game
is played with a rope that is tied on to a

tennis ball. The ball is flung by one camper,

that is aimed at a group of campers hold-

ing hands in a circle. Once the ball makes
it through the circle of campers, the ball is

moved to that spot and it is a new campers
time to throw. The object is to get the ball

to a destination in the least amount of

throws possible. The big news of the morn
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ing was that there was no morning general

swim due to the bad weather

At lunch today, August introduced the

new "tennis ladder" that is going to re-

place the old tennis tournament. This is a

new idea makes it so any camper can chal-

lenge the camper that is at a higher seed

than they are to take over that campers

spot. Allowing the highest seed to be taken

over at any time.

After lunch, the day turned a new cor-

ner and the sun came out, allowing us to

have a fun afternoon at the waterft-ont. The
sun stayed out just long enough to have
our afternoon general swim, but as soon
as that ended, it started pouring. This al-

most put a serious damper on the planned
evening activity. As luck would have it,

the rained stopped just in time to have a

huge, sloppy game of capture the camper.

Everyone ran crazy around camp to end
the day, getting us all worn out for bed.

Wil Stiner and Win McCarthy lowered the

flag as I reminded everybody that in less

than a week camp would be over and to

take advantage of every moment we have
here.

Tuesday, July 2000
Paul Keller \ Jason Nahra

Last night I got the infamous Kieve
"call to the bullpen" (left hand tapping

right wrist while right hand curls two fin-

gers) for today's O.D. duty. While brain-

storming an idea for the day with Charlie,

we stumbled on an idea that would be per-

fect for this year of the millennium. We
would celebrate Kieve during the year

2000 by burying a time capsule into the

ground. The day would be one of prepara-

tion.

The chimes went off at their usual

time. Breakfast was another of Diane's

masterpieces, scrambled eggs with muf-
fins. Announcements dragged on with zeal

followed by duties. For Buck Duty we
looked back in time at some artifacts that

had some Kieve history and try to place

their dates. After laughing at Sterling's

"Spin Doctors" shirt and a picture of

Charlie with more hair than a woolly
mammoth involved in a Rogaine accident

we headed off to clean this rock we call

home.
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some hot dogs in the capsule, but wiser

heads prevailed. During announcements

was the introduction of our cameraman

Jason Nahra who would be chronicling our

day and sticking the tape in the time cap-

sule. It was revealed that our afternoon

would include some extraordinary activi-

ties. Also during rest period we asked each

camper to fill out a survey. One of the

Morning activities went on as always.

It sure was great having those Long Voy-

age guys back! The bell finally toned for

G. Swim. The competition to come in

from rafts featured a rousing vision of the

'70s from Kate Hanisian and crew. We left

the bath houses smelling like the East Kew
Gardens YMCA and headed up for lunch.

Lunch was a hot dog feast. Some
campers argued that we should throw



spaces was a guess for the champion of

this year's Super Bowl with a promise of a

$100 prize to anyone who could guess it

exactly right. Little does anyone realize

that unless deflation occurs the $100 will

buy little more than a candy bar.

Indian Circle was the usual introduc-

tion for afternoon activities. The first spe-

cial activity was Prose with Jason
Somidies. The point of the activity was to

compose sonnets to be thrown in the time

capsule. Not one person signed up, but a

moth did show some interest right before

it signed up for double printing.

The second activity was a special art

activity with Lynley and Kate where camp-
ers decorated the time capsule. On the

sides they painted pictures of the Aqua Zip,

new chapel, the Snowgoose, and other

slices of the Kieve pie circa 2000. On the

top was our crest with all of the campers
names. It would be perfect for us to throw
in the ground!

The last was entitled "Diggin' With
Digits". This crew would have the task of

digging a hole large enough for our cap-

sule. It took little time to fill up the maxi-
mum 25 people for both periods. Digits

had it down to a science with three differ-

ent lines of kids alternating digging. They
were a machine. Halfway through the sec-

ond period we discovered a rock that could

not be gotten through, but it appeared as if

we might have enough room.
Free time had the usual banter of four

square balls bouncing and brass rings

bouncing against unforgiving hooks. At
dinner we had a bevy of funny announce-
ments for the video. After explaining to

everyone that the evening activity was to

simply fill and bury the capsule we headed
back to our cabins to figure out what to

put in it. When we returned each cabin

threw in a few trinkets and explained what
they symbolized. Some of the items in-

cluded a copy of Maxim, a

piece of Chris Hoover's t-shirt, and one of

Oreo's old bandanas donated graciously

by Henry and B.J. We finished the tape

with a rousing Kieve cheer and carried it

over to the burial site in the old chapel

grounds. Once it was wrapped with some
trash bags, we got all of the campers in

line. Each camper got a chance to throw
some dirt on top of the time capsule. It

seemed to be enjoyed by all. We finished

off with flag.

Thanks for a great day guys! I'll see

you back here in 2025 to unearth it!

Wednesday, July 12'^, 2000
Pete LaCasse

Hey, welcome to the last Wednesday
of first session. What a beautiful day. If

you can imagine looking up at a perfectly

blue sky, absent of clouds or wind. I sat on
the porch of Pasquaney and looked out

over the lake which had a few ripples, but

little action going on otherwise. Jesse and
Charlie came to join me and we began the
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day. We raised the flag into the sky to sym-

bolize the start of the day. This day would
bring many new adventures for the boys

in camp, and a few returning cabins into

the daily mix. Long trips had begun to

return from their treks and voyages with

their musty smells and dirty clothing.

Breakfast got off to a fast start and that

brought the idea to my head that a race

was in order for Buck Duty. The great

Kieve Wannigan Tump took counselors

through a simulation of the mud pond por-

tage, complete with ball-busters and step

overs. Wil Georgi struggle to tie his tump
strap and his running partner Keith
Quencer failed to negotiate the tough turns

and they ended with a bit of Buck Duty.

The morning activity periods included

Woodworking with Spencer Cherry as he
showed Magnus Greenacre how to power
sand a K-wannigan. Clint "Hammer"
Hammerberg demonstrated how to handle

a windsurfer with Chase Gordon. Jess

Trombley demonstrated how to bat hang
off a 5.13b or whatever to several South
Cunningham kids including Charlie

Guenther. Win McCarthy demonstrated
his artistic ability as he weaved a necklace

for his sweetheart at home.

The bell for general swim rang all too

early and we headed for a refreshing dip

in the lake. Oh, that felt great and got us all

ready for a delicious lunch. Chop Sue was
the call and we all dug in for seconds and
thirds. As stomachs bulged we listened to

the list of qualifications that campers
worked so hard to accomplish. Absent
Minded Andres for Kullam Walker, Giddy
Guppie for Amos Wolven.

After a nice rest period we got ready
to go again and headed for our activities.

The afternoon provided great excitement

as Tom Heart and Soul refereed a football

game at Harriet House. The courts were
bouncing with B-Balls as Stuart poured in

shots from half court. After another swim
and a bit of free time, we ate dinner and
got ready for an unforgettable evening of

Danger Ball. Ever played baseball with a

kick ball? Feel the danger. We would all

sleep well this evening.
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Thursday, July 13^\ 2000
Jesse Dougherty

It is hard to believe that camp is com-
ing to an end. I swear I was just running

the day yesterday. In fact, it was so hard to

believe that I was in charge that I even

went as far as to not ring the chimes so

loudly this morning. I guess that's what
happens when your having fun... some-
thing about flight and time. The day started

with Tyler Strasburger ringing the bell for

us. Next, the flag went up with the help of

Pete Hoffman and Andrew Hilboldt. Ev-

eryone ate their egg and cheese bagels

whilst thinking of what activities they

would go to with the open hill all day long.

We breezed through morning duties and
right into buck duty. Sterling Ely showed
off his cheering (and bribing with Oreos)

skills to win the counselor who can psyche
the kids up the most. With that done, we
moved into an open hill morning.

The buzz around the hill was intense.

Campers were snapping up qualifications

in a pace unknown to humankind. It was
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an impressive showing for everyone with
a grand total of 102 qualifications given

out in the morning alone. Zach Wilbur was
amazing in Archery. He shot 13 bull's-

eyes and finished every qualifications we
have in a heartbeat. Zach clearly knows
what he is doing down there and deserves

special attention for his talent. Chase
Brenizer, Chase Gordan and Doug Turnball

all showed off their skills down in

Windsurfing by each sailing out to Swim
Island and back. While the wind was not

so strong, these guys did a great job. An-
drew Murphy was able to put down his

Harry Potter book long enough to get his

Kieve Sailor. Toby Witte and C.J.

Richardson (Number 14 in North Glenayr)

learned a lot up in Supernatural to earn

their master tracker qualification.

While the morning was hot, the after-

noon was sizzling as the camp achieved

173 qualifications in the afternoon for a

grand total of 275. Justin Strasburger went
ahead and got four qualifications in photo.

Augie Klipstein, Will Kauffmen and Aus-
tin Meszaros all swam to the island and
back for their Kieve Swimmer. Augie and
his friend Jon Stewart went ahead and
stayed in the lake all afternoon. Eric Davis

achieved the grandest honor of the

Woodshop, the Dean and Scott award by
showing some darn good woodworking
skills. Everyone needed to jump in the

lake after such an intense afternoon of pure

pleasure.

With dinner came announcements
and the return of Maine Trails. The guys

of Trails were surrounded by younger
campers who were impressed with their

accomplishments and even more im-

pressed by their rank odor. Chris Woods
lead the entire camp in a heartfelt cheer

"We are Kieve!!" They impassioned the

camp and made us even more proud of

this place.



Evening activity consisted of camp
fires. We had three groups together to share

about their experiences here at camp and
on the trips. The night is camper run, and
gives everyone a chance to reflect on what
a great summer this has been for every-

one. The night ended at these different

points, but the day was a complete suc-

cess.

Friday, July 14*, 2000
Charlie Richardson

For our last full day at camp we were
treated with one of the most creative Aqua
Attack skits and game of all time. Andy
Pesant, Fred McFerran, John Ploehs, and
Spencer Cherry are to be commended for

their portrayal of Fox Television employ-
ees and Mullet 2000 campaigners. Special

guest appearance from Ryan "Elian"
Osborn during General Swim was a defi-

nite highlight. As for the day, campers com-

pleted their qualifications and projects. Of
note were the three Dujardin brothers all

receiving the highest qualification in Ad-
venture, Peter Hoffmann and Albert
Nichols completing their sailboats in

Woodshop, Will Hollister received his

purple heart for valor in Aqua Attack, and
Tat and Sterling delighted everyone with
their antics during announcements. Scor-

ing a goal in lacrosse on a bike (Tat) and
clearing out an entire banquet table (Ster-

ling) will not be soon forgotten. As the

evening came campers and counselors
alike were able to reflect on their session.

Ben and Kate Hanisian sang beautifully

down at Kistler Point during the bonfire.

Henry reminisced about the achievements
of so many campers who overcame per-

sonal obstacles to find success at Kieve.

And, I related a Robert Frost poem to the

Kieve community... Two roads diverged

in a wood, and I, I chose the one less trav-

eled. And it has made all the difference.

On behalf of the entire staff, thanks for

trusting us and thank you for choosing the

Kieve road to live, learn, and grow over

the last four weeks.

Saturday, July 15'\ 2000
Henry Kennedy

We woke up to crystal clear blue skies.

After our last breakfast together, we scat-

ter to put the finishing touches on the physi-

cal plant in preparation for the onslaught
of visitors and long-lost loved ones. The
sight of triumphant little ones running to-

ward their folks never gets old. Many sto-

ries to tell, activities to try, friends and
counselors to meet, and smelly clothes to

pack.

After a delicious Diane lunch (her first

parents weekend!), we head down to the
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lakeside chapel. The staff all crowded
around the new moss-covered altar to re-

ceive a well-deserved standing ovation.

Campers lined up to read from the chapel

book. Nancy cranked out hymns on the

missionary organ. Dick spoke to us about

our new strengths and the responsibility

we share to take care of the less fortunate

people in the world.

Individual cabin awards ceremonies
gave the counselors a chance to tell stories

about each camper and about so many
shared experiences. No silver bowls here,

but a great job by all. We hope that the

guys will go home with a heightened sense

of self-confidence and that the lessons

learned will stay with them forever.

Emily Riddleberger and Lynley
Walker treated us all to an outstanding slide

show, then we gathered at the flagpole to

sing the Kieve song, belt out the cheer, and
officially bring First Session 2000 to a

close. Thank you all for an incredible S-Vz

weeks, and we hope to see everyone back
up here next June!
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Daily Log - Second Session

Tuesday, July 18, 2000
Charlie Richardson

Second session got off to a quick start

with as many as a dozen campers on cam-

pus before 10 AM. Stu Emmons gets the

prize for the earliest arrival. Unless, that

is, you want to count Sam Kennedy, Joe

McCarthy, and Andrea Cerulli Irelli who
arrived over the weekend. After lunch we
opened up a number of activities for the

campers. Favorites included the indoor

Climbing Wall, Tennis, and a Supernatu-

ral hike to the pond. Dan Kline and the

Swanson brothers were found all over the

soccer field. Thanks to David Sithole,

Joanna Gold, and Chrissy Denmark who
kept at soccer and tennis all afternoon. As
the day progressed the camp size grew
until it reached near maximum capacity

by dinner. We were entertained by super
counselor. Spencer Cherry and then a game
of Simon Says before flag. It was great to

hear the Kieve Song resonate across the

lake welcoming in the 2""^ session. After

flag each cabin spent two hours unpack-
ing, getting to know each other, and play-

ing a number of team building games.

Wednesday, July 19, 2000
Jesse Dougherty

It is now time to announce that Camp
Kieve second session 2000 is fully under-
way. The sun is out (enough for us at least),

the campers are here and the staff is fired

up for the day. Camp is enormous because
every cabin is here. Mark Mesrobian
helped me put up the flag and then I ex-

plained what the rest of the day would be
like. I explained that today would be a

unique one and that everyone must take

the time to enjoy it.

After a slew of morning duties, we
moved onto the morning activities. All of

the new campers were given the challenge

of the Island Swim. The challenge, as

started in 1926, is to attempt to swim out

to the island some 660 yards away. Every-

one at camp attempts it, but no-one is

meant to feel bad if they don't make it. We
had 65 kids try the swim this day and ev-

ery single one of them did a great job try-
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ing. Cody Bryant valiantly attempted the

swim despite his own trepidation. Ned
Daunis wildly jumped off the dock in his

excitement to swim on out and Zak Par-

sons calmly swam the entire 660 yards

with ease.

While the new campers attempted the

Island Swim, the veteran campers had time

to try out many different activities.

Schuyler Gerhart, with the help of Dan
Seamons, spend his time trying to catch

minnows for bait in hopes of then catch-

ing a really big fish. Harper Sibley and
Matt Victor played an intense, yet really

fun, game of tennis while Lowell Olcott

was able to get his Printers Devil by com-
pleting a pad. One could not help but no-

tice Adam Shaw and Sam Hough adeptly

dribble the basketball in a pick up game.
It seems that everyone had a great time

breaking in the second session.

After all the activities, we spent the

time to get pictures of all the cabins and
the entire camp. It is here that we were
introduced to the newest cabin, the ruff

riders. It seems the ruff riders have re-

placed North Glenayr as marked by the

bandana wearing group that had just got-

ten their picture taken.

After rest period, the cabins were as-

signed to different activities. South
Glenayr looked good down in Sailing

while North Bunkerhill had a chance to

break in Supernatural. The Bank cabins

did some nice work on the ropes course

and Allagash played an intense game of

Frisbee. Windsurfing handed out many
qualifications to South Harrington and the

Climbing Wall was besieged by South Har-

ris. By the time general swim came around
everyone was feeling pretty good about

being here at camp.
Dinner finally came which meant the

evening activity was looming in the back-

ground. In the tradition of every first night,

it was time for a big game of capture the

flag. The game was an intense one as the

entire dark team attacked the lights early

but unsuccessfully. There were many
small attacks that kept the game exciting

and fun. After a full day the bell rang and
the game was over. The flag came down
and we all paused to realize that second
session is now a reality and that we all

could expect to have a lot of fun all sum-
mer long.

Thursday, July 20, 2000
Paul Keller

Today was to be the first normal day
of Kieve Second Session 2000. I thought

we would begin at flag with some inspira-

tional words from The Undertaker, how-
ever, Dave Gary wasn't really all that

moved. I whacked him on the head with
my clipboard, ran him into the flag pole,

and then proceeded to give him "The
Peoples' Elbow". It was clear to all that

WWF day was upon us!

Breakfast was a feast of Body Slam-
ming eggs. For Buck Duty I challenged a

few counselors to do some Goldberg
Presses. Blake and Dave were quite im-

pressive. Tat on the other hand was not

quite up to the task of pressing Bry House.
Must have had a bad nights sleep in the

Previa. After breakfast each camper re-

ceived a raffle ticket which could be re-

deemed for prizes throughout the day.

Morning activities went on as always
with arrows flying and pads being made.
That brought us to the first general swim
where campers got to act out scenarios

where various wrestlers were at Kieve
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activities. We also drew some raffle tick-

ets. Unfortunately not many campers
brought their tickets out to their rafts. Af-

ter swim we headed up for lunch. During
announcements the whole Swimming and
Windsurfing feud continued. Can't we all

just get along? Apparently not as Harrison

challenged Johnny O to a wrestling match
later that evening. During announcements,
we learned that there would be some spe-

cial WWF related activities this afternoon.

Lynley would be making some signs for

the big matches, while Dave Carey and Tat

coordinated a choreographed match be-

tween several lucky campers.

Rest period was faster than an X-Pac
bronco buster, yet not as quiet as the

inside of the Undertakers coffin. At In-

dian Circle, more raffle tickets were drawn
for prizes. Robert Nuell was the big win-
ner, getting some WWF action figures. Ac-
tivities rolled along like they usually do,

but there was always a feeling that at any
moment, Marty Jenetti from the Rockers
could come flying off the top ropes. Swim-
ming made a big (body) splash. To come
in from rafts that day, campers had to come
up with a skit that involved Martha
Stewart and a WWF wrestler. Raft num-
ber 4 came up with a great skit involving

several pile drivers to Martha Stewart's

pound cake.

Dinner was a feast fit for Andre the

Giant. Again during announcements, ten-

sion rose between John and Harrison. The
campers seemed to confuseWWF day with
Hammer appreciation day. However it was
delightful to see three members from
Camp Nipnvcufnvuvnvunb join in the steps

and vocal styling that make up the ham-
mer dance.

Announcing the evening activity was
extremely anticlimactic because everyone

had a hunch as to what it would be. Every-

one would be packing in the Monster.com
Pasquaney center for a night of rip roarin'

rastlin'.

As everyone piled in, there was ten-

sion in the air. The first match was a camper
match led by little Mesrobes, Evan
Johnson, and Danny Coorsh. Next was one

of the biggest raffle drawings of the day.

The rights to wrestle Clint the Hammer,
was won by Craig Hammerberg. It didn't

take long for the Hammer to be dropped,

and soon, the older, wiser Hammer, had
come out victorious. Then out ofno where,

an eerie John Twiss, stormed the ring to
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defend his camper. However John was no
match for the might of the Hammer. Fi-

nally, out of the back came a masked man
who was able to find the ring after running

into 4 different posts. This was sure to be

a match of epic proportions. After much
weight was thrown around the ring, the

masked invader was revealed to be Kieve

Riflery legend and the future of Bowdoin
football, the original hammer, Henry
Chance. Henry got the pin and the win.

Next up was Supernatural, featuring

Tat and Pat vs. Ruff Ryda stylings of Dave
and Dave. The Supernatural slung enough
mud to come away with a pitfall victory.

Before the next match, the country

club boys came out for an interview. It

was smashing. During the interview, John
and Sean, better known as Evil, entered

looking like they had missed the off ramp
for Oz fest. They accused the clubbies of

cheating on their golf scores. Then in a

twist of fate, common only in the world of

wrestling, the clubbies removed their Izod,

to reveal their "Wu-Wear." The ladder

match began and after many body slams,

and a few camel clutches, Sean summited
the ladder, and ended the match.

Before the main event, the drawing
that everyone had waited for was finally

here. Who was going to be tomorrow's
OD? Only the numbers knew. After much
procrastinating, by myself, and a rousing

ovation for Winsy, the ticket was picked,

and the winner was Max Hoblitzell. We
were now ready for the main event

The Swimmers entered with a dressed

up Mistye, while the Windsurfers came out

looking like Lynard Skynard. Harrison

also found a need to beat up Tom the ref.

The teams wrestled and wrestled for what
seemed like hours, but in the end the

Windsurfers drowned the Swimmers. This

instigated a battle royal with 5/7 of the

Kieve staff. After tempers settled, every-

one headed up to flag to end this

wrestlemania of a day. Thanks guys.

Friday, July 21, 2000
Woody Davis

Que pasa? That is the question of the

day. With the sun shining we got a good
extra 25 minutes of sleep and started the

day late, typical Latin style. Joined by co-

OD, the breakfast went as smooth as the

Buena Vista Social club tunes that filled

the air. The relaxed atmosphere turned en
fuego when various counselors took to the

Latin Techno dance floor and left Flamme
and Paul with Buck Duty. Morning activi-

ties were filled with the fervor that only a

Latin American camp can provide. Max
Pillsbury and Lamarre Rey were all-stars

representing Chile down at the World Cup
Soccer even while all of South Bunker Hill

was working together to complete the Poi-

son Peanut Butter Pit in just two tries. The

photo studio was also as hot as Chile

Rellenos just south of the border. Dang
that is hot! In the first activity period Bino
Winkleman and Nate Wellin not only
made some amazing photograms but also

got in some Zip Zap. CRAZY! I met all the
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boys for general swim donned in my tight-

est Ricky Marin get up and we all came in

from the rafts with our favorite Latin pop-

star impersonation. If you have not caught

on... hoy esta el dia de Latin America!!!

At first I was disappointed to find out that

burritos were served yesterday and then a

few campers reminded me that we still

have them rolling around in our stomachs,

a true burritos sticks with you for a while!

Like all good Latin Americans when
the clock struck 1:15 we headed to the cab-

ins for a great big siesta! With the siesta

over and done with the activities reopened.

Tyler Drayton and Jim French headed out

on a photographic quest to snap some pics

of epic Latin Americans including Gloria

Estefan who was rumored to be around
camp. They did not find her but they did

manage to get some action shots of Max
Swanson tearing it up on the ultimate

Frisbee field. Staying cool and working
on their Chalupa (chill) were Leopoldo
Tomada who was building a boat in the

Woodshop and Wes Garner who was en
fuego in Printing and whipped out a pad
with everyone's favorite word of the day
"Galiente!" The heat was getting too in-

tense so we cooled it off with a swim de
general and a limbo contest. How Latin

can we get?

Wearing my migrant worker outfit

and filled up with a good dinner we
grabbed a tennis racket and played a great

game of Mexican Tennis! ! The MLP (most

Latin player) has to go to the brothers

Hallett (Bruce and Tom) who came all the

way from the land of salsa (Vermont) to

show us how to play the game. We ended
the evening with the lowering of the flag

by James Bovmian and Andrew Currie. All

in all it was a dav that went bevond salsa

and reached the ranks of "muy caliente!"

Thanks to all for the fun! Buenos Noches. .

.

Woody

Saturday, July 22, 2000
Nate Wendt

When I woke up at 7:30 a.m., and
quickly exited Bank II to greet my first

O.D. day, I couldn't contain my excitement.

It was this excitement that fueled my theme
for the day: Break Out / Try Something
Different and See What Happens. Iknew
that if anywhere was an ideal location to

Break Out of the normal routines that we
all immerse ourselves in, Kieve was that

place.

After a few words of wisdom at flag,

we all headed down to breakfast to enjoy

scrambled eggs and sausage. Buck Duty
was on a different wicket, and in the spirit

of trying something new. Buck Duty went
to HRK, despite Will Hollister and Paul

Powell's eating of gummy bear / goldfish

sandwiches, and Jody Wells drinking of

ketchup milk.

The day commenced to cloudy
weather, that would hold the whole day
through. I hope that campers and counse-

lors alike did try something different that
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day. Despite the dismal weather, spirits

were high, and bad weather could not bring

them down. Some different things that

happened during the day were that lunch

was eaten inside, campers tried new ac-

tivities, met new people, and broke out of

old routines by trying something differ-

ent.

At dinner I made an appearance cov-

ered in psychedelic paint. At that moment,
my own personal break-out was complete.

I truly hope that other people felt as opti-

mistic as I did about successfully breaking

out of our old routines and trying new
things to hopefully discover things about

ourselves.

We ended the day with an amazing
concert of air guitar. The most memorable

song covers to me were North
Cunningham, Bank 1 and 2, North Harris,

and of course the Ritz. At the end of the

concert we welcomed back Allison
Martinat, from her brief absence, into the

Kieve community.
Thank you everyone for helping me

have such a fun and successful day. And
remember in the future not to be afraid of

trying something that scares you, or feels

different, because often times when you
test what you think are your limits, you
find that you have so much more to give

to those you care about than you thought

you had.

Sunday, July 23, 2000
Mystie Williamson

I awoke this morning with great an-

ticipation and excitement. The sky was
absolutely beautiful and the weather was
perfect. I felt as though this would be a

great day to focus on some southern ways
and to give the boys some new "culture".

R.B. Peach and Corbin Vreeland were
true gentlemen as they helped me raise

the flag to start the day. I gave the boys a

quick talk about "southerness" and wished
them a day of happiness and fun. Off to

breakfast we went.

Breakfast was full of excitement as the

boys banged their bowls and plates to-

gether. The noise was so loud I truly be-

lieve that we will all still hear it through
December. We gave thanks for our meal
and asked for a nice blessing over our day.

Nothing could have hit the spot better than

the delicious pancakes and cereal we had.

After filling our tummies full we discussed

our morning duties and days events. Then
it was time for Buck Duty. This often takes

great thought and today's was no excep-

tion. Being up here from Georgia I often

feel as though I say words or phrases that

others don't understand. Sometimes I have
to explain myself or repeat my words.
There are two others here at Kieve who
have their own language as well, who
might like to learn some new words, Tom
Heart-N-Soul and Jason Narha. The next

two were a synch to call up because these

two, as everyone knows, are pure sweet-

ies and would warm any southern mama's
heart. August Felker and Johnny O'Hara
were to compete against Tom and Jason in
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Million-Dollar Pyramid (southern style).

We learned words such as fixin', getting

hitched, cow tippen, yup, ya'll, and even

learned a new way to spell trailer. August

and Johnny O may be sweethearts with

southern charm but it's obvious they don't

have the southern lingo—so—Buck Duty!

The boys were then off to do some
morning duties of their own, tubbing, and
a good cleaning of the cabins for some
rough and tough cabin inspections from
Henry. Down to choir practice we went to

prepare some beautiful songs for service.

Service was especially eventful for me
on this particular Sunday as I was the one
asked to give the sermon. It's very diffi-

cult to speak in front of so many young
and impressionable boys as well as your
own best friends. I talked about the first

day we came to camp and asked all the

boys to think back on how they felt. Some
were excited, although, some felt alone and
afraid. I played the song Love Abounds by
Lexington Acoustic, and told everyone
that Kieve is a place where love abounds.
From the fist day you meet your counse-

lor and cabin crew to the last day when
you say good-bye, love abounds here ev-

eryday. I asked the boys to take this feel-

ing of kindness, respect, and love with
them always. 1 asked them to carry it with
them throughout the year so that they may
never feel alone and afraid.

Lunch was the traditional BBQ
chicken and corn on the cob. Yummmm!
Our loudest and sweetest voices were an-

nounced after lunch. Congratulations to

North Harris for the loudest and to Nate
Wellin for the sweetest. Nice job guys! Off

to Rest Hour we went and lots of rest we

did. But it was over quickly and we were
off to afternoon activities. There was a lot

of Swimming, Sailing, Tennis, and Land
Sports going on in this particularly hot and
humid day.

General swim was a blast on such a

scorching day! Everyone was in good spir-

its as we acted out some skits of "A Day in

the Life of Kieve (Georgia Style)." Every
raft had to act out what camp would be
like if it were held in the south. We found
out the activities would be much different

in Georgia with Basket Weaving, Cow Tip-

ping, and Skeet Shooting. Thank good-
ness Kieve is in Maine!

Supper was an awesome and quick

southern meal, hotdogs with chili and
melted cheese. The boys swallowed down
at least 3 each and we were ready for the

Evening Activity. Nothing could top the

day off better than a great game of Square
Dancing what? No one wants to

dance? Okay, Escape to Freedom it is then.

Bounty Hunters were on the attack and
the campers were all bouldering with skill

and ease.

As the night came to an end, we met at

the flag, tired, out of breath, but very

happy, and very proud of all of our day's

accomplishments. We said a word of

thanks and sang the Kieve song with power
and pride. Thanks campers for a great day
of fun. You are the reason we come back
each summer. Thank you counselors. You
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are the reason I hold Kieve so close to my
heart.

Monday, July 24, 2000
Sean LaBrie

A bright, warm sun greeted the sleepy

eyes of the campers this morning. It was
announced that today would be a day to

appreciate Maine. After a breakfast of tasty

muffins, fresh fruit, and cereal was eaten,

Harrison, among others made a few an-

nouncements of some fun Maine facts.

Nate Wendt, Reid Anderson, and Will

Hollister made up a couple of Maine lies

that were reason enough to choose them
for Buck Duty competition. After some
questions were asked, a race to see who
could eat a potato, an apple, and a hyper

stripe ensued with Nate emerging as the

winner due to his refusal to eat the rest of

his popsicle. South Harrington took this

Maine day to check out the coast on the

sail boats at the Bremen property, while

the rest of the camp played tennis, swam,
shot arrows, and raced down the aqua zip.

Chris Finnegan tried out the water for the

first time at Windsurfing giving Harrison

a perma-smile for the rest of the morning.

To come in from the rafts at general swim
the rafts had to put together a song with an
optional skit about Maine. After a very,

very hard deliberation a controversial de-

cision was made to bring in raft one first.

Lunch, to everyone's delight was chicken

sandwiches and bagel pizzas. The combi-
nation of the hot sun and excellent food

was enough to make us all sleepy for our
mid-day rest.

After rest period and a Maine cheer

from the campers they raced off to their

afternoon activities. The afternoon was hot

so many did not hesitate to run to general

swim. The competition to come in from
the rafts was to act out a Maine, winter

scene that would require a pain dive. The
incorporation of a skiing scene and an ex
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cellent pain dive by Amos Woven won raft

three the right to come in first. After some
free time the kids raced to dinner where it

was announced that Cindy Blodget, Mike
Bordick, Ricky Craven Uhimate Sports

Night would be the evening activity. The
campers signed up for basketball, soccer,

ultimate frisbee, floor hockey, and
funyakalo. At flag we were treated to an

unbelievably gorgeous sunset, just one

more reason to appreciate Maine's beauty.

Tuesday, July 25, 2000
Tom Hartenstein

Today began like most other days at

Camp Kieve, sun shining and good vibes.

Lamarre Rey and Danny Coorsh were the

first to the flag pole so they raised the flag.

We broke out the big JBL speaker and
played some tunes to lighten up the morn-
ing . Buck Duty was decided by Musical

Chairs, my favorite party game. David
Sithole outlasted the competition and was
given "the duties". Jason Nahra was excit-

edly packing last minutes paper plates and
forks for South Glenayr's expedition to

Bremen so I wished him and his cabin a

great trip.

Activities were great as usual, I cruised

over to Printing where Sterl the Pearl was
tearin' it up. I hung out with the Ruff Rid-

ers at the Tennis courts and lost to Freddy
Struse in the finals of "Around the world".

Fun with Guns was amazing and Tony
Winkelman was the star of the morning
with not one but two bull's-eyes. The
weather was hot and humid so G-swim
was definitely in order. A swimming relay

determined the order of returning to the

main dock.

Lunch was a delicious meal of the

usual hot dogs and chips. Announcements
were made and the campers were off to

rest period. The afternoon was magnifi-

cent. Bren was climbing trees with a group
of brave dudes. Doug Shinkle was particu-

larly impressive in climbing the big tree

in front of the basketball court. The Arts

Center was jumping and the waterfront was
chillin' like only the waterfront can.

After the second G-swim, everyone
was told to put on their best clothes and
get ready for an evening at Pasqualio's.

Since the restaurant was under new man-
agement, an entirely new staff was hired.

David Gary was in front controlling the

hungry masses as the maitre'd. The guest

list was full of important peeps including

North Glenayr, South Cunningham, Jay-Z,

and the rest of the cabins in camp. No one
was allowed to enter until Papa Pasqualio

and his entourage arrived on the scene.

The Papa (myself) made a huge entrance
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with body guards, cell phones and beauti-

ful ladies. The customers were seated and
appetizers were handed out. These were
jalapeno poppers and chicken wings, typi-

cal Italian delights. For the main course,

Chicken Parmigiana was served over a bed
of pasta, it was truly enjoyed by all. Next
was desert, a scrumptious mix of fruit and
blueberry sauce over pound cake, topped
offby a layer ofwhipped cream. The Papa
managed to drop about 10 of the deserts

on the floor but everyone still seemed to

enjoy themselves.

For evening activity, we played a huge
game of color wars, after various bumps
and bruises on both sides, the results were
tallied in the Kieve computer and the re-

sult was a Kieve Tie. We lowered the flag

and went back to the cabins. Thank you
everyone, especially the kitchen staff for

such a great day.

Wednesday, July 26, 2000
Spencer Cherry

Mark Mesrobian and Cody Bryant
raised the flag to kick off a beautiful Kieve
day. I explained to the camp my recently

realized desire to acquire as much knowl-
edge as possible, and on the spot dubbed
the day "Learning Day" amid a collective

groan from campers and staff alike. I prom-
ised to include obscure and informative

facts throughout the day's announcements
and encouraged everyone to share his

knowledge of anything with anyone will-

ing to listen.

Breakfast was routine, followed by a

Buck Duty prepared in collaboration with
Woody. We brought up four counselors

and hosted a vocabulary contest with
some rather infrequently used words. At
least I found it entertaining.

Activities went well, with North
Bunkerhill facing group challenges at the

Adventure course and South Cunningham
shooting arrows down at Archery, among
the other activities going on.

We had a good and enthusiastic gen-

eral swim on this toasty day, with camp-
ers acting out their favorite Star Wars scene

to determine the order to some in from
the rafts. This contest produced some in-

teresting results, and I had Evan's exper-

tise in gauging the factual accuracy of the

performances.

We had chicken patties for lunch, fol-

lowed by a plethora of informative an-

nouncements. We learned that New York
City produces 15 million pounds of trash

per day, most of which is sent to Virginia,

among other facts.

North Glenayr and North Bunkerhill

had first pickings at afternoon activities,

with Pottery and Baseball with Tom and
Dave Sithole going first. They ended up
having a fun-packed full game during the

first period. A strong afternoon wind fa-

cilitated a great afternoon in Sailing and
Windsurfing as well.
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We had another terrific and much wel-

comed general swim in the afternoon, the

contest this time around being to see which
raft could best form the most convincing

large-scale insect with full participation.

Some were more clever than others.

Dinner announcements effected an-

other round of curious facts. We learned

that the fat content of the average human
body can yield seven bars of soap. Hmmm.

I announced the evening activity of a

game of capture the counselor. Point val-

ues, both positive and negative, were as-

signed to each counselor who hid at vari-

ous locations around camp. Campers had
to go around camp property "capturing"

counselors, subsequently earning the

specified points from that counselor. The
cabin with the most point's at activity's

end won. I think that it was a Kieve tie.

We wrapped up the day with our stan-

dard lowering of the flag, some reflective

words, and the Kieve song and cheer. Great

day!

Thursday, July 27, 2000
Jason Nahra

Since the skies were a little cloudy
and rain seemed inevitable, campers got

to sleep in an extra half hour. Obviously
though the boys of South Glenayr were up
at what seemed like 4 am as usual. Camp-
ers hurried to flag unusually quickly while

dodging the raindrops. The Swanson
brothers, Ben and Max raised the flag along

with Wil Weaver. After following Dave
Sithole down to breakfast, a feast of bagels

with cream cheese and poppy seed muf-
fins awaited us. Food was devoured and
plates were cleaned up, and it was on to

Buck duty. The old camp favorite "Chubby
Bunny" was a hotly contested battle. Jess,

Dave Carey, Johnny O, Currier, and Paul
Keller headed up the participant list. Each

gave a sporting effort, but the crazy strat-

egy and antics of Paul vaulted him to the

winners circle. The newly made fluff was
cleaned up and breakfast had officially

come to an end, with Jess and Dave Sithole

(who didn't even participate) getting the

dirty duties.

Activities were for the most part in-

doors, but since many of these activities

hadn't been open in a while, it worked out

just fine. SG was busy developing photos

and shooting targets, while SC was scaling

the wall. NBH felt artistic and made some
pots in Pottery and drew some pics in Art.

Saw dust was flying in the Woodshop
where the Bank tellers were creating the

next Indy 500 winners. The cars they were
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making looked dope.

No general swim today so it was right

into lunch and then rest period. Sign ups

for afternoon activities went well, with

plenty to offer our small amount of camp-
ers in camp. A Jenga tournament was a hit

along with the dodgeball game in Innisfree.

2 activities that aren't usually on the daily

activity list. The usual activities such as

Pottery, Photo and Art kept the Arts Cen-

ter hopping, while Riflery rocked the

range. Instead of afternoon general swim,
everyone convened in Pasquaney to com-
plete 2 crossword puzzles. The time to

beat was 11 minutes and 10 seconds set by
Charlie Richardson, but no one could
come close to that record. Poldo worked
long and hard to beat the record but came
up a little short.

After dinner, evening activity soon fol-

lowed. Tonight we had "Best of the Best.

"

This was a chance for all the cabins to dis-

play their ability to contort their bodies,

impersonate counselors, and dance to any
music.

Friday, July 28, 2000
JohnO'Hara

Today, Kieve would be transformed
into a country club, huuuuuuuum, ha, ha,

ha, ha. I flew in from San Francisco on a

red eye, and I'll tell you, I feel fabulous.

Excuse me while I light up my pipe. Ah
yes, that's nice. First class is so relaxing,

not to mention the service is second to

none. A limo picked me up at the jetport,

where we proceeded to Camp. The Kieve
Country Club awaited, and I was greeted

by a marvelous 0-vation.

Two young chaps, Kyle Johnson and
Andrew Tobiassen, assisted me in raising

the flag. Whereupon, therefore, hereto-

fore, I proceeded to explain today's theme.
There would be time for the campers to

have a day of luxury, a day of relaxation,

and a day of play. Two servants were cho-

sen from each cabin, and we headed down
to the Pasquaney Club House. A gourmet
meal of Belgium waffles, and Vermont
maple syrup was served, and the campers
politely gobbled them up.

The tables were soon cleared, and I

facilitated a K.C.C. announcement session.

John Ploehs, a rebel against the country
club, continuously degraded Reid Bolton
and I on our upper class life-style. I had
security remove him for his disruptive

behavior. He is just a lowly peasant, ha.

Other announcements followed, and I

must say that I was simply smashing. Oh
goodness, I have to make a tee-time for

next Sunday. I'll fax the club later.

Buck Duty followed. Four lucky coun-
selors had the honor of competing in a

miniature golf classic. The British con-

nection of Miss Gold and Miss Denmark
dominated the 3-hole tournament with
their charm, manners, and pure golfing

skill. On the other hand, nonetheless, fur-

thermore Mr. Cherry and Mr. Sithole had a

sub par performance. They earned the

right to clean the absolutely repulsive

Buck building. The caddies don't exactly
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keep that area too clean. I hope they don't

expect a tip the next time they rake my
trap for me.

A string of morning duties that were

chaperoned by such golfing stars as Rocco

Mediate, Mark Calcavechia, and Craig

"The Walrus" Stadler followed. The clay

courts were watered, the sparkling yachts

were prepared, the greens keepers attended

to the course, and the shuffle board courts

were swept. After the aforementioned

preparations, Native American Circle fol-

lowed. Let the activities begin.

In Art Korbi Winklemann, Cody
Bryant, and the delightful gentlemen of

South Glenayr created some visual mas-
terpieces. The rest of the Arts Center was
also doing an extraordinary job. In

Woodshop, cars were crafted by Bino
Winklemann and his corps of North
Bunkerhillatians. Activities were an ex-

travaganza of will, strength, creativity, and
concentration. What a wonderful display

by the young ones!

Lunch was a buffet style occasion ca-

tered by the Pasquaney Club House crew
of French and Flemish Chefs. Spectacular

baby! I to(5k several trips, sampling the

wide array of shrimp, scallops, oysters, and
the simple-but-superb chicken salad. The
children were so happy to feast on the

sumptuous delicacies that were on display.

Rest period was restful. Ha, ha, ha, ha,

ha. That was a joke. Oh baby, I kill myself
sometimes. Uneventful as usual, I mean
come on now, yea.

Native American Circle ended quickly

and then the lads were off to activities or

as they say in the South of Espana,
actividades. I am fluent in Spanish,
Harvard provides such a good education.

Oh, that reminds me. . .1 have to appear in

Cambridge for the grand opening of that

arts and science building they are naming
for me.

Activities were splendid—diagnosis:

delicious. The country club had kids shoot-

ing skeet at the Riflery range, yachting on
the beautiful Lake Damariscotta, swim-
ming in the pristine pool waters, and hav-

ing an overall brilliant time. Riflery was
especially popular with the men of South
Cunningham salivating over the opportu-

nity of shooting skeet. Sailing fit the Bank's

fancy with nearly the entire cabin excel-

ling. Fabulous, just fabulous.

Dinner amazing. Bellisimo!!
(smooch). Another buffet-style dinner fol-

lowed, and then I announced the glamor-

ous, but challenging evening activity.

Three way capture the flag. Hoo-ray. The
kids cheered like a mob after a match point

at Wimbledon. They got dressed in their

sweaters and sear-sucker pants, and headed
off to their respective home bases.

An hour later, and Charles Sisk and
Charles Cushing helped me lower the flag.

What a great day at the Kieve Country
Club!

Saturday, July 29, 2000
Dave Cary

As the kids slowly made their way to

the flag pole after Nicky Piatt and Ben
Swanson rang their bell, they weren't sure

what to make ofwhat they saw. Three coun-

selors were dressed in full camouflage fa-

tigues, armed with plastic knives, gre-

nades, whistles, and more. They were as-

sured that things wouldn't stray too far
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from normal as Tat, Tommy H., and my-
self poorly concealed our laughter as we
blew our whistles and gave half hearted

commands to the kids. After Nick Phillip

and Mark Mesrobian raised the flags, the

kids were told that the theme of the day
would be ARMY, and the focus would be

on cabin unity. Breakfast was mayhem, as

those coated in military get-up hid behind
a camouflaged bunker in the corner of

Pasquaney.

The morning went very smoothly, and
the sun began to poke through the clouds

nicely for the first day in awhile. By the

time that general swim rolled around, the

skies were clear and kids were eager to get

in the water. Tommy, myself, and the

Richardson children judged the cheer and
pain dive competition from the Bill Gribell

sailboat, hiding once again behind our
camouflaged bunker. Lunch was a good
one: burritos with toppings. The highlights

of after lunch announcements were Tat

holding one of his auctions and a game of

spontaneous baseball, in which counselors

acted out a baseball game.

The camp took advantage of the resil-

ient sun in the afternoon, as almost every

activity was held on the waterfront that

had not gotten much use over the past few

days. The highlights of the afternoon were
a Supernatural trip and a baseball trip, both

lasting two periods. Afternoon general

swim was ended with a best skit competi-

tion, with the kids pretending they were
in the barracks after their sergeant left.

Party time! Dinner was graced with cabin

songs, with each cabin coming up with a

unique cheer.

The evening activity was a new one.

Tat was kidnapped at dinner by Sean
LaBrie and Dave Sithole, two communist
leaders, and held hostage. The ransom note

left on Sean's backfiring grenade said that

the only way he could be saved was if the

kids were able to trade their money for

equipment (ranging from helicopters to

grappling hooks). Then they would be
deemed prepared enough to conquer the

enemy forces and rescue Tat. They accom-
plished their mission, and had a lot of sweat

on them to show for their efforts. The kids

were happy as Tat was returned safely in a

military jeep, just in time to see Wes Gar-

ner and Mike Magill lower the flag, and
put an end to an amazing day.

Sunday, July 30, 2000
Jess Trombley

I woke up at 8:00 am and quickly

showered in the rain blowing into the win-

dow beside my bed on that beautiful Sun-
day morning. At 8:35 when I rang the bell

for flag, the drizzle had stopped. Junior

Kieve had appeared, and two young chaps
(Chris and Alex) had offered to help raise

the flag. With their assistance and a few
words of wisdom, we were soon on our
way to breakfast and "everyone else" was
following Tom Foster. Pancakes flew

through the air like Frisbees and grace-

fully landed on the correct plates. After a

quick game of ultimate pancake throw-
ing, I read the morning duties. South
Glenayr led the pack by shuckin' corn. Ja-

son Nahra lost the horse tipping contest to

Woody Davis and got Buck Duty. Finally

everyone kindly put their benches up and
scurried to their cabins to prepare for choir
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practice.

Choir practice was awesome. North

Junior Kieve and North Bunkerhill re-

ceived freshly baked cakes for their excel-

lent effort (Spencer Bates and Bino

Winkelmann). In front of a crackling fire,

Paul and Spencer accompanied the organ

on their guitars, and Woody Davis
sermoned about choice. Chapel was fol-

lowed by inspection, tubbing, and lunch.

Afternoon activities, including the

Adventure course, ran smoothly. The guys

from South Harrington rocked the

Woodshop and Junior Kieve was roped up
at the Adventure course. Junior Kieve

campers used their skills from the ropes

course and came in first at the song and
dance competition at general swim. After

our delicious hot dog dinner, counselors

announced the mad qualifications earned

during the afternoon and I announce the

evening activity—CASINO NIGHT.

Campers gambled on horse racing,

played black jack, and had their shoes (in-

stead of palms) read while Jason Nahra and
Dave played the dance tunes. Soon the

party ended. We went up to rock. Arlie

and George helped lower the flag, and then

we all ended our day by softly singing the

Kieve song an octave higher .

Monday, July 31, 2000
John Twiss

Today was my first OD Day, and a great

one it was. Breakfast hit a new high, both
in terms of the culinary delights Diane
served out of the kitchen and in terms of

the energy level displayed by all involved.

After a strenuous competition, CJ
Richardson was awarded Buck Duty.
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The morning was filled with waterfront

activities. Taking advantage of the weather,

most of the camp spent their time near the

water, either here on site or down at the

Bremen property. It's rumored that the

mackerel population of Muscongus Bay
has been seriously depleted.

This theme continued throughout the af-

ternoon as funyaks, canoes, windsurfers

and other craft saw extensive use. After a

strenuous game of Capture the Counselor
in the evening, we finished the day with a

final dip in beautiful Lake Damariscotta.

Tuesday, August 1, 2000
Reid Anderson
As we gathered around the flagpole, I

announced our theme of the day and re-

minded the campers to appreciate all those

people who work long and hard to make
sure we all have a good time here and stay

safe. And who better to honor today than

our incredible do-it-all duo. Dean and
Scott. Dean and Scott are certainly manly
men, so I asked Adam Shaw and Robert

Nuell, two of the manly South Harris men,
to raise the flag. At breakfast, we had a

very manly blessing of the food, "Rub a

Dub Dub, Thanks for the Grub, Let's Eat."

Buck Duty saw a few of our staff testing

their knowledge of Dean and Scott. John
Twiss, Jason Nahra and Will Summerour
answered three simple questions and we
went to the tie breaker, "How many com-
bined miles are on Dean's truck and Scott's

truck?" The answers were given in a Price

Is Right fashion where the closest bidder

with out going over would escape Buck
Duty. Will managed to escape the duty, so

Jason and John headed for the Buck. Ac-
tivities proceeded as usual other than be-

ing one half hour behind normal since we
got to sleep a little bit extra today. As a

consequence of that, there was no morn-
ing general swim and we went straight to

lunch. After rest period, the campers went
out and did very manly activities all after-

noon, just like Dean and Scott. At General

Swim, each raft had to make up a cheer for

Dean and Scott and scream loud enough

to pick up over the radio so Dean and Scott

could judge for themselves "Live via Sat-

ellite." With campers cheering and pain

dives hurting, the call came over the radio

for Raft number 3. With the conclusion of

swim we headed to dinner and ate like

men. I managed to make a few phone calls

and that night we had right here at Kieve,

the ESPN2 Lumberjack Challenge. Each
cabin competed in 6 activities: Wood Saw-
ing, Counsel Hatcheting, Truck Push,
Riflery, Tree Climbing, and a few Manly
Mental Mind Bogglers. Campers Sawed
through large cut trees, their counselors
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hatcheted through stumps while their

campers cheered. They Pushed a Truck

across a field, shot a few rounds at Riflery,

and competed in a Speed Climb up the

Trapeze. The final contest was a number
of mental challenges. Each cabin had to

decide how many nails were in a 22 pound
bucket, how many pounds of water were

in a four gallon jug, and how long the pic-

nic table was while standing ten feet away.

We then headed to flag and reminded our-

selves to appreciate all those who make
are days wonderful then headed to bed. It

was a manly day to remember. The next

day at lunch, I announced the actual mea-

surements: 1253 nails, 29.5 pounds ofwa-

ter, and 8' 8" long.

Wednesday, August 2, 2000
Reid Bolton

After a fitful slumber I awoke early to

see a gray and cool morning awaiting

Camp Kieve. It was my first O.D. day, and
I was revving to go, so I woke everyone up
at 7:30 by ringing the bells. Cheerful noises

soon started to filter out of cabin row al-

though the Harris cabins seemed strangely

quiet until rang the bell for flag at eight. At

that point 15 guys ran from both cabins,

excited to reach flag. The flag was raised

by Max Swanson and Tommy Hallett, who
had both asked me for the privilege before

I had even reached the top of the hill. I

then announced that today was Junior
Counselor and Female Staff Appreciation

Day, and the crowd went nuts. Fred was
the man of the hour, leading all the camp-
ers down to a breakfast ofbacon and eggs.

After a wonderful breakfast. Old Skool
Yogg made a few announcements and I

assigned the duties. Then came Buck duty.

In honor of all the hard-working JC's, we
had an enormous egg-toss with four staff

pairs competing for the title. Mistye and
Lynley dropped out early on, with Keith

and Tommy F. following soon after. Then
it came down to the Pasquaney crossing

tosses of Sean L., Spencer Cherry, Old
Skool, and Jason Nahra. The first few
throws went well, but a low toss caused
Spencer to get the Buck. The Snowgoose
fishing tournament then got underway as

fifteen hopeful campers went out to catch

some mackerel. After Indian circle, every-

one went to their activities with Tennis

being especially crowded. Arley started a

huge game of "Around the World". Clint

also sponsored a hardy group of kids at

Windsurfing. At lunch we ate some subs
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and learned that we had a new staffmem-
ber, a guy named "August", who was here

to train for Tennis. After learning of all the

activities, we gave a huge "Booyah JC" and
went down to the cabins for rest period.

JK and South Harris took all the Riflery

spots while North Harris decided that

dodgeball was the place to be. Supernatu-

ral found a new blueberry "vineyard" and
the grey afternoon was filled with the

sound ofWoodworking and Photography.

At general swim the whole camp (all four

cabins) refreshed themselves and then
watched a counsel pain dive extravaganza.

Although Joanna and Harry Potter's duo
looked great, none could compare to the

style of Will Georgi or the sheer power of

the Hammer. At dinner the camp heard of

the Snowgoose's results 1,960 fish!

There was some controversy about the

derivation of Muscongus Bay, but none
about the results. After more stunning an-

nouncements from Old Skool and the wel-

coming back of North Glenayr, South
Cunningham and North JK, the whole camp
participated in a big game of Capture the

Camper! Everyone had a good time until 1

finally rang the bell at 8:10.

Thursday, August 3, 2000
Lynley Walker

We woke up this morning to some fog,

but we were quickly put in a good mood
as we heard the harmonious voices of the

men of North Cunningham and Fred
McFerran as they sang and swam their way
to the Sailing dock. Everyone slowly made
their way up to the flag, and 1 gave the

boys a quick talk about camp unity. Nick
Philip and Danny Coorsh raised the flag,

and we made our way down to Pasquaney
for breakfast.

Morning duties were read (North
Glenayr had Pasquaney Duty!), and we had
a quick game of Pictionary to see who got

Buck Duty. Johnny O and Sterl the Pearl

battled it out against Nahra and Tom, and
their drawings ranged from "an orangu-

tan" to "Maine Trails" to "Yawning at Print-

ing". Of course, Tom and Nahra were
awarded Buck Duty. Shortly thereafter we
bid South Glenayr farewell as they headed
out for their Otter Island trip. We also

wished Junior Kieve well on their adven-

ture. They were supposed to be going to

the beach, but because of the bad weather,

they went to the Camden Hills instead to

do some hiking.

The campers and counselors enjoyed
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their morning and activities ranged from

Sailing for South Bunker to Printing for

North Cunningham. Ted Shinkle, Ted
Cooke, and Robert Nuell were three of the

manv bovs who got qualifications this

morning, earning their Hoov Diggity in

Photography. The weather club also re-

united for the morning and predicted the

day's weather. At general swim, the boys

reenacted their favorite scene from a Chris

Farley movie and I was told that I needed

to rewatch some of them due to my first

place choice.

We were graced with the presence of

some members of the Cunningham family

at lunch. The kids enjoyed talking with
them and welcoming them back into our

community. Announcements were hilari-

ous and we were introduced to a new song

by John Twiss, which I think was a real hit.

It went something like "arrrrrms UP,

wrrrrists together, elbows together, knees

together, butt OUT, tongue OUT a jelly-

fish, a jellyfish, a jellyfish [clap clapl, a

jellyfish, a jellyfish, a jellyfish [clap clapl."

Henry Kennedy was even caught on cam-
era singing and dancing to the new song
with a huge smile on his face.

Afternoon activities included a huge
game of baseball, a swimming game, and a

cool mural drawing at Art. South
Bunkerhill signed up first and Swim and
Archery were the first activities to fill up.

The boys who were in Art were busy rec-

reating a black and white pictmre of \Vinsy,

Jody, Allison, and Mistye onto a huge piece

of white butcher paper. It was later hung
up at Pasquaney for the whole camp to

enjoy. At afternoon swim, the boys had to

choreograph a synchronized swimming
dance while the counselors on the raft sang

for them.

Dinner was a feast of pizza and every-

one ate a ton. At announcements, we
heard that the weather club's predictions

had been wrong and all the boys got

doused in water for their mistake. We also

learned that Stu Emmons, Lamarre Rey,

and Poldo Tomada all received their Hot
Shot Aces High in Photography. It w^as an
awesome afternoon.

The evening activity, an amazing
Kieve Treasure Hunt, was a huge success.

All the cabins were split up into ten groups

so that the groups had at least one kid from
each cabin. They ran around camp hunt-

ing for pictures trying to figure out their

clues, and when the}^ completed their last

task, they were invited down to Pasquaney
for a huge ice cream sundae party. It was
the perfect way to end an awesome day.

Cody Abbott and Robert Nuell lowered
the flag for me and we sang the song. Thank
you all for an awesome first full OD day.

To those counselors and kids who helped
me out along the way. I couldn't have done
it without you! You all are the best!

Friday, August 4, 2000
Nancy Kennedy

Davs like this make all of us remem
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ber what is special about Kieve. It isn't

any single thing. It isn't the silence of the

campus before the carillons first sing out

their message; a silence only occasionally

pierced by the song of a loon. It isn't the

joyous sound of a hundred voices as camp-
ers line up outside Pasquaney for break-

fast. It isn't the shrieks of excitement as

the day's "winners" of Buck Duty are de-

termined. It isn't the explosion of energy

as campers race off to their mornings'

activities. It isn't the sound of the rifles

decimating targets, Indians, dinosaurs, etc.

It isn't the roar of the busses as they set off

down the road, canoe trailers in tow, tak-

ing cabins out into the wilderness for ad-

ventures they will remember all their lives.

It isn't the loud and sincere applause that

greets luncheon announcements of

achievements earned. It isn't Paul Keller's

latest verses to the Woodchuck song. It isn't

the horns blaring and the shouts of joy and
accomplishment from yet another group
returning from a successful trip. It isn't the

enthusiastic rendering of the Kieve song
and cheer as the sun sets over the lake.

Ant it isn't the silence that once again de-

scends upon the campus as campers drift

off to sleep. It's all of these and so much
more. And those of us here are fortunate

indeed to be able to spend a few weeks in

such a special place.

Saturday, August 5, 2000
Pete LaCasse

We woke up to the beautiful sunshine
of a perfect summer day. I walked around
Kieve in the early predawn and loved what
I saw around me. The lake sparkled with
the rays of sun and the few clouds in the

sky grabbed a touch of pink. It certainly

was to be a perfect day.

The first words ofthe day, at flag, stated

that one should not worry about the things

that go on around them which they have
no control over. Rather they should focus

on the things that they do have control

over such as their own actions.

On that note we headed for a delicious

Eggo breakfast. The Buck duty consisted

of two teams playing the prop game from
"Whose Line is it?". The teams were great

and Harrison Stuart and Wil Georgi
walked away with Buck duty. Charlie Sisk

did a fine job at his duty area of cleaning

the top of the hill, as did Nicky Piatt down
at the waterfront. Activities came on this

beautiful day and the group that had the

most fun were the funyaking swimmers.
The bounced and jumped in and out of the

boats. Kyle Johnson looked as if he was
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content in his boat and could stay in it

forever. Swim came and we all cooled off

in the lake. Wonderful!

Lunch was a combination of pastas

and burrito wraps which everyone en-

joyed. Conner Murphy decided to eat pea-

nut butter and jelly instead. The JK parent's

weekend was in full swing at this point

which meant that everything was a bit

more crazy around camp. Lowell Olcott

and his Allagash crew had taken off for the

beach to make things a bit less crazy at

camp.
Rest period gave us all a break to re-

lax and then we were back into activities

for the afternoon. By the end of the peri-

ods we were all ready to get back into the

lake and enjoy the coolness of it all. Swim
was terrific with all four rafts performing

great pain dives, the competition because
it was Saturday. Amos Wolven had a chest

of pain and looked as red as a Santa Glaus.

The evening came and we had another

delicious meal and the evening activity

was announced. Aqua Slide Town Ball.

The field was set up with two pools at first

and third, a slip and slide at second, and a

famous council dunk down the middle.

We all got wet, and Sam Kennedy planted

a ball in Harrison Stuart's Face. Great game
and we were off to flag and then to bed.

Thanks for a great day.

Sunday, August 6, 2000
Josh Slepkow

On the last Sunday of Second Session

Digits was transformed to DJ SMOOVE.
Ready to bring the world of hip-hop and
art of being a thug straight to the boys of

Kieve with the thunder. The little duns
selected for raising the flag went to Amos
Wolven and ???. After that everyone fol-

lowed DJ Hani Sian (Ben Hanisian) down
to breakfast.

Immediately after grace had been
given the traditional pancake toss erupted.

The boys accuracy and range has improved
tremendously since the start of camp. DJ
Hani Sian helped me officially begin the

festivities with a beatbox so that I could
lets the rhymes flow. Morning duties were
doled out and the great task of Pasquaney
was bestowed upon South Harris. Buck
Duty was a battle of the mikes and free-
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stylingThe teams were: Harrison and Pat,

Paul Keller and Nahra, and Heart-and Soul

and Dave Gary. The flows were fresh but

in the end Buck Duty went to Paul and

Nahra.

The entire camp was cleaning cabins

and trying to win a cake at choir practice

for a good part of the morning. During the

chapel service we heard wonderful words
of wisdom from Libby Schroeder. The
brother sister tandem once again sung and
strummed a wonderful tune.

When the bell was rung for lunch Chef
Diane has prepared heaping proportions

of the wonderful grilled chicken and corn.

Ummmmm, my favorite. Much to

everyone's surprise Warren G and Nate
Dogg stopped by as a favor to DJ Smoove.
The performed the their smash hit from
the early nineties "Regulators." Glint "The
Hammer" Hammerberg and Dave Gary
lead yet another magnificent rendition of

MG Hammer's only hit. Kate announced
that the winners of loudest and sweetest

voice were Allagash and South Harrington,

respectively.

While the camp was busy at activities

including strutting, beatboxing and rhym-
ing Kieve saw the return of Bank 1 and
South Harris. General Swim gave the

campers a chance to use their newly ac-

quired skills in order to swim in from the

rafts. Each raft was required to strut like a

thug, beatbox like Rahzel and freestyle like

Eminem. Kyle Johnson and Gonnor
McKenna went to battle with the mics, but

in the end Kyle took the victory for his

raft. No shame to Gonnor who took home
a silver place medal for his raft.

When dinner came rolling around I

myself was starved and very glad to see a

nice McRib sandwich waiting for my belly.

I assume these are the same sentiments of

the campers. Johnny O and Nate Fletcher

prepared a great a cappella version of Sir

Mix-A-Lots "Baby Got Back." The entire

camp enjoyed a nice chuckle and a Bling

Blizzing. Then DJ SMOOVE dropped the

bomb. Evening activity was going to be
Gangster Wars. The two warring teams
would be the "Bloods" and the "Grypts."

Everyone retreated to their cabins and
donned either blue and black or red and
white. The gangs met at the Indian Gircle

without problems, but when the battle of

Harriet House field erupted it was another

story. The game turned into mayhem, but

a good mayhem. One can imagine that

with nine cabins playing things are going

to get a little messy. It turned out to be a

great game and a great time. We all hur-

ried up the hill for flag when the final bell
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of the day was rung. The flag was taken

down by Jake Murphy and Amos Wolven.

That officially put an end to Hip Hip / Thug
Day.

Monday, August 7, 2000
Ben Hanisian

We woke this morning under a gray

and rainy sky, but at least we were able to

get an extra half hour of rest. Nicky Piatt

and Nickleby Evans rose the flag where
we saw the ghost of Kieve. The ghost ex-

plained that today we would be observing

his favorite day of the year, HALLOWEEN.
So everyone followed Digits down to

Pasquaney for a breakfast of scrambled

eggs and bacon. After eating we began with

Buck Duty which involved the fastest and
most creative carving of a melon. Charlie

and B.J. were team one, Kate and John team
two, and team three consisted of Nahra
and Heart and Soul. While Charlie and
B.J.'s "Harry Potter" melon was wonder-
ful, Jason and Tom's classic portrayal of

the "Sick Camper" won hands down.
Morning duties were assigned and we all

headed out.

Morning activity period went incred-

ibly well. Pictionary with Harrison and
Dave ended up being a huge hit, even bring-

ing in two extra cabins. In Art, Kate had
the boys of South Harris making Trick or

Treat bags for the evening activity. Alla-

gash and Bank 1 were kept busy because
Will and John helped them make a picnic

table in the BMT. After activities were
over, the camp had a short free-time pe-

riod and then quickly went to a deliciously

filling lunch of BBQribs, chicken, and lem-

onade. Council announcements and a sign-

up for the first ever Whale Watching trip

to take place tomorrow got the campers
excited as we retired to our cabins for rest

period.

Indian circle brought us out of a well

needed rest and before we knew it every-

one was off to second activity period. The
rain began to fall, but that didn't dampen
our spirits one bit. Mud Soccer with Kate

was a great example, with Dan and James
scoring goals and everyone sliding in the

mud yelling "GOAL! " Dave and Tom had
a fast paced game of hockey going in

Innisfree, while Tom Foster had Archery
rocking!

After activities we all jumped into the

lake for a quick swim. Raft Two came in

first, closely followed by Raft One with
their best rendition of a horror movie.
After swimming, another rest period and
then a great dinner of spaghetti and garlic

bread. There we had more announce-
ments, and finally everyone found out what
evening activity was: "TRICK-OR-TREAT-
ING! " The campers ran back to their cab-

ins to change into costumes while the coun
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selors began setting up for the nine sta-

tions each cabin would visit. At each sta-

tion the cabin would be required to per-

form some task to earn candy. Some of

the stations included bobbing for apples,

tarp rolling, exercises, dancing, and a make
me laugh station.

mmm

IBM
mm

sliiiisfii^

Finally we rang the bell for flag, and
with the help of Lowell Olcott and Adam
Denhard, everyone watched as the day
ended. We reflected upon the day and how
high the energy level was, making us real-

ize that with only five days left we had to

make the most of every minute. Thanks
for an incredibly jovial day!

Tuesday, August 8, 2000
Woody Davis

From the shores of this session's Latin

America Day Kieve has set sail led by Cap-
tain Will Georgie and Woody Davis. We
have landed on the newly discovered atoll

of Kieve-hula-ri. This beautiful little is-

land looks just like the Kieve we know

and love but is tucked away just off the

shores of Hawaii. Indeed, today we have
begun to explore the culture and costume
of that fabulous Pacific Islander culture.

The blowfish went up the flagpole (the

national symbol of Kieve-hula-ri) and
Pasquaney was decked out with a six foot

palm tree and endless decorations. The
cultural events really took off when Kate,

Lynley, Johnny Twiss and Woody schooled

everyone in the art of hula. Because of

their outstanding "unspoken narrative" (a

story of star crossed lovers) Kate and
Woody were left unscathed and Lynley and

John headed up to the Buck to clean. The
morning was hot and Hawaiian. Wes Gar-

ner and Will Saetren built a picnic table

for our otherwise "primitive" island.

While Max Abbot and Robert Abbey inau-

gurated the island's new basketball court

Jack Marston and Jed DiLaura snapped
photos of the Pacific Heat.

Swim was welcomed with loving arms
as everyone wanted to cool off. The hula

leaders were now dressed as surfer boys
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and brought in the rafts with renditions of

their favorite Beach Boys songs. Not too

much was up at lunch but rest period was
used to the max, charging batteries for the

afternoon spent at the waterfront.

The sun was shining on our Hawaiian
afternoon, while everybody spent their

time playing in all the activities. Hank
Wyman and Cray Stevenson ripped it up
on the basketball court while many others

did what they did best in the other activi-

ties. We were all excited for the arrival of

North Bunker Hill and Bank 2, filling up
camp to the near capacity. In the after-

noon general swim everybody had to per-

form the best volleyball moves to see who
could come in first.

We had a bit of a different plan for the

evening on the Hawaiian day. Instead of

eating dinner at Pasquaney. we were going

to have a luau on the beach. About a have
hour before the luau was supposed to start

think unthinkable happened and rain be-

gan to fall. We made the decision to wait it

out and see if it was going to stop before

canceling our plans of the luau. In this

case, it did not rain long enough to ruin

our fun. The rain let up allowing us to

continue with our plans of our beach party.

We ate chicken nuggets, and got our spe-

cial fruitv drinks at the wet bar about ten

feet off the shore. The evening activity

was a big surprise that had never been
done as an evening activity before. A group

of counselors dressed as native Hawaiians
paddled the war canoes around Kistler

Point to announce that the activities was
going to be war canoe races. We all

paddled hard and had a great time while

doing it.

After a long day we were all very tired

and ready for bed. At flag we talked about

the great enthusiasm that everybody had
all day, and how we had to build on it for

our last week of camp. Thanks for a great

day!!

Wednesday, August 9, 2000
Paul Keller

I awoke today with a quandary. It

would be impossible to match the Hawai-
ian theme day thrown together by Will

and Woody yesterday, so I was going to

keep things pretty basic. It was our last

"normal" day in camp: no need to get too

complicated. Flag was accompanied by
some words of wisdom from Robert
Hunter. At breakfast I announced that there

would be an all day game of Killer. Break-

fast was followed by me doing my best

Regis Phillben imitation with a "Who
Want's To Be A Millionaire" Buck Dutv.
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The first contestant was Charlie who actu-

ally got up to $250,000 with the help of

the audience and his "phone-a-friend" Dig-

its (How could you not know that Sisco

was in Dru Hill, Charlie?). Spencer Cherry

also did an outstanding job.

At Indian Circle we found a deceased

Will Georgi, left for dead by the killer.

Morning activities went along with their

usual zeal. Arrows flew, basketballs were
drained, and frisbees were golfed. Since

the weather started to look a bit nasty we
all went to Innisfree instead of general

swim. We played a game called Peer

Bingo. Instead of drawing numbers, you
looked for people with certain character-

istics on the cards. Jacob Metzger and Rob-

ert Nuell were the winners, but a good time

was had by all. From there we went to

lunch. During announcements Chris

Woods did his best Tom Cruise imitation

in describing what was necessary to get a

Mt. Harrington. After that we played a

special game of Kieve Millionaire. Lynley
was the contestant. Without too much
cheating she was able to get all of the ques-

tions right. After this I explained that for

just one day we were going to offer

Woodchucking (as in that annoying dance

craze) as an activity. Other activities were
hyped and we headed down to the cabins

for some needed rest.

At the second Indian Circle Johnny O
was left for dead! Jeez, who is this killer?

Afternoon activities were enjoyed by all

with a bevy of qualifications earned at

Windsurfing with Clint and Harrison. Gen-

eral swim had a "Millionaire" twist. All

of the rafts did very well. After this we all

headed down to dinner. Announcements
appeared to be unruly. All of the

Woodchucking done by campers was
amazing (Woodchuck Brownie, Wood-
chuck Cake Mix, Act Like You're In The
Woodchuck Matrix). Other counselors

blabbed on incessantly as a vein in the side

of Jesse's head grew larger. In an unprec-

edented fashion we let the campers vote

for what the evening activity was based
solely on the name. Pete's game "Facts

Are Facts" was quickly eliminated as there

were only two people who voted for it;

and only one not named Patterson.

Charlie's game "Mission Improbable" re-

ceived quite a few votes; but the eventual

winner was my baby "Deception". As we
left dinner Allagash correctly guessed that

Bren Kelly was our killer. Nice detective

work guys!

The bell rung and everybody packed
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into either Pasquaney or Innisfree. To play

the game three random counselors were

put on stage. A factoid would be read that

only applied to one of the counselors.

However all three counselors would try

to pretend like they were telling the truth;

hence the name "Deception". Each cabin

would ask a question of one of the counse-

lors and try to determine whether or not

they were telling the truth. The two big

highlights were Emily Riddelberger con-

vincing everyone that she had twenty
cousins when in fact it was Reid Bolton

and learning that Harrison Stuart was held

back in the second grade. Who would have

guessed? Flag was lowered and we hit the

hay after a long and fruitful day. Thanks
for a great one guys!

Thursday, August 10, 2000

Jesse Dougherty
Wow. We have been moving at warp

speed and now we are here, it is Qualifica-

tion Thursday and everyone is pumped.
We started today with a little bit of rain, or

more like a deluge, that soon dissipated

for a beautiful day by the time the chimes
went off. My friend Nicky Piatt helped
put up the flag and soon we were off to

breakfast. Breakfast had an amazing en-

ergy as Tom Hartenstein made sure that

we cheered after every announcement and
Ben Hanisian played "Lunch Lady" for us.

We jumped right into the morning ac-

tivities with full force. The entire staff

was on deck and every activity was open
as campers worked to get qualifications

wherever they could. James Bowman was
a fish down at Swimming, while Tom
Hallett and Ted Cooke used up all the pa-

per in the Photo lab. Nick Dyal looked

like Robbie Nash down at Windsurfing and
Henry Harding shot with precision down
at Archery. Nicky Gushing and Dan Kline

worked on their highest qualifications

down at the Climbing Wall and Toni
Winkelmann shot 44 down at Riflery. The
waterfront was also abuzz as every sail-

boat we own was in use. In total we
achieved 226 qualifications on the morn-
ing. Lunch was crazy. There were an amaz-
ing amount of announcements, a jelly fish

and much, much more.

The afternoon built on the great morn-
ing that we had. Sebastiano Tomado went
down to Riflery and got 4 qualifications in
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less then an hour. Nick WelUn got his bar-

one, the highest qualifications in Riflery,

by shooting 10 rounds in a row scoring

over forty. Charlie Sisk got his Potter's

pride in Pottery while this time Stu
Emmons got his highest qualification at

the Climbing Wall. It was a big day down
at the ropes course as Conner Mckenna,
Jake Murphey, Alec Johnson, Gilles Wells,

Sam Kaplin and Chris Howard were all

asked to worked toward the highest quali-

fication Mt. Harrington.

At second swim, the first Maine Trials

showed up. They paddled in to the beach
to end their trip and then showed every-

one how to pain dive off the main dock. It

was best that they jump right into the wa-
ter because they smelled so bad. Dinner
was even more crazy then lunch as we saw
some jellyfish, some sharks and some
woodchucks all in the form of cheers. Next
came the other Maine trails who proceeded
to cheer while sucking down some helium.

Energy was at an all time high as we coasted

into the evening activity.

To start, we broke the camp into three

separate groups and had a campfires to re-

flect on the session. Here campers had a

chance to think about what they learned

on the trips and how the session went.

After a great discussion, we moved down
to the waterfront to watch some fireworks

that celebrated the end of camp. It was a

fitting way to end a great qualification

Thursday.

Friday, August 11, 2000
Charlie Richardson

The last full day before the parents

arrive. A day full of some great camper
accomplishments, creative staff announce-
ments and skits, and some time to reflect

about the summer. Below are some of the

highlights:
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-Andrew Currie received the Kieve Com-
modore for his dedication and perse-

verance down at Sailing

-Jim French obtained the highest score this

summer in Riflery by shooting a 49
out of 50

-The Jelly Fish song, led by Jonathon Twiss,

filled the air during breakfast and din-

ner

-Trashman and Supercounselor (Spencer

Cherry) gave two great performances
-Conor Murphy received the highest quali-

fication of the summer in Windsurfing

-Harrison, Johnny O, Pat, and Will put to-

gether a great Aqua Attack program
-Lunchtime saw a bald eagle appear dur-

ing Bren Kelley's announcements
-Pepsi won out over Coke with the help of

a Pepsi delivery truck arriving just in

time for lunch

-Henry and I reminisced about the sum-
mer during the candlelight ceremony

-Campers and veteran staff recounted sto-

ries of their time at Kieve

Saturday, August 12, 2000
Henry Kennedy

We awoke to a gorgeous day, perfect

for the parents to try all their sons' favor-

ite activities. Aqua Zip was in full swing,

the lake was dotted with scores of sail-

boats, windsurfers, and canoes, rifles were
popping, bows twanging, and camp was in

its full glory.

A delicious Diane lunch was enjoyed

by all, and then it was down to the chapel

by the lake. Nancy played the organ ac-

companied by Brendan Kelly on the horn
and Spencer Cherry on the guitar.

Stephanie Keyes treated us to a beautiful

solo on her son, Sam's, last day as a camper.

Many campers read from the chapel book
and the staff took a much-deserved bow
while gathered around the moss-covered
altar. Woody Davis spoke brilliantly; if

we all follow his words ofwisdom (please

see his words printed elsewhere in the An-
nual) then we'll live happier, more con-

structive lives.

The cabin awards ceremonies recog-

nizing each boy's accomplishments and
discussing the cabins' adventures followed.
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The staff all did an excellent job capturing

something special about every camper
and giving us parents a small glimpse into

our sons' exciting lives during the session.

The award winning slide show, care

of Emily Riddleberger and Lynley Walker,

brought tears of laughter and joy. The smil-

ing faces dancing across the screen will

provide wonderful memories forever. I

hope you will come to one of the many
slide shows around the country this win-
ter!

The traditional lowering of the flag,

song, and cheer sadly brought Kieve 2000
to a close. Please try to remember all of

your adventures, write about them, and
tell them to your friends and family. We

will never be the same after our time to-

gether. Have a great fall, winter, and spring

and come to see us again in 2001!
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Annual Trip Reports
SOUTH JUNIOR KIEVE -

THE BREMEN ODYSSEY
Max Dinning - HBC

It was time. All the preparations had
been made, the packing had been done.

South Junior Kieve 2000 "The J.K. Pio-

neers" were ready to set out to the Bremen
Property for the first Junior Kieve camp to

be held by the ocean.

There was an atmosphere of excited

anticipation on the bus as we drove
through the winding roads that lead us

away from Kieve, towards the shores of

Muscongus Bay. The noise ofthe radio play-

ing was enjoyed by all, a little reminder of

the world beyond Kieve which had been
out of touch and out of mind for most of

the passengers over the past week. Songs
came and went. Some of them encourag-

ing a little sing a long, other (Britney Spears

I seem to recall) proving rather conten-

tious, attracting criticism amongst some
and adulation from others. To name the

proponents of each argument may be a

little unfair at this point! However, I was
taken aback when all of a sudden a certain

bass line started playing that silenced the

bus. There was not a noise to disturb the

introduction of the mass chorus to follow.

Not one of the campers was left out of the

rendition of Eminem's "Would the Real

Slim Shady Please Stand Up". It was an
interesting song that had not (at that point)

made it across the Atlantic (what a shame).

As the song was finishing, the bus had
a close encounter of a Lobster Truck kind.

A little off road diversion was necessarily

taken by the bus driver Paul, and a loud
pop ensued. The sound of air escaping
made my heart sink. We had a flat.

We pulled over to inspect the damage
and set about putting on the spare wheel.

- First Session - 2000
The delay seemed a marvellous opportu-

nity to further the reading of the week's

book, Harry Potter and the Sorcerers

Stone. Allison Martinet took the cabin to

sit on the lawn of a kind lady whose home
was by the scene of our little incident and
read to an eager audience. Henry Schmidt,

Paul de Lacvivier, and Peter Lawson
Johnston sat enthralled by the tales of

Harry, whilst a few others whose pre-trip

preparation was not quite complete were
slightly more preoccupied with problems
of the excessive water retention kind.

After a short time, as work continued

on the original bus, the Kieve rescue squad
arrived with a new vehicle to enable us to

complete the last few miles of our jour-

ney. When we arrived at the camp, there

were quite a few boys very relieved to see

the outhouses, and it took roughly 1.342

seconds for all the cabin to leave the bus
and form an orderly line by the two plas-

tic palaces.

When all were suitable refreshed, it

was time to find the homes for the night.

We gathered together as a cabin to learn

who would be sleeping in which of the

two large tents. After the group was di-

vided and the bug spray had been applied,

it was time for Paul Powell to give the

campers instructions in assembling their

evening shelter. I was pleasantly surprised

by the efficient construction that ensued
by the building teams. Whilst that was go-

ing on, Tyler Faux, Peter Slettland and Will

Kalaris began the important quest for some
firewood. They managed to gather quite a

pile.

With the camp ready, it was time for

some food. Whilst the dinner of bacon
cheeseburgers was being prepared, I no-

ticed that above the heads of Zach Lopian,

Cooper Brown and Nicky Doherty - who
were standing on the rocks at the shore

line, skimming stones in their matching
red fleeces, trying to reach the lobster boats

- the clouds were gathering and the sky

darkening. It did not bode well. The small

flames of the freshly lit campfire were in

danger of having their life prematurely

extinguished!

My concerns were quickly realized.

One minute after the last burger had been
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finished, the skies opened. Heavy rain

poured over our heads and there was to be

no let up for hours to come and the fire

v^as gone. The cabin gathered together

underneath the picnic area and looked out

over the bay. Allison Martinet, Paul Pow^ell

and I decided that drastic action was re-

quired. We had a large bag of Marshmal-
lows, several Hershey bars and boxes of

Graham Crackers, but no way of toasting.

We decided that there was only one thing

for it: to bring out the gas grill.

Whilst the Marshmallows were gen-

tly "grilled" (in the authentic camping
way!?!?!?) we were joined by Bill McCook
who kindly shared some stories with us.

The drama of his dark tales was greatly

increased by the percussive sound of rain

overhead. It was therefore nice for the

evening to conclude with some music pro-

vided by Paul Powell and his guitar. With
all well fed (and with chocolate smeared
over everyone's faces) it was time to head
to bed and get some rest. As I left the tents

I heard the voice ofAndrew Ficke sharing

his tale of the haunted toilet. Hopefully

the morning would bring sun...

We were woken in the morning by
the sound of Lobster boats. I wandered
over the tents in the morning sun to wake
(?) the already chatting kids nervously. As
I opened the first tent I was welcomed by
the smiling face of Will Danforth yelling

"Happy Fourth of July!". I knew I was in

trouble. The only red coat amongst four-

teen boys. What could I do?

"Happy Fourth of July
!

" I responded,

"who wants some pancakes?".

Everyone got up quickly and formed
a line in order to get theirM&M laced pan-

cakes. I was amazed by the capacity of the

campers to eat quite so many pancakes. I

think that the record consumption was
achieved by Scott Barger. A surprising

winner - particularly given the amount of

Maples Syrup he poured out!

With breakfast eaten and the bags

packed it was time to head to the water.

We all got into some "funyaks" and went
for a paddle around the bay. Avoiding the

lobster boats and pleasure boats, we ex-

plored some of the delights of Muscongus:
the ship wreck. Black Mack Point (the

home of the pirate Black Mack whom Bill

McCook had told us all about the night

before), and the Bald Eagle's nest. The pan-

cakes seemed to have fuelled the campers
well, especially Tommy Macphee who was
steaming along.

After an hour or two, we went back to

the shore to gather our belongings and
have some Peanut Butter and Jelly sand-

wiches. A final inspection of the campsite

was the last tour round before we all got

into the van to head back to Kieve. The JK
Pioneers had conquered, and on the Fourth

of July. Despite the Englishman!

NORTH JUNIOR KIEVE - BREMEN
Jason Nahra
July 4th and July 5th

When the gentlemen of North Junior

Kieve were able to get over the initial shock
of taking their over night on the ocean at

the new Bremen site, rather than at

Westcott, they were ready to have a suc-

cessful trip. The switching of the camp-
site from Westcott Point to Bremen was
one that I had to get used to as well. No
more running up to the "supply tree" for

items which may have been "lost" during

the trip. It was going to be an exciting trip

though, wherever we ended up going.

Our trip really began to take shape
during rest period. I was packing up the

food and supplies needed, while Kate and
Jim willingly helped the campers pack.

Ben seemed to be all ready to go within

seconds, while some other campers took

their time loading all their gear up. Hunter
packed quickly too, but he packed pretty

much everything he had. I think he would
have taken his bunk if we would have let

him. Our departure from Kieve came later

than expected though since Max and his

boys in South Junior Kieve decided to

spend extra time funyaking instead ofhead-

ing home when they were supposed to.

Eventually though, we were all packed and
ready to start our excursion.

On our way to the Bremen site, the

van was filled with anxious faces, but soon,

they were turned to excitement when the

Backstreet Boys music was played on the

radio. You could see the campers mouth-
ing the words to the songs, but at the same
time trying to play off the fact that they

really did like the boy bands. After jammin
a while to the B Boys, we arrived at the

site. We unloaded our gear and quickly
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made our campsite our new home for 24

hours. Soon shirts and other clothing

items were littered all over the campsite,

and the place reeked of campers. Rem had
his fleeces and shirts all over the site. It

was now official, we had broken in the

Bremen site.

Pearce and his red hat seemed to moni-

tor the campsite and keep everyone in line

while the counselors started to cook the

meal. Robbie and David were busy search-

ing for any type of live animal and eventu-

ally the found something they thought was
a muskrat fleeing by. Peter and Paul con-

tinued to try and find this animal long af-

ter it scurried off, but only found a couple

oftoads instead. Soon, after running around

the campsite for a while, dinner was ready.

It was a feast to behold. Burgers with or

without cheese, piled high with mush-
rooms, bbq sauce, bacon, and ketchup and
mustard. They were a hit with everyone,

except Jeremy who wanted "cheese and
bread" for his dinner. We obliged and gave

him a couple of grilled cheeses. Zander
enjoyed the burgers and kept coming back
for more. Jake waited patiently for his

meal by playing cards, but when it was his

turn to eat, he did with a lot of enthusiasm.

The food was eaten and the mess was
cleaned up and it was almost time to hit

the tents for a good night of sleep. First

though we had to have something.

It was time for marshmallows. We
roasted them over the fire and Hank and
Charlie kept asking for more. They
couldn't get their fill of the fluffy treat.

Loren roasted his to golden perfection. It

was a site to behold. While we were eat-

ing the mallows, we heard some rumbling
up above, and soon the skies were filled

with flashing lights. Some where fire-

works, but soon the sky was filled with
lightning and thunder. The kids asked if it

was a storm but we told them it was just

fireworks and it was ok to go to bed.

After witnessing the spectacular light

and rain display of the night before, we
woke up and started to cook a great break-

fast. Chocolate chip pancakes and syrup
filled the tummies ofhungry campers. The
food was scarfed down and it was ready to

go funyaking on the ocean for a bit.

Kate and Jim took 12 of the kids out

while I stayed with Jeremy and Jake on

shore. The guys paddled hard for a while
and explored some islands, and soon were
back at the site for a quick meal and our
departure back to camp. After fueling with

PB&J, we packed up and moved out. Our
trip had come to an end, and it was hard to

go back to camp, but the memories we
created will endure. We knew that on some
snowy winter day while sitting in a cold

classroom building doing a math problem,

we could always remember back to a

Kieve memory and smile. Thanks to all

who helped create those memories.

Jason Nahra

SOUTH GLENAYR - 6/27-28 - BREMEN
Tom Hartenstein

Day 1

The Bus was loaded and the warmigans
were packed. South Glenayr was ready for

its trip to Bremen. We arrived at about 2:30

and set up the tents. Dinner was "Bremen
Burgers"-double cheese burgers with ba-

con, barbecue sauce and potato sticks. Sec-

onds and thirds were enjoyed by all and
everyone adjourned to the camp fire where
Bill McCook was telling of legends of bur-

ied treasure around the Bremen area.

George was particularly interested and
wanted to begin his search immediately.

S'mores were served and it was time for

the campers to go to their tents. The coun-

selors put out the fire and fled to the

Gribbell boat house where they hoped to

get a good night's sleep. No such luck. The
campers stayed awake until well past 2

a.m, but oddly enough, they were fully

awake by 7 a.m.

Day 2

The campers awoke bright and early,

ready for a day of exploring and searching

for buried treasure. Luckily for the late-

rising counselors. Bill McCook and Cap-

tain Butler were around to supervise. Pan-

cakes with M and M's were made and
quickly eaten. After breakfast (which lasted

until noon) the funyaks were loaded and
our search for treasure had begun. We
found the island that Bill McCook had told

us about and quickly began our search.

After about a two hour search, we came
up empty handed and headed back to the

camp site. The bus was reloaded and we
were on our way back to camp. Our plush

trip to Bremen had ended. Thank you for
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a great trip guys.

SOUTH GLENAYR - 7/4-6 -

OTTER ISLAND
Tom Hartenstein

After much anticipation, the day fi-

nally arrived; it was time for the men of

South Glenayr to make the move to Otter

Island. The campers were packed under
the expert tutelage of the Hammer and Ster-

ling. We packed PLENTY of food, water,

and tents for our three day expedition.

While on our way to Bremen, we stopped

at the Puffin Stop to buy Pepsi's and snacks

for all.

Captain Butler and his first mate, Matt,

were eagerly waiting for us. The
Snowgoose was packed and we were off

for our adventure. We fished for about two
hours and caught about 100 fish. Andrew
and Hugh led the crew in fish caught. We
then decided to go swimming in the ex-

tremely cold water. Campers and counse-

lors jumped from the top of the boat and
quickly swam back to the ladder. William
and Blake didn't want the swimming to

end but Captain's orders were to head to

Otter Island and no one messes with Cap'n
Butler.

With the boat secure along a rock face

nestled in one of Otters inviting coves, we
began the unloading process. Bags were
passed from boat to land with great effi-

ciency. As we said goodbye to the Cap'n
and first mate we soon realized that we
were completely alone on an island. So
what else to do but enjoy some tasty Oreo
Cookies and cruise to the rope swing. The
rope swing was absolutely great and tidal

conditions were perfectly safe. Most of the

campers engaged in rope swing fun with
Timmy and George leading the pack. Af-

ter this, dinner was started. Clint lit up a

great fire and we began to cook our now
famous "Bremen Burgers". Most had sec-

onds and thirds and Max even had fourths.

We had Marshmallows and chocolate for

desert and the campers adjourned to their

tents.

We awoke on the second day at about
9:30 and began to cook pancakes. Tom and
Sterling were cruising along with the pro-

pane stove until it ran out of fuel. Fire

Marshall Clint was quickly called to ac-

tion and we finished the rest of the deli-

cious choco-cakes over the fire. We ate

pancakes until about noon and many went
off exploring around the island. Lunch was
PB and J. Jay ate about five sandwiches
and entertained the counselors for hours.

It became very cold and the campers and
counselors went to their tents for naptime.

Spaghetti and garlic bread were served for

dinner and everyone really seemed to en-

joy it. Clint proceeded to tell the story of

the Purple Mongoose and the campers
needed to be escorted to their tents by the

counselors. Screams could be heard about

a half hour later from all of the tents. Ap-
parently, the Purple Mongoose had made
an appearance.

On our last day, we woke at 8:30 to

get ready for the Cap'n's arrival. He was
right on time at 11:00 and we began to

load our gear onto the boat. We decided

on another day of fishing and Tom put his

"special chum" into the water and wow,
did the fish come. We caught about 200
fish and we probably could have caught

more. We then used the underwater cam-
era to look at sea anemones and fish. Jody
brought us great sandwiches and chips so

we pigged out on our way back to the

dock. A great trip was had by all. Thank
you guys.

NORTH GLENAYR - 6/25-26 -

PEMAQUID POND
Patrick Summerour

The alumni weekend had come and
gone, but the excitement was still a buzzin
in North Glenayr. We spent that Sunday
morning preparing and packing, getting

ourselves ready for what was sure to be an
eventful trip. The boys were all about the

business at hand and were soon quickly

packed and ready to rock the Pemaquid
Pond. With my boys finished with their

packing and looking for a way to help out,

I let the young eager chaps know that they

needed to hit the waterfront and grab eight

canoes, 17 life jackets, and 17 paddles.

Thinking that job would take them awhile

and I could get the bus packed and ready, I

was pleasantly surprised to see each and
every boy putting in some sweat and
blood. Before I knew it, the bus was packed
and with canoes and ready to take off, and
so were we.

We had a short bus ride to the drop off
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and it was quite evident that there was a

lot of excitement circulating throughout

the bus, although there was a little ner-

vous tension as well. The radio was blarin

some Ricky Martin and the boys were
groovin as I was going over the maps one

more time. We arrived at the drop off to

be greeted by a swirling head wind, and it

was here that that nervous tension was
raised to another level. We had a quick

snack and split the cabin into their canoe

pairs and we were off. Before the story

goes on any further, these nasty head winds

must be described. The winds that we were

facing were of unbelievable proportions,

winds never seen before in Kieve history;

we were surrounded by white caps and a

swirling wind that threatened to put some
dampers in our first trip, the trees were a

blowin, and all of our hair was a flyin.

After several minutes of deliberation we
informed the boys that the goal of the af-

ternoon was to stay as close to the right

side of the shore as possible. We put our

canoes in the water and offwe were. Time
and time again we would get about fifty

yards out and then the winds would pick

back up again and push and blow us back
into shore. The boys could have given up,

but to them that wasn't even an option,

and after nearly an hour, we finally made
it past the first point.

We knew that we had a ways to go, but

we had made it past that first major ob-

stacle, and we conquered it. It was this

knowledge and the realization that we
could do it that carried us the rest of the

way, a knowledge that carried 17 people
through some of the nastiest winds one
will ever come across. We ended up pull-

ing into our camp-site at around 6 p.m.

and quickly set up tents, kitchen area and
so forth. We were all in high spirits until

we the heard the one sound that no one
really wanted to hear, thunder. After such
a hard day of paddling no one wanted to

hear thunder or even think of rain, but just

as they had done the whole day, the boys
persevered and we rocked on. Along with
the thunder we were accompanied by Mr.

Shipen Bright, a friend of Kieve and a

member of the Kennedy family. We were
staying on his property and he came out

just to say hello and see how we were do-

ing. We owe a big thanks to Mr. Bright as

he provided us with needed comfort and
support, and interestingly enough, when
he went back to his house, the rain stayed

away. We munched down on some
scrumptious cheeseburgers and marsh-
mallows and hit the tents for some much
needed sleep. But as soon as we hit the

tents the rain came down on top of us for

the remainder of the night.

The morning provided us with wet
tents, wet firewood, and a ruined break-

fast. The boys hung tough as we scrounged
together some English muffins and a

ChewA^ bar. To avoid the heaw winds again

we set off early and this proved to be a

great decision. The paddling was easy and
it provided us with beautiful Maine scen-

ery and tons of wildlife. Overall the trip

was a major success. The boys faced many
different obstacles and challenges
throughout the trip and beat them all down
with ease. These boys were warriors on
this trip letting nothing get in their way of

a good time, and it just goes to show what
great kids we have in North Glenayr.

NORTH GLENAYR - 7/3 - 7/5 -

FORT ISLAND
Patrick Summerour
Monday, July 3

The boys awoke on this beautiful

Monday morning with an excitement
amongst them that I had not seen before.

They were buzzing around the cabin tell-

ing stories that they had heard from previ-

ous campers about Fort Island, and it was
this sort of excitement that put everybody
in the right mood. We spent the morning
packing our gear, moving canoes, and get-

ting evervlliing just right. The boys worked
at a high speed pace as their excitement

was oozing out of every pore. We left camp
with bus driver extraordinare, Paul Keller,

and quickly headed out to Richardson's

Point.

The drive was a short one and the boys

were relatively quiet as they were pon-

dering the next several days of exploring

and canoeing around Fort Island. The put

in was rather easy and successful and we
were officially off and away in the Dama-
riscotta River. It was late in the afternoon

and the lobsterman were flying by us cre-

ating waves and currents that were pretty

strong. The boys stayed tough as we fol
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lowed August and Will McCalpin to Fort

Island. We trudged and paddled through

the powerful currents and waves as the

boys of North Glenayr repeatedly demon-
strated their strong will and determina-

tion. We reached Fort Island within an
hour and pulled up to the island to realize

that we were not alone. Being that it was
the Fourth of July weekend we knew that

the island would be crowded and that it

was. This did not dispel the boys' spirits

at all as they went ahead and chose one of

the best campsites possible and began set-

ting up their tents. After a quick session of

looking for some good firewood we let

the boys set off to do some exploring. The
tide was going out and the creatures of the

river were being left behind and this served

to be of great interest to the boys. We split

up into two groups, one with August and
one with David and myself. We spent the

next several hours searching, exploring,

and delving our efforts and energy into

finding hermit crabs, tidal pools, fish,

clams, crabs, and anything else that our

eyes and hands could touch, see, and find.

David Sithole, Will S., Albert, Harry and
JB found us some crabs with his bear hands
and this absolutely wowed the kids, as

August and his group came across a num-
ber of starfish. The sun soon began to set

and dinner brought us some delicious ba-

con cheeseburgers, and nearly everyone
had at least two. It had certainly been an
eventful day and the boys were tired and
we headed to our tents to catch some much
needed shut eye.

Tuesday July 4

Happy July 4 was what welcomed us

on this bright morning. The boys gath-

ered some more firewood and the chefs of

North Glenayr began preparing some of

the finest M&M pancakes known to man
on this side of the Mississippi. We must
have made somewhere near sixty pancakes
with tons of syrup and it was this fantastic

breakfast that started our day off on the

right foot. We had the entire day to do as

we pleased and we certainly took advan-
tage of this. After breakfast Graham, Pe-

ter, and Andrew worked hard at building

sand castles for their pet hermit crab. They
even went as far as to name the crab, it was
quite the event. Cullom and Will M. being
the stud campers that they are, volunteered

to help clean up and continue to collect

more firewood for the evening, as well as

getting the opportunity to watch David and
August do some major chopping of wood.
David took the rest of the boys on a tour

and exploration of the island and lets just

say that it was quite interesting. Lunch
brought us tuna fish in a wrap and proved

to be a great filler upper. As the afternoon

wore on the tide began to go out more and
more, and it was our seasoned explorers

that took advantage of this opportunity on
their own as we began to prepare arguably

one of the most scrumptious dinners of all

time. During this time of exploration it

was Harry Merck, Peter Hoffman, and JB

who were hard at work digging for clams,

and it was clams that they found. For our

main course we were eating some good
ole fashioned beef stew, but these new age

chefs ofNorth Glenayr were adding a little

spice to it. As the boys were perfecting

their exploring skills we were cutting up
potatoes and onions to be sauteed with a

little salt, garlic powder, pepper, and a good
bit of chili powder to produce the

Summerour Surprise that would accom-
pany the beef stew. WOW, WHAT A
MEAL!!!, is all the boys could say. As if

that was not enough we busted out the gra-

ham crackers, marshmallows, and choco-

late to have the traditional SMORES. AND
THEY WERE GOOD. I believe that every-

one had at least two, but there was not a

certain count on how many marshmallows
were given out. The next event was an-

other memorable one as we handed out

sparklers in honor of the fourth of July.

The kids had a ball with this and we all

thanked Chris Rosser because he was the

one who had provided us with them at the

beginning of camp. The sun was down
and the boys were in their tents and that is

when the weather came. I guess the

weather gods decided to pay homage to

the movie, The Perfect Storm, as the skies

opened up and provided us with some
pretty serious winds and one of the most
unbelievable lightning storms of all time.

We made it through the storm with ease

and made it through the night with
thoughts of making it back to camp to-

morrow.
Wednesday July 5

We woke the boys up early so that we
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could hit the river at the right time and
they were up to the task. The boats were
in the water and the Ufe jackets were on
and the boys were ready to conquer the

waters that were left from the Perfect

Storm the night before. We had some
troubles getting off but with some few
minor adjustments we were ready to go.

The winds and the water were raging and
the remnants from the Perfect Storm were

rockin and tossin our boats from side to

side and it proved to be quite the difficult

task, and eventually proved to be a task

that was not conquerable. We stopped at

McGuire Point and made the decision that

the trip needed to end and paddled over to

Clark Cove and awaited pick up by Henry
Kennedy. Despite the fact that we could

not finish the trip, the trip itself was a ma-
jor success. The boys spent countless hours

exploring, learning, and laughing together,

and when the trip ended, we truly felt as

though we had accomplished something.

We are all proud of each other and there

was a very positive feeling throughout the

bus as we headed home to camp. A job

well done boys, you should be proud of

yourselves and of each other.

SOUTH BUNKERHILL - 6/29-30 -

BREMEN
Ben Hanisian

We packed after breakfast and got all

of our water bottles filled up before we
left. Pete LaCasse helped us load up the

bus and drove us to the Bremen water-

front property. Once we got there, we set

up the huge eight man tents on the new
tent platforms and put our sleeping bags

in before lunch. For lunch we had turkey

and cheese cold-cuts with potato chips,

then settled in for a nice afternoon nap.

One hour later we woke up and started

taking the fun-yaks down the dock to Mus-
congus Bay. Ben and Blake rallied the

troops and headed out to Little Hog Island.

There we saw some snails and barnacles

while taking a break from the head-winds.
From there we headed over to Butler Is-

land and took a rest while Ben showed
everyone a tide pool. In the tide pool we
found a mini-ecosystem, including snails,

crabs, and fish. Then we all headed back
to the dock and dried off. Before dinner,

we played games including Speed Rabbit.

Long came up with some new kinds to

perform, including "duck" and "dog." For

dinner the council prepared chicken fajitas

with Mexican Rice, green peppers, toma-
toes, and potato chips. After we filled our

stomachs, we headed back to the camp
where Blake had prepared a nice fire for

us to all sit around. Soon after Bill McCook
came over bearing Klondike Bars for a

perfect evening snack! We all sat around
the fire listening to the calming sounds of

the guitar and even singing some songs. A
couple ghost stories were told by Chris,

Chase, and Colin. Then everyone retired

to bed for a good rest.

We woke around eight to a wet camp-
site from the night's rain, and a thick fog

hovering over the bay. We packed up some
of our gear and headed to the picnic tables

and boathouse where the council was pre-

paring sausage biscuits for breakfast. Soon
after we started playing some more games,

including Ghosts in the Graveyard and the

Mud Game. While everyone was playing,

the council began working on a fire for the

cool morning. Soon we had a nice fire to

sit around, warm up, and have great con-

versation by. Before we knew it, it was
lunchtime. Will and Blake got everyone
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working together to take down the tents

and pack up their gear while Ben made
some thick peanut butter and honey sand-

wiches. We filled up on sandwiches and
snacks and gathered back around the fire.

Pete LaCasse rolled in and everyone loaded

up their gear, cleaned the campsite, and
headed back to camp. With a great primer
trip under our belts, we were all looking

forward to heading off to New Hampshire
and the White Mountains!

SOUTH BUNKERHILL -

7/8-12 - WHITE MOUNTAINS
Ben Hanisian

Day One:
After packing in the morning after

breakfast, we hit the road for our five day
trip around 11:45. Will drove the van with

Colin sitting shotgun, while Ben and Blake

were in the truck. Sometime around one
we stopped for gas and cold-cut sand-

wiches, but were cut short by rain. So we
hopped back into the van and ate lunch on
the road. Barring some minor navigation

problems, we arrived at Barnes Field

Campsite in the White Mountains ofNew
Hampshire in great time. Ben and Blake

checked in with the Rangers while Will

played a game called "Turtle" in the van
with the cabin. We all then unloaded the

van and set up the four tents and got a game
of Ultimate Frisbee going on the field

across from the site. Council assigned tent

groups and settled in for a quick 30 minute
nap. Afterwards, everyone set out look-

ing for fire wood and suddenly a huge thun-

derstorm came in, forcing us all to put on
our rain gear and huddle under the tarp.

There Council cooked Chicken Fajitas

while the kids waited out the storm in their

tents. DINNER FINALLY!! A great tasting

hot meal on a cold, rainy day. By the time

we were finished there were clear blue

skies over us. Another quick game of Ulti-

mate on the field and we all went to bed
around nine, tired and excited for the next

day of hiking.

Day Two:
8 a.m. wake up and cream cheese and

bagels for breakfast. The day was a bit

cloudy, but a nice temperature for a day
hike. We all piled into the van and drove
to hike Glen Boulder. We all got pumped
up for our first hike by listening to a song
on the radio, Europe's "Final Countdown."
We first visited Glen-Ellis Falls, a 64 foot

waterfall about 600 feet down the trail.

Then we headed on towards Glen Boul-

der, a 1.45 mile tough hike. Everyone
pushed on all the way to the top, reaching

the boulder around noon. A perfect stop-

ping point for a GORP lunch. There we
talked with a family who had a GPS sys-

tem with them, telling us that we were
standing 3,780 feet up the mountain. Coun-
cil took a few pictures while we rested up
for the hike down. Reaching the bottom
in record time. Council gave out snacks
and everyone took a bathroom break. We
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drove back to the campsite for a ^vell-

needed one hour nap. .\nother game of

Ultimate around three in the afternoon and
then a search for fire wood once again. We
then had a huge game of 3-Base Council

Pickle on the field. Sam Hopkins and .\lex

Wood ^vere the two winners, beating out

the three-outs rule imposed by the menac-
ing accuracy of the Council arms. VVe then

had a huge fixe and cooked bacon cheese-

burgers for dinner. Everyone then sat

around the fire as night fell and told riddles

and mind-oames until bedtime. Council

gave out Snickers for a snack while an-

other rainstorm came rolling in. We hit

the sack around 8 p.m. with another snack

from the counselors. VVe were all tired

from an exhausting day ofhiking, but ^vere

all in great spirits I

Day Three:

Anomer 8 a.m. ^vake up from the

counselors, and a hearty breakfast of

Ma\"po mixed with an equal amount of

bro^\Ti sugar. We cleaned up the dishes

and then piled back in the van for the drive

to Emerald Pool. We searched and
searched for the trail, and after a few mis-

guided stops, ^ve finally found the site. The
drive was under a cloudy sk\'. but as soon
as we hit the trail the clouds cleared and
we had the sun shining do^NTi on us. We
hiked the 0.7 mile trail through beautiful

woods and came upon the falls and the

swimming pool. Joe Froeber and Chase
Gordon were the first to tr\' and touch the

bottom of the pool before the first person
jumped off. but were unable because it was
so cold. So Sam Hopkins volunteered to

be the first one to jump off and stepped to

the edge ofthe 15 foot drop. THREE - TWO

- OXE - SPL.\SH: Every one took turns

jumping in. and we all saw a wide variet}'

of cannonballs. can-openers, and even a

Buddha by Will Murphy. Peter Ireland was
the first to touch the bottom of the cold,

green ^vater by di\lng down after a jump.
.\fter a fe^v pictures, ^ve hiked back to the

van for a lunch of peanut butter and jelly

pitas and Fig Newtons. We jumped back
into the van and headed off to Cascade
Falls, ^vhich ^vas a short hike on the same
trail we ^vould be on the next day to climb
Mt. \Vashin^on. There we saw a voung
couple sitting near the falls, and we ^vaved

hello to them. We headed back to the van
and stopped to take a group photo on a

bridge. When ^ve got to the bottom, we
saw the same friendly couple and they

gladly took a picture \\lth the cabin. A
short drive back to the campsite for rest

period which we all needed. Every one
woke up and headed to the field for t^vo

games of Pickle again, except this time

.Alec Castillo and Chase Gordon ^vere the

t^vo big winners. Around 6:45 we ate Beef

Ra\ioU cooked over the campfire. The
rain came back in and the counselors gave

every one a snack and we all went to bed
by 8 for our early wake up the next morn-
ing to climb Washington!
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Day Four:

Just as the sun began to come over the

hills, we awoke at 4:45 to get our gear to-

gether and head off to Mt. Washington. We
ate Pop Tarts and Nutri-Grain bars on the

van ride to Tuckerman's Ravine Trail. We
began our ascent around 5:45 - 6:00 as the

only group on the trail. We made great

time to the Hut situated right at the base of

the ravine. There we saw a dog and
Tuckerman's Log, a place to sign in and
check the weather. We were given the news
that it would be a tough climb, but every-

one was ready to push on. We began our

climb up and stopped to watch the clouds

roll over the edge of the ravine and over

our heads. We peaked the ravine and the

winds began to pick up. Before we knew
it, the winds got really strong and so we
headed for shelter under a huge boulder.

Everyone wanted to go on, so we kept

climbing until we found shelter again.

There the Council decided it wasn't worth
the risk, and that the wind and tempera-

ture were too much. The Council handed
out some snacks as the kids huddled to

conserve body heat. The hike back down
was hard on everyone, but once we were
back over the ravine we stopped and
talked about our attempt. There we un-

derstood that we were almost there, and
that even though we didn't make it we still

had accomplished an incredible amount.
We stopped again at the hut and had an-

other snack and bathroom break. We then
hiked back down the entire mountain and
drove to camp. The hike took a lot out of

us, so we ate Tuna and chips quickly and
headed off for rest hour. During rest pe-

riod, Ben went and found out the condi-

tions on top of Mt. Washington to see just

what we were up against: Temperature:

38 degrees; Visibility: 10 yards; Winds:

steady 52 m.p.h. with gusts up to 85 miles

an hour. Everyone woke up from rest pe-

riod to another Council treat of Coke, Root

Beer, or Mountain Dew and snack. The
entire cabin then headed over to play Pickle

again, then the kids came up with "war
games" to pass the time. Will cooked Pasta

and cheese for dinner while Ben and Blake

started a campfire. There we talked in a

circle about riddles, mind games, and even

got to hear Peter Ireland's "scary story."

Everyone then got two snacks and retired

to the tents after an incredibly long 8 mile

hike (4 miles each way).

Day Five:

We awoke at 8 and were greeted with
a surprise from the cabin: all the tents were
already taken down and the gear was all

packed up. We cleaned up the campsite

and began loading some of the gear. For

breakfast, the counselors treated the cabin

to doughnuts! We finished loading up all

of our gear and headed out of our camp-
site for the next five days. The drive home
was fun and full of smiles while we were
able to hear Ben's favorite song "Genie in
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a Bottle" by Christina Aguilara. A few-

quick stops for gas and bathrooms, and
before we knew it we were stopping for

lunch just outside of Lewiston. There we
ate a Pat's Pizza, a nice change of pace with

food. Ever}'one got their filL and we were

off again into the van and headed back to

camp. Another bathroom break just out-

side of camp was our final stop before we
came rolling into camp honking the horns

and screaming into afternoon Indian

Circle. Looking back we had an incred-

ible time. Even though we didn't summit
Washington, we realized that we had done
much more. We had come together as a

cabin, no longer 14 individuals, and had
made it through some tough times. We
realized that although we don't always

succeed, as long as we tried our hardest

and were content, we can accomplish any-

thing. Thank you to all of the campers.

Long. Sam. Joe. Colin. Peter. Chris. Max,
Christian. Alex. Chase. Alec. Sam. Will,

and Peter: you guys weie all amazing. I

hope vou realize that what you did was
incredibly tough, and even though we
didn't summit we learned a lot about what
it truly means to succeed. Thank you also

to Will, Blake, and Emily: without you the

cabin wouldn't have been the same. A great

ending to a wonderful summer . . . take

care of yourselves and congratulations!

SOLTH CL'XXLXGH.^M -

6/25-26 - BREMEN
John O'Hara

June 25

We departed Kieve after lunch in

search of our oceanfront resort, which
\vould house the sixteen of us for the night.

With picnic tables, eight-man tents, and a

canopy over the eating area, we were
hardly roughing it. The campers of South
Cunningham spilled from the bus like hun-
gry bees from a hive, fleeing to the rocky
shore. Once their frantic curiosity settled,

a small group began to look for crabs.

Hunting under flaps of seaweed . they col-

lected unknowing, innocent hardshells

with stealth and precision. Cam was a tre-

mendous help with setting up the tents,

while Jake. Thomas, Charlie and Jon went
crabbing.

After setting up and organizing camp,
the eager campers dragged their funyaks

dowTi to the waterfront where thev were
unhappily informed that it ^vas too windv
to go out. The swells were threatening

and it was too dangerous to attempt a cruise

around the bay. The kids weren't phased,
ho^vever. their enthusiasm held strong, and
Chad urged that we all go swimming. The
frigid Maine \vaters fostered oiaoles. shiv-o o oo
ers. and smiles all around. Johnny O and
Charlie said, '"no thanks" to the freezing

ocean, while Nick. Augie, Sam, and Will

were seal-like, swimming and jumping
from the docks with vigor.

Dinner was a comforting round of

marinated chicken breast sandwiches, fol-

lowed by some oreo desert. Games and
group activities followed, where Tim won
a heated game of .Ah-So-Koh. After some
trust falls, the tired campers headed to bed
anticipating the funyaking that was in store

for tomorrow.

June 26

Awaking at seven, a pancake, egg, and
bacon breakfast filled the campers' empty
bellies. The tides had calmed down quite

a bit. and the \veather was hot and muggy.
It was a perfect day for funyaking. Chase
and Zach were especially helpful in bring-

ing the funyaks from the boathouse to the

waterfront. We filed into the water and
started our exploration around the deso-

late coastal islands of Maine.
Mid^vay through the paddle a huge

whale surprised Jon and he fell out of his

boat. In a fearless attempt to save Jon's

life. Fred sprang from his vessel and res-

cued him from the razor sharp jaws of the

beast. A pair of T-rescues by Thomas. Cam,
and Johnny O got the group back on track.

The island wasn't too far. and soon enough
^ve landed on a small European island, ter-

ritory of Portugal. The little other explored

the island and discovered some giant green

eggs in a nest. .After finding a jumping rock,

the boys were ready to get wet. While
some explored, others swam and kayaked.

Nate patrolled the waters to make sure the

water was deep enough for jumping.

x\fter our short stay, it was time to head
back for lunch and pack-up. Commotion.
Ever^-thing had to get done one way or

another. And by the time four o'clock

rolled around, our two-van caravan
smoked out of Bremen and back to Camp.
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SOUTH CUNNINGHAM -

7/1-5 - WHITE MOUNTAINS
John O'Hara

Take note not all of this stuff is true or

actually happened. I guarantee that there

is some truth in everything, though some
information might be slightly exaggerated.

Day 1, July 1

The White Mountains are renowned
for their desolate beauty, cold tranquil

lakes, and rampant wildlife. But all that

would change. . .Enter South Cunningham.
Around eleven o'clock we saddled up our

covered wagons and meandered through

a string of small towns between Dama-
riscotta and Gorham, NH.

Fred's team of oxen a.k.a. Suburban
were fading because of overuse, and his

team broke down several times. To Fred's

dismay, this was his final voyage in his

beaten up blue SUV. It had been through a

lot in the past 15 years, and its final days
were quickly approaching. Fred fell to his

knees, weeping like a lost orphan. Cars

sped by taunting him. A cop stopped to

console brokenhearted Fred, and he pulled

himself together to finish the road trip.

We arrived at our Dolly Copp camp-
site with some time to prepare an extrava-

gant dinner of cheeseburgers that were im-

ported from Timbuktu. The special recipe

has been in the family for years. Jake broke

out his fly rod and headed down to the

stream to try his luck at fishing, while Cam,
Thomas and Nate collected firewood for

the counsel kitchen.

After burgers, a huge game of football

left some battered and bloody. Whereupon
John had to treat everyone for everything

from broken noses to bruised kidneys. Ice

packs were passed around, and it was early

to bed for the mystifying Mt. Washington
is tomorrow's goal. They'll stop nothing

short of the summit.
R.I.P.

Fred's Blue Suburban
1984- July 1, 2000

Day 2, July 2

We awoke bright and early to a Pop
Tart and Raisin Bran breakfast. Today was
an attempt at Mt. Washington, the tallest

mountain in the world! ! ! We got our gear

together, tied up our hiking boots, and
teamed up in the van in our push towards
Timbuktu, stopping just short at Pinkham
Notch, the Mt. Washington trail head. We
left our modest base camp with a feeling

of excitement and focus.

As we came together at Pinkham
Notch, the passersby were amazed to see

kids of this age attempting such a chal-

lenging endeavor. Johnny "Blades"
Stewart steamed ahead of the pack fend-

ing off wild beasts, insects, and birds, leav-

ing the cabin with a sense of security. In a

raging fury, he preyed upon the mountain,

protecting our nimble pack. Well done
Jon.

Meanwhile, we inched our way up to

the Tuckerman Ravine Basin, where we
gathered our spirits together for a final

summit push. Thomas leaped from rock

to rock like veteran mountain goat, pranc-

ing ahead with ease and grace. Augie, on
the other hand, Tasmanian devil-pos-

sessed literally attacked the rocks as if he
didn't care about his bloodied and battered

knees. Augie is the most famous member
of our cabin, starring in such roles as papa
Ewok in Star Wars, and Cizmo in the Grem-
lin series. His security had to be called at

the summit because of a fan frenzy.

After 4.1 miles of adventure and wil-

derness we, the men of South Cunningham,
reached the summit. What a feeling! Pea-

nut butter and Jelly sandwiches were
handed out to starving and exhausted
campers. They were quickly devoured,

and the campers proudly sat with confi-

dent grins.

Pictures were taken, and our short

summit visit ended. On the way down,
Chad missed one of our rest stops. While
the others were swimming in a waterfall,
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Chad kept going. Will and Thomas even-

tually tracked him down, but it was al-

ready too late. Just kidding, he was fine.

Finally, we reached the bottom, feel-

ing proud of ourselves. High fives and
cheers were passed around. It was back to

the campsite for some R and R and dinner.

We will sleep well tonight. Congrats guys!

By Jon Stewart and Johnny O

Day 3, July 3

Yawn. . .A late rise and some sausage-

egg muffins rounded off a great morning.

The campers complained of soreness from
the previous day's journey. Nate was feel-

ing under the weather, so he received medi-

cal attention that is second to none. What
is the best way to remedy a fever? Emer-
ald Pools, the coldest fresh water spring in

the world.

On the drive over, we spotted a bull

moose. Its rack was huge, and it grazed in

a marshy flat. We hopped out of the van to

take pictures when suddenly there was a

mullet sighting; the kids cowered in fear

as four perfectly maintained mullets
pulled up in a black Bronco. Pointing and
laughing, Will said, "Look at that mullet.

Oh my gosh! " Chase nearly fainted at this

rare, but seemingly popular Gorham hair-

style. Not to worry, an EpiPen brought

Chase to his feet. "Take deep breaths

buddy," said a confused Fred. Chase and
the rest of the cabin quickly recovered.

Emerald Pools was a hefty 0.7 miles

from the access road. Eager, the campers
raced down the path and 20 minutes later,

they arrived at the famed watering hole.

Like youthful hippos they basked in the

chilly waters, and jumped from the cliff

that stretched over 100 feet above the wa-
ter surface. With joy and delight, the camp-
ers spent the day swimming and relaxing.

Zach Bazarsky tried the water slide and
gashed his leg open on a rock. It looked a

lot worse than it was- no stitches thank-

fully. He bit the bullet and requested extra

alcohol swabs to clean the wound. He
loooooooves alcohol swabs.

Meanwhile, our resident trapeze art-

ist/daredevil, originally from a small cir-

cus caravan in the Czech Republic,
Wilhelm Hollister, presented a back-flip

from the cliffs edge. Will had taken many
a fall at his Soviet-Timbuktu Training

School, however he was flawless in his

attempt at Emerald Pools. On record, he
was the first to complete a back-flip at

Emerald Pools.

It was soon time to go and reluctant

campers like Chad insisted on staying

longer. Rain began to fall, and it was get-

ting late. We hiked out in our wet tevas

and towels, wishing we could have stayed

longer.

North Conway was our first stop, the

climbing capital of the East. Though the

weather wasn't great, it was nice to get a

snack, and walk around a bit. Our camp-
site soon welcomed us back with a Beef-a-

roni dinner. Mmm, Mmm, good.

Another exhausting day, ending with
a well deserved rest.

Day 4, July 4

A regular wake up, and look ma, it's

bloatmeal! No brown sugar, however, be-

cause of a y2k bug in the kitchen. Any-
way, we had our Quaker Oats with syrup

and raisins, while there were numerous
games of janitor underway. Tim Nelson
and Jake Sneeden were powerhouses in

this series of games, trading off the presi-

dent and vice president roles. Timmy was
fierce, taunting the janitor with every
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move.
After quite a bit of down time, we

saddled up and headed down the road to

the Glen Boulder trail, famed for its sheer

cliff drops and a strange breed of farting

spider. There was just one problem: we
couldn't find it. First we went to Glen Ellis

Falls, then to the Wildcat Mtn. Trail, and
then finally to the Glen Boulder trail. The
hike was steep, but that didn't phase R and
R Charlie. He unleashed his fury on the

mountain, often talking to himself to psych
himself up. His focus and determination

was uncanny. Gritting his teeth and wrin-

kling his brow, he meant business. The
top would not escape us.

Soon enough, Sam and Thomas stood

triumphantly atop Glen Boulder, their

hands up in the air in celebration. They
yelled to hear their echoes mimic every

word. We then found a nearby stream

where Jake caught three tuna fish with his

trusty fly rod. Yes, tuna do live in fresh

water. After filleting the fish, Jake served

us some beautiful tuna fish sandwiches.

The boulder was great, and the camp-
ers were in awe of a massive crag. We
headed down after a couple hours of re-

laxation. The descent was uneventful, but

brought a feeling of closure to our hiking

trip. A dip in Glen Ellis Falls finished off

our day, where Nick "Must have been a

penguin in his previous life" Stevens frol-

icked in the waterfall. The temperature

didn't turn him off to the opportunity to

take a swim.
Then the rains came... a wet dinner

and a lot of waiting followed. But wait it's

the fourth of July, but only the third in

Timbuktu. FIREWORKS!! In nearby
Gorham, we got some ice cream and wit-

nessed the most spectacular fireworks dis-

play ever. This wasn't your everyday bottle

rockets and sparkler ho down like in

Bethel, ME. No way. This was Gorham.
The kids' faces lit up as the pyrotechnics

display commenced. WOW, what a night!

Day 5, July 5

Pete LaCasse arrived at our wet and
unorganized campsite at around eight or

so. We conversed a bit and then cooked
up some M and M pancakes. They were
awesome if I do say so myself. A brief

meal was followed by a usual Kieve pack
and go.

We ate lunch in Timbuktu, home to

Bates College. Pete had gone to school

there, and knew a good pizza place, so we
got some pies and some sodas and had our-

selves a little party on the Bates quad. The
party got so big that a photographer from

the local newspaper came by to take pho-

tos of us. No joke, he began asking me
questions about the kids, while snapping

photos. He would encourage us, " Work
with me now, oh marvelous, yes, yes, yes."

The ultimate Frisbee game got pretty

heated, and Cam nearly gnawed through

Sam's ankle while in a minor scuffle at

half field. Relentless, he snatched the

Frisbee out of the air, scoring several goals

in the match. You could only hope to con-

tain him-literally cooler than the other side

of the pillow.

After some games and pizza, we
hopped back in our vans towards Kieve.

An hour later, we entered camp with the

horns blaring, and campers cheering ex-

citedly.

Great job guys. You should be proud
of yourselves.

NORTH BUNKERHILL -

6/25-26 - CAMDEN HILLS
Ryan Osborn

North Bunker Hill arrived at camping
site #5 of Camden Hills State Park hungry;

hungry to learn wilderness skills, and hun-
gry to eat some bacon cheeseburgers. As
the golden late-afternoon sun shone, we
unpacked our river duffles, and set up our

tents. Although we lacked a few poles

(sorry guys) the leadership of Oily Merrell,

and Luke Buchanan helped everyone get

the tents up with ease. Afterwards, Chris-

tian explained how to collect wood and
start a fire. Within minutes, with the help

of such veteran collectors such as Amos
Wolven and Breck Denny the fire roared

and the cooking began. Peter Farnsworth
and Bennett Schwartz seemed to really

enjoy the bacon cheeseburgers. After din-

ner, Patrick and Christian lead the group
up to a nearby field for a game of frisbee.

Yet after some energy had been burned,
the sun began to set and to the pleasure of

Sam Benke and Willy Merck we piled into

the vans just in time to summit mount
Battle for a view of the ocean in the twi-

light. A thousand crystals sparkled on the
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water while we enjoyed king size Snick-

ers. Even pro candy eaters like Daniel Witte

had trouble finishing up the bars. Yet, as

we packed back into the van, a few drops

of rain sprinkled on the windshield; a fore-

shadowing of the storm in our future. Sure

enough, as we got back to camp, the rain

began. Thanks to the expertise tarp tying

of Patrick Bowen, we all took shelter and
although the skies never cleared enjoyed a

moment to talk as a cabin about what we
hoped to achieve. Although the weather

rudely interrupted our evening, everyone

settled in to the tents in the high spirits for

the night. The rain slowed to a drizzle and
lulled us all to sleep.

As the morning sun broke, the camp-
ers anxiously awakened. With the help of

Patrick and Christian the breakfast fire

roared; perfect, for some pancake casse-

role (who wanted real pancakes anyway?)
We then packed up camp and hustled to

get hiking up Mt. McGunticook. Amory
Parker and I lead the way up the mountain
and the cabin really kept a good pace. As
we finally summitted, Scott Janes, Charlie

Hopkins, and Bennett Schwartz reminded
us that it was time for lunch and we en-

joyed peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
with a view of the beautiful Maine coast-

line. After a quick snack, the hike down
was handled with ease. We checked out

and had a quick pit stop at the local ice

cream joint.

NORTH BUNKERHILL -

7/6-11 - ST. CROIX RIVER
Ryan Osborn
Day 1:

At 4:50 the alarm sounded and North
Bunkerhill arose to meet the morning sun.

Everything had been packed the night be-

fore and the biggest hassle was waking our

resident sleepy head, Charlie Hopkins. We
all headed up to Pasquaney and after some
cereal and some pop tarts we piled into

"Courage II." With Henry at the wheel, we
hit the road. As the plush Maine landscape

rolled by, the blue sky opened above us

—

the perfect omen for our journey. Henry
played the perfect DJ- the sounds of Miles

Davis and Bruce Hornsby melodically
lulled us into one last rest before our chal-

lenge began. Yet along with a stop for some
gas, we awoke for a bathroom break. Hemy

bought us all some cokes and snacks and
for the last hour of the ride we anxiously

awaited our arrival at the put in site. Due
to the clear day, the cabin elected for a

put-in site which added two more miles

on our first days paddle— the first sign of

the willingness to challenge ourselves as a

cabin. As we arrived at our site and put in,

Daniel Witte lead the cabin in a cheer of

"Wannigan," our cabin anthem set to the

rhythm of "Bondelaylay." We were in the

water by 10:30 and began our paddle to

Birch Island. At first, Breck Denny and
Scott Janes decided to use the zig zag

method, but with a little practice Breck
and Scott soon lead the group through the

smooth water of Spednic Lake. At 12:00,

the cabin grew hungry, and we pulled off

for peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Yet

with our campsite for the night within our

site, we were quickly back in our boats.

For the first day of paddling, the group
looked real strong as we approached our

site. Lead by what would later become
known as the "varsity squad," the canoe
team of Amos Wolven and Willy Merck
were the first to beach their boat and un-

pack. After our entire cabin set up our

tents, and "bombproofed" our river duffles,

we began to search for some wood. As he
would prove time and time again, Luke
Buchanan collected the most of "dead, dry

and down," wood that really helped
Patrick, Christian and I start the fire and
heat up the grill for cheeseburgers and a

side of ravioli. Bennett Schwartz lead the

way with four cheeseburgers, and before

we knew it everyone was full and tired.

As the sun began to set, we hit the tents for

some sleep.

Day 2:

Christian Dehner had trouble reading

his watch, but had more trouble waking
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I
up Patrick and myself. We got up at 8:00

i!>i\

I to partly cloudy skies, and began to crank
%t I out some bacon, egg and cheeses on En-
Tj

I
glish muffins. After we cleaned, we took

iles I down our camp and pushed off by 9:30.

loi I Lead by the shear power of Will Hackett's

i^: I stroke, the men kept a good pace as we
ID. I pushed to our goal of Todd's Island. Amory
ol I

Parker and Oily Merrill's boat lead the

the I cabin across the Canadian border. Al-

lie n though the head winds slowed our efforts,

tc Ij we reached the west tip of Todd's Island

nj i for tuna sandwiches, and chips. After

aj I lunch, Charlie Hopkins lead the cabin in a

cl I
quick Frisbee game, while Amory Parker

k I and company entertained themselves by a

10, I rock skipping competition. Yet although

i I we had arrived on Todd's Island, we had

et i not arrived at our campsite and needed to

jj H paddle around to the east end of the is-

s
I land. With the island as shelter, the condi-

p
I tions were perfect. As our campsite grew

If
I closer and closer, we witnessed an osprey.

f
1 Yet as we beached our boats and began to

p H unload, threatening grey clouds rolled over

\ I
our heads. Will Hackett tied up our boats

. I and with the clouds and rain as inspira-

• 1 tion the tent group of Daniel Witte, Amory

I
Parker, Sam Benke, and Willy Merck were

1

I
the first to get settled. Meanwhile, Luke

1 i Buchanan and Breck Denny had found

enough dry wood and built an amazing
log cabin which enabled Patrick and
Christian to begin cooking their own cre-

ations of gourmet pizza. The rain poured
off the tarp as we sat eating some great

pizzas and watched the nightfall. After

learning how to correctly clean our plates

from Christian, we headed off to our tents

to read and rest for the night.

Day 3:

We awoke at 8:00 to imposing winds
and water. In order to save some time, we
packed up our tents as the water boiled for

oatmeal. Oily Merrrell really helped his

tent get packed. Although Amory Parker

and Scott Janes had trouble cleaning their

oatmeal cupigans, breakfast was a success

and we began our paddle to Vanceboro.

Although a slight head wind challenged

our boats, the paddle to the dam was flaw-

less. A game of I like coffee but I don't like

"T" provided some perfect entertainment.

We pulled into the take out and portaged

everything with ease just in time for a

lunch. On top of peanut butter and jelly, I

walked to the store and bought some cokes

and dorritos that were very well received.

Finally, we loaded up the canoes, and with

Patrick and Daniel leading the way headed
under the bridge to shoot our first rapids.

To no one's surprise, the counsel boat of

Will Hackett and myself was the only one
to hit a rock. As we continued to flow

down river, Amory Parker and Willy
Merck spotted a bald eagle that made for a

truly magnificent moment for all. In the

afternoon, the skies cleared and as we
pulled into our Little Falls campsite, the

sound of the water rushing made us all

excited for the following morning. As our
nervous energy flowed, we set up camp
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and begin to prepare for our Mexican night

dinner. After some fajitas, and rice Will

Hackett and Sam Benke told some scary

stories and we headed off to bed. Espe-

cially heard in their counsel tent, the rush-

ing water lulled us all to one of our best

nights of sleep.

Day 4:

We overslept a little and I also packed
the wrong pancake mix, so we really got a

late start this day. However, the skies were
sunny and the cabin was really excited to

shoot the falls. Charlie Hopkins and
Bennett Shwartz perfected the run and
along with rest of the cabin really had no
trouble. When all was said and done, Scott

Janes put it best when he said that the sto-

ries we heard of shooting Little Falls were
slightly exaggerated. We portaged our

wannigans and pushed for our campsite at

Loon Bay. With several different rapids as

challenges the cabin responded and lead

by the skill of our varsity canoe, Amos
Wolven and Willy Merck we arrived in

Loon Bay with no problems. As we spot-

ted our site, we also noticed a few girls

that waved hello and made Luke Buchanan
smile. After beaching our canoes, we real-

ized the campsite had been left a mess by a

prior group. We cleaned and made the site

a safer place for us to camp. In record

time, all groups tents flew up. To hold
over Bennett Shwartz's appetite the cabin

enjoyed a snack. While everyone enjoyed

a chewy, Amos Wolven and Will Hackett

lead the cabin in a game of five hundred.
After our dinner of pasta, we had a quick

skit competition and all enjoyed a great

laugh provided by Amos and Luke. As
night fell, the cabin talked sports around
the campfire and with full stomachs and
full smiles we laid down excited for some
more tripping fun.

Day 5:

We awoke to some gray skies but mo-
rale was very high for what would turn

out to be our last day of paddling. Early

on we had a share of lake paddling, but

before lunch we hit what I thought to be
the biggest rapid of the trip, Spednick Falls.

With a sweeping path to the left. Will

Hackett navigated the cabin downstream.
After the early excitement the water
settled. Quick swims by Luke, Breck, Will,

and Amory allowed for some laughs, but

the lake paddling this day provided a real

challenge to our tiring arms. A tuna lunch
allowed for a great break. Willy Merck,
who ate the beginning of the trip "really

didn't like tuna," ate six sandwiches. While
we ate, a surprising afternoon shower
rolled over the top of us. Just enough to

make our canoe seats wet, the rain re-

freshed us all. As we began to paddle, we
spotted our final eagle of the trip. As we
pushed on, we talked a lot and spirit were
high to arrive at our final campsite. Yet as

we pulled around the corner, we noticed

someone had beaten us to it. Yet with the

encouragement of Oily and Daniel we de-

cided to push on and camp at the take out

site. Although the final stretch provided a

real challenge, the entire cabin really per-

formed as a group and couldn't have fin-

ished in a more grand fashion. As we turned

towards the damn, and saw our final camp-
site (i.e. a muddy road) everyone shared a

very proud smile. Amazingly we did a

two days paddle and had still arrived by
4:00. We beached our boats and immedi-
ately set up. Although some groups
struggled to hold on to their tent bags
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(thanks, Christian!), we had finally turned

into a well oiled camp setting up machine.

Out of shear curiosity, we walked up to

the damn and explored. Patrick, Willy

Merck and Oily had a great time throwing

stones into the water, while Christian and
company observed the fish ladder. As we
returned to our site, the cabin decided to

have a pear eating competition and fin-

ished an entire can of pears (juice and all)

in six seconds (We'll beat South Harris next

time). After the pears we enjoyed some
extra snacks. While we ate we shared our

highs and lows of the trip. After our cool

time of reflection about how far we had
come, it was time for bed.

Day 6:

We awoke to the same beautiful

weather that began our trip. We set up
camp and although Breck, Amos, Scott,

and Luke couldn't find their tent bag, we
really showed how much we had learned

and improved about tripping but more im-

portantly working together as a group. We
portaged our stuff up to the dam, and
paddled the boats further down to the ex-

act spot where One would pick us up three

hours later. The cabin enjoyed one last

game of five hundred as the counselors

tied up the river duffles and canoes. By
11:15 we piled in. Although we thought
we were in the clear, one of our biggest

challenges of the trip came with listening

to One's CD selection on full blast for the

first hour of the ride. After a stop at

McDonalds, we dreamed of our entrance

into camp. With horns honking and kids

screaming out the windows we arrived at

the end of West Neck Road. A successful

trip for an all-star cabin. NICE WORK
GUYS!

NORTH CUNNINGHAM -

6/23-24 - CAMDEN HILLS
Harrison Stuart

Day One
The day began with Jamie tying the

bags to the top of the van and Clark man-
ning the Previa. The men of North
Cunningham were off for a night and two
days in Camden, Maine. Who knows what
we were to find? We spent the afternoon

on the beach and waited for a quick trip to

town for the forgotten peanut
butter... sorry guys. We arrived at the

campsite and hastily threw up our tents

after a quick lessen from Jamie. Matt
Doherty and Dan Hicks caught on quick

and led the furious pace. Soon after setting

up camp we hustled over to the grass and
played a highly competitive football game.

Will Buchanan proved that speed burns

and help Harrisons's team prevail over

Clarks's teams furious comeback. Willy

filled us all with tales of his wild fishing

excursion and Ike, Andrew, and Tyler de-

cided to catch up on some summer read-

ing. We ate an enormous amount of chicken

sandwiches and hamburgers and finished

them with a dessert of smores. All was
happy and we headed to the summit of Mt.

Battle to watch a gorgeous sunset over

Vinalhaven. Forrest and Oliver thought

everything was hilarious including the

couple making out in front of us who were
also enjoying the sun set. A game of cap-

ture the flag led by Austin, Forrest and
Emerson followed. What a night. We slept

hard with full intention of climbing a

mountain in the morning.
Day Two

We awoke to a sunny day and an ever

so popular batch of grits served by none
other than five star chef Harrison. The pot

took Alex, Keifer and the boys about two
hours to clean. We then packed up camp
and left for the hike after Taylor decided
he had enough grits, it was his favorite.

The hike took up much of the afternoon

and we took a huge nap on top under the
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sun as Jamie entertained the non sleepers

riddles. The climb ended and so did the

trip but only after the young fellas attacked

the peanut butter jars. Nice idea guys. Is

was a great time had by all and 1 had fun

with ya'll, thanks!

NORTH CUNNINGHAM -

6/29-7/4 - ST. CROIX RIVER
Harrison Stuart

Day One
The boys of North Cunningham woke

early to the sounds of loons on the beauti-

ful lake Damariscotta. The time... 5:15.

Oliver and Alex were rip-roaring ready to

go as the Backstreet Boys busted out with

"Everybody". Matt was not amused be-

cause as he said the "boys" are "dorks".

The breakfast was hastily put together by
King Chef, Clark. Pop Tarts and Cheerios

would be the food for the morning. Yes

everything was cold, but the boys of North
Cunningham didn't even whimper. (Nice

observation Clark).

"One" would be the driver of the day
. Counsel and campers were not amused
as the Eagles greatest hits repeated itself

for the fifth time. Not to worry because

master jokester Willy amused everyone
with his seven o clock show which is com-
pletely different from his 8 o clock show.

The ride was long and uneventful but it

would not damper the campers spirits.

After hitting the beach and beginning

paddling, Ike
,
Ross, and Austin got used to

mo-joing. (to the lay person, three people

in one canoe.) Well, as our luck would have
it we encountered head winds. Strong head
winds they were. However, the boys were
not deterred from having the best trip ever.

Dinner... Awesome. Burgers and
Hotdogs were the perfect compliment to

the beautiful sunset over Canada; and we
had fun telling ghost stories by the fire. It

was a great day had by all. -Clark

Day 2

Day two still roughing it. As I awoke
this morning I first noticed Willy scurry-

ing around with toilet paper and a wool
hat. I didn't ask. I then noticed that the rain

was pouring absolute buckets. O.K. so

things weren't as beautiful as the previous

night and that was fine because the men of

North Cunningham are tough as nails and
their fearless and modestly handsome
leader Harrison was prepared for the

worst.

Harrison awoke and quickly yet dili-

gently prepared a scrambled egg feast.

Emerson and Matt gorged themselves with
several helpings of the scrambled delicacy.

Ike and Andrew both worked furiously to

get the canoes in the water. By 9:00 am
North Cunningham was on the way to a

new campsite on Todd's Island, several

miles away. The sky was gray, clouds
heavy and the rain poured though we
never lost our courage and our wit. Will

and Austin were growing quite tired of

Harrison and Clark's melodious renditions

of their favorite Alabama songs. Jamie was
sturdy and brought up the rear as North
Cunningham finally made their destina-

tion of Todd's Island. By the way it was
still raining. Taylor and Dan were all -

stars unpacking the gear from the canoes .

Willy was keeping moral high as usual

with his antics. Keifer decided the rain

wouldn't get to him so he immediately
began building the tents.

We ate tuna for lunch and slept through

much of the rain in the afternoon. Harrison

caught several large mouth bass as Willy

and Dan ooohed and aaaaahed. We set up
a tarp that had trouble dealing with the

fifty mile an hour wind we started getting.

We got our Taco Bell style meal on and
Forrest and Tyler ate their hearts out.

Oliver reported that everyone thought that

we were the best counselors
ever. . .obviouslv and thank vou. The rain

finally stopped and we all went to bed. -

Harrison

Day 3

Day three still roughing it. The rain
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from the day before moved out and the

men of North Cunningham woke to blue

skies and hearty oatmeal, cooked by none
other than Harrison, HBC, master bass fish-

erman, lady killer and the five star chef.

After Dr. Jamison closed his office doors
,

the men sped off to the dam in Vanceboro.

It vv^as about a six mile paddle to the dam.
The portage around the dam. . ..not a prob-

lem. Lunch... .PB& H and cokes
money. Willy Goodhue proved his

manhood by putting the can up to his lips,

turning it upside down and spiking it after

eight seconds. Yes, it was his 12 o' clock

show. After lunch, the men of North
Cunningham tore into the rapids like a pit

bull into a French poodle. Will Buchanan
pushed his boat when his paddle became
useless and Hicks and Tyler purposely got

themselves stuck for awhile just so that

they could enjoy the sun. Clark in his white

afro attempted the first Hasslehoffesque

save of the trip on Alex and Matt. But, the

men of North Cunningham are too tough
to need saving and they got out of trouble

themselves. After maneuvering around
gaudy talkative Canadians and Americans
celebrating the fourth of July weekend.
North Cunningham pulled into little falls

about mid-afternoon and all was well with
everyone. The afternoon was spent swim-
ming, eating and checking out the falls.

Forrest summed up all of the thoughts of

the group when he was quoted as saying,

"Little-falls... Ha! I see why they call it

little!" After some peaches, which Oliver

liked so much he proceeded to drink the

juice in the can. North Cunningham sat

down to a hearty dinner of beef stew, but

only after the young ones were tested with

trivia question. My boys are wicked smart.

We soon became tired and drifted off to

the roar of little falls.

Day 4

After a long night of screeching chain

saws and Bombardment of Roman
Candles, the fellas of North Cunningham
woke up to a hearty meal of Cream of

Wheat. The first mission of the day was
little falls. Our dashing counselor, Clark,

led the skirmish down the Rips, but only

after Harrison showed us all how.
Austin and Alex hit the Rapids hard.

Would they flip? Would any of North
Cunningham yield to the powerful white
water? The answer was quite simple. The
boys opened a can of "Stone Cold" Steve

Austin on little falls.

The rest of the day was spent shooting

down the Croix. Ike and Emerson went
down with ease while Keifer and
Strasburger found no difficulty in finding

the many rocks and logs that littered the

river. The most notable moments of the

day were when Will and Clark pulled out

their Hasselhoff saves. (Not the California

series but the Hawaiian series). Between
rips Oliver busted out his favorite parts of

his favorite movie, Titanic. I guess there is

a little Jack in all of us. Nope, Jack was
pretty much terrible. Lunch was put to-

gether by our world renowned chef,

Harrison. Mustard, Mayo and spices made
a horrifying blend to the tuna. "The se-

crets in the sauce" he kept on saying.

Forrest , Matt and Dan didn't get the joke. I

guess Harrison is quite sensitive. Who
would of guessed that Fried Green Toma-
toes would be his favorite movie. Not me. .

.

I'm just the lonely narrator.

Dinner. . .awesome. Manhunt. . .awesome.
Dr. Jamison hour...awesome. Bright sun
sky with sunset. . . .priceless. Clark

Day 5

My morning comes to me amidst
somewhat of a fog as I fought off the de-

pression of a looming rain and my left

pinky which was nearly lopped off while
cooking corned beef hash for the fellas.
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Yes, Harrison was willing to sacrifice his

digits for the kids and counsel he so dearly

loved. As my pinky still throbs 1 will still

sit behind the pen and recount the days

events after the gruesome episode at break-

fast. But I cannot forget about the highly

efficient medical attention that I received

than by none other than Doctor Jamison.

We were off! No more Loon Bay, in-

stead eleven miles down river was the fi-

nal campsite and hopeful episode of our

forage into the great wilderness. We hardly

saw a soul all day except for the kids from

Deliverance. (Clark's idea). Clark pulled

double time as he paddled Andrew and
the injured Harrison, a.k.a Bass Assassin

as he racked up 15 large mouth bass just

during this particular afternoon. Ike took

Harrison's stern and Will took his bow. The
sun finally peeked through and we moved
at an incredible pace, though the

Whitewater was few and far between. Willy

was loud, Keifer sang and Tyler Ross
thought up possible trivia questions he
could ask at supper time. Matt and Alex
were sturdy and Oliver kept Jamie mov-
ing. We got to the campsite around three

an quickly unloaded our boats; the rain

began and we thought that nats were cer-

tainly appropriate well at least most of

us did. We had skits for dinner and you
boys were absolutely hilarious. Ravioli for

all and a swim that Emerson, Austin, Will,

Ike and Willy all took advantage of. Tay-

lor and Dan enjoyed a final glance at the

water and we went to bed with sweet

dreams of McDonalds in the morning.
Harrison

Day 6

We woke up early and the campers
got their stuff packed as soon as they could

because we had to meet one by nine a clock

at a dam about two miles away in pure
lake paddling. The rain was coming in ab-

solute downpour fashion for nearly three

hours and then three more as we waited
for One to show up at the take out. The
bugs were unreal but we managed to have
fun waiting at the takeout. You guys were
fun to travel with; thanks for a great trip

you all should be proud of yourselves.

Harrison

SOUTH HARRIS - 6/23-24 - JOHN'S BAY
Evan deBourgiugnon

John's Bay is a very unforgiving place,

it reminds me a bit of the top of Mount
Everest. Not a trip for the amateur that's

for sure. Though this is deemed a one day
trip, it feels like sixty three, no more no
less. The boys were tough and hungry for

some action, so when we pushed of the

beach and headed for the famous island

you could cut the air with a knife. After

several hours of paddling (except for me
because I had a broken hand, how conve-

nient) we snacked and revitalized our
strengths. At this point we felt like we
were twenty six days in, and there was no
going back. We had our minds set for the

beach of Fort Island, the slogan became
Fort Island or bust. The cabin continued
to fight ferocious headwinds, boat wakes,
tides, and Osprey. We shot through a nar-

row inlet rounded a corner and Fort Is-

land was in sight. Big metal buoys were
clanging and seals were surfacing only

inches from our boats. Foster and Charlie

were doing an excellent job of toting me
around, life can be hard for a counselor

sometimes. With hard paddling we finally

reached our destination. This would be
equivalent to day forty one. All campers
hauled up our canoes, while I scoped out

the sight. It just so happened that other

folks had taken the campsite that had the

fire. This wouldn't have been a problem
had we not needed the fire pit to eat. To
make matters worse the people who
snatched our fire weren't even there. So
all we could do was wait, the question was
how long. We had no other food. Eventu-

ally the people arrived and let us use there

fire pit, luckily for us they were nice.

Burgers and chicken were devoured by our

impatient mouths, and then we went to

bed. When we awoke the next day things

were pretty lax because we couldn't leave

until the tide started to come back in. So
we had until eleven, to eat our Pop Tarts

and pears. Once that was done and the

time came we blazed off. Another quick

paddle to Damariscotta and the sixty three

day trip was over just like that. Paul Kellar

came and picked us up, homeward bound
we were to Kieve.
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SOUTH HARRIS -

^127-712 - MT. KATAHDIN
Evan deBourgiugnon
Day 1

As we began our trip, we were faced

with the initial setback of one broken hand.

Our fearless leader Evan had an appoint-

ment with the doctor in order to clear him
to go on our trip. Unfortunately, this ap-

pointment was about two hours too late.

In order to get there in time, we would
need to go on ahead and Evan would have
to meet up with us later that evening. With
the gear all loaded up and our lunches

packed, we set out on our drive up north

into the Maine woods. About one hour
into our trip we stopped in Augusta for a

quick bathroom break, a trip permit, and
of course lunch. A short stop and we were
on our way again. With the help of Max
Dalury's Crazy Creek chair, Brehan made
our sandwiches on the go to save us some
time. Not long after lunch, I took a brief

look in the mirror before changing lanes,

and to my surprise, almost our whole van
was asleep, including my co-pilot Brehan.

A quick fill up on gas in Millinocket, not

to mention a little bit of beef jerky, and we
entered Baxter State Park. We drove deep
into the heart of Baxter and found our site

at Foster Field. We got ourselves unpacked
and set up our site, tarp, and tents. We
then sat and awaited the arrival of our

leader Evan, and our food for the week.
About two hours after we arrived, Evan
pulled up in the Kieve Previa, and we
quickly began our dinner. A quick dinner

of hot spicy fiesta rice, a little too hot for

Will Sherrill and we headed for the tents.

It's was certainly nice to have Evan here

and we all knew that our day for Katahdin
would probably be the very next day, so

we made sure to get a good night's sleep.

Day 2

I guess we got a little too good of a

night's sleep as we awoke at 7 a.m. instead

of the planned 6 a.m.. A hot breakfast of

scrambled eggs and bagels would fill our
stomachs for the hike that lay ahead. We
packed into the van and headed for the

trail head at Roaring Brook Campground.
We took a quick look at the 3D map of

Katahdin and signed in on the trail at 10

a.m. We set out on the trail. A quick look

down and the three counsel noticed a few

of our campers, namely John McCallum
and Chris Mason, who had decided to hike

without socks. We had plenty of mole-

skin, so we would be fine. At Chimney
Pond, we grabbed a snack and had a quick

meeting to determine our best route to the

summit. Given our late start, Evan decided

we should take the shortest route to the

top. The shortest route up also happens to

be the steepest and one of the two hardest

trails on the mountain. To our surprise,

the campers made incredibly quick time

up the steep trail of large boulders and
before we knew it, we were at the top. We
sat and chatted for a while and took a few
pictures, then set off on the Knife Edge, the

other of the two hardest trails. As we
scrambled across the boulders that form
the sharp edge of the trail, we grouped up
a few times. At one of our stops, JD
Moseley, out of nowhere, comes up with a

bloody nose. No punches, no bumps on
the rocks, just a bloody nose. . . must have
been the altitude. We scrambled down and
back up the Devil's Notch, and headed
down the Helen Taylor Trail. The trail

was long and winding with a lot of loose

rock, but it wasn't enough to slow the men
of South Harris. At long last, we reached

the bottom and our van. It was a long day
as we signed off the trail at 7:45 p.m. and
headed back to our site. We were forced

to wait on our way back to our site by a

meandering moose who refused to leave

the road. Our campers were plenty tired,

many even too tired to eat as a few of them
slept right through dinner. The hearty meal
of ravioli was plenty for our campers and
they quickly set to the task of finishing the

can and taking it upon themselves to fin-

ish the portions of ravioli that went un-

eaten by their fellow campers who chose
to sleep. We all slept very well that night.

Day 3

We all rolled out ofbed to a very sunny
3rd day. The question was would we hike

another mountain or would we not. After

walking around a bit I decided that day
three should be a rest day. The ravioli

eaters from the night before, Foster Durkee
and Jamie Rosser, both had separate inci-

dents towards the early morning. A nice

way to say it would be that they rendered
the ravioli. I had nothing to do with chal-

lenging them to such childish games. Now
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that day three officially became a rest day

Brehan began his four hour cooking spree

of pancakes. I believe he flipped upwards
of 120 pancakes, quite an accomplish-

ment. At the same time Reid was prepar-

ing for a short trip to town where he would
pick up some much needed supplies.

Across the way we were joined by a group

ofboy scouts that happened to come from

Damariscotta Maine, fancy that. While
Reid headed off for town we headed for

the beach. A quick dip was all it took, to

whisk the smell away. Edward Dujardin

had a blast jumping in the water while Matt

Wilbur tried to smash fish with his feet.

Needless to say we are all quite easily

amused. We returned to the campsite just

in time to greet Reid. Snacks were admin-
istered and we awaited the rain.

Day 4

In the middle of the night we were
attacked by clouds. A couple of times I

thought we might actually float away. The
rain slowed up a bit, so that by early morn-
ing we could see a couple feet in front of

us. As I glared out the tent I saw a yellow

shape sitting under our perfectly tight tarp.

It turned out that the banana colored and
shaped object was Sam Sletteland sitting

in his crazy creek. It was early and no-

body was around, but later when I asked
him about his meditative pose he told me
that he was quite content. A couple games
of running bases were played between rain

showers, but other then that we all imi-

tated Sam's hibernation and played cards

or read books. Not much action today but

we new the weather would break soon
enough, besides mountains such as Double
Top awaited our hungry feet.

Day 5

Approaching the last couple of days,

we set forth to conquer our next peak. Not
nearly as treacherous as Mt. Katahdin, but

Double Top was definitely a challenge. We
began our accent late morning filled with
excitement and energy from the couple
days of rest. Our bellies were full as we
walked along the narrow path, at the base

of the mountain. The mosquitoes were
strong, but the studs of South Harris did

not withdraw from the climb. As we
moved on we came across a rocky stream
and encountered our first challenge. The
base of the stream was shadowed from the

vertical path of rocks and fallen trees, but

the strong kids were surrounded with en-

ergy with the determination to climb on.

The increase of sweat began to build up
and fall down our faces, like a ball of snow
falling down the side of a mountain. Wip-
ing it away with the concentration of the

peak in our mind, was finally conquered
by the peak in our site. As we placed our
feet on the massive rocks that laid beneath
us, our view that was presented to us was
amazing. The words and vibration felt

from the kids was enough to make all the

counselors day. The faces of John
Zacharias and Charlie Gano brightened the

day for the individuals that surrounded
them. They were awestruck from the view
of the mountains that were blanketed from
the green that laid beneath them. The boys
enjoyed the lunch of peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches was again and were ready to

take on the descent of Double Top. The
descent was powered by only an hour of

heavy running of the mountain. It was a

wonderful site to see these boys run down
the mountain so quickly, with the knowl-
edge of previously being told that it would
take close to three hours to land at the bot-

tom. While going down, I was fortunate

enough to be in the presence of David
Keating. He was so pleased that he was
pushed to literally run down the moun-
tain. The fast action of the wind running
through his hair brought bright lights of

joy to his eyes. 1 could see that he was full

of accomplishment and happiness. On the

way back to our camp site the boys en-

joyed a cool refreshment of a rock slide

that paralleled the path to our camp site,

This joyful end was rewarded with a full

meal and plenty of chocolate covered
faces, from the abundance of smores that

were distributed.

Day 6

Council awoke to the chatter of camp-
ers, it was day six the last day of the trip

and to thirteen campers that meant
McDonalds. We quickly broke down
camp, and loaded our stuff into the Previa

and Van. The campers piled in like sar-

dines and were rearing to go. I found Jamie

Rossers' sock on the ground and returned

it to him, he thanked me and five minutes
later I found it in the same spot. 1 gave it

back a second time and he dropped it again,
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something was telling me he didn't want
to hold on to his smelly wet sock. I won-
der why? All set we cruised out of Baxter

State park and headed towards Bangor,

where we had a rendezvous with Ronald
McDonald. Much fun was had in the van,

kids jumping and kicking. At one point

other cars were looking in at us with
puzzled looks, people just aren't used to

seeing crazy kids having such a good time,

in a van of all places. We arrived at

McDonalds, ate, got sick and then left. Our
arrival back at camp was rather anticli-

mactic but it didn't take away from the

fact that we had an excellent time climb-

ing Mount Katahdin and other fun peaks.

Thanks boys for a super trip, have a suc-

cessful year at school, and I will expect to

see you next summer.

SOUTH HARRINGTON -

6/28-29 - JOHN'S BAY
Andy Pesant

Day 1-

"One day you'll learn that to get any-

where in this world you've got to paddle"-

Dave "Old School" Yogg.

After breakfast in camp, the men of

South Harrington carried ten canoes from
the waterfront up to the bus only to find

out that we only needed eight. From that

moment we knew it was going to be a trip

of excess. We greeted Tom, our bus driver,

loaded up the boats and headed to the boat

landing in beautiful downtown Dama-
riscotta. In addition to the usual South
Harrington crew we also brought the fabu-

lous Batra boys, GB and Jay along for the

paddle.

Once at the landing Andy offered up a

refresher course on proper canoe paddling

and we were on the way. From the get go,

J.B led the charge on the heels of our fear-

less point boat of Old School and Peter

Nichols. Tucker Brown and Drew
Cushman switched positions and joined

Andy and GB in the sweeper position. New
and old campers alike flaunted their pad-
dling skills as we rode out the last bit of

the outgoing tide.

After covering a few miles we found
the ideal beach for a lunch break, so ideal

in fact that it was already occupied by a

family and their gigantic German Shep-
herd. Instead of sharing the site, the men

of South Harrington paddled on and found

a nice rock beach to consume PB and J's

and Lorna Doones. After lunch Carl and
Auggie petitioned for a post lunch swim,
but Andy knew there was plenty more
paddling to do. After lunch, the capricious

tides had turned on us and mother nature

had now dealt us a strong head wind to

slow us down. The crew was not to be

denied and they took the changing ele-

ments as a personal challenge, a challenge

they would overcome if it took all day.

And all day is what it took. After a

long paddle we finally reached Fort Island.

Only Andy was convinced it wasn't Fort

Island. After a short recon mission and
Peter Stock's declaration that Fort Island

or not we were staying, we came to realize

that we were in fact on Fort Island only we
were at the wrong spot. Once situated in

the proper campground, the boys quickly

assembled their tents, collected firewood

and let the counsel go to work on bacon
cheeseburgers. Tat started a raging fire and
Andy started with the burgers while Yogg
worked the cheese. Tat then moved to

bacon duty but not before a sweet pan fire

that had everyone a bit concerned. Before

long, burgers were flying like hotcakes and
to everyone's approval. Alex Nelson and
Peter Nichols contended that they were
the best burgers they had ever tasted, while

everyone else placed them second only to

burgers at home. The standard ration was
two but Old School is anything but stan-

dard and he completed the JC challenge

by eating six (triple, double, single for those

keeping score at home). With full stom-

achs a few stories were told and then ev-

eryone dispersed to their tents to get some
rest after a long day of paddling.

Day 2- With a majority of our dis-

tance already covered, the men of South
Harrington took a much earned sleep in.

Around 9:00 most of the campers were
awake and wondering who had stolen

their crazy creeks. Moments before an
APB was issued they discovered that Andy
had commandeered their camping chairs

to use as a sleeping pad. Yogg started

breakfast with some pop tarts followed by
some instant oatmeal. By the time Andy
and Tat finally awoke it was time to move
out. The canoes were packed and we made
short work of the Damariscotta river. With
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Maine to our left and England to our right

we choose Maine and busted the Gut to St.

John s Bay.

Unlike our first day. we now had both

the tides and the ^vind. Teddy Xotides led

the charge and every one had a great time

\vorking with nature as opposed to it. Af-

ter a short paddle we spotted a Kieve bus

on the horizon. Much to our surprise

Charlie was ^vaiting for us at the take out.

.\fter a short ride back to camp ^ve were
greeted bv many of the newly arrived

JKers. ^Ve ate a quick lunch, clean our-

selves and reveled in the pride of a great

trip.

SOLTH HL\RRIXGTOX -

7/4-8 - MT. K.\T.\HDL\
Andy Pesant

July 4- After enjoying our last meal
in camp for a fe^v days we packed the van
and headed up Xorth. We stopped on the

road for some tast\' salami sandwiches
before finally making it up to Baxter State

park around three thirt\". Once there, w e

set up camp in record speed. \\ ith tents

up. Augie Hoffman led a running bases

game that had every one screaming. \Vhile

the campers played, the counselors set up
a beautiful log cabin in a teepee. After

admiring the beautiful creation. .Andy
burned it down to make the burgers, the

burgers sans bacon and pan fire were quite

good and every one lined up for seconds.

This time. Yogg could only handle four

burgers.

After dinner. Teddy Xotides com-
mented that he was really in the mood for

some ice cream so Andy loaded up the

van and headed into town only to remem-
ber that their were no ice cream places in

Millinocket. So instead of ice cream we

decided to go into Millinocket and cel-

ebrate our nation's birthday with some
good old fashion fireworks. We drove to

me train station and after a nice gentle-

men gave us plent}- of sparklers the fire-

\\'orks began. The beautiful display led

Carl Richards to start a discussion on the

speed of sound versus the speed of light.

Ben Miner jumped in and every one w as

soon counting seconds bet^veen the explo-

sion of light and the explosion of sound.

As the fire\\"orks show ended we loaded
the van and headed home, our patriotic

celebration had kept us out way past our

bedtimes. When we arrived home it ap-

peared that our neighbors. Camp Ketcha.

had a much later curfe^v and ^vere lifting

weights well past eleven.

July 5- Day Two
We slept in a bit and after Tat fed ev-

er} one the pop tarts we loaded up the van.

Our hike for the day w as South Turner
We headed up to Roaring Brook and
started up the trail. Tucker Brown and
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David Yogg led the charge while Andy and
Tat brought up the rear. The pace was vig-

orous and in no time we had ascended to

above the tree line. The wind was whip-
ping and I mean whipping as we negoti-

ated the rock face. From the summit we
had an excellent view of Katahdin but were
lucky to not get blown all the way to New
Hampshire. After enjoying a Swiss Creme
we searched in vain for Augie Hoffman's

camera which at that point the wind was
probably carrying over Portland. We de-

cided that it was time to get off the ex-

posed rock face so we headed back down
the same route we headed up and were
happy to find ourselves below the tree line.

On the descent Andy took the oppor-

tunity to hone his photography skills as he
continued to take "flip book" series of pic-

tures. Tat led the group and set a record

pace, only stopping briefly with Tucker
Brown at the bubbling spring just off the

trail. The bottom of the South Turner had
some incredible views points overlook-

ing a lake and on the way up Old School
had all but guaranteed a Moose sighting.

When we reached the vistas it turned out

that Yogg was correct and we all admired
a female moose enjoying some lake water
and snacking off the bottom of the lake.

Back at camp J.B Brittian, Carl
Richards, Auggie Hoffman and Teddy
Notides played running bases again while

Drew Cushman and others took some time

to take in the surprisingly hot Maine sun.

After relaxing Andy and Yogg started on
dinner. It was Mexican Night for South
Harrington and the quesadillas were large

and bubbling over with cheese. After a

couple rounds of dillas' the crew was still

not satisfied so the excess tortillas were
distributed, Carl estimated eating five more
huge tort shells. The counsel were finally

making their own quesadillas and Yogg
made a concoction so cheesy that after

eating it Andy was sent straight to the tent

for the night. The rest of the crew shared

cleaning detail before retiring early with

visions of Katahdin lingering in their

minds.

y' ^^^^^^^^^^^

July 6- Day Three
The counsel tent rose promptly at four

twenty and scouted the situation. After

little debate it was decided that the clouds

overhead were too threatening for an at-

tempted Katahdin summit and the camp-
ers were left to sleep peacefully for an-

other two hours. At eight we all awoke
and started with breakfast. The menu
called for corn beef hash and everyone but
Andy indulged in the Irish favorite. T-A-T
was the only one to suffer from overindul-

gence and was forced to re-taste the hash
throughout the day.

After a long breakfast, we spent the

rest of the morning going over some im-

portant wilderness skills such as how to

properly clean and sterilize dishes and
some basic knots.

NORTH HARRIS - 6/23-24 - BREMEN
Spencer Cherry

Day 1

We packed up right after finishing our

morning duty of patrolling the waterfront.
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Jai and G.B. had some trouble fitting ev-

erything into their river duffles, a prob-

lem remedied when Josh advised against

taking two new cans of tennis balls and
baseball gloves.

We set off around 10:30 in van and
mini-van, braving the 20 minute ride to

Kieve's seventeen ocean-front acres.

Once at Bremen, we set up tents, mak-
ing use of the three new tent platforms,

and then set up the kitchen area under the

new covered picnic area.

We played some games and were on
the water by noon in funyaks. We stopped

about an hour in on a rock beach for some
PB & J's. The kids had their first opportu-

nity to experience being served in accor-

dance with their ability to answer a smor-

gasbord of trivia questions. Most were
surprised to learn that Hillary Clinton had
played a direct role in Vince Foster's death,

the President's late deputy counsel.

We paddled around for another couple

of hours exploring the coast before return-

ing to Bremen just as Bank 1 returned on
the Snowgoose. We were surprised to see

Reid Bolton, a counselor with Maine Trails,

who had departed the previous day on his

22 day voyage. We were equally surprised

when Reid hijacked our minivan to take

Elliot Caldwell, with a cut knee, to the hos-

pital.

The first afternoon found us playing

football, Mafia, and killer, the latter two
being fun, nonviolent games despite their

otherwise suggestive names.
We had chicken quesadillas for din-

ner, supplemented by a snack on account

of the misplanned, skimpy portions. Din-

ner was followed by smores, a new deli-

cacy we introduced to G.B. and Jai. We
went to bed soon after.

Day 2

We awoke a little on the late side to

another beautiful day. We were surprised

to find that the campers were surprised to

see us. A couple of men in a truck had
come the preceding night to pick up a din-

ghy from the dock, and apparently Will

had surmised that the counselors had taken

a van back to camp. Sorry guys, no such
luck.

We mixed up some Bisquik pancakes
with M&M's for breakfast. Afterwards,

Dave took 6 campers for another bout with

the funyaks while the rest of us stayed and
played games until Pete LaCasse came to

pick us up a little before noon. He showed
us a nifty back route home and we made it

back to camp just in time for lunch.

NORTH HARRIS -

6/27-7/3 - MOOSE RIVER
Spencer Cherry
Day 1

In summation, sore necks and backs,

effected as follows:

We awoke at 5:00 in the A.M., foggy

and early. With some last minute scroung-

ing, packing, and a light breakfast at

Pasquaney, we loaded into Courage II with

our driver Tom by 6:15. "One" proved his

driving skills when he maneuvered bus
and trailer back to the stretch ofWest Neck
Road in front of the elder Kennedy's pond,
where one of our canoes was still bounc-
ing after gravity took it for about a nine

foot ride, straight down. Problem rem-
edied, we arrived at Attean Landing on the

pond of the same name at 10:30, via

Dunkin' Donuts, Augusta franchise. We
were packed up and on our way by 11:00

A.M. or so.

The lake was as flat as the light, cour-

tesy of a band of ominously-colorless
clouds. We made good time to the camp-
site on the western shore of the pond. A
pair of long-hairs, scouting at the behest of

Unity College's orientation program,
warned us of afternoon thunderstorms.

Although skeptical of cautions born from
half-baked, acid-saturated minds, the

steady drizzle confirmed their word. We
set up camp and knocked back a couple of

PB & J's before commencing the 1.2 mile

portage to Holeb Pond.

The rain balked in the face of our de-

termination as we set out with the canoes

and accessories. Josh, Dave, and I each

took a canoe, leaving two campers to a

canoe and Mike, John, and Tyler as paddle/

life-jacket masters. The time was 1:30 P.M.

We had the portage wrapped up by 7:00.

In retrospect, two to a canoe proved to be

a bit ambitious. On my way back for the

second run, I passed a canoe with 5 camp-
ers struggling to maneuver it through the

troubled trail. Beyond them, I witnessed

dashed hopes and ditched canoes. The
campers and counselors alike were still
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determined to beat this portage, however,

and we decided to go ahead and schlep

everything on this first day, on account of

the superior camping on Holeb Pond and
the break in the weather. Everyone
worked hard, and Will was able to live up
to his height and size by carrying a canoe

the entire length with Dave.

Jared and Joe helped Josh and I with
the final load of gear as we finished up the

portage.

A dinner of chicken quesadillas gave

us the edge we needed to cap off the strenu-

ous day with a solid sleep that began
promptly at 10:00 P.M.

Day 2

The day started a little late around
9:00 on account of our late bedtime yes-

terday, with some very sore necks and
backs. Corn beef hash from the can filled

bellies and lifted spirits, however, before

we set off on Holeb Pond, Moose River-

bound.
Our first effort at packing canoes

alerted us to our need for practice, as we
weren't on the lake until 11:00. We set off

with mild head winds , Mike and I leading

the charge down the southern shore. Grow-
ing distances between canoes justified two
well-earned breaks, as head winds
mounted.

We found the head of Holeb Stream,

which feeds the Moose, with little diffi-

culty, the reed-enshrouded entrance
marked by an erect log. Black flies

swarmed to greet us as we passed out

GORP for lunch. John developed pinpoint

dots of blood on his neck and face rather

spontaneously, a product of the black fly's

bite.

The Moose meandered us to our camp-
site on a ledge overlooking a bend in the

river. Twizzlers were distributed on ac-

count of Tyler's 13th birthday, sent by his

mother before we left. After camp was set

up we grilled up some burgers; old-school

camping style.

Tyler was the first recipient of our new
friend Potat, a new potato given nightly to

the camper who best embodies the ideal

set forth by the council, the tenets of

which include initiative, a positive atti-

tude, a willingness to help, and placing the

good of North Harris above the good of

the individual. Potat must be loved and

cared for the subsequent day, and is a ticket

to first-served status for all meals.

Everyone retired to his tent early on
account of the vicious bugs. Josh and Dave
bravely ventured out of the tent to the

drain their bladders, but danger awaited

them. Thousands of No-See-Ems, the

barely-visible keepers of the night, rav-

aged their supple flesh and gained passage

into the sanctity of the tent. Thirty min-
utes and roughly 100 No-See-Em deaths

later, we fell asleep to the pervasive hum
of countless blood thirsty mosquitoes and
the eeringly rain-like pitter-patter of No-
See-Ems bombarding our tent.

Day 3

We awoke to the site of a herd of mos-
quitoes, easily numbering 500, sitting on
the windows and sides of our tent. It took

some time to muster up the courage to

venture outside to the cooking area. Camp-
ers donned full rain suits, hoods up, to pro-

tect themselves from the bite.

We itched, scratched, and scraped our

way through our breakfast burritos
(scrambled eggs, peppers, and mushrooms
in a flour tortilla) and fared better at pack-

ing our canoes courtesy of the crack of the

mosquitoes' whip.
The campers were excited to hit

Camel Rips, a ten foot stretch of decent

rapids. Soon after, we came upon a lone

Moose drinking from the river. Some of

us in the lead were directly across the river

from her by the time she finally leapt off.

Very exciting. We also saw seven painted

turtles sunbathing before we hit Holeb
Falls, our next portage site.

Everyone performed outstandingly on
the 150 yard portage, with two campers to

a canoe. We were finished and eating tuna
fish sandwiches a mere 20 minutes later.

Mike discovered that a certain breed of

river fish, the chub, will actually eat spittle.

Pretty cool in some respects.

We really didn't know what was in

store for us five minutes downriver. A
conspicuously nameless set of rips gave
us a little trouble and a little scare.

Mike led the charge, with myself close

behind in the stern of the boat. We fared

well through the surprisingly significant

drop, but trouble soon struck. Craig and
Joe hung up on a rock at the bottom of the

chute, sideways, as Andrew and Jared bore
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down on them. (Note: the inadequacy of

canoe spacing was wholly my fault, as I

neglected to mention its importance be-

fore being caught off guard by the chute.)

Jared and Andrew somehow manoeuvred
through unscathed, but Will and Magnus
struck the lodged canoe full on. Events

then ensued rapidly, but included Will and
Magnus flipping, Mike and I furiously res-

cuing spilled gear, Josh, Dave, and I jump-

ing in to rescue the downed boats, and all

four involved campers floating downriver

to the safety of the riverbank. The final

tally of lost and/or damaged goods in-

cluded a shin for Joe, a wannigan full of

water (the contents of which were, thank-

fully, for the most part sealed), Magnus'
sunglasses, titanium Norwegian water
bottle, and sweatshirt, which were
claimed by the river. Much to the dismay
of John, Ian, Thomas, and Tyler, we de-

cided to portage the contents of the three

remaining canoes, and the counselors so-

loed the boats down what we have now
come to call the "falls," the map's "rips"

being something of a misnomer. That's all

about that.

Once again on our way, we arrived at

the campsite on Spencer's Rips around
5:00. We carried the gear to the marginal

campsite situated in the shadows of two
old hunting lodges and took the empty
canoes through the rips without incident.

After setting up camp, the campers
went swimming below the rapids and
soaped as well.

Josh rigged up a fishing rod with some
dental floss, a stick. And a needle* cour-

tesy of Jared (*not to worry, sewing
needle.) He caught a 12 inch Chub using

bread as bait.

We ate a dinner of tri-color rotini and
cheese that seemed to fill stomachs with
surprising ease. With much fanfare. Will

was awarded Potat for his day's work.

After dinner, Tyler fashioned a hook
out of an old sparkler in the fire pit and
caught two Chubs, one on his first cast.

Everyone again went to the tents early,

on account of the mosquitoes. I am start-

ing to worry about Ensephylitis.

Day 4

The rain during the night warned us

of a lousy day, in terms of weather, to come.
We woke to overcast skies and thousands

of mosquitoes. We opted for bagels for

breakfast, on account of our desire to get a

move on and also due to the mold that was
developing on our food of choice. A group
from Outward Bound came through as part

of their 20 day voyage while we ate. They
appeared to be significantly less hard-core

than ourselves and Lord knows what they

were doing for 20 days.

The rain started right as we did, first

with a drizzle and then with a downpour.
We had to pull over the first time on ac-

count of the campers' yelps effected by
the pea-sized hail coming down. We clam-

bered onto a densely thicketed bank for

about ten minutes until the hail turned

back into rain.

On our way again. Mother Nature re-

fused to relent as the rain continued to pom-
down in torrents. We were forced to stop

again around 11:00 when the once distant

thunder rolls became a little less distant.

This time we were able to find a more rea-

sonable point on the bank, where we sat

on our river duffels and life jackets to wait

out the lightning. One bolt actually struck

almost directly across the river. Pretty

loud. The thunder subsided after about 30

minutes and we were again on our way.

After the rest the exercise of paddling

was severely needed to help warm our

bodies. Everyone was cold and wet, and
when we reached Attean Falls a little past

2:00, we decided to forgo our initial desti-

nation on Attean Pond and just go ahead
and set up camp. Numb fingers deterred

our efforts but we eventually had tents and
a tarp up. We got into our respective tents

and sleeping bags to try to warm up. The
rain subsided temporarily at 3:00 but about

45 minutes later it poured and thundered
as hard as I think is possible. The rain

finally stopped for good at 5:00. We ex-

ited our tents and Mike helped to cook up
a dinner ofblack beans and rice along with

a box of Mexican fiesta rice, courtesy of

everyone's favorite uncle, Ben.

Such a long and physically draining

day meant an early bedtime for all, and
we were again tented up by 8:00.

Day 5

We awoke at 7:15 to what was thank-

fully a beautiful day. None of the camp-
ers' clothes had dried while hanging over-

night. Shocker. The wonders of cotton
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don't really extend to camping trips.

Breakfast was Pop-Tarts; keeping it

simple for time's sake. The fruits of our

simplicity were realized with our 8:30

departure. We ran Attean Falls without a

glitch and picked up our gear that we had
portaged a little ways down river.

We paddled out of the Moose and
braved the crosswinds on Attean Pond as

we continued our trek north. Having
come full circle, we stopped for a snack at

Attean Landing, where we had started five

days ago. Bothered by the absurd notion

of canoeing a river in a circle, we reasoned

that all of the altitude we lost on the Moose
we had in turn gained during our initial

portage from Attean Pond to Holeb Pond.

Judging from the ripping speed of the

Moose, that was probably about 20 feet.

We continued our paddle through
Wood Pond where we saw our second
Moose of the trip, this time from a dis-

tance. At the bridge in Jackman, Josh and
I went and picked up sodas and candy bars

for everyone, and there was much rejoic-

ing.

The sugar high carried us through a

lunch of, once again, PB & J once we had
rejoined the Moose. Josh introduced a new
game called "Captain's Gifts" that frus-

trated all and would continue throughout

the paddle.

We came upon Long Pond at about

3:00, at which point we had the first

tailwinds of the trip on account of our

newfound easterly direction. We took ad-

vantage of the gusts by rafting up and rig-

ging our tarp as a sail. We continued in

this leisurely fashion until we reached the

Strassburgers' house toward the end of the

lake. And so ended the canoe portion of

our trip.

We schlepped the canoes up to the end
of the driveway in preparation for our

pickup the following day, and Will was
able to solo a canoe.

Once camp was set up on the fancy

tent platforms most people went swim-
ming off the dock. A dinner of pasta and
manky cheese soon followed, with many
opting for the additional mustard flavor-

ing introduced by Dave.

In a surprising camper vote, Ian was
granted Potat for his day's efforts. Soon
after, we slept.

Day 6

Transition day. We started by pack-

ing up and boiling some water for oatmeal

at around 8:45. The remaining gear was
taken to the end of the Strassburgers' drive-

way in anticipation of pickup. We called

off breakfast when "One," our drive,

showed up at 9:30, a little earlier than ex-

pected. We dumped the fish-eyed water

and hurriedly packed up the rest of our

belongings so we could get going.

We packed the bus and loaded the ca-

noes onto the trailer with remarkable

speed, and were back on route 201 at

10:30. After what was supposed to be a

quick stop in Jackman for fuel and a phone
call back to camp, we drove the hour to

Adventure Bound outfitters in Caratuk.

Once checked in, we set up tents, had
some tuna, and scoped the place out. Some
played basketball and others volleyball,

followed by a group swim in the pool.

We started watching Apollo 13 in the

lodge until we were told by a stocky, go-

teed "rafting guide," who was "sorry to

ruin (our) fun," that we had to relinquish

viewing rights so that they could try to

sell a cookie-cutter rafting video a la

cheesy soundtrack to the day's rafters. A
group of aging, tattooed and sleeveless ex-

high school football players and their truck

driver talking girlfriends piled in, along

with a curious group of Japanese twenty-

somethings. The self-important beer guz-

zlers eyed our group with unprovoked dis-

dain. I eyed back, provoked. I'm sure we'll

get to see the same chunk of video tomor-

row with different characters.

We spent the rest of the afternoon play-

ing games both indoors and out. Dinner

was rice pilaf, which we ate in the lodge

on account of the bugs. Lynley arrived in

a van at around 7:00, bearing a gift of pea-

nut butter cookies that she had baked for

the cabin. We went to bed rather early on
account of our early wakeup tomorrow.

Day 7

We awoke a little late- around 7:15

instead of the sought after 7:00, as we were
due to check in at the main lodge at 7:30.

The sky was disappointingly overcast, de-

spite the meteorologists' promises of clear

skies. We packed up with pretty amazing
speed, though it turned out we had another

hour of free time after checking in.
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We ate some Bartlett pears and Pop-

Tarts and joined Camp Medina in the lodge

at 8:30 for our orientation session. Janet

taught us safety measures and how to use a

paddle, a quick refresher course ripe in

redundancy as we were coming off of five

days of canoeing.

After we picked up wetsuits, life jack-

ets, paddles, and helmets, we loaded up
the bus with gear and ourselves and headed

out for the forty minute ride to the

Kennebec River.

Once there we waited in line for about

10 minutes as some of the other 18 outfit-

ters loaded their rafts into the river. We
entered right below a dam in our respec-

tive boats-John, Mike, Will, Ian, Andrew,
Lynley, and myself in one boat with our

guide Alan, and Magnus, Tom, Joe, Craig,

Jared, Tyler, Josh, and Dave in the other

with their guide Mack.
It started raining soon after we were

on our way, but no one was too concerned.

The water was fast the whole way down
the river. We hit Magic Falls and its ugly

sister Magic Hole about 30 minutes into

the rafting. Alan and Mack agreed to lead

us down the hole and a great time was had
by all.

We stopped for lunch at 12:45 but

didn't get going again until about 2:00 due
to some unexpected delays in the prepara-

tion and distribution of the meal.

We had another hour and thirty min-
utes and many more rapids after lunch.

Nearly everyone took a chance in the

"ducks," which are inflatable two-man
kayaks. Adventure Outdoors provided
bailing buckets that we used as tools for

splashing one another thoroughly. Every-

one except myself went swimming in the

rapids along the way as well.

We pulled out and loaded into the

steamy bus at 3:30, and fifteen minutes
later we were back at "the farm," as people

in the know call the outfitter's home base.

We packed up our van and jumped into

the hot tub before sitting down for the

slideshow and video made that day. Both
were fun to watch and we ended up stay-

ing through to the end, pushing our depar-

ture back to 5:30.

We stopped for the heavily anticipated

McDonald's dinner in Skowhegan at 6:30.

Everyone gorged on fried food before our

return trip to camp.
We pulled into the rain at camp at

9:15. Greeted by Emily, Paul, Evan, and
Woody. After hustling to unpack we went
to bed on the heels of a long day. In sum-
mation, great trip!

BANK I

-

6/25-27 - DAMARISCOTTA LAKE
Jason Wardwell
Day 1

I was stressing about this primer trip,

probably unnecessarily. My OD day was
the day before and I hadn't had much time

to pack for the trip. And when I finally did

find some time to pack, the kitchen was
woefully low on food. But on the other

hand, we were only camping at Westcott

Point, so if I forget anything I can always
make the quick trip up to Pasquaney.

Anyway, we left shortly after break-

fast and it being a Sunday, breakfast was
pancakes. We had the goal of getting out

of camp before chapel and although we
didn't quite make that deadline, we came
close. So a little bit after 11, we push out

into Lake Damariscotta.

The two boats that we had were the

Whitehull and the Bill Gribbell. John and
I were in the Gribell and Nate was in the

Whitehull. Nate's boat pulled away from
the dock first, under full sail. The wind
was really blowing today and in no time

at all, the Whitehull was 500 yards away.

We put in the oars and began to row, as our

boat is much harder to control under sail.

We were trying to get to the north end of

the lake today, but the wind was coming
out of the end of the lake and there was no
way that we were going to make it. Our
boat couldn't much past Westcott Point

under oars, the wind was so strong. The
Whitehull was finally forced to drop sails

and crank up the motor to make it back to

Westcott.

Dinner tonight was going to be bacon
cheeseburgers, but the kitchen was out of

burgers so instead we were having bacon
cheesehotdogs. Whatever, the kids loved

'em. After dinner we had hot chocolate

and marshmallows.
Moments after we finished dinner, the

storm clouds began to roll in and the wind
picked up. We scrambled to storm proof

our campsite and dove into our tents as
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the first rain drops began to fall. We were
packed in four to a tent, but we were dry

and we slept like babies.

Day 2

There was no rush to get out on the

lake so we all woke up late. Breakfast was
eggs, bacon, and fruit. There was some-
thing wrong with the eggs though because
five minutes after breakfast, the whole
cabin was lined up outside the port-a-potty.

We headed back out onto the lake by
10. Today the winds were much more
manageable and we were quickly making
good time rowing north. We stopped for

lunch and a swim at Blueberry Island.

Shortly after lunch, we turned around for

the sail back to camp. The Whitehull
looked might pretty sailing along, while
the Gribbell looked like a floating pile of

garbage. There is something not right

about the rigging on the Gribbell, so that

we needed to use oars to prop the sails out

to catch the wind. But our kids had a great

time. We tossed a line over the side and all

the kids jumped out of the boat, held onto

the rope, and were pulled along. We
reached camp well after the Whitehull did.

We tried to fool them by putting everyone
in the water, steering the boats by turning

the rudder by hand. They weren't fooled.

Dinner was tortilini with sauce and
garlic Italian bread. I think that this was
the best dinner that I've ever cooked. Again
we had marshmallows and hot chocolate

after dinner. Tonight the weather was nice

enough that some of the guys decided to

sleep on the boats. The tents were less

crowded, the boat was gently rocking, and
we slept like babies.

Day 3

We were expecting an appearance
from the one and only Bill Gribbell at 11.

So imagine our surprise and pleasure when
he arrived promptly at 9. Breakfast this

morning was a hurried meal ofM&M pan-

cakes. We quickly packed up our gear and
loaded up the boats. We threw Noah and
Adam in Bill Gribbell's rowboat and the

rest of us piled back into our boats for a

day of rowing with Bill Gribbell.

Bill soon tired and took our kids back

to camp. We didn't see them again for two
hours, until Jesse motored them out to us.

We spent most of the day swimming, al-

though at one point we were visited by an

enormous snapping turtle. It was a fun

day and we made it back to camp at 2.

BANK I - 7/2-9 - BAXTER/EAST BRANCH
Jason Wardwell
Day 1

We had the good fortune to be leaving

on a Sunday. We slept in till 8:30 and woke
up to sunshine and blue skies. I think that

we all ate more pancakes than usual, pack-

ing in the good camp food in preparation

for 8 days of camping rations.

We got some bad news during break-

fast. Gameron Gopeland was sick with a

fever and nausea. He went down to the

infirmary and it was decided that he
would not be able to come with us today.

However, Gameron would join us in two
days when the canoes were brought to us.

With Gibb Ranson similarly sidelined

with a badly sprained ankle, we were only

leaving with 11 campers.

Right after breakfast we hustled down
to the trip shack to find five good tents.

Then we loaded up one of the vans and the

Suburban and began our trip!

Driving in the morning and early af-

ternoon was beautiful - splendid weather
and some of the most picturesque Maine
scenery you could imagine. We stuck

mostly to smaller highways, passing
through tiny towns and past isolated farms.

As the afternoon wore on, clouds rolled in
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and a little rain began to fall. We stopped

for a lunch break at one the many Irving

stations that are ubiquitous in Maine.

Lunch was cold cuts - ham and salami.

While the counselors made lunch, Jamie

Jones was nice enough to buy candy and
chips for the cabin. A bunch of the guys

also made phone calls.

As we pressed on, we got a little turned

around in Bangor. But that was the only

time that we got lost, so I think that we got

off lucky.

We finally reached Baxter, inching

along on those narrow dirt roads. We were
camping at Trout Brook Campground,
which is in the northeastern corner of the

park. We had two nice campsites with pic-

nic tables and shelters. Even better, there

was a group of girls from a camp in Con-
necticut camping next to us, about the

same age as our guys.

Dinner tonight was cheeseburgers
with all the fixings - lettuce, tomatoes,

onions, mustard, and ketchup. As John
Twiss and I started the fire, Jason Bazarsky

cut up all the veggies for us, the first of

many occasions when Jay would be a great

help to us. Unfortunately, the log ofground
beef that we had brought was still frozen,

so we were forced to shave off thin strip of

frozen beef, thaw them over the fire, and
then turn them into burger patties. It all

worked out in the end and everyone loved
their burgers.

After dinner, Nate Fletcher, Ben
Macaskill, Brian Nagle, and Lee Wheel-
wright played the first game of spades in a

series of games that would last the entire

trip. Some of the others chose to hang out

with the girls next door. Some of them
stayed up until almost 3 in the morning, a

decision that they would regret the next

morning.
Day 2

Today we would climb North Trav-

eler Mountain. With a forecast of after-

noon thunderstorms, and with the possi-

bility of big crowds on this 4th of July

weekend, we woke at 5:00, hoping to be
up and down the mountain before the rain

and the crowds.

Breakfast this morning was oatmeal.

In fact, breakfast was oatmeal almost ev-

ery morning of the trip, just different fla-

vors. This was very unfortunate for Jamie,

who does not like any kind of oatmeal and
refused to eat any breakfast. Today we
had Raisin and Spice oatmeal.

Since we would be camping at the

same spot tonight, we didn't need to take

down tents or pack up our stuff. Everyone
grabbed a Pop Tart and filled their water

bottle and we hit the road. We were out of

camp at 6:45, and the morning was shap-

ing up to be cold and overcast.

The climb up North Traveler was
harder than we had expected. Only twenty
minutes into the climb, we took a much
needed break to catch our breath. We all

gratefully sat down and drank some wa-
ter. Then Jason looked at me and said "I

feel sick. I think that I might throw up."

And he did. Raisins and spice all over the

trail. We gave him the option of going

back down with one of the counselors, but

Jason gamely decided to push on.

There were many, many false peaks.

We would reach what we thought was the

top, only to get there and see that we had
another 500 yards to climb. The wind was
really howling at the top of the mountain,

and a fine rain was falling. When we fi-

nally reached the top, we rested only a

moment before turning around and head
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ing down. No one wanted to be on the top

of the mountain when the thunderstorms

rolled in.

The climb down was not bad at all

and before we knew it, we were on the

ground and driving back to our campsite.

It was not yet even 11 by the time we
got back and everyone piled into their tent

to take a nap. Around 2:30, we roused
ourselves and made lunch - PB&J on a pita.

1 hopped into the Suburban to drive into

Shin Pond to call camp. Some of the camp-
ers had forgotten some of their gear and
we were hoping that Cameron and Gibb
could bring it up with them. When I was
gone. Will Kaufman found a beautiful Buck
knife at the bottom of the river and Alex

Jugant had found a snake named Fluffy.

We kept the knife but not the snake.

Dinner tonight was fijatas and almost

everyone in the cabin helped to make
them. Brian and Alex tag teamed to light

our cook fire, Adam Janes was in charge of

cooking up the ground beef, Ben cut up
our veggies, and John took care of the

beans and rice. The fijitas were amazing.

We had tortillas filled with your choice of

beef, refried beans, Mexican rice, toma-
toes, fried onions, lettuce, and salsa. After

dinner, we had a clean up crew help with
all of the pots and pans. Lee did a bang-up
job on the bean pot, while Jamie and Jon
Reavey each helped with the other pots.

After dinner, the whole cabin whet for

a swim in the river. Duncan Furgeson at-

tempted to do a pain dive off the bridge,

but it didn't work out so well. Will left his

Tevas by the fire to dry, forgot about them,

and melted the front a little. And as usual,

some of the guys went over to hang out

with the girls and stayed up late.

Day 3

We woke to wet tents and a drizzle. It

had rained hard during the night. We got

everyone up by 7:30. Today we were go-

ing to get our canoes and start on the river,

but before we did that, we were going to

climb Trout Brook Mt. Breakfast was plain

oatmeal with canned pineapple chunks on
top. Then we took down and packed up
our tents and loaded all of the gear into the

cars. We were only driving about 2 min-
utes from our campground to the head of

the trail, but I knew that we would not

want to do the cleanup work after we had
hiked up a mountain.

Trout Brook Mountain was like Trav-

eler - tougher than we expected with lots

of false peaks. When we got to the top,

everyone was tired. We decided that a few
guys would go ahead, down the backside

trail to get the vehicles and drive them
closer to the mountain, saving the rest of

us from having to hike and extra half mile.

So Nate, John, Ben, Will, and Brian took

off down the trail, while the rest of the

cabin and I took our time. Noah Seifman
took a spill on the way down - the rocks

and roots were all wet and slippery, but
we able to fight through pain and soldier

on.

When we finally reached the bottom,

we realized that our plan to drive the cars

closer was for naught. The map was mis-

leading - it was impossible to move the

cars any closer. So we all hiked the same
distance.

We jumped into the cars and drove to

the entrance of Baxter to wait for our ca-

noes. While we waited, John and Nate
drove to the nearest store and refilled our
water, dumped our trash, and bought cokes

for everybody. They ran into Sean Labrie

and Nate Wendt's Long Voyage cabin. It

was good to see those guys and hear the

stories about their trip, which was going

fabulously.

At 3:30, Bank II and Paul Keller

showed up with Gibb, Cameron, and our
canoes. Everyone was excited to have Gibb
and Cameron back and to have the cabin

at full strength. They also brought mail

for everybody and news from camp. There
was a transfer of gear as we got all of our
stuff out of the cars and into the canoes
and Bank II got their stuff out of the bus
and into the cars. We also ate our lunch,

tuna on a pita. Yum. We wished good luck

to Woody and his kids and pushed out into
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Grand Lake Matagamon.
It was only a half hour paddle to the

dam at the south end of the lake. We por-

taged around the dam, as Brian soloed two
canoes. After the portage, we played for a

while in the rapids, enjoyed a well-de-

served Snicker bar snack. Then we ca-

noed down to our campsite.

Dinner was pita pizzas, a meal that

Woody had taught me to make. They were
truly excellent. After dinner, Adam made
a fire for us and we roasted marshmallows
and had hot chocolate. Most of the cabin

stayed up late, enjoying the fire and the

beautiful night sky.

Day 4

Today was a long day of canoeing. We
were up by 7:30, ate a quick breakfast of

apple and cinnamon oatmeal, and pushed
out into the river.

It was another cold and overcast day.

The skies darker and the clouds more
threatening as the morning progressed. We
stopped to put on the rain gear and as if on
cue, it started pouring. The rain only lasted

15 minutes, and then the skies cleared.

We hit rapid after rapid, having a great

time. When we reached Haskell Rock
Pitch, we portaged our gear and then at-

tempted to run the rapids. We had a coun-

selor with a throw rope under the first set

of rapids, ready to help each canoe should
it be in trouble. After all of the first four

canoes flipped, and two of the canoes went
down the rapids without their passengers,

we decided that running the rapids was
too much for us. So we portaged the rest

of the canoes past the rapids.

After Haskell Rock, we had another

fun stretch of river, with lots of little rap-

ids to run. Soon enough we reached Pond
Pitch, our second portage of the day. This
wasn't a bad portage. Brian again stepped

up and soloed two canoes, giving him 7

soloes so far.

We stopped after the portage and ate

lunch, PB&J on a pita. Soon enough we
reached Grand Pitch, our campsite for the

next two nights. Dinner was beef stew,

with mashed potatoes, and bread. Adam
made our fire, Gibb cooked the mashed
potatoes, and Alex cooked the stew. It was
a solid, filling dinner. Everyone went to

bed early, worn out from our long day.

Day 5

Today was our rest day! The only

thing that we were doing today was por-

taging the canoes to the bottom of Grand
Pitch. We slept in until 9, loving every

minute of the extra sleep. Breakfast that

morning was a treat - chocolate chip pan-

cakes. Ben and Gibb helped Nate and John
with the pancakes, we tasted a little bit of

heaven.

After breakfast. Will and Jon were the

first campers to try swimming beneath the

falls ofGrand Pitch. Nate organized a crew
to help move the canoes, which included

Brian, Ben, and Gibb. After the canoes

were moved, they joined Will and Jon in

the water. Jamie, Adam, Noah, and Jason

played cards and from all the trash talk-

ing, it sounded like Jamie was winning
most of the time.

We all napped before lunch, which
was tuna prepared by Ben. Nate and John
then took the guys down to the river to

practice running the rapids beneath the

falls. They also managed to fit 8 people

into one canoe. All in all, we spent the

afternoon swimming, goofing off, and en-

joying ourselves.

Dinner tonight was spaghetti and soup.

Adam made and maintained our fire, while

Jamie cooked the broccoli, rice, and
cheese soup, and John made the pasta.

Desert tonight was blow-pops.

After dinner, everyone pitched in and
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we moved as much of the gear down the

portage trail as we could, leaving only

what we needed for tomorrows breakfast.

Most of the cabin stayed up late around
the campfire, not wanting our rest day to

end.

Day 6

It was easier to wake up this morning;

we were all well rested from yesterday.

We woke up at 8 to brilliantly blue skies

and sun, but showers as well. It was one of

those weird mornings that can't seem to

decide weather to be sunny or rainy. So
we ate apple and cinnamon oatmeal with
sun on our faces and rain on our heads.

We quickly finished up our portage

around Grand Pitch, taking down the

breakfast supplies, our tent and personal

gear, and everything else that hadn't made
it down the day before.

Today was another long day of pad-

dling. But we had barely gotten onto the

river when we had to portage. This would
turn out to be the worst portage of the trip.

It was long, almost a mile by my estima-

tion, and buggy. The trail was very poor -

parts of the trail were overgrown and other

parts were flooded mud pits. At one point,

Nate lost one of his sandals in a mud pit

and it took us 10 minutes of searching to

fish it out. We were all greatly relieved

when we finally finished the portage and
rewarded ourselves with a Snickers bar.

After the portage, the river widened
out and the current slowed. Many times it

felt like we were paddling on a pond and
not a river. But we had good tailwinds all

day, so it wasn't all bad. We threw up a sail

fashioned from the tarp at one point, but

the curves of the river defeated that idea.

We finally reached Whetstone by about 3.

We had paddled hard all afternoon. Whet-
stone is a nice campsite, spacious and over-

looking the river. Dinner was cooked en-

tirely by the kids. Brian was in charge of

the fire and instituted a system whereby
whoever did the best job of collecting fire-

wood was first in line for food. Soon we
had an enormous pile of wood ready for

the fire. After Brian had the fire lit,

Cameron fixed the chili and Jamie made
the rice pilaf. Most everyone mixed the

chili and rice together, creating a thick,

filling stew. After dinner, we roasted

marshmallows and had hot chocolate. It

had been a good day.

Day 7

Today was going to be something of a

mystery. When I was given the packet of

maps for our trip, I failed to notice that we
were missing one of the maps in the series.

So we had maps 1-5 and map 7, but no
map 6. And map 6 happened to show the

part of the river that we would be cover-

ing today, including our campsite. I knew
generally where we were camping tonight,

but 1 had no idea how far away it was or

what the river held for us between here

and there. Like I said, today was a mys-
tery day.

Due to the fact that we were flying

blind today, we got up a little earlier than

usual so that we would have some wiggle

room in case anything went wrong. By 7

we were on the river and paddling hard.

The river was still slow as molasses, but

by the end of the day the current would
pick up considerably.

All day we worked our butts off.

Lunch was quick, tuna on a pita while we
floated down the river. Eventually we
reached Grindstone, one of the best sets of

rapids on the river. Grindstone starts off

as a series of ledge drops and then the river

narrows suddenly, forcing the water into a
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narrow channel choked by rocks. As all

of the water converged in the channel,

huge waves were kicked. Our canoes rode

out the wave admirably. Will and Brian

even took some of the rapids backwards.

The river was fun and fast after Grind-

stone. There were many little sets of rap-

ids. Soon enough we spotted the astro-

turf covered dock that was the tell-tale

characteristic of our campsite at Pine Grove

Campground. 'We had sur\dved the day
without a map

!

I had labeled tonights dinner as "Tex-

Mex" which meant that 1 had rummaged
around in the kitchen before we left and
grabbed amlhiing that sounded the least

bit Texan or Mexican. So tonight's dinner

^vas a soup containing refried beans. Mexi-

can rice, and smoked tomatoes with
cheese-sauce and salsa quesadillas. It may
not sound good, but the soup was fabu-

lous. The quesadillas were another mat-

ter altogether. The cheese sauce was ched-

dar flavored and not very good at all.

We had almost a gallon of the cheese

left after dinner. It was decided that Lee

and Brian would attempt to earn their

Kieve Wildman award by eating the rest

of the cheese. We positioned them near a

trash barrel in case the cheese came back
up, but Lee and Brian just sucked that

cheese down. They were both pretty de-

hydrated the next day but other than that,

no worse for the wear.

We finished the night with marshmal-
lows and hot chocolate.

Day 8

Today was the last day of the trip! We
had only a quick paddle to our pick up
spot, but just be safe and make sure that

we weren't late, everyone was up by 5:45.

Breakfast was a feast. Everyone got an
extra serving of oatmeal and we had honey
and brown sugar left over to spice up the

oatmeal. All day we ate extra food, taking

care of any left over food.

There was only one set of rapids be-

fore our pickup site. Ledge Falls was an
innocent looking little ledge drop. Unfor-

tunately, the canoe of John and Noah "^vas

lulled into complacency and found itself

flipped over. All of their gear hit their

water and one of our tents sunk to the bot-

tom, never to be seen again. We were all

glad that today was the last day and that

we wouldn't have to try to squish the

whole cabin into 4 tents.

We arrived at the pickup spot an hour
early but the bus driver, knowm as the One.
was already there. We load our canoes
and set off for home. We stopped at Pizza

Hut in Bangor and truly stuffed ourselves

to bursting.

It ^vas a great trip and a great time. I

want to thank John and Nate and all of the

kids for having fun with me.

BANK II-

6/28-30 - DAMARISCOTTA LAKE
\Voodv Davis

Day 1:

With thick fog sixteen young
Norsemen loaded their rugged ships and
manned the oars ready to face the first

major challenge of their youth. The youths

weie quite nervous about their journey.

Their long blond locks tied back under
their helmets adorned with horns from
animals that they themselves had slain,

however, gave them the added courage

they needed. They believed in their three

fearless leaders. The leaders, though, were
nervous as well. Thick fog was an omi-

nous sign for any band ofNorsemen headed
out on the first Bank and their leaders knew
this. It would be a three-day journey that

they would all remember for their lives.

They had their supplies in new wooden
boxes called "wannigans" and the perish-

able rations in a recent invention, the

cooler. They were ready despite their in-

tense doubt and fear of the unkno\vn.

Then the sun burned away the fog and
they decided to toss their hea\y helmets

aside and let their white shoulders turn

brown under the summer sun. The lead-

ers, thrilled about the setting, applied sun-

screen to all the youths and they headed
out—Bank II was out on the ivater. ready

for action. With Sam Kennedy at the tiller

of the Bill Gribbell and Ben Severance
manning the Whitehull and the leaders on
the oars they paddled away from their na-

tive land. Kieve. ready for the challenges

that laid ahead. The first challenge was to

get the oars in sync and that was soon ac-

complished. The Norsemen of the Bank
had an identity crisis, however, when their

fearless peer Will Ireland cried out not in

their native Norse parlance but rather that
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of pirates. Corrected of his true origin and
nature the journey could continue. Beau
and Andy quickly headed up the charge to

swim and Steven Gerdsen wasted no time

practicing water battle techniques. Thor-

oughly exhausted of swimming the sails

were set and the bows pointed towards

Westcott Point, at least 100 hulls away. Jake

Edwards and Ben Wolven were quite the

sailors and brought the men there in no
time. Woody, one of the leaders, and the

author of this epic tale, introduced the men
to camp stoves and even more importantly

to the world of pesto pasta with cherry

tomatoes. Steve Sherrill, initially a skep-

tic, faced the challenge of such a meal and
devoured more than his fair share in no
time. Ben Severance, the most fearless of

them all, led the charge to eat the "choice"

canned fruit cocktail, a tough job. With
the sun setting half of the youths sacked

out ashore and the other half sacked out

on the Whitehull, protecting themselves

from both land and sea attacks.

Day 2:

Aboard the Whitehull Alex Buck
woke the group with his crashing and thun-

dering fall to the deck, clearly an act of

sabotage by the angry Norse gods who did

not get their fair share of the previous

night's fruit cocktail. Such a unfortunate

activity could only be reversed by the

offering of a great bacon and egg break-

fast. That did not satisfy the spirits of our

journey and therefore English Muffins, fa-

vorite snacks of the deities, was offered

and finally accepted with a large belch.

Will Gano, always ready for food, was
nearly taken by the still hungry spirits but

was spared and led the charge to set sail by
10:30. The day was spent paddling to the

Damariscotta Mills. Almost there we de-

cided to let the path be more important

than the destination and enjoyed a float-

ing PB&J lunch. The way home was made
with anything but speed as Sam Kennedy
and Stuart Kenworthy enjoyed the swim-
ming and the wind occasionally left us sit-

ting like ducks, ready for the attacks that

never came. Trying to prepare ourselves

for our next voyage South, we consumed
Mexican Fiesta Night food, quesadillas and
mexi-rice. At around 8:30 the second group
headed out for what looked to be a beauti-

ful night on the Whitehull. A good day.

Day 3:

"Tom?" "Did you remember to make
offerings to the Norse spirits?..." "uhh
ohh". At 2:45 in the morning I remem-
bered that we had forgotten that critical

task and soon after it was raining. The
men out on the Whitehull were forced to

set up a tarp but survived the storm and
fog that took over the water, true Norse
MEN! They only returned for a great pan-

cake breakfast before more rowing in the

mist. Unfortunately we had left our long

blond locks and helmets behind and were
forced to row into the fog like the youths
we are. We handled ourselves well,

though, and with the leadership of people
like Ben Wolven and Nick Spaulding we
soon went through the narrows too the
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mouth of Damariscotta's Great Bay. But

we knew that the fog was too thick and
that our motherland of Kieve was calling

our name so we packed up and headed
back to camp. Songs such as 01'

MacDonald's Farm kept the spirits up right

through the end of our great, epic, infa-

mous, Norse (sans blond locks) journey.

Thanks boys and well done.

BANK II-

7/4-11 - BAXTER/EAST BRANCH
Woody Davis

Day One
After a few last items of business to

take care of the boys of Bank II, the Deuce,

were ready to take off for their long trip.

Today was a no thrill day. A bus ride, a

van switch, and some more driving

brought us to Baxter State Park's Trout

Brook campsite. Some fun bridge jump-
ing was cut short by a sudden thunder-

storm that produced a new appreciation

of the bombproof campsite. There is no
better lesson than seeing both Will Gano
and Stuart chasing after their tent as it blew
towards the woods. We had a great burger

dinner prepared by master grillers Steve

Sherrill and Nick Spaulding. Sam K also

got a special mention for twice dropping a

burger into the fire. Well done (in too

many ways). We ended the night with a

little pep talk and then everyone fled to

the tents to avoid the savage bugs. A good
start to the trip.

Woody
Day Two

Leaving the campsite early in the

morning. Bank II prepared to summit Trav-

eler mountain. As we climbed Jake
Edwards played the role of assassin in a

game of "killer," and we emerged onto

more exposed trails in no time. Speaking
of exposed can you say "howling wind!"
At the risk of losing some of our lighter

weight hikers to the gusts we pressed on
and completed our ascent in spite of the

beloved false peaks. On top of Traveler,

we ate GORP, watched storm clouds soak

the lowlands, and took some group pho-

tos. Alex Buck, a particularly avid moun-
taineer built miniature cairn next to that

of the official summit before we began our

descent. When we reached the lake at the

base of Traveler a stone skipping contest

ensued and Ben Severance managed to float

some particularly shaped rocks. Afternoon

bouldering led to more bridge jumping,
and Will Ireland proved to be quite an in-

trepid diver. An excellent dinner of pita

pizzas followed by hearing everyone's fa-

vorite aspect of the day brought us all to-

gether under an encouraging sunset.

Brendan

Day Three:

We all woke to the smell of chocolate

pancakes wafting through the air. The
wind was blowing and the sun was shin-

ing. After breakfast we all agreed to hike

two small mountains close to our camp
site. After debating our daily activities we
all piled into the van that was rightfully

named "Vanna White" by Ben Wolven.
Our first climb was Horse Mountain and
when we reached the summit Will G was
the first to point out that its look out tower

hadbeen removed. What a let down. We
all headed down the mountain and were
off to Trout Brook Mountain, which
quickly became known as "Girl Scout
Mountain." From the summit we could

see our campsite and realized that Long
Voyage I had arrived at our site. We
climbed down the mountain and met Voy-

age before be had a good PB and J lunch.

Woody departed with Ben Severance
while the rest of us headed to a great swim
hole. After many an hour "chalupa"ing at

the river we headed back for Beef Stew
and mashed potatoes. The evening activ-

ity turned into a multitude of games from
the rope pull to lawn bowling with a rock

and water bottles. Everyone got a MVP
for the night.

Tom
Day Four:

At last we made the transition from
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the mountains to the canoes. After a quick

pack up this morning spearheaded by
Sherrill and Alex we were at our meeting

point by 8:30. Henry Kennedy arrived

shortly thereafter accompanied by the Al-

lagash. After acquiring Gashes canoes Sam
treated everyone to cold cokes and beef

jerky. A great canoe clinic including a T-

rescue by Ben Wolven and Brendan got

everyone pumped for the paddling. In no
time we tested our skills on Grand Lake
Mattagamon and then the first V2 mile of

the East Branch. Despite Jake and Stuart's

overshooting of the campsite and subse-

quent upstream pull everyone made it safe

to our humble Hilton Hotel. The after-

noon was spent playing Frisbee and bak-

ing a double layer cake. No joke—the cake

topped off a great night of lasagna thanks

to Will and Steven. The meal was made
complete by sterilizing and hot cocoa.

With dreams of tomorrow's portages and
the odors of many campers rear ends we
all headed to bed happy.

Woody
Day 5:

With Ben Severance's 5:30 arrival we
slept a bit longer and then broke camp.
Leading the charge down the river Ben
Wolven and Brendan were awed by their

view of a female moose and her calf cross-

ing the river (Brendan's first Maine moose
sighting!). Stair Falls was our first set of

rapids and we maneuvered through them
eagerly. While everyone got through un-

scathed, Jake Edwards and Alex Buck were
two stern men whose boats finished the

falls in reverse. Two efficient portages later

we set up camp just up stream from Grand
Pitch and many of us hit the sack for a mid
afternoon nap. The subsequent call for

cake-bakers woke a few people including

Stephen Sherrill and Beau Burns, whose
collaborative efforts made many tummies
smile. Before eating cake we were served

a tasty Mexican dinner by Will Ireland and
Stuart Kenworthy. IN addition to his culi-

nary Prowess Will Ireland's high carrying

capacity, impenetrable morale and fleece

had have earned him an honorary place

among the ranks ofHimalayan Sherpa. We
dubbed him Tenzing Makula Sherpa—

a

fitting name.
Brendan

Day 6:

Today we all woke at around 6:45 to

eat a new kind of oatmeal. This was no
ordinary oatmeal, this was new technol-

ogy with the added fruit. After we all

scarfed down this avante garde creation

we finished off our portage bringing down
the last of the group gear and bags. On the

carry Will Gano earned the title of

Wannigan Will as he tumped the whole
length of the trail. After we set off there

were many moans and groans about the

upcoming ¥4 mile portage. When we got

to the take out Woody told everyone that

crunchy M&Ms and Oreos were waiting at

the far end of the portage trail. With this

in mind everyone raced through in record

time and we were on the river again. The
river widened and began to wind and made
our day of paddling quite a bit longer than

many people like Andy Kalaris had ex-

pected. Once at Whetstone we set up tents

and a few swam in the river before

Woody's Thai peanut pasta. With very full

bellies we placed the dream game and then

hit the sack early. Another great day.

Tom
Day 7:

Oh, what a day it was. Having spent

much ofthe previous day on the slow wind-
ing waters of the river we were ready for

the rapids that we faced. Right off the bat

we got to shoot rapids in front of our camp-
site and then maneuver under a large

bridge with paddling finesse. Not too

much later we made it to Grindstone, the

big daddy rapid of the East Branch. Hav-
ing scouted the rip, Brendan stationed with

his camera, and cheered on my four

passers by we shot the rip without a prob-

lem. To spice things up on the next rapid

half way through I decided to toss my
paddle into the water. Price of the paddle

$35, price of canoe $400 price of Ben
Severance's expression when he realized

that he was the only person in our boat

with a paddle. . . priceless. To keep it real

and stretch a fairly short day out we
paddled the Allagash stroke with bowman
in the stern and stern man asleep. Will

Ireland took off from Sammy K and navi-

gated the rips perfectly leaving Sam to

"hitch" a ride with one of the other ca-

noes. With the paddling over we settled

into the luxurious Pinegrove campsite.
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Both Beau and Stupoc won the games of

knockout while Jake Edwards became best

friends with a young boy named Colin.

The highlight of the afternoon was meet-

ing the local goat whose name we soon
learned is "goat". You know you are in

Maine when. . . Well then, if that did not

make the day the pizza, coke and cake for

dinner did. Everyone went to bed with a

HAPPY stomach.

Woody
Day 8:

A short and sweet day. We cruised

down to our take out only losing Stu and
Jake into the water a few times. With the

canoes loaded onto the trailer in the most
secure fashion we headed out to Wendy's
for a big lunch and then back to Kieve just

in time for afternoon Indian Circle. Thanks
boys for a great trip!

Woody

ALLAGASH - 6/25 - 7/7 -

ALLAGASH WILDERNESS WATERWAY
Will Georgi

Day 1

A 5:15 wake up is not as early as one
might think, when you're waking up to

spend 13 days on the Allagash Wilderness
Waterway. I would call it an "easy" wake
up because of the high level of anticipa-

tion to "Bash the Gash". Pop-Tarts for

breakfast and we were off for a six hour
bus trip with our driver Tom. The drive

was uneventful for the most part other than

our quick emergency stop due to Harry's

carsickness. Our entertainment for the trip

was all thanks to our bus drivers stories

about all the knife fights he's been in. As it

turns out, besides being a bus driver he is

also an expert in martial arts, as well as an
avid computer game player. Did I men-
tion he was the Maine State Tetris Cham-
pion. Anyway, because of a few mis-
marked roads, we got to our drop off point,

Hannibal's Crossing, about an hour late.

To our surprise Long Voyage was there to

meet us, and let us know that they were
going to be spending the night at a camp-
site right across the river. After a quick
lunch of peanut butter and jelly, we were
off on our own. We had only a two hour
paddle to our campsite. Big Island. Sure
enough, as soon as we got our tents and the

tarp up we got our first major downpour

of our trip. This forced us to fry our burgers

on the stove, which actually turned out

quite well. After dinner the rain let up
allowing us to get situated. It worked out

great having Long Voyage at the campsite
across the river. We were able to help them
by letting them use our stove because theirs

was temporarily out of commission, while
they were able to give us a bit of their soap
that I had forgotten. We got to bed early to

get ready for our long day tomorrow.
Good Night.

Day 2

An early wake up on a beautiful morn-
ing, only to lead us into our final destina-

tion ofmud pond in style. We a breakfast

of corned beef hash, to get us ready for one
of our longest days of the trip. We were
pumped, our first morning was gorgeous,

and we were anticipating the long awaited
legendary Mud Pond Portage. Our morn-
ing was slow, but that was expected for

our first day. We said goodbye to Long
Voyage, not knowing that we were going

to see them again in a couple of hours and
were on our way.

The first part of our paddle was on the

West Branch of the Penobscot River, which
was going to be our last bit of moving wa-
ter for a while. Within the first hour of

paddling we had spotted our first Bald
Eagle of the trip, a true sign that we were
in the Allagash region. After about three

hours of paddling, we had gotten ourselves

onto our first big lake, Chesuncook Lake.

We spotted Voyage again and crossed paths

on our way to our first stop at our first

"ranger station". Or was it a ranger sta-

tion? It was actually a quick stop at

Chesuncook Village to pick up some root

beer and fudge. A nice little treat before

we hit the real wilderness for a while.

We left the village heading out to-

wards the carry trail, swimming about
every twenty minutes. I think Duj, Win,
and Bear spent more time in the water than

in the canoe. We had a floating lunch of

tuna fish, and wrestled with a few obstacles

of a low bridge and an old dam, bringing

us into Umbazooksus Lake. This is where
we had to start looking for the dreaded
portage trail. We found it without a prob-

lem, and started getting pumped for the

challenge ahead of us. After putting on the

proper clothing, we sang a quick Bomb-
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Delay-Lay chant and started taking the ca-

noes across. Okay, a Uttle background here,

Mud Pond Portage is the most difficult

challenge that Kieve has to offer. It is over

a mile and a half of trail with mud up to

your knees, a few beaver dams here and
there, and fallen that you don't know
whether to go over or under. This was my
third time doing this portage, and let me
tell you it is quite possibly the worst pos-

sible experience ofmy life, every time I've

done it. To make things even worse. Mud
Pond has got to be one of the top five places

for the worst bugs in the world. This was
no problem for us though, we conquered
the first night of portaging with style. Al-

though we didn't get all the canoes com-
pletely across, we did a great job. We all

got back to the campsite by dark and had a

quick dinner of dank. We got to our tents

as quickly as possible to escape the bugs.

It was not long till we were all fast asleep,

with dreams of mud dancing in our head.

Day 3

We had a early rise, with a quick
breakfast of bagels and cream cheese, to

get us ready for our final trip across mud
pond. We packed our campsite, and split

up the group gear for everybody to carry

with their personal gear. All the campers
took off on the trail leaving Tyler, Keith

and I to tie the tump straps on our K
wannigan. This forced Tyler and I to take

turns carrying this extremely heavy
wannigan in our arms across the trail. We
had thought the canoes were a tough trip,

but this wannigan was definitely a much
bigger challenge to take across the trail.

Two hours after we started, we completed
the portage as a group carrying the last

canoe that was left behind the night be-

fore. Completing this portage is a huge
accomplishment. We finished it as a well

oiled machine, feeling as good as ever.

With this being the hardest part of our trip,

there was tons of excitement at the finish

of our portage.

By 10:30 a.m. we were back in our

boats paddling across mud pond. When
we got to the stream to lead us into Cham-
berlain Lake, we were greeted by a un-

pleasant surprise of a beaver dam forcing

us to do another half mile portage to top

off the Mud pond portage with an extra

half mile portage. This could have been a

big downer for us but instead we went into

this with total enthusiasm, making this

small carry no problem. We were actu-

ally able to float our canoes over the

stream, so it wasn't all that bad. It was
only a short paddle after that to our camp-
site, Gravel Beach, and were able to spend
a lot of time relaxing in the afternoon. We
had a nice lunch of soup and sandwiches,

then soaked up the sun for a few hours.

We were really able to relax, because the

following day was our resupply and we
weren't moving our campsites.

We finished off the day with a spa-

ghetti dinner, and went to bed early after

our long day.

Day 4

Resupply Day. I woke up at 6:15 to

wake up Eric, Harrison, Duj, Lange, and
Nate to head out for our resupply. To our

surprise, Charlie and Win decided to head
out with us which actually turned out

much better for us, because we got more
food than I was expecting. We arrived at

the resupply sight at about 9:00 only to

wait for an hour and a half for Will and
August to show up with the resupply truck.

We hung out at the bridge swimming and
talking to the rangers anticipating the de-

livery of our food. To our delight, the

resuppliers brought us some fruit and a

six pack of coke. This was enough to give

us the energy to paddle back to the camp-
site.

Unfortunately, while we were wait-

ing for the truck to show up, head winds
had picked up on the lake making our

paddle back, one of the hardest paddles of

the trip. It took us twice as long to paddle
back, because we had to hug the shore the

whole time. We got back to our campsite

at about 2:30, leaving the rest of our day
for rest. When we returned, we found that

Wells, Nick, and company had developed
some sort of tadpole colony on the shore.

It really is amazing to see what these guys
came up with on lazy afternoons. We had
pancakes/biscuits for lunch only to wet
our appetite for our dinner of cheesebur-

gers and garden burgers. After dinner we
played a couple of games of Mafia and hit

the sack early for our sunrise wakeup the

next morning.
Day 5

Rise and Shine! ! This is our earliest
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day of the trip. We woke up at about 4:30

to beat the treacherous head winds of

Chamberlain Lake. We had a quick Pop-

Tart breakfast and were on the water by
5:30. By 7:00 we had reached the end of

the lake, had a short carry over lock dam,
and found ourselves in the middle of a

beautiful day. After our short carry, we hit

Eagle Lake where we had a quick stop at

an old tramway that was used in the early

1900's. This was actually really cool.

After playing around on the tramway
for a little bit, we continued our journey

to our intended campsite, Farm Island. Un-
fortunately, this campsite was taken, but

since at this point it was only 11:00 A.M.,

it was no big deal to push on to the next

one. We decided to have lunch at a little

island, that conveniently had a cliff that

was safe to jump off of. We spent an hour
or so taking turns jumping off the cliff, and
taking pictures before making our way to

our campsite, Pumphandle. We arrived at

Pumphandle with plenty of time to relax,

as usual. We spent our time swimming,
lounging, and playing a few games of

"everybody's it".

We finished the day with a surprise

dinner ofChicken Parmesan, which turned

out to be a huge success. After dinner we
tried to keep the fire going to make some
hot chocolate, but after an hour of waiting

we decided that the hot chocolate could
wait for another day. A good night after a

great day.

Day 6

Waking up to rain is not the most pleas-

ant feeling, so I made the executive deci-

sion to sleep a little longer to allow the

rain to pass. We finally made it out ofbed
around 8:00, just as the rain had stopped,

and had a good oatmeal breakfast. We got

out of our campsite in good time, so we
could beat the head winds on the end of

Eagle lake. Our morning paddle was some-
what leisurely, and we were able to make
our first stop at a bridge, that was once
again safe enough to jump off of. At this

point the cloudy skies seemed to disap-

pear (at least in our minds), and we took

advantage of this fun bridge to jump off of.

The only mishap happened when Duj got

a little too excited for his next jump, and
his leg got caught in a hole in the bridge.

This was just a minor setback on our fun.

as it turned out it was just a bad "Charlie

Horse."

After we got the jumping out of our
systems we proceeded to our next camp-
site, The Jaws. Again, this campsite was
already occupied by another group forc-

ing us to push on an extra mile or so to the

Churchill Dam campsite. This was not just

any ordinary paddle though. About five

minutes after we passed the Jaws camp-
site, we were hit with a serious downpour.
There was really nothing to do but paddle
hard, and think about drinking hot choco-

late at the campsite. This downpour could
have been a big downer on the day, but
instead we all decided to make the best of

it. We chanted and screamed and yelled,

for our last half hour of paddling, making
us feel invincible. I had never seen a group
of people get so fired up during a huge
rainfall, it was truly amazing. There was
nothing that could stand in our way.

We finally got to our campsite and got

the tarp set up right away so we could fix

lunch, and make our hot chocolate. Not
long after lunch the rain let up, allowing

us to get our tents up and play around the

dam for a while. Another group arrived at

our campsite a couple of hours after us.

This wasn't just any ordinary group, this

group had girls in it. All of a sudden
everybody's chest grew a little bit and ev-

erybody became more eager to do work
than ever before. I guess you could say we
got a little girl crazy, right Harrison and
Bear?

Anyway, we finished our day with a

good spaghetti dinner and got to bed early

with visions of our great day on Chase
Rapids that was only a few hours away.

Day 7

Allagash river here we come! This is

one of the most exciting days of our trip

and it is not only because we were finally

getting on the Allagash river for the first

time. This is the day of the much antici-

pated Chase Rapids. These are some of the

most legendary rapids of all Kieve trips. It

is eight miles of Whitewater, that we do
dry while the ranger drives our gear down
the river. We had a great day for it, and
were lucky enough to have the water level

higher than usual too. We showed off our

amazing Whitewater skills by having no
flips or swamps. We owned those rapids
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and they were not going to slow us down
one bit. We picked up our gear from the

ranger and were back on our way.

After the rapids were over we had a

short paddle through Umsaskis Lake,

where one of the more amazing storms

any of us had ever seen happened. Our
nice day all the sudden became cloudy,

and the waves seemed to pick up giving us

slight head winds. Then out of nowhere
huge gusts of winds started blowing us

around, and another huge storm hit us. This

was a storm that seemed to come out of

thin air, and then all of a sudden when
things seemed like they were going to get

worse, it just stopped. It was like a mini-

squall. It only lasted about twenty min-
utes, then the sun came out. It was "tight"

as Wells put it.

Soon after the storm hit us we reached

our campsite were we ate lunch, and had
more time to relax. This campsite was
called Ledges, named after the rocky ledges

that it was based on.

After plenty ofreading and card games
we fixed a soupier version of "dank", while

solving riddles around the campfire. The
highlight of the evening was when we dis-

covered our "wonder-wood", that burned
so well we decided to take some with us

for times of dire need on the trip.

Day 8

Happy Birthday Win! We woke up
with the sun on our shoulders and
tailwinds on our backs. Of all days to have
tailwinds this is the best day of the trip to

have them. To start off our day, we have a

three mile lake paddle along Long Lake,

which at times can be a very long three

miles. In our case, however, we were able

to just pull our tent flies out and sail our

way across the lake. It was great, without
doing much work at all, we flew through
those three miles in about an hour. We
couldn't have been any luckier.

After Long Lake we had a short carry

around a dam, and we were back on the

river. At this point we were ahead of sched-

ule, so we just took it easy for a few hours
on the river. We had a floating lunch of

PB&J and decided to start paddling a little

bit harder, because it was Fourth of July

weekend and we didn't want to have
trouble finding a campsite. We had a moose
spotting on the river, just before we reached

Round Pond where we were hoping to find

a campsite. We were once again blessed

and found a campsite at the very end of

the pond called Turk Island. Again we
were hit with a rainfall, but this time it

was after we had gotten our campsite all

set up. We Had beef stew and rice pilaf for

dinner, and got to bed early after another

tough day on our Allagash vacation.

Day 9

Today we were having a very short

paddle, so we decided to just have a quick

snack for breakfast and have a little when
we got to our campsite. We had another

sleep in due to rain, but took down camp
in our fastest time so far. Our paddle was
once again set at a leisurely pace and we
more or less just floated to our campsite,

Bass Brook South. By the time we reached

our campsite the sun was out, and we were
able to just hang out for a few hours. We
spent a lot of time looking for wood, and
found a secret stash at the campsite just a

couple of hundred yards away. Duj and
Shaft took care of that duty, while also

playing a little trick on us, by having it

look like one of our canoes was floating

past us with nobody in the boat.

Today was also the day that we had a

little yoga session down on the shore of

the river. Win and Stiner showed us their

techniques, and we all tried them out, but
it all just turned out to be a headstand/
handstand competition. It's amazing what
is looked at as fun on the ninth day of liv-

ing in the woods. After our fun on the river

bank, we fixed up some beef ravioli for

dinner. After dinner we stayed up for a

friendly game of Charades that actually

turned out to be quite fun. We would have
played a little bit longer, but the bugs sent

us to our tents early for bed.

Day 10

Happy Fourth of July. We woke up to

a nice morning, even though everything

was a little bit wet from rain that we had
gotten the night before. We had a nice fire

to wake us up, that was used to cook our
nice hearty breakfast of Maypo. It's hard
to believe that a breakfast as good as Maypo
is not a favorite of all the campers. In fact,

I think most of the campers ended up giv-

ing part of their portion to Lange. We had
a relaxing morning getting all of our things

together, because once again we didn't
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have a very long paddle.

After about an hour and a half of pad-

dling, we had to make a stop at Michaud
Farm, where I had to check out at the ranger

station. We had a nice little Fourth of July

treat by having two snacks at this stop.

After a nice rest, we proceeded to our

campsite, Allagash Falls, which is only

about five miles past the ranger station at

Michaud Farms. On our way we spotted a

moose that Win swears was staring him
down. We reached our campsite early on
this beautiful day, which was also about a

quarter mile portage around the forty foot

falls.

While setting up camp, all the camp-
ers noticed that there seemed to be a tent

missing. They searched around for a while

and then had declared that we must of left

it at the previous campsite. This obviously

would cause a problem, so Keith, Tyler,

and myself had to act as serious as we
would have to, ifwe really had lost a tent.

What the campers didn't know, was that

the counselors had schemed together a

little practical joke by hiding the tent in

the snack wannigan. We intended for this

little "practical joke" to last for at least a

couple of hours, but after seeing the dis-

tress on all the campers faces, we felt too

guilty to keep our little secret from them
for any more than about twenty minutes.

Everyone had all their plans made out for

ways to pay for the tent, and even a few of

them decided to carry some other guys
gear around the waterfall for them, for a

small fee. After the campers had learned

that it was all a joke, this money was
quickly turned into extra money for us to

spend on a snack the next time we reached

civilization.

After the whole tent thing was sorted

out, we spent the remainder of the after-

noon playing in the water at the bottom of

the falls. We swam through the rapids,

and played a little bit of king of the hill at

a big rock that was sticking out of the wa-
ter. After swimming we headed back to

the campsite where we made a dinner of

beef stew. After dinner we spent some time

discussing the issues in the Jared Schott

Award, which everybod}^ passed with fly-

ing colors. We finished off with a cup of

hot chocolate, and then headed to bed.

Day 11

Not only was today the day we were
leaving the Allagash Wilderness Waterway,
but it was also the coldest day of the trip.

It must have been fifty degrees, and rain-

ing for most of the morning. So as anyone
might guess we didn't spend much time

just floating down the river. We actually,

were probably paddling at our fastest pace

yet. We stopped at the sign inquiring that

we were leaving the waterway, to take a

few pictures. Not much longer after our

photo break we found ourselves seeing

signs of civilization for our first time in

ten days. We were making our way to Al-

lagash village. When we reached the vil-

lage, we made another little stop, that I

happened to know that there was a diner

not too far away. So Keith, Tyler, and I

took a little trip to the diner and picked up
some Pepsi's and chips for everyone to

enjoy on this cold day.

About ten minutes after making our

stop for the Pepsi's, we arrived at our camp-
site, which was just a big open field with
an A-frame on a woman named Evelyn's

property. By 2:00, the clouds had broken
up an we were able to have a nice after-

noon playing ultimate Frisbee. It was nice

to have an open pace that we could run
around in. I then found another store not

to far away, and decided to spoil everyone

by getting a few more bags of chips, and
some Cokes. I figured that everybody de-

served a little treat. We had a dinner of

black beans and rice, while anticipating

our last day of paddling that was coming
up. After one more game of ultimate

frisbee, the sun left us in darkness, and we
all headed to sleep.

Day 12

We woke up to our most beautiful

morning of the trip. We took our time

packing up camp and had a breakfast of

two snacks. This was our last day pad-

dling, and talk of how we were going to

make our entrance to camp was a big topic

of discussion. After about five minutes of

drifting we had left the Allagash River and
merged on the St. John's river for our final

stretch. The excitement level was so high,

the paddle seemed to be endless.

Wells entertained us by singing us

songs that he was making up on the spot.

They were all very comical, with the final
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song being a duet with Nicky. At one point

Harrison and Stiner spotted an animal
crossing the river. We couldn't tell exactly

what it was, which created a few argu-

ments. Harrison was the closest, and he

said it was definitely a moose, but I still

think it was a bear. I guess we'll never

exactly know what it was. We had a spe-

cial treat of snicker bars as a snack that I

had picked up a day earlier, to give that

extra little burst of energy to bring us across

the finish line.

The big excitement of the day was
when Keith and Charlie somehow found a

way to have our only flip of the trip on
completely flat water. I guess the only rock

in that part of the river must have jumped
out in front of them. The only fatality in

this event was one of Charlie's shoes. This

gave us plenty of entertainment to bring

us into our last campsite, Pellitier's, in good
humor. We brought all of our equipment
up to the campsite, and filled our after-

noon with an ultimate frisbee tournament,

which the counsel team turned out to be a

dominate force in.

About 3:00, Henry pulled in with
Courage 2, bringing us our mail, and drop-

ping off the trailer to load our canoes onto.

This of course, brought tons of excitement,

and feelings of accomplishment for all.

After Henry left, the counsel went up to a

nearby store to pick up some ground beef

for our last dinner. We made some of the

best burgers we had ever had, and wrestled

around for a little bit before making our

way to bed, for the last time in our green

tents. The anticipation of the next day, was
too much for any of us to get a good night

sleep.

Day 13

Back to Camp!!!! We had a 5:00

wakeup , so we would be ready for our 5:30

departure time with Henry. After getting

our tents down, and eating a few donuts
and some coffee cake, we packed up the

bus and were on our way with Tom Petty

blasting.

We had to make two resupply stops

for the Bank and Long Voyage. After the

stops, we were on the road getting our ap-

petites, ready for our greasy meal to come
at McDonalds. We stopped at the
McDonalds, in Bangor and stuffed our
faces. The last two hours of our drive were

dedicated to finalizing our master plan for

our entrance into camp. The final deci-

sion was to drive the bus down to the wa-
terfront during general swim, blaring Pe-

ter Tosh, and honking the horn. Followed

by running into the water with all of our

clothes on. The plan worked out great

besides the fact we hit a root sticking out

of the ground on our drive down, doing a

little bit of damage to the door of the bus.

It was great coming back into camp, and it

was all topped offby Nicky and a few other

guys throwing the OD, Clark Wooley, into

the water. All in all, it was an incredible

trip, and everybody should have a lot to

be proud of. Thanks for everything guys

and I hope it was as memorable for you as

it was for me.
Tailwinds and Blue Skies,

Will Georgi

Tyler Brinkman
Keith Quencer

LONG VOYAGE 1

Day 1

Today was one of the few days that

the counsel was "in charge" of this Long
Voyage. Our drive to Greenville was an
uneventful four-hour trip, piloted by Paul

Keller. He brought us to Squaw Brook
campground where we gorged ourselves

on cheeseburgers by a roaring campfire.

The campers went to bed early so they

could rest up for Moosehead lake, often

the longest day of the trip. Andrew and I

stayed up late into the night talking with
Paul about the eighteen days ahead of us.

We were all veterans of Long Voyage and
we compared campsites, strategies and tall

tales. As it is on the eve of any great ad-

venture we were both anxious to begin

and a little nervous. After breakfast the
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following morning we would turn the trip

over to the campers and let them do the

navigating, cooking and leading. From
what we had seen so far, we had every con-

fidence in them. What follows is a report

of our Long Voyage, told by the voices of

the young men who did the paddling and
the portaging, the leading and the support-

ing of one another. These are their words.

Jeffrey Crowder

Day 2

A 4:00 A.M. wake-up call didn't ex-

actly thrill the cabin. Nevertheless, eyes

were filled with a fire that burned through

the sleep. We wolfed down eggs and ba-

gels (Caleb passed on the eggs) and packed
for the day's paddle across the infamous
Moosehead Lake, Maine's largest. We
moved quickly in order to avoid the lake's

most threatening winds. With a few part-

ing words from our chauffeur Paul Keller,

we began our trip. Jeff was mindful to

send us in the right direction, not wanting
to repeat a previous navigational error. As
we paddled through the morning, more
awake at 7:00 A.M. than ever, Maxi was
the first to notice that we had, if anything,

a slight tail wind. Of course, he was
quickly ordered to knock on wood! Our
full respect for the wind gods must have
been noticed. Only slowing for a couple

of snacks, we made it to our campsite at

the far end of the lake by 11:00. With the

absence of Moosehead's usual punishing

winds, we completed in all likelihood the

easiest trip across the lake in Kieve his-

tory. We spent the afternoon resting and
swimming in the sun. Matt became the

cabins star water-whiffle ball player, crush-

ing our best pitches and perfecting an
unhittable medley of his own. We feasted

on Andrew's seasoned chicken and beef

fajitas and headed to bed with a mean por-

tage looming in the near future.

William Holliday

Day 3

Our 5 A.M. wake-up proved to be un-
needed when a brief rain shower passed
over us while the thunder boomed in the

distance. We packed up the tents, prepared

our gear, and had a healthy breakfast of

assorted oatmeals. After breakfast, our 6

A.M. e.t.d. was postponed until after the

thunder had time to pass. We set up a tent

and played cards until the counselors told

us we had a safe path to the N.E. carry.

After packing the gear into the boats we
set out to N.E. carry. It took about an hour
to reach the portage trail. Once we hit the

sand with canoes, we saw Nick! Nick
proved to be a valuable addition to the

portage. Jeff, one of out counselors, de-

serves special mention for his ability to

solo 2 of the 5 canoes in 3 and a half hours,

and by the end many were remarking at

how easy it was compared to mud pond.

Soon we were paddling down the West
Branch of the Penobscot. As lunch was
being pulled out of the wannigans, we re-

ceived a brief but hard rain shower. We
arrived at the campsite with sunny weather
and quickly prepared delicious beef stew
with Fiesta rice. Today was long, hard,

but fun.

Maxi Moehlman

Day 4

We were able to sleep in until about 9

today because of the fairly short paddle

ahead of us. After a breakfast of Pop-Tarts,

we resumed our trip down the West Branch.

At first we had to maneuver through some
"crapids", or tiny rapids. Later, however
we slowly drifted with the current and light

tailwinds. Shortly, our pace increased

when we spotted "naked hippies" headed
our way. We pulled into the Boom House
campsite at noon. A visit was made to the
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Chesuiicook Village for fudge and Root

Beer after lunch. The afternoon became
basically free time under mostly sunny
skies.

Blair McGraw

Day 5

On this morning we woke up at Boom
House campsite, our breakfast Maypo. We
had a fairly large day in front of us. After

loading up all of the boats, we set out. The
weather was nice and calm. The sun was
blinding because of the bright reflection

off the water. Before we reached the be-

ginning of the Horserace portage that was
next to our campsite we saw about 5

moose. We had to paddle up stream to get

to the portage trail. We portaged the first

half through the woods, and then we made
PB & J sandwiches. By this time it was
very hot out. The rest of the portage was
difficult because of this. At the end of the

portage was a dam, and our campsite was
right next to it. When we went to sleep

that night the bugs were very bad, and could

easily be heard buzzing outside the tents.

Caleb Baker

Day 6

After a beautiful sunset the night be-

fore we awoke to a cold and drizzling

morning. Our cabin had a quick breakfast

on the go and then began our paddle up
Ciss stream. Andrew and I took the lead

today since we figured the counselors

shouldn't be exempt from all the work.

The stream (almost a swamp) took us up
to Round Pond where we were to meet
our first resupply. After a long wait with
intermittent showers the familiar sound
of the green truck lumbering its way down
the road was a welcome sight. Helki

Schmanska had left camp early that morn-
ing, but had gotten lost due to an incorrect

map and some not quite accurate direc-

tions. In addition to bringing us about two
hundred and fifty pounds of food, she also

brought us Alec Grosvenor and another

canoe. It was a great reunion and there

was a renewed sense of strength as we had

the entire group together for the first time

since we had left camp.
That strength was needed for the por-

tage to Allagash Lake. It took us three trips

to move all of the food and canoes and
bags the mile and a half to the Carry Trail

campsite. This portage was considered by
all to be the toughest part of the trip.

Once we were finally established at

the campsite we took care of the essentials

(i.e. hot chocolate), and set up the tents to

dry as the sunshine broke through the

clouds. Dinner was a huge feast of pep-

peroni and sausage calzones cooked up by
Andrew and myself.

Jeffrey Crowder

Day 7

Today we got to sleep late in order to

rest our sore muscles. We all got up at

around 10:00 A.M. and had an excellent

breakfast, consisting of eggs and sausage.

It was good that we ate these because they

weighed a lot and were creating a lot more
"drag". We then began our day by climb-

ing up Allagash Mountain, which stands

1/4 of a mile above Allagash Lake. The
climb was tremendously steep, but we all

managed to get to the top and enjoy the

magnificent view. From that height we
could even see Katahdin, a mountain that

we will climb by the end of this long voy-

age. We then proceeded to cross the lake

and entered a little stream. There were
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some minor rapids on it but they were poor

due to the low water level. Before we knew
it, we were at the campsite eating delicious

chicken sandwiches cooked over the grill.

We then all went to be after playing with
the frisbee. We all slept well.

James Hicks

Day 8

Today had a potential to be easy, but

it wasn't. We finished up Allagash Stream

in the morning, after eating Raisin Bran
for breakfast. We later enjoyed some ledge

drop rapids. Unfortunately that wasn't the

end of our day, for we had to do half of

Chamberlain Lake as well. We entered the

mouth of the lake and saw the 100-year-

old remains of an old railroad bridge. We
stopped there for a while and ate Oreos
and peanut butter toast crackers. Then we
encountered massive head winds. After

struggling for about an hour we reached
Lock Dam to stop for lunch. Leaving Lock
Dam was not something anyone was look-

ing forward to, but we had to do what we
had to do. Although we only had to paddle

4 miles from the Dam to Gravel Beach (our

campsite), all of it was in incredibly strong

head winds. Finally we reached Gravel

Beach, exactly 1 year to the day since we
stayed there on the Gash trip. After throw-

ing paddles and life jackets onto shore in

celebration, we collapsed in our tents and
slept until it was time for a delicious pasta

and tomato sauce dinner. After dinner, card

games started up, and everyone slept well.

Alec Grosvenor
Day 9

We began our rest day at Gravel Beach.

We slept late because of the tough head
winds we had the day before. We woke up
to the smell of pancakes which Jeff and
Andrew had been cooking. There was
plenty of pancakes to go around many

times. Our breakfast ended at 11:30. At
this time the games of castle and kemps

;

began. They were long, drawn out, intense

games.

At about 1:00 the Allagash Wilderness

Ranger came in his whaler to pick up six

of us for community service. This con-

sisted of clearing brush from wooded ar-

eas. While this was being done, most of us

chose a quiet spot to read, or write letters

until the others returned. The ones cho-

sen for brush cleaning: Andrew, Justin,

Will, Alec, Nick, and Galeb all got their

Allagash Wilderness Waterway Junior
Ranger Patch.

That night we had a dinner of beef

stew and a mixture of beans and mashed
potatoes.

Matt Yogg

Day 10

Today we awoke at the early hour of

5:30 am. Our 4th of July breakfast of in-

stant oatmeal in our stomachs, we departed

from Gravel Beach for Ghamberlain
Bridge. We had slight tail/cross winds
which somewhat aided our paddle. Once
at Chamberlain Bridge, Andrew, Will,

Alec, Caleb, Nick and I received our Jun-

ior Ranger Badges for our community ser-

vice work the day before. After a quick

snack, we put Chamberlain Lake behind
us and continued on to Field Campsite on
Telos Lake. Once there, we enjoyed a lei-

surely afternoon of Tuna (for lunch),

Kemps, sleeping, letter writing, and read-

ing until dinner which consisted of Chili,

Cous-cous, and a mixture of pasta and
Black Bean & Rice soup. Dinner was early

and we all headed for bed around 6 or 7 in

order to get a good night's sleep before our

3:45 am wake-up the next day.

Justin Strasburger

[Remembered by counsel: The sad

breaking-down of our enormous tarp, the
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heavy rain early that morning and the gray

clouds of the morning paddle, passing by

our fishermen friends (from Allagash

Stream) whom counsel "recommended"
stay at Ledge Point instead of Gravel Beach,

The disgusting mossy bucket that we filled

our water bottles in, the medley of exotic

fruits we enjoyed (pineapple, melon,
grapefruit). Will's newfound officiousness

as a member of the Junior Ranger club,

Jeff's premonition ofheavy rain that proved

correct, enabling us to put up the tarp just

in time, and finally the discovery that our

tarp was actually really bad and leaked.]

Day 11

This was a big day; this was the day
that we would take on the rapids ofWebster

stream. We awoke to dark but clear skies

and deep cold, had a big breakfast ofMaypo
and pop-tarts, and were off, paddling to-

ward a rising sun at 5:00 am. The bright

light in our eyes was soon consumed by
the shadows of the gorge we were about to

shoot, called the Cut. This is a man-made
waterway that once enabled loggers to

change the flow of the Allagash River from
north to south, three-quarters of a mile of

technical class III rapids dumping into

Webster Lake. We carried around the dam
and scouted the rapids, deciding it was a

good idea to avoid the really big rock. Jus-

tin managed to take an early swim by
slightly and understandably misgauging
the depths of the water at our put-in. His

boat led off down the river, and after a

nervous count to twenty, the next boat was
on its way. The other four boats followed,

all seeing the boat ahead of them disap-

pear into white foam. Somehow all the

boats made it safe into the peacefulness of

Webster Lake, where tailwinds pushed us

on to Webster Stream. We discovered a

vacant ranger station, put on warmer
clothing in the brisk morning, and pro-

ceeded to a stretch of river known as the

Rock Garden. Jeff also decided it would be

a good idea to take a swim, stepping out of

his boat into much deeper water than he
expected, and soon Hicks and Holliday

joined in, enjoying the refreshing waters

of Webster. Blair managed to dive headfirst

into the river going after some mis-thrown
toasteds; it was here that we realized how
far some would go for a snack. Once we
recovered from these adventures in the

drink, it was on past the flatwater to the

first ledge drop, which Caleb and Blake

used unorthodox methods to overcome.
Indian Carry was unexpectedly carried

(too rocky to shoot), and the sets of rapids

that followed managed to put hair on our

chests to say the least. Andrew dumped on
the fourth set and soon realized that the K
wannigan was not properly secured; this

resulted in the loss of our pots and our

can-opener. No worries, though - follow-

ing our portage around Grand Pitch, we
used several ingenious methods to make a

dinner of mac and cheese. The day ended
with Jeff's reading on Crazy Horse. All fell

asleep early at Little East.

Andrew Currier

Day 12

Caleb and Blake led us on an early

start towards Trout Brook Farm camp-
ground located in the Northwestern cor-

ner of Baxter State Park. We met Woody
and the Bank folks and they gave us our
resupply. We then undertook a beautiful

hike up Trout Brook mountain. The sum-
mit was only 1.2 miles from our camp and
we reached it in no time, or so we thought.

We thought we had reached the summit
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and were ready to turn around, but James
Hicks who had gone a little ways ahead
saw the "real" summit still in the distance.

We all made up to the actual summit and
were graced with a spectacular 360 de-

gree view which included North Traveler

mountain.
Cheeseburgers and ultimate frisbee

for all that evening, capped off by a home
run derby. The campers, having their first

chance to look in a mirror this whole trip,

used Woody's Suburban to coiff them-
selves.

Jeffrey Crowder

Day 13

We began the day by eating liquefied

eggs and bacon and saying goodbye to the

Bank before we left. We packed the canoes

and put into Trout Brook towards Grand
Lake Matagamon. After paddling for about

2.5 miles, we stopped at a beach where we
met the Bank for a second time and waited

for 'Gash who was on their way home. We
needed Allagash's "K" because we had lost

ours on Webster Brook, two days earlier.

After receiving the cooking utensils and
the like, we left for the East Branch of the

Penobscot, about 1 mile away. We por-

taged around the Lake Matagamon Dam,
and after a quick snack we set off down
the river. Just before some big rapids, we
made lunch of PB-i-H and prepared for the

rest of the day. At Haskell Rock, we por-

taged for about 1/3 mile and put back in

the water. About 3 miles later was the por-

tage around Pond Pitch. This was ex-

tremely short, but at the end Will HoUiday
discovered that he had 7 leeches on his

feet. After paddling for another couple
miles, we reached our 4th and final por-

tage of the day: Grand Pitch. We brought
the canoes, lifejackets, and paddles across,

but left the rest of the gear at the campsite
at the head of the portage. We cooked a

dinner of Mexican Fiesta Rice, refried

beans, and salsa, after which we were all

completely stuffed. We went to bed happy,

knowing that only one more portage re-

mained on the trip.

Nick Parker

Day 14
We "slept in" until 6:45 at Grand Pitch.

The extremely popular corned beef hash
started us off in style. We didn't paddle far

before meeting the Hauling Machine and
our last scheduled portage. Matt showed
us how to solo an Old Town canoe, and
Alec and Holliday perfected the art of the

"tump". Back on the river we moved
quickly. The day's rapids were a bit disap-

pointing, as we didn't even notice that we
had passed Spencer Rips until Andrew
studied the map and realized how rapidly

we had traveled. The weather was gloomy,

and it rained on our PB+H sandwiches.

Caleb stayed away from the honey. We ar-

rived at our campsite, just upriver from
the Whetstone Rapids, in time for an after-

noon nap before dinner. Bow-tie pasta and
tomato sauce, followed by a Fig Newton
dessert capped off our day, sending us to

bed excited for some Whitewater and some
sun.

James Hicks

Day 15

Our day began with Quaker Oatmeal.

As we finished quickly loaded our boats.

The first rapid was Whetstone, one of the

two most feared rapids of the entire east

branch of the Penobscot. We paddled
about a quarter-mile down to a campsite

overlooking the rapid. Although the wa-
ter level deeply affected the strength and
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size of the rapid from the previous years,

the excess of exposed rocks created a more
technical rapid. All the boats successfully

made it to the bottom of the rapid without

flipping.

After the large rapid our last day of

paddling seemed endless. The flat water,

sometimes with head winds was rarely in-

terrupted by a few small rapids. This rare

flat-water stretch lasted for five minutes,

until we reached Grindstone.

We took out at a campsite above
Grindstone to scout the rapid. Although
we could view the upper potion of the

rapid, around the bend was another quar-

ter mile stretch of the rapid. This was also

affected by the water level. The waves
were not as big but more rocks were ex-

posed to make the rapid more technical.

All the boats successfully made it through

the first part, yet many boats took on wa-
ter from the huge haystack waves.

We successfully completed Grind-

stone, and those of us who had flipped on
it before finally could leave dry.

The endless stretch of river seemed to

drag out the last day of paddling. At one
o'clock we reached our campsite and un-

packed for the remaining portions of the

trip. We received a message that our most
needed resupply would not come until to-

morrow, but to our surprise the counse-

lors came to our tents with eight large piz-

zas.

Matt Yogg

Day 16

Today we slept in until 9 or 10 am!!

We then had a quick breakfast of Quaker
Instant Oatmeal, after which we broke
camp. Paul and Spencer Cherry showed

up shortly thereafter to take our canoes

and deliver our 3rd resupply. After receiv-

ing our mail, we departed Pine Grove for

the Northern Outdoors campsite where we
would be staying for the next 2 days. We
dropped off our gear and hopped back in

the van. We made PB+H on our way to

hike South Turner Mountain as a warm-
up for Katahdin tomorrow. The hike was
tough but a nice change from canoeing. It

was a cloudy day so there wasn't a view
from the top, unfortunately. After return-

ing from the top in the rain, we returned to

our campsite for a delicious dinner of

chicken sandwiches and sauteed veg-

etables. We enjoyed peaches for dessert.

Bedtime was early because of our early

day tomorrow.

Justin Strasburger

Day 17

Today we got up at 4:30 am to have
Bagels/Pop Tarts. We arrived at the Baxter

State Park gate around 6:00 and started

the climb at 6:30. It was chilly, around 50F,

but no one complained, because later it

would get a whole lot colder. As we ap-

proached Cathedral we saw that we had
quite a climb ahead of us, but we stood

determined. An hour had passed and the

wind was picking up to be about 35 to 40
mph, which made the temperature even
lower. Still no one seemed to complain
about this hike and about 2 hrs. later we
had reached the top. You couldn't see any-

thing. It was like staring into complete
open space, but as we stood up there we
realized that this is where our cabin had
basically started (South Harris). We had
ended where we had started and that was
something very special. Also as we sat up
there we had reflected on our past Kieve
experiences and all of the people who had
left a mark on us, past and present. This in

my view was the perfect ending to a trip.

Blake Morrison
Day 18

We finished the trip by returning to

an old friend, the West Branch of the

Penobscot. This time, though, it was the

lower part of the river, and instead of calm
waters, we found furious rapids with
names like Exterminator and Cribworks.

Apple cranberry cobbler began our morn-
ing in style. We met at the Penobscot Out-

door Center at 7:30 to meet our guides from
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•^Wilderness Expeditions. .-Vrriving at the

river, we kne\v this would be a special day
because no sooner had we entered our first

rapid than we vsitnessed .\ndre\v fall off

the raft and. in the process, lose a vei}'

important piece of clothing, if only mo-
mentarily. Unfortunately, this mistake was
caught on videotape. Our guides were
more than willing to "surf the rapids and
we found ourselves on many occasions

purposefully caught in a hydraulic. Matt
Yogg drank more than his share of Lose

Your Lunch Falls. After sliding down the

natural ^vaterslide at Xes\vodnehunk
Stream, we were surprised to see Maine
Trails hiking by the river - a total coinci-

dence. It ^vas a great day in the river, with

a giant lunch and b: z ^vater. and most cer-

tainly tired campers at the end. Many slept

as we headed home in the Dodge van.

though they promptly a"\voke upon catch-

ing the scent ofWendy "s and its ubiquitous

founder. Dave Thomas. Will tried in vain

to make his t-shirt look dirt\- by smearing
dirt on it. Before we knew it. ^ve found
ourselves on West Xeck Road, ^vhere it all

started, horn singing and Mission Impos-
sible music echoing on the hill. We were
quite a bit dirtier, quite a bit fitter, and a

great deal more confident than when we
left. We had completed Long Voyage ^vith

courage and teamwork.
.-Vudrew Currier

LON'G VOYAGE U -

6 23-7 10 - LONG VOYAGE
Wendt and LaBrie

Dav 1:
' "WeTeOffi"
Today we began our 18 day adven-

ture on the infamous rivers, lakes, and
mountains of Northern Maine. After be-

ing serenaded by Johnny O' and Paul with
their excellent rendition of "La Bamba.'"

we departed in every one's favorite orange

bus. "Loyalty." Every one was more than
ready to begin this trip and there was ex-

citement and anticipation felt by all. Our
driver. Tom. entertained us with captivat-

ing stories of his Tetris accomplishments.
After no fewer than ei^ht turn arounds we
made it to our camp site at Big Squaw.
Wood for a fire was found quickly, before

it became too dark to find any. and a roar-

ing fire ^vas built for the night's dinner,

cheese burgers with sauteed mushrooms,
peppers, and tomatoes. Compliments were
given to the Chefs. I would like to give a

personal shout out to Jeff Da\is for sup-

plying the proper spices for such a gour-

met dinner. A rousing game of home run
derby ^vas played with shouts of "get ofi

me ball." when a long bomb was hit. This,

ho^vever. did not happen too often for Xick
Wright. Jeff Da\is. or Jamie Connors due
to the pitching prowess of the Pedro
Martinez-like throws of Sean and John. A
cold night settled over the camp site and
all ^vere in bed by 9:30 to prepare for the

next dav.

Dav 2:

'

' -Tt'sGoTmie!"
After an all-to-short night's sleep, a

4:45 a.m. wake-up was a chore. Grape Xuts
with real l°o milk and cantaloupes were
on the menu. We weie all packed up and
ready to go in a timely manner... except

for Xoland. Soon afterwards, we were
crammed into LOY.ALTY. each of us ea-

gerly anticipating the adventures to come,
as Tom the Bus Driver's Bon Jovi collec-

tion accompanied our thoughts.

Soon after^vards, we were underway
on Moosehead Lake. Maine's largest lake,

with absolutely zero wind factor. Sean
and Biff led. and Xoland and Bubba
brought up the rear, naturally.

.After a four hour paddle, we reached

beautiful Seboomook Point campground
for a leisurely afternoon of sleeping, sun-

bathing, sleeping, fishing, and sleeping.

Dou2. Biff, and Butch, each en^aoed in

Long \*oyage X-Games. by jumping off of

large rocks in to sub-freezing waters ( or

so I am told ). Richard. Miles, and Tyler

showed us all that brains is their «1 prior-

ity by retreating to their bookery for the
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entire afternoon.

Highlights included, Snakes-in-tents

practical gags, Spades playoffs, and an as-

tounding sunset to fittingly cap the end of

our first real day, and the beginning of our

adventure.

Day 3:

"The Long Carry"

The day began with pop tarts and then

some Moosehead Lake paddling. After a

couple of miles and some three foot swells

from east to west, we reached the infamous
Northeast Carry, the portage we had all

been dreaming about. Quickly and qui-

etly the fun began. To the counselors' dis-

may, two of our rambunctious campers
Court and Brett took off in the lighter Mad
River canoe and left the 110 lb Old Town
for one of the counselors to portage. Nate
Wendt took pride in carrying the beast,

only to have Court and Brett relieve him 1

1/2 miles in. The portage was successful

and would have been in record time if it

wasn't for one problem; Doug, Noland,
Richard, and Bubba were the last four car-

rying our last wannigan. Trying to out-

smart the counselors they had a man drive

the box up the road three-fourths of the

way. The counsel happened to hit the drop

off point before the kids and they cleverly

hid the wannigan forcing them to confess.

It was all in good fun. After a much de-

served snickers bar the entire crew set off

down the West Branch of the Penobscot to

Big Island where they met up with the Al-

lagash crew. There we spent the day swim-
ming and fishing. Jeff caught many carp

and a perch or two. That evening we got a

good thunderstorm and the boys whittled

wood under a tarp, ate a wonderful con-

coction of beef gruel (the patent applica-

tion is in the mail.) Oh yeah, counselor

John and his bowman Richard saw 4

moose, a couple osprey, and a deer today.

Not too shabby.

Day 4:

"I hate camping, I have to miss 'Days

of Our Lives,'" -Court Gross

It was a beautiful sunrise on the West
Branch making it slightly easier to crawl

out of our sleeping bags at 5:30 a.m. After

a quick breakfast of everyone's favorite

Maypo we headed out down the river and
waved good bye to our neighbors from
the Allagash cabin. The shallow meander-

ing river eventually widened and deep-

ened into the Chesuncook Lake. We
stopped at Chesuncook Village, a quaint

group of about seven houses, including

"The Store," where excellent fudge and
root beer could be bought. Jeff, Bret, Nick,

and John were all engaged in the hunt for

another fish on the dock. After our quick

break from the water we launched back
out into the lake and were pleasantly sur-

prised to discover tail winds. When leav-

ing we saw Allagash once again, on their

way to "The Store." L:mch of PB&J was
served on Black Pond. Many tested the

frigid waters, sun bathed, and fished while

they waited for lunch. After baking for

three more hours in the mid-day sun we
arrived, exhausted, at our camp site be-

low the horseraces. Court took this time

to immediately submerge himself in the

cool current. Jeff and Brett tried their luck

with fishing while Doug, Richard Court,

Nick, and John reminisced for no less than

two hours on funny scenes in movies and
television shows. Black bean and rice soup
was served to the hungry masses and soon
after it was time for bed in preparation for

a hard drag up the rapids.

Day 5:

"Aren't we going the wrong way?"
A 6:00 a.m. wake-up felt like sleeping

in after days of 5:00 a.m. wake-ups. Break-

fast consisted of Instant Oatmeal. Jeff con-

sumed his portion with admirable vigor.

Soon enough, we were packed and ready
to go up. . . that's right, up Horse Race's rap-

ids. Basically, what this consisted of was
stumbling awkwardly over slippery rocks,

or deep water eddy's. The Horse Race's

were minimal in distance, but maximal in

effort required. Each one of us fell. I did a

number of times, but I believe that the

crown for most complete submersions in

the water due to slipping on the rocks, and
flopping in the drink, went to Court. Run-
ners-up were Richard, Miles, and Doug.
Other highlights included strong man
competitions of forging up extra heavy
rapids, composed of the teams, Sean/Biff,

John/Jeff, and Nate/Doug.
At the end of Horse Race rapids, we

portaged around the dam above, and be-

fore pressing on, amused ourselves by, ac-

cording to Bubba, chasing him around with

a red-king cobra, that was at least 3-feet
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long and spitting venom.
We pressed on, through a spooky sort

of tree graveyard, and into Round Pond, as

it began to rain. A chorus of Bull Frog's

accompanied the dampened atmosphere
and mood well. Wet and tired, we pulled

into our campsite, had a tuna lunch, a ter-

rific spaghetti dinner, and fell asleep in our

tents, lulled by gentle currents, lapping

against the shore.

Day 6:

"Damn Flies"

We awoke around 10:30. Boy it was
nice to sleep in for once. Today was the

day for our 1st resupply and we patiently

waited thinking that it would arrive at

11:30. We waited, and waited, and waited,

then about 2:00 our good friends from
Kieve, Will and August, showed up with

our resupply. They explained how a road

was closed, though we really didn't care.

We just wanted lunch...mmm, cold cuts,

first real meat since day one. We then

quickly started our second big portage,

from Round Pond to Allagash Lake, which
was about a mile long. After some confu-

sion. Will and August helped us move all

of our stuff in three trips to the beginning

of the portage. All the while Nate was ref-

ereeing a heated wTestling match between
Biff and Brett that lasted about 30 minutes
and ended in a draw. With what energy

we had left we began our portage that was
swarming with more black flies and deer

flies than any of us had ever seen. All the

bug dope in the world couldn't have
helped. Finally, around 5:30 we arrived at

look at Grand Pitch they still claimed that

they could have run it flawlessly (ya right

guys.) The portage took about two hours

longer than it should have so evervone was
craving lunch by about two o'clock, when
camp finally got set up. The rain and the

bugs made most of us retire to our tents

for a mid-afternoon nap. Some fishing and
card playing took place before a dinner of

chili con carne and rice was made by Jeff.

Most went to bed around sunset and slept

soundly with an exhausting day behind
them.

Day 11 (Small Group):

"Rain. Rain Go Away"
Day 11 started dreary and cloudy as

we ate and then entered Grand Lake
Matagamon. It soon downpoured. and we

all got drenched. Butch and Miles were
more gung-ho than the rest of us, and
proved it by not wearing raincoats during
the shower. Soon thereafter, not without
some questionable navigation, we reached
the dam at the head of the East Branch of

the Penobscot. We engaged in some more
Whitewater swimming craziness, from a

flume of Whitewater shooting out the back-

side of the dam. Doug earned his Kieve
Human Rag Doll, for most entrances and
quick exits from the furious froth.

After this excitement died down, we
moved into our adequate campsite at

Matagamon Wilderness Campground. The
clouds were threatening again, so we en-

tered our tents early, but not before we
saw a fox, discussed the finer points of life

(which Gourt would have no part of) and
ate some Black Bean Rice Soup [which
Court would have no part of).

Day 12 Split (Big Group):

"What a Long Day"
For the group of ten this was our long-

est day of the trip. We began with an early

wake-up and then paddled eight or nine

miles of Lake Mategamon, filled with con-

fusing islands and coves. We made very

good time and met up with Nate and the

rest of our Voyage crew around ten. We
arrived early enough to take a crazy white

water ride down the side of Mategamon
Dam. Each of us took turns plunging into

the most powerful shoot the dam had to

offer. Doug lead the way with the most
jumps. Then we cruised down the East

Branch of the Penobscot River. We took a

pit stop for a mighty tuna lunch and talked

to the counselors of Bank II, who were
making a quick stop at the town store.

Then it was onward down the river, com-
pleting three more portages. Butch soloed

an Old Town each time, in route to Grand
Pitch. Along the way we hit some good
rapids. One after Haskell Rock Pitch foiled

our ringleader the "Maine Cheese." The
only casualties were a fishing pole and a

hurt ego. When we finally reached Grand
Pitch it was going on seven o'clock and we
were in such awe of the falls that we just

had to take a swim in them. All the kids

took turns catapulting from one of the

ledges into the water and we played in

some air pockets under the falls. That
evening we had black bean soup that Miles
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and Doug took charge of cooking (a mighty

tasty meal.) After organizing a cleaning

crew we quickly went to bed planning on
a five a.m. wake-up. Jeff provided some
sparklers to have a little fourth of July cel-

ebration. It was a cold night, probably in

the forties. Our sleeping bags were tested,

but all slept well after a long, long day.

Day 13:

"This isn't Whetstone!?" -Court Gross

and Bret Barker (East Branch Veterans)

The wake-up call was not warmly re-

ceived by the campers and for good rea-

son. Whenever you can see your breath

inside your tent and you can hear the wind
howling outside you know the weather
isn't going to be kind to you when you exit

your sleeping bag. The night's rain didn't

help the drying process of the wet items

on the dry line. The water this morning
took about 45 minutes to heat up because
it was so cold so the crew were more than

ready to dive into their panicans ofMaypo.
We left our campsite in hopes that the

weather might heat up a little bit. When
we arrived at the launch site the weather
took a remarkable turn and it was actually

warm. That, however, didn't last for very

long. We were greeted by a cold, passing

(we hoped) rain shower. The next portage,

properly named the hulling machine, came
up in less than a half mile. This was by far

the worst trail on which we had to por-

tage. We had to go through mud, bushes,

up hills, down hills, under fallen trees, over

trees, and to top it off it was pretty long. It

was really impressive to see all of the solo

attempts with the canoes and the
wannigans. Bubba particularly was im-

pressive by doing both and sprinting the

final hill in an attempt to end his pain

a.s.a.p. Tuna was served on some rocks in

the middle of the river. Jeff had an inter-

esting technique of opening the tuna can
by stabbing it with a leatherman.

The rest of the paddling was pretty

uneventful, filled with an even amount of

slow rips and dead water. When we got

close to our camp site Court and Bret were
claiming that it wasn't Whetstone, the site

we were supposed to stay at. But we were
going to stay there anyway because most
of us were tired from the 15 miles plus of

paddling, especially Sean who was forced

to do the one arm paddle because of an

injury that was suffered at Grand Pitch.

Fiesta rice and refried beans were served

after some camper breathing exercises, and
were topped off with some hot cocoa.

Day 14:

"What the heck... my oatmeal is

blue?" -Anonymous
Awakening at Wetstone, we started the

day reasonably early. Breakfast consisted

ofgourmet Sea Adventures Oatmeal. Keep
your eyes peeled for that elusive white

shark. Richard and Nick particularly en-

joyed their portions.

Once on the water, we all made excel-

lent time, chugging towards Grindstone,

with the exception of Noland and Bubba,

naturally. Along the way, we spotted some
local boys, leaping off of railroad bridges,

into the river, to impress their giggling girl-

friends. Butch was enthralled.

We shot Grindstone without incident,

and arrived at our final canoeing destina-

tion at around 4:00 p.m. Here we spent

the remainder of the day and night play-

ing horseshoes, shooting hoops, feeding a

goat, playing on a merry-go-round and
having a ping-pong tournament (from

which Bubba was the champion). Cop out's

Jeff and Miles took showers, and Doug and
Biff expended a lot of their charms on some
local ladies out on the playground.

Day 15:

"Other Campers, Cars, and Civiliza-

tion"

This was the day that started us on
our canoeless journey into Baxter State

Park and in view of the mighty Katahdin.

We met up with Henry Kennedy and the

AUagash crew at the end of their run. They
gave us our third resupply, the "Burban,"

a van, and we were off. We stopped for

lunch in Millinocket and hung out tailgate

style for a few hours soaking up as much
music as we could while we ate fresh cold-

cuts. The kids were stoked about the coun-

selors treats of Pepsi and The Dew. Then
we cruised into Baxter got to our campsite

and had excellent quesodillas, which was
the best meal on the trip. The counselors

let the boys build their own fire and Butch
entertained us by showing the group how
many push-ups he could do until coun-
cilor John beat him in a contest. That
night it rained pretty good and we were
skeptic if Katahdin would allow us to chal
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lenge him the following day.

Day 16:

"Bump, Set, Spike"

A dreary day greeted us in Baxter State

Park. After a delicious breakfast of eggs

and hash, the weather prompted counsel

and camper to shrug off ideas of a day-

hike. Instead we relaxed in various areas

and attitudes, until lunchtime, when we
headed up to Northern Outdoors for some
Volleyball. During our intense playoffs,

the most spectacular plays belonged to

Bret, Richard, and Tyler.

After the tournament, the guys headed
back to our campground in Baxter, and
John and I went into Millinocket to pick

up some cheese for quesos, for dinner. On
the way home, as the two of us were dis-

cussing Cincinnati sports, we suddenly
happened across a real big black bear. He
gave us a solemn look, licked his chops,

and trotted into the woods. He was lean

and looked hungry, and when John and I

shared this information with the gang, 1

feel confident that a number of us found it

a little bit more disconcerting to sleep in

our tents than normal. What's a camping
trip without a little mental discomfort

though.

Day 17:

"Katahdin, 'Good old rock'"

Wake-up came at 6:30 and the camp-
ers were packed into the van for a gor-

geous day of hiking Maine's tallest moun-
tain, Mt. Katahdin, at 5,267 feet. After park-

ing and doing a quick stretching session

we tackled the trail to Chimney Pond. We
were all happy to reach the pond and were
awestruck by the view of the mountain
and the pristine pond. Getting ready to

leave a ranger informed us that we had to

get our stuff out of our site by eleven a.m.

Well, it was 9:30 then so we could be back
by 2:30-3, is that ok? No, it was clear that

either Nate or Sean were going to go back
and miss out on the hike. It was decided
that rock, paper, scissors were going to

decide this dilemma. The air was thick

with anticipation and a eerie silence fell

over the area. 1, 2, 3, shoot...Nate lost to

the rock, bummer. Nate headed off in dis-

gust and disappointment, but the hike had
to go on. The remainder of the group went
toward the Saddle Trail, but at the last sec-

ond it was decided that the trail rated

strenuous would have to be taken instead.

The Cathedral Trail lived up to its rank-

ing, but LVII tackled it with ease and were
at the summit of Katahdin in a little under
two hours. We hung out at the top for a

while and then continued onto knifes edge.

On the down side of the mountain Doug
entertained us with some Meatloaf songs

as we attempted to "extreme" descend the

mountain, jumping from rock to rock. John
and Court kept themselves preoccupied
by discussing the powers of their wizardry.

At one point we had an encounter with a

doe that scampered towards us to within
six feet. Some decided to sprint the last

tenth of a mile left of the trail and were
greeted by the white van and a quick rain

shower. Loaded up we headed to Northern

Outdoors, our rafting outfit. After unpack-
ing. Butch took charge of dinner prepara-

tions and the rest of the night was spent

milling around the lodge, until a hard rain

came and most left to put their dry goods
somewhere besides the ground.

Day 18:

"Wild Water, Mean Hits, and a Great

Day of Rafting"

Rain woke us up in the morning. We
had a few pop tarts, headed to the rafting

lodge, got our gear and we were off. Kieve's

favorite raft guide Boonie was doing the

video today and it was a good one. We got

off to a abrupt start loosing the "Maine
Cheese" in our first hit, "Exterminator."

He was quickly back in the boat, or at least

half way. We only had one more over-

board before lunch and that would be Jeff,

who took a good ride through a rapid.

Lunch was fun because the boys were told

that they had to eat PB&J for lunch again

due to insufficient Kieve funds. The joke

was given up and we all ate well having

chicken and steak, yes that's right steak!

Then came the real fun. Richard, Biff,

Miles, Doug, and Butch joined the counse-

lors for one hell of a ride at "loose your
lunch falls." We made three trips over the

falls and everyone spilled out of the boat

including our guide, Justin. The only one
to survive the malay was counselor John
(King of the Boat.) In between our runs

over the twelve foot drop into chaos we
took our turn at "surfing," the rapid. To
our excitement we found ourselves in the

bigger of the two hydraulics and got a ride
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of a life time. Nate and Biff fell out of the

boat in the first 30 seconds of surfing and
after two more minutes of being slammed
and trying to paddle out of the hydraulic

our guide managed to dislodge us, but not

before Sean was swept into the water. We
all agreed this was the best white water

thrill of the trip. This rafting trip was
capped off by a trip to Pizza Hut where
our group ate seven large pizzas. Richard

had seven pieces himself! We sailed into

Kieve around 9:30 that evening, jamming
to B.B. King blues "Way Down in Texas."

We were all proud to have accomplished
such an incredibly awesome trip. We were
home, finally LONG VOYAGE had arrived

and returned as men.

MAINE TRAILS -

6/22-7/13 - MAINE TRAILS
Chris Woods
Day 1:

After a quick lunch we loaded the bus,

tied down the kayaks, shaved our heads
(oh wait, that was just me) and we were
out. Gone for twenty some days, not know-
ing what we were in for or what would
happen next, all we knew is we wouldn't
be seeing much ofcamp this summer. Paul

Keller drove us to the put in and we started

out the way most great Kieve trips start-

into the wind. The wind proved to be a

good wake up call that what we were in

for was not going to be easy. But the guys
of Maine Trails showed their true form
showing that they weren't afraid of a chal-

lenged and pushed it hard all the way to

Marsh Island just narrowly avoiding the

'perfect storm'. Everyone downed the

burritos and headed to bed for a much
needed rest.

Day 2: ~ Bennett & Bear- 2.26 miles.

We awoke at 6:30, to what was sup-

posed to be oatmeal but because of lack of

matches, but we had Pop-Tarts. After eat-

ing and packing up we headed out to the

Raspberry Patch to get some matches. Eliot

was almost made a speed bump by a lob-

ster boat. After a short paddle we came to

the Raspberry Patch looking for water and
matches. We found both but did not want
to drink the water after hearing Reid's

South Glenayr story. We got matches, fin-

ished the Pop Tarts and slid off through
the muck to Thief Island. We found a man
waiting for us at the island. Crock was par-

ticularly scared of him. Everyone un-
packed and setup camp. Most things were
a little damp, so we hung them out to dry.

After the Snowgoose rolled by, everyone
had a strange feeling that it would come
back again. Woods came and organized a

sailboat regatta. While everyone went look-

ing for materials I made lunch. Today's

lunch was cheese and pepperoni. Pat made
the ultimate boat. We ate lunch and found
that Elliot was bleeding to death (not re-

ally) from slipping on a couple rocks and I

guess he needed McDonalds attention.

While he was gone we had the boat race

and Pat won. After the race it was naptime.

We chilled on the beach and threw half the
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beach away. We experimented with "crap

puts" and then headed off to dinner. We
had a type of Tuna noodle and while we
were eating Eliot and Reid showed up
which was a big relief. We headed off to

bed realizing we weren't hard-core
enough.

Day 3: ~ Patrick & Guy-6.94 miles.

We awoke from Thief Island to eat one
of the nastiest Kieve breakfast's ever made,
SALPO }TJck! But we all downed it and we
set off on another wonderful day a sea

kayaking. Guy and I looked at the maps
and figured out our course for the day. As
we started kayaking Chris Woods called

us over to his kayak and asked us if we
were sure that our course was correct, we
said that we weren't sure so he showed us

exactly where to go. Our course was to go

to Otter Island. When we arrived at Otter

we got water and we hung out there for a

while tanning. When lunch time came
around we made PB&H which was enjoyed

by all. We set out for Harbor Island and
raced some other kayaks there, we won.
We set up camp quickly and Patrick took

a nap and woke up for macaroni and cheese

which was made by chef Guy and really

hit the spot. We all talked for a while and
then went to bed.

Day 4: ~ Will & Croc-5.4 miles

We woke up early, in anticipation of

what Woods had told us about the seals.

The sky looked sort of rough, so we
wanted to get out of camp before we hit

the bad weather. From where we had
stayed, we could see a small island with
an old lighthouse. We checked the map
and found out that the island, known as

Franklin, and lighthouse were unused, but

were historical landmarks. We decided to

check that out on the way to Seal Ledges.

It was a short easy paddle. The entire place

was swarming with seagulls, who were
probably conspiring to steal our remain-

ing Snickers bars. We scrambled to get to

the lighthouse, which unfortunately had a

large metal door that was locked. Disap-

pointed that we could not get in, we gazed

up towards the top, where we noticed the

sharp spike and a lone seagull that had
impaled its wing on it. We first thought it

was dead, but saw, from the other side,

that its head was still moving. Everybody
laughed and took some pictures. Elliot and

R.J. flipped their kayak trying to do a seal

entry on the seaweed-covered rocks. At
seal ledges, we saw some, well, seals. The i

sky was turning ominous, so we had to

hurry back to . Everyone surfed the crests,

and Woods got a top speed of 14 mph. The
bad weather passed, and we chilled at Har-

bor. Pat and Will took a kayak out at low
tide to collect muscles, which they steamed
and shared. Bear and Croc found an old

lobster trap, which they fixed up and
dragged out into the harbor. Our neigh-

bors on the island brought us brownies,

which we consumed after a hefty dinner
of broc-cheese rice mix. Bed time was
marked with a violent thunderstorm.

Day 5:~ R.J/ Elliot 5.36

The day started out with a great sleep

in till 7.45. Cream of Wheat for breakfast
|

and out on the water in an hour and a half.
|

We paddled around the island to the other
j

side to find the caves. Many gave up in the

search but a few preserved, such as Elliot,

R.J., Guy, and Matt. We had Snickers for a

snack then paddled to Wreck Island where
had to turn right around for lack of land-

ing space. We then proceeded to Black Is-

land and had PB and J. We told riddles and
jokes on the way to Otter Island where we
landed to get more water, only to find that

there was none. We paddled around the

island to get to our campsite. We set up
camp and Pat tried to learn to flip and right

the kayak. Dinner was couscous and
cheese. We spent the evening playing

group games. Bear just could not get the

game called Ah-So-Co. Croc showed how
he could throw a rock and was challenged

by R.J. and Pat. We all retired when the

mosquitoes came out.

Day 6:

Today was our transfer day from the

Muscongus Bay region to Vinal Haven.
The morning looked bleak and foggy but

the guys ofMaine Trails once again showed
nothing could hold them back as they navi-

gated through the dense fog and made
theresupply early. Mail and a fresh lunch
was handed out as we made our way to the

ferry. After a bit of time waiting out the

ferry we were loaded on. Bunkers Truck

and all and on our way. As we reached
Vinal Haven we realized a storm was brew-

ing and ducked into the nearest 'campsite'.
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Chicken stir fry with an amazing sun set

on the side was for dinner (special note:

the sun set pictures ended up being the

final slide in both camp slide shows, com-
pleting one councilors life long dream).

We all settled in for bed not knowing what
was in store for us come morning.

Day 7: Matt Mrachek (Mcheffy)

Today we had a wake up at around
7:30 with an ill breakfast of blueberry

oatmeal. Later with everything packed,

into the boats, we left Carver Point. After a

quick briefing from Woods, we took off,

only to get ourselves lost because of me.
We turned this way and that, but we soon
got back on track. As my confusion con-

tinues, we finally reached our destination

of Ram Island. To my dismay, we discov-

ered that there was an outward bound
soloer on our island. These soloers stay in

isolation on the islands for days with mini-

mum supplies. We unloaded for a lunch of

pepperoni, cheese, and pita sandwiches.
So then we set off for another day's paddle.

We took a short cut that Woods knew. The
tide was low so we had to wait. Some
people pulled out some fruit and other,

such as Guy, myself, and Pat pulled up some
mud for the heck of it. When the tide came
up enough, we dragged our kayaks up
stream. Our destination was only a couple

strokes away but we finally reached Little

Hen Island. Today was a very confusing

day. Confusion is a very bad day but it

turned out great with a last meal of beef

stew. As the sunset, we jumped in our tents

knowing tomorrow would be another
awesome day.

Day 8:

Today was a very special day,. It was
the day that I finally wrestled control of

the group and declared a new age ofMaine

Trails. It all started with a pleasant morn-
ing and hot breakfast cooked up by yours

truly. Then, knowing that my time was at

hand, I paddled over to Woods' kayak and
grabbed the maps. In the confusion I got

away from the pack and waited for them
to become disoriented without the com-
fort of the map. After deciding where we
would stay that night and figuring the ap-

propriate route, I told Woods the plan and
headed out. Needless to say, there were no
complaints. We proceeded at a nice clip

and made the large dangerous crossing

between Vinalhaven and Northhaven. Af-

ter recuperating with a nice Snickers bar

snack and lunch, we waited for Bear to

wash his shorts before getting back on the

trail. Pat decided to tell Guy not to paddle,

and Bennett and Bear, as always, zig-zagged

through the group, too proud to use their

rudder. We then saw our destination as we
rounded the point. In the words of the

Maine Island Trail Association, it was a

"quaint little two-part island" which just

about sums up Little Thorofare quite well.

There was a spectacular view of the ocean,

and we had a tutorial on the Maine Schoo-

ner fleet from Guy as we relaxed. I set

about fixing dinner after enjoying the

windy point of the island, and deemed the

evening worthy of my culinary master-

piece. Clam fettucine with a hint of Clam
juice. The spice kit worked wonders on
this meal, added to taste of course. And
they beheld the food, and all said that it

was good. We then tested out my matches
and figured that the percentage was about

1:8 good to wet matches. After cleaning

up and breaking down the kitchen area, I

handed the reins back to Chris and basked
in the success of my day. The fog then

wrapped around our little abode, perhaps
it was subtle sign that we should start get-

ting used to our little island.

Day 9:

Rest, rest, and more rest, all well de-

served of course, filled our day waiting

out the fog. Pepperoni Rolls made from
scratch for dinner was a nice treat before

we headed to bed hoping for good weather
come morning.

Day 10:

Transfer day 2, we awoke happily to

good weather and made the early push to

Deer Isle were we met up with our crazy
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bus driver and said goodbye to Pat. it was
good to have you. The drive to the trail

head was long and the never ending pop
songs of the summer were refreshing. At
the trail we through all that ^ve would need
up on our backs and headed into the wild.

The hike seemed rough as we readjusted

our legs to moving and the campground
was a happy sight, get ready this is were it

gets tough.

Day 11: Matt Mrachek (Mchek)
It was a 6:30 ^vake up with a quick

breakfast of Pop Tarts. It was another day
of confusion for me but 1 kept the group

on track. Even so, I still lead us off the trail

about 2 times. After many breaks, we fi-

nally reached Little \Vilson Falls for lunch.

Again it was my day to make pepperoni.

cheese, and pita sandwiches. We chilled

out there for a bit and talked to a fe^v

through hikers. We left the falls knowing
that we had only a few miles left to walk.

Making good time we made it into Big

"Wilson Valley Lean To at about 6:00. A
hiker coming from the north told us that

there was a group of Canadian girls going

north so our eyes lit up. We thought that

we might get something big out of this trip

if we could hook up with them. Bear and
Pat were asking around to see if anyone
knew French. Elliot and myself expressed

our learnings as we ate our absolutely

^vonderful meal of pasta and spaghetti

sauce. We settled in kno^ving that tomor-

row we would try to catch the French girls

and make a good impression. Or so we
thought. .

.

Day 12:~BE\XETT/ 8.7 miles

We awoke at 7:30 and took dowm their

bags to the lean-to. We hung out and got

some food divied up. "Woods made some
Maypo for breakfast and everyone forced

it down. There was still some food left in

the pot and guy cleaned it. after cleaning

the pot and getting our water bottles ready,

we headed out knowing about a large

group of French Canadian girls ahead of

us. We all decided that we would try to

catch up to them. W^e hiked for about a

half hour and took a "powerbreak". We
hauled for a while and took some breaks

and forded a river. Once we got to the long

pond lean-to, we broke out the summer
sausage and chowed down. By now. we
had passed 5 different thru-hikers and they

all told us about the girls. We headed out

around 12:30 and we were about half way
from our destination. We hiked up Barren

Mtn. in the rain, but made it up in good
time. At the top, we broke out the Snick-

ers, hoping to win the big money, but their

^vas nothing up bullwinkles sleeve. We
ate the snickers and enjoyed the view un-

til it was time to get down. We hiked about

a mile down to our campsite and found a

group of French girls waiting for us. Ev-

eryone thought they weie making fun of

us. We set up tents and started dinner. Will,

Bear and I were the crew and made some
tasty couscous pilaf. We gave everyone
plenty of food, but Will 'Tost" his paniken
and Pat "couldn't find" his fork. But sud-

denly our councilors broke out Pat's fork

and Woods won the bet over who's it was.

\Vill looked all over for and eventually

foimd it in the tent. We all ate seconds, but

still had a lot left, so we shared it with
some friends. Since Pat and Will had mis-

placed their utensils, they cleaned the

pot.French Canadian girls, and 1 mean it.

So after our fun, we went to our tent and
tried to get some sleep.

Day 13:

Today was a hard day, we don't have
the energy to wTite. oh yeah it rained.

Day 14: Guy Miller/9 miles

Waking up at seven, ^ve struck camp
and enjoyed a Pop-Tart breakfast before

hitting the trail. We ascended Chairback

Mountain at a fairly decent clip, then had
a leisurely break on the ^vind^vard side as

\Voods and Bear made contact and ar-

ranged Bear's pick-up, on one of the many
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logging roads crossing the A.T. Woods,
after the call, announced that we had a

twenty-tive mile hike ahead of us that day

in order to reach Beai's pick-up site in time.

Reid then commenced to give us an in-

spiring three-word speech, and we piled

out. We literally ran down the back of

Chairback Mountain, then the backside of

the Barren-Chairback Range, to the K-1

Road for a quick Snickers snack break.

When Woods arrived, bringing up the rear,

he announced yet another change in the

day's schedule; Bear's pick-up had been
shifted to the K-1 road, and we were three

hours ahead of the car. Everybody was
quite relieved, and so we settled down for

a long break that stretched through lunch.

Then Reid, R.J., Pat and myself continued
on the trail, heading up into the moun-
tains again but ending just before them, at

the Carl A. Newall lean-to. When we got

there, however, we found the main site to

be occupied by the infamous Quebec girls.

A little peeved, we ended up setting up in

alternate tent sites in a windstorm. While
Elliot made a good attempt at holding the

tent in place by sitting in it, the rest of us

built a fire and tried to keep it going with
the relentless wind hindering our efforts.

By the time the second half of our group
showed up, the fire had been doused and
people were herding into the tents to wait

out the wind. I cooked the group spaghetti

and red sauce, and didn't go lightly on the

first portions. With everybody full and
content, we once again retreated to our

tents and called it a day.

Day 15: R.J. Krom/ 5.2 miles

We woke up at about 5:30 and had
Maypo for breakfast. We started at 7:00.

Today we needed to go over four moun-

tains including the second highest, White
Cap. The first three peaks, Gulf Hagas, West

Hagas, and Hay, went without much effort

and with another chance of winning
$100,000 from Snickers. We made our

way to the top ofWhite Cap and had lunch

with four A-10 warthaugs flying and the

over. We walked down to camp, Logan
lean-to, at 1:20. We started a fire and the

French girls came wanting tent sights. We
had rice with broc-cheese and fiesta and
pepperoni. Then we talked to the girls and
went to sleep. Mchek was up until about 9

o' clock talking and trying to hook up with

one of them (the blonde named
Julie(Matt 's a player)). I guess he got lucky

cause he was singing songs from the Goo
Goo Dolls to them all night.

Day 16: Patrick Bohlen-11.6 Miles

We awoke early to beat the crowds
out of camp. We were very successful and
left quickly and quietly. A breakfast of

Pop-Tarts was given out on the trail. We
started on the longest day yet but a fairly

easy hike was ahead. We all started at quite

a good pace and stopped at the next lean-

to, we all had some water and some "Clas-

sic GORP". Then we left and started hik-

ing again, we got to the base and a small

mountain we broke out a snack and headed
up the mountain like it was only a mole
hill and went down it just as quickly. When
we arrived at the bottom Chris Woods had
a small talk with me because I had gotten

to far out of his sight and there had been a

spot where people could have gotten lost,

I agreed and we left. We came to a sign

that said "Sand Beach" so we stopped there

for a lunch of PB&J then we left. We were
walking to Cooper Brook Falls when Matt
hurt his ankle; we wrapped it up and
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headed to camp. When we arrived we
setup and then went swimming in a great

swim hole and sat down it the falls, which
felt like a cold Jacuzzi. Some people did

laundry while others started a fire and
talked to some really cool thru hikers.

After the fire was going well I started din-

ner, which was black beans and rice, along

with extra pitas. It started raining so sec-

onds were brought to the tents and most
then went to bed. Some of us stayed up
later to talk to the awesome thru hikers.

Day 17: Elliot Miller-1 1.3 Miles

We woke early so that we could walk
the four miles to Jo Mary Road for our

resupply. We got there a half hour before

Paul Keller and Bear. We lost Mcheffy be-

cause of an ankle injury but we got back
Bear. We were forced to eat an incredible

amount of food. We were all stuffed after

that lunch. We got Matt's care package even

though he left. Bear brought back a huge
amount of minis and we ate many over

the course of the next couple days. We
walked 7 more miles to our campsite and
set up camp. We had quesadillas for din-

ner and Woods who had accompanied Matt

back arrived just in time for dinner. We
talked to a bunch of through hikers one of

which claimed that when he got back he
was going to eat an entire ham. We shared

our food and candy with the others, put up
the bear bag and went to bed.

Day 18:

We awoke a great night sleep at

Patogaway campsite. We started the day
with oatmeal that was stuffed with Blue
Dinosaur eggs. We passed the White House
but didn't stop. We found a nice muddy
place to stop for lunch shortly after we
passed the notorious Outward Bound
group. We broke out the cheese and pep-

peroni and tried to eat quick thinking there

might be a chance that the Outward Bound
would get the good tent sites. As they

passed they saw our pepperoni and were
very jealous. Among the Outward Bounds
we saw 2pac in disguise as a white boy
with blond hair and as he passed he said,

"Man that ain't right! " We headed off from
lunch and 10 minutes later trucked on right

passed the Outward Bound. After 10.2

miles of bumpy terrain we made it to the

campsite. We relaxed and put up the tents

thinking are friends would show up quick.

For dinner we had a superfluous amount
of hot dogs and sure enough about 3 hours
later the Bounds showed up. We met some
friends by bribing them with extra hot

dogs. We were all full and some of us were
sick so headed to bed awaiting the next

day's adventures. -Bear

Today's hike was nice and relaxing

followed by a great dinner and bed, busi-

ness as usual.

Day 20: Guy Miller/11 miles

Today started off like any other, ex-

cept that I got up way ahead of everybody
else and wouldn't return to my tent, opt-

ing to help Woods cook oatmeal instead.

After a while, the entire group got up and
ate their fill and we broke camp. When
we'd gotten everything packed, we crossed

Rainbow Stream, onto the trail ahead of

us. By now, we were well aware that the

Outward Bound group we'd been sharing

sites with were very slow, and as such we
had given them a healthy one-hour head
start. What we didn't realize, though, was
just how slow they really were. We passed

them a half hour after leaving! After we'd
gotten enough laughs out of it, we pushed
on and braked on one of the few plots of

dry ground in the entire area. We sat there,

enjoyed our GORP, but had to pile out pretty

quick to stay ahead of the Outward Bound
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group. We stopped a little later for some
PB&H lunch, witnessing the monumental
truce between Reid and the mosquito
armies in the battle for our blood, then

pressed on up the Rainbow Ledges for a

neat dash of scenery, a view to boot, and
yet another break. Down the backside we
went, reaching the lean-to and then split-

ting up for our solo reflection moments,
returning and building a fire for dinner.

Then, after placing our guesses on when
the Outward Bounders would finally roll

into camp, we watched Bennett cruelly

burn live wood and then argued over

whether it was a humane thing to do.

Burritos and the arrival of the Outward
Bound group a little after six seemed to

top off the day, but still ahead lay untying

the Human Knot, and a few other necessi-

ties like hanging the bear bag and leaning

the pot. Even so, it was an awesome day.

Day 21:~BENNETT/ 13.2 miles

We awoke at Hurd Brook lean-to and
found that the Outward bounders had left.

I divided up our food and handed out Pop
Tarts. After everyone finished and Reid
stopped complaining about the weight of

the grab bag, we left for the Katahdin
Stream Campground. We hiked in the sun
for about an hour until we came to the

road Abol Bridge was on. We sat around,

watched Bear dance in joy and got logging

trucks to honk. Once Woods and Reid
came with Pats Teva, we went across the

bridge and saw a great view of Katahdin,

everyone was really excited to get there.

We had some Doritos and Gatorade and
Reid finally got rid of his heavy grab bag.

We were on our way. We trucked a few
miles until we got to the natural slide off

of the Penobscot. Everyone came running

and told us that voyage was rafting when
we passed. We all went down the slides

and ate some PB+J. After our fun, we fin-

ished our hike by coming to the camp-
ground together. We got water and snacks

and went to our campsite only to find it

was the wrong one. So, the ranger came
and drove us to Foster Fields and on the

way we saw Henry. When we got to Fos-

ter, Macheffie and Jason greeted us. We
unpacked and chatted and ate some deli-

cious sandwiches for dinner. Henry and
Mr. Burns left to go Fly-fishing and we sat

around the fire talking about the trip. Reid

broke out the Jiffy Pop and hoped that it

would work. We waited and eventually it

was ready and it tasted great, food critic

enjoyed it and Woods was pleased with

his predecessors' performance. We all

went to bed with food in our bellies and
were excited about the next day.

Day 22:

This is it, the final push! 4:30 wake
up and a breakfast of eggs. We filled our

water bottles at the mountain's base and
put on our game face, as we gave our best

pace, (do I smell a future in writing po-

ems?). Anyway, we cruised up the moun-
tain and enjoyed the high altitude sun as

we snapped group photos before heading
down. Once we reached the base we
loaded up and cruised on home to a

pumped up and excitable Camp Kieve. We
busted out one last cheer and as the whole
camp joined along a tear began to fall from

my eye as I realized that 12 days of sea

kayaking, over 120 miles of hiking and
years of Camp Kieve were now coming to

an end, or would it (future councilors?).

This trip was an amazing experience that I

cannot begin to express in words. Con-
gratulations and thank you to all of you.
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Annual Trip Reports - Second Session

SOUTH JUNIOR KIEVE -

BREMEN - 07/31-08/01

Andrew Currier

Perseverance departed camp after a

whirlwind of preparations that culminated

in campers and gear stuffed in our ride in a

most unglamorous fashion. The cabin had
no idea what we might encounter on our

journey, and estimates on the distance

from Kieve to Bremen ranged from the

conservative (100 miles) to the extreme (a

2-day journey). Before we knew it, we were
there, with Bill already stationed to wel-

come us. The first of our initiatives was
successful pitching of two enormous tents

on platforms. The cabin was divided into

two groups, and after a bit of fussing over

where number 7, or 2, or 12 were sup-

posed to be, the cabin focused on the crisis

at hand - the presently collapsed state of

the tents. Eventually a system was worked
out, involving a partnership of counselor

and camper. Our tents were pitched, and
what had we to do but play some games?
Sam Geoffroy proved a diifficult catch in

round 1 of Octopus, Octopus, and Pierce

and Ned ran themselves silly in a rousing

game of pairs tag. But there was a bigger

adventure on our horizon - the creek.

Campers flocked to see this small river

running through or campsite, and at-

tempted all manner of devices to alter its

flow. This is where the "The creek is not

our trash can" lecture came in handy. Al-

most before we could believe it, it was
dinner time; nothing like the smell of odor-

less propane to get you going. A wilder-

ness trip would not be the same without a

gas grill and lava rocks. The burgers were
flame broiled and delicious, although it

took a bit of bribery by Keith to get Zach
to enjoy his burger. Andrew got the fire

going without incident - only 8 matches!

Bill retrieved his guitar from the now fa-

mous camper that, it was said, contained a

microwave oven (but Taylor had to see

for himself). Songs around the fire com-
menced, with images of Lollipops and sink-

ing ships luring the campers to silence,

particularly Evan and John. We enjoyed

marshmallows around the fire, and went
to bed thinking about the ocean adventure

of the next day.

The cabin was up bright eyed at 5 am,

but this was a bit too early for the counse-

lors. With the fear of losing an extra pan-

cake at breakfast, the cabin was silenced

for another hour. Finally the morning
wake-up came, and soon pancakes were
flying off of the stove at an unprecedented

pace. Graham led the charge for seconds; a

good deal of patience was learned as camp-
ers waited. The weather threatened to turn

wet and foggy, and before we departed in

our sea kayaks, Captain Chris gave us some
good advice - don't get lost in the fog. A
bit of acclimation was necessary for the

cabin the feel comfortable in their boats;

some seemed to have been born in a sea

kayak, as Tripp and Zach raced ahead.

Alexander proved so confident of his

abilities that he fell asleep, but Taylor and
Keith were there to encourage him and
render him assistance. We passed by the

people from the Audubon Camp as we es-

tablished our lunch site on the beach; it

was then that we discovered that the pea-

nut butter had somehow remained back at

Bremen. After a few rounds of jelly sand-

wiches, the campers focussed their atten-

tion on a swarm of bugs crawling on the

beach. This was war, as group of foot-

stomping militia including Gus Wellin

stormed the enemy camp. The bugs proved

resilient, however, and followed us on our

kayaks as we departed. It was on to the

famed capture the flag site. Crow Island

proved the ideal environment to play our

cabin's favorite game, although some ef-

fort was expended to determine the pre
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cise boundaries of each side. Connor pa-

trolled the front border, while Kyle infil-

trated the enemy position. No one was
quite sure where the jail was, or where the

flag was, but in the end one thing was clear

- it was a tie. By now it was late in the

afternoon, and we paddled back to Bre-

men to pack up and head to camp. Taylor

swept the dirt by the campsite to leave it

like we found it, and we were off, back in

time to get dinner at good old Pasquaney.

NORTH JUNIOR KIEVE -

BREMEN - 08/01-08/02

Woody Davis

What a trip. It does not get much bet-

ter than an overnight with these 13 boys at

Bremen. The skies were a little grey but

the spirits were still incredibly high— 1

could expect nothing less. Right off the

bat all the boys headed to the beautiful 8

man tents and set up their stuff. Most tents

are not that fun but these camping condos
provided a good hour of entertainment as

the hub of games such as worm wars. The
smell of grilled bacon cheese burgers,

though, was all it took to lure them out of

the tents and to the picnic tables. Donny
got a little fancy with a toasted bun and
Mike was my cooking aid, telling me which
burger needed flipping and which were
ready to pull off the grill. Dinner was not

the end of the night, however, Bill McCook
the senior master camper entertained us

all with great songs which had Adam
Hirschburg entranced. Not even after this

was the night over. Smores and a scary

story told by Woody finally had everyone

ready to head to the tents. The chattering

of Spencer and Charlie and others slowly

died out and soon everyone was sleeping

through the pattering of late night show-
ers. . . almost everyone. Jess and I, sleeping

under the starts turned clouds headed for

shelter while Libby battled the bugs and
spent the night out on the covered picnic

table. What a wild woman. What a great

first day.

Our second day started early. Who
wants to sleep in when we are at Bremen?
Besides the counselors. . . no one. Jess read

many a chapter of Holes to calm the masses

until I showed up to get the pancake break-

fast underway. James was very intent on
the process along with George who both

loved the pancakes. After breakfast we
headed down to dock with funyaks in tow.

Charlie even managed to carry his own
down the ramp! Peter and Donny accom-
panied me in the front while Libby hung
with her boys Rob and James. Once out on
Crow Island a team of geologists headed
up by Mike and Sam mined for mica. John
also explored the island finding a huge
overturned tree on the shore. The broth-

ers Weld led the charge home which led

right into a huge grilled ham and cheese

lunch. With lunch down the hatch every-

one, including Donny, loaded up in the

orange bus and headed on home. Once
back at Kieve however, all the boys de-

cided it would be a great idea to trick me.
With Donny hidden under six river duffles

I was convinced he had been left at Bre-

men and headed off to retrieve him. By
the time I returned, sans Donny, the cabin

was clean and the boys were tubbed. A
funny end to a fun trip. Real nice boys,

real nice.

SOUTH GLENAYR-
BREMEN - 07/25-07/26

Jason Nahra

This summer was the first opportu-

nity that campers in South Glenayr had
the opportunity to camp out on our camps
new campsite. The site was just perfect

for a group of 13 campers and 3 anxious

counselors. Upon arrival, Reid and Tom
set up the large elephant tents. Of course

these 8 man tents were soon South
Glenayrized, as the campers made them-
selves right at home. Nicky P. and Nicky
C. were soon arguing over which Nicky
the clothes around their tent belonged to.

After getting settled in, we decided to go
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on a little funyaking expedition. Georgie

and Tyler led the charge of funyaks down
to the water, and soon, everyone was
loaded in and ready to go. Funyaking on
the ocean can be interesting for many rea-

sons, but paddling didn't seem like much
of a challenge for these guys. After ex-

ploring a couple of islands, it was back to

shore for tonight's big dinner.

A menu of loaded burgers awaited tlie

hungry stomachs of campers and counse-

lors. They were piled high as usual, and
everyone seemed to enjoy the taste of these

burgers. Cody had plenty of toppings on
his, while Cory kept his pretty simple. They
were all good though regardless of how
you dressed them up. We "ran out" of

burgers so the counselors had to make due
with a different meal. That too hit the spot.

Dinner was quickly followed by something

special. Little did we know, but we were
in for a visit from a world renowned camp-
fire singer extrordinaire.

Bill McCook dropped by to sing us

some camps songs and he gave us all a

special dessert. The Klondike bars he
pulled from his camper were perfect on
this muggy evening. After Bill finished

his set, the kids gathered sticks for roast-

ing marshmallows. Jack came back in a

hurry with a stick the size of a small tree,

and Korbi gathered up a stick that looked
like a pine needle, but soon, everyone
found just the right stick for roasting. The

Swanson brothers consumed the most
marshmallow on this evening, with Wil
close behind. We headed to bed, ready to

start our next day of camping and the kids

were told to sleep in. They didn't.

At around 5:45 a.m. we heard our first

sounds of campers rumbling throughout

the camps site. Nickleby was leading the

charge of waking everyone up, whether
they wanted to be awake or not. After

getting up with the kids, I gave them a snack

to tide them over til breakfast. A couple

of games of Ah So Ko in which Tom
seemed to keep winning, killed some time

before breakfast. Soon though, it was time

to begin cooking the worlds famous pan-

cakes.

The first question I was approached
with was one from the camper who was
most boisterous at 5:45 this morning.
Nickleby approached me with his accent

and said "are we having pancakes with
blueberries?" and I said "yes we are." He
responded with " are the blueberries poi-

sonous?" and I responded by saying "well,

they're only poisonous for the campers
who were up at 5:45 waking everyone else

up." Then, with a quizzical look on his

face he replied, "uh, can I have my pan-

cake plain then?" It was a pretty humor-
ous start to breakfast.

The pancakes were scarfed down, and
we went for as little swim before heading
home and bringing an end to our trip. It
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was a great primer trip and I am really

looking forward to the "big" trip. Thanks
for a great trip.

Jason Nahra

SOUTH GLENAYR -

OTTER ISLAND - 08/03-08/05

Jason Nahra
The bags are packed. We're ready to

go. South Glenayrs trip to Otter was about

to get underway and we headed down to

the Bremen site. Keller drove us and he
and I played a little baseball tossing game
to pass the time. The kids however kept

chanting for the radio to be turned on. It

seemed like every 9 seconds, we heard Wil
pleading for the radio to be turned on.

Soon though we arrived at the site, ready

to board the Snowgoose and start our trip.

Unfortunately the crew of the Goose wasn't

expecting us. The confusion was taken

care of however, and we were on our way
through the thick, thick fog to Otter. We
couldn't see ten feet in front of us, but our

trusty captain got us there safely. We had
lunch, then in unique fashion, we unloaded

the boat. We used a line of campers to pass

the bags and gears up, and while the coun-
selors got the gear together to unload,
Nicky C. organized the troops in their line.

The gear and bags were passed and we
were on our new home for the next 3 days.

We set up our tents, and made the is-

land ours. Clothes all over, that camper
smell, and anxious campers exploring the

island. Soon dinner time approached and
the flames from the fire were raging. And
we only used one match to start it, and
used no outside help I swear. Burgers were
on the menu and they were made in typi-

cal SG fashion. Hot and piled high. Georgie

couldn't wait to get his sandwich, and was
first in line, while Tom decided to wait

and explore right up until his burger came
off the grill. After a day on the Goose and
a little exploring, burgers were the right

cure for campers hunger. Dinner ran long

and the sunset provided a beautiful back-

drop to our eating, so soon after we fin-

ished eating and cleaning, it was off to bed.

The men were up early again. I guess

it wouldn't be a trip if our guys didn't wake
up with the rooster. Nicky P. and Nickleby
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were up early and soon everyone else was
too. Roid ventured out to keep an eye on
them while Tom and I got about 12 sec-

onds extra sleep time. Eventually we were

all up and it was time for pancakes. The
blueberry ones were a hit for us last time
on our trip, but they were nothing like the

M&M ones that we had on this trip. Jack

wanted his with extra candy, while Korbi
wanted "not to much." All the pancakes
were eaten and it was time to explore our
island. The Max and Ben chose to explore

the tide pools, while Cody played cards

with some of the guys. We opened a ca-

sino later that day with Goldfish crackers

as our form of currency. A game called

"baseball" was the game that was most
popular and there were plenty of winners
throughout the day. Tyler frequented the

casino, and came out with his pockets full

of Goldfish. A game that people call run-

ning bases was played several times
throughout the afternoon. Where I'm from
its called "Hot Box" but regardless of what
you call it, its enjoyable. Gory was a su-

perstar at this game, but everyone played
hard and had a good time.

After doing various activities, we
went over to do something special. We
took some jumps off one of the cliffs into

the water. Everyone in our cabin jumped,
including the counselors (except Foster),

and although it was a bit challenging for

some, it was both a fun accomplishment,
and one to be proud of. The day was wind-

ing down, and quickly dinner approached.

Everyone was excited to eat what we had
in store.

Beef stew over pasta was what we had
tonight and it was delicious. Some camp-
ers chose pasta with cheese rather than the

beef stew on top, but it was all scrump-
tious. Tonight was also the night that we
were going to have marshmallows. So af-

ter cleaning our site up, we sat and told

our highs and lows of the day. Then, we
watched the magnificent sunset that was
right in front of us, while we enjoyed our
mallows. The sunset was a perfect con-

clusion to a spectacular day.

Our final morning had arrived, and
quicker than we had hoped. We had sev
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eral snacks and packed up our sites to be

ready for our 11 o' clock pickup. We
packed quicker than expected so we
played another game of Hot Box with all

the guys. After that, we made our way

over to the pickup spot and noticed that

the tide was low. The kids saw this as a

challenge and wanted to jump off again.

Instead of the 12 foot jump, this one was
around a 16 foot one. Only a couple of

brave souls decided to do it, but everyone

enjoyed it. Soon the Goose arrived at the

island to pick us up and we were set to

spend a day on the boat fishing and swim-
ming. Our time on the island had come to

an end, but everyone was happy to see

Emily and get back to camp. After catch-

ing several fish and eating a great lunch,

we decided to go swim for a bit. Only a

few kids jumped but a good time was had
by all.

Soon we were back at the dock and in

a couple ofminutes we were back at camp.
It was weird to be back, but it was good
knowing that we had a great deal of suc-

cess on or trip. It was fun hanging out with

all these guys. Thanks to everyone in our
cabin for making this a great experience.

Emily, Tom, Reid, and especially our 13

unbelievable campers. Nice work on mak-
ing memories. Thanks.

Jason Nahra

NORTH GLENAYR -

PEMAQUID LAKE - 07/23-07/24

Tom Hartenstein

Our primer was both fun and neces-

sary, for the counselors and the kids. We
tested our paddling skills, our cooking
skills, and many other camping skills. We
also tested our ability to have fun, even
when the weather isn't perfect. And al-

though we realized we needed some im-

provement on our camping skills, we also

realized that it was going to be an amazing
session, and that the Rough Riders ofNorth
Glenayr could certainly have fun with the

best of them.
We had a lot of first year campers, who

were a little confused about what to pack
and what exactly a Kieve trip entails. And
all of the kids in the cabin looked at their

counselors with confused looks when we
were dropped off on the side of the road

and the counselors told them to start un-

loading their stuff out of the camp bus. But

as soon as we got in the canoes and on the

water, the anxiousness ceased and the kids

began to joke and laugh as usual. And it

was easy to laugh, as most of the boats

twirled in circles as they practiced the pad-

dling tips given in Tom's canoe clinic.

We had an hour and a half paddle to

the property of some friends of Kieve,

where we unloaded our stuff and set up
the tents. The site was perfect for having a

good time. There were woods to explore,

a swim raft to jump off, and a hammock to

swing in when it was time to relax.

When it came time for dinner, the kids

sprinted into the woods to find wood to

start the fire. It took a long time to find

wood that was down, dead, and dry. By
the time we started the fire, there was an
enormous pile ofwood by the fire. Unfor-

tunately, most of it was wet. But with the

help of Freddie Struse, Dave C. started the

fire. Katahdin, the dog of the property's

owner, came to frolic and play with the

kids.

Dinner consisted of bacon cheese-
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burgers, some chicken breasts, and potato

sticks. The kids then went back to swim-
ming as the hght faded from the sky. When
it got dark, we had a cabin meeting, where
the counselors told the kids about the up-

coming day, and then handed out marsh-
mallows, chocolate, and graham crackers

to make smores. It was late, and the kids

headed to their tents. On their sugar high,

they stayed up laughing, reading, and talk-

ing for awhile, knowing we were going to

wake up later than usual the following day.

Although everyone went to bed late,

the kids rose early, fired up for the day.

When everyone awoke, we ate Pop Tarts.

Katahdin had ripped apart our trash bag,

leaving a lot to clean up before we de-

parted. As we were getting ready to go,

Katahdin's owner made up for the trash

bag incident by bringing the kids cookies,

which we ate as we departed.

The paddle was long and the kids got

tired, but with a little encouragement from
the counselors, the five hour journey
wasn't nearly as bad as it could have been.

There was a giant sense of relief as we
pulled the canoes ashore, knowing that we

were headed back to camp. We were defi-

nitely ready to face the challenge of the

Fort Island trip.

NORTH GLENAYR -

FORT ISLAND - 07/31-08/02

Tom Hartenstein

Day 1

Oh yeah, finally the day has come
when the Rough Riders of North Glenayr

would depart for their big trip to Fort Is-

land. The bags were packed diligently by
the campers, especially Mark Mesrobian
and the coolers were loaded into the bus.

Paul Keller took us on quite a ride to the

put-in site. He sped off, leaving us with

twice as many paddles as necessary and
half as many life jackets as needed. Be-

cause of this, we were forced to borrow a

few life jackets from the owners of the

house where we put in, they were thrilled.

The paddle to the island was short but

sweet, we were led by Max Pillsbury's boat

into the camp site. Dave C. and Tom
quickly exited their boats to make sure

that everything was safe on the island as

they had heard of a crazed Vietnam vet-

eran who inhabited the island. Everything

seemed OK for the time being so the boats

were unloaded and the tents were set up.

After some relaxation time, dinner was
started with the excellent fire wood found
by the crew. Bacon cheeseburgers and po-

tato sticks were on the menu for tonight

and they were enjoyed by all. For dessert.

Snickers Bars were handed out to every-

one. The campers were then told the story

of the Vietnam Veteran who lives on Fort

Island and eats campers.

The following two days were spec-

tacular. We ate much too much, slept a lot

(most of us, that is), explored the island

(without finding any unwanted inhabit-

ants), played a number of games, and, in

general, got to know each other in the way
you do only when you share a common
adventure such as a camping trip. When
we finally returned to Kieve, we were a

much more cohesive group, more than

ready for whatever challenges would con-

front us during the final weeks.

Thanks to all the campers for making
this a memorable trip!
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL -

BREMEN - 07/27-07/28

Sean LaBrie

Day 1, July 27, 2000
The day for South Bunkerhill's first

trip off the Kieve campus dawned gray and
cold. A westerly breeze blew through
camp, carrying with it a light rain and
dampened spirits. This was our greeting

as the campers and counselors packed our

dry bags and prepared for our primer, a

two day one night stay at Kieve 's Bremen
property. The Bremen property is located

about 30 minutes south of Kieve on an
isolated peninsula of land, surrounded by
Muscongus Bay to the east and the

Penobscot Salt Waterway to the west. Al-

though the rain hampered our thoughts of

tanning and swimming in the Atlantic spir-

its were maintained by Sterling's ever

present sense of humor. Lunches of ham
and cheese sandwiches, with chips and
lemonade were packed in Pasquaney,
while the roof rack filled with our packs.

It was dangerous work up there on the top

of the van, however my excellent balance

and packing ability made light work of

the job. We left the camp as a wet group of

15, a stop for seeds, and a short cut led us

to Bremen around 11 a.m..

We had initially thought that perhaps

the weather would be better closer to the

ocean. That however proved not to be the

case. The light rain still fell and tempera-

tures hovered around 65 degrees. We had
only been there for a few minutes when
the first requests were made to take the

funyaks out into the sound. It was great to

see that not even a little wet weather could

keep the kids from enjoying our trip. The
counselors established boundaries which
were not to be crossed by the funyaks.

These included the half-sunken ship, the

peninsula across from Bremen and the

lobster vessels moored in the bay. With
great fanfare and gusto a group including

Peter, Henry, Arlie, Ryan, and a few others

departed for the great waters of Muscon-
gus Bay.

While the kayakers were exploring the

farthest reaches of their boundaries, Ster-

ling and I prepared an excellent lunch.

Others, not wanting to eat yet, explored

the coast line, finding rock and green crabs

and many, many snails. The tide was low

so much of the rocky shore was exposed.
Muscongus Bay experiences some the high-

est tidal ranges in Maine with anywhere
from a 9 to 15 foot difference between high
and low tide. This added with the rocky
terrain provided an excellent area for the

exploration ofthousands of tidal pools and
small rocky areas.

Soon after lunch everyone had re-

turned form their separate adventures and
was curious about what we would do next.

The rain still fell slowly but by now it

didn't bother any of us. It was decided
that what we needed was a fire. The na-

ture of the day made this much harder than

first anticipated. The kids gathered much
tinder and wood, however none of it was
even remotely dry. Finally after many at-

tempts and burnt matches the birch bark

that Peter had obtained came through and
a fire we had. We sat and stood by the fire

talking and joking about many things but

it was only three p.m. and I decided we
needed more to do. So with that in mind
we doused our wet wood with more wa-
ter, and loaded up into the vans. A beauti-

ful thirty minute drive down Route 32

along the eastern edge ofPemaquid Penin-

sula led us to Pemaquid Point. We parked
and headed for the beach. At this time the

tide was still low but coming up. Pema-
quid Beach also had many an excellent

tide pool for exploration and scientific

inquiry. Here we saw a multitude of star-

fish, crabs, mussels, and many other ocean

going creatures. The search and study of

tidal pools was cut short when the camp-
ers discovered a large rock covered in bar-

nacles that the waves were breaking over.

The received great joy from watching
waves come at the rock then break all over

the shore and themselves. After many
smaller waves and wet pant legs a large

swell came from across the Atlantic and
broke over all the campers, knocking a

few to the ground. I decided at this mo-
ment it would be prudent to leave this rock

before one ofmy charges was swept out to

sea.

We returned to camp as the rain, which
abated for Pemaquid Point, returned. By
this time Sean was back from his earlier

duties and had joined us for a large dinner

of bacon single, double, and even a triple

cheeseburger. Sean had also sauteed green
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and red peppers with onions and a multi-

tude of spices to add to the burgers.

After dinner the campers and counse-

lors both settled down to listen to Bill

McCook spin tales of lore and legend.

Along with Bill's extensive knowledge of

the Bremen area from the earliest of days,

he also has an incredible collection of

songs and guitar melodies which kept us

entertained well into the night. The coun-

selors retired to their tents, and or van, as

the kids divided up into groups and filled

the two tents. The rain which had kept us

wet all day did not give up. The tents were
sound though and all slept well and dry.

We awoke the next morning to a

cloudy sky, but unlike the day before the

temperatures were much higher. Unfortu-

nately for the counselors, who enjoy sleep-

ing in, the campers were up with the sun at

6:45 a.m.. It was early but that provided
the counselors time to prepare gigantic

blueberry pancakes to start the morning.
After eating our fill we headed down to

the dock, where we were greeted by the

sun breaking through the clouds. The tem-

perature rose above 75 and soon every-

body was rushing to get in the water. Sean
built a crab trap out of used car parts and
with it we caught and detained loads of

crabs.

All good things must come to an end,

it is true for our Bremen trip just as it is for

this diatribe. We left Bremen around 3:30

p.m. and headed back to camp with a re-

newed sense of togetherness and camara-
derie. All in all a good trip.

SOUTH BUNKERHILL -

WHITE MOUNTAINS - 08/05-08/09

Sean LaBrie

Day 1, August 5, 2000
Off to the Raceway!

After a delicious breakfast of waffles

the morning was spent cleaning the cabin.

packing, and loading up the Suburban and
the gray van. As we listened in the breeze

we heard the white mountains calling to

us, so I distributed out a few motion sick-

ness pills and we were off. We were the

last cabin to leave on a trip for the sum-
mer so we were all more than ready to

tackle the formidable challenges that laid

before us. After taking a scenic tour of

Lewiston, Maine we drove to the Oxford
Plains Speedway for a lunch break. Tur-

key and cheese sandwiches were inhaled

by the hungry masses. While waiting for

seconds Peter and Henry decided to get a

closer look at the races. The pit stop was a

fun one, but we wanted to get to our camp-
site with plenty of light so we headed off

again. After checking in at the ranger sta-

tion we drove to the Barnes Field camp-
site, our residence for the next five days.

Some took the time after our arrival

to nap and read, while others like Henry,

Alex, Drew, Ryan, and Drew played frisbee.

Bacon cheese burgers were the main
course on a cool New Hampshire night,

followed by a variety of Doritos chips.

Roscoe and Schuyler amazed the counse-

lors with their insatiable appetites by con-

suming four burgers each. After dinner

Alex and Schuyler stayed to watch the fire

burn down with the counselors while the

rest got ready for bed around 9:30 It was a

good day, but things would most definitely

get better as the trip progressed.

Day 2

Glen's Boulder? Who's Glen?

The plan for today was to climb Mt.

Washington, but it was decided due to the

fury of the early morning winds and the

projected crowds that we would hold off

another day so as not to be blown off the

mountain. The change of plans to sleeping

in seemed like a good idea, but the camp-
ers took it upon themselves to wake up on
there own. At 6:30 a.m. several of the camp-
ers were outside, day packs ready, running
around and yelling for no apparent rea-

son, not taking into consideration the rest

of the camp sites' visitors. After sending
them back to the tents we woke up for the

final time around 8:30. A breakfast of

Quaker Instant Oatmeal was delivered in

a timely fashion and satisfied most for the

time being. The morning consisted mill-

ing around and playing some more ulti
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mate frisbee. After lunch of PB&J every-

one loaded up into the van so that we could

attempt to find Glen Ellis' Boulder. A game
of "killer," was explained and played
while hiking the 1.4 miles. Roscoe, Alex,

and Sean kept everyone on edge as clever

assassins. After about two hours of huffing

and puffing we found what we had been
looking for . The boulder is no ordinary

boulder. The thing that makes this boul-

der so special is that is about half the size

of a house. The counselors decided to climb

the enormous stone and take advantage of

some prime photo opportunities. After the

campers had caught their breaths a little

bit and had a ten minute rest or so it was
time for the decent. The climb down took

about half as long and we even had time to

stop and play in a little waterfall.

A dinner fit for a king of chicken
quesadillas were delivered with many
compliments to the chefs. Everyone was
fed until they could eat no more and went
to bed after Drew was done hitting on girls

at our neighboring camp site. Hopefully
the next day would have good weather in

store for us.

Day 3

CliffJumping
We awoke at 5:30 a.m. to the pitter

patter of rain on our tents, not a good start
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if we wanted to climb the mighty moun-
tain. Once again we opted to hold of an-

other day and sleep some more. The camp-
ers did a little better today, sleeping in

until 8:30. After we solved the mystery of

the vanishing pop-tarts we served
everyone's favorite breakfast, Maypo. It

wasn't too long until we piled into the van
once more, in search of the famed Emer-
ald Pool, a much talked about swimming
hole.

The hike to the pool was only .7 miles

so it didn't take long until we found it.

Once we arrived the campers got really

excited and changed into their swim suits.

Tat tested the safety of the twelve foot jump
with his characteristic flip and twist. Many
of the campers soon followed. Peter and
Arlie couldn't seem to get enough of the

near freezing water. Schuyler, Henry, and
Eric explored around the edges of the pool,

gazing inquisitively into the crystal clear

waters. When we had our fill of jumping
we started back toward the van, but the

counselors decided to reenact the Blair

Witch Project and randomly freak out by
running in separate directions into the

woods. Most of the group followed Tat and
Sterling on a bushwhacking trip, while
Eric, Roscoe, Alex, and Peter decided to

stick to the main trail, being unknowingly
followed by the stealthy Sean in hopes of

giving them a scare. Wolf-like howls were
exchanged in order to keep track of the

separated parties. Eventually the whole
group met up at the van for a lunch of tuna.

For the first sandwich every had to sing a

song for the counselors. For the second
sandwich everyone had to tell a joke. A
barrage of "your mama," and blond jokes

were told, mostly by Andy. After a good
lunch we drove down the winding roads

towards base camp.
Tat thought that he had remembered

some other jumping spots in the area so

we went to the ranger station to check out

some maps. We thought that we had the

correct location and drove forty-five min-

utes through beautiful mountain terrain

until we found the lower falls of the upper
Ammanusic River. Tat christened the falls,

once again with a flip and a twist. Peter

and Andy eagerly jumped next of the 25

foot cliff into the deep pool. For the next

two hours we jumped off cliffs, went on



rides down the falls, swam through hoops
made of rock, and visited the cave behind

the falls. At around seven we drove back

to our site and cooked a dinner of ravioli,

told a couple of stories by the fire, and
headed off to bed. Everyone agreed that

we had a terrific day.

Day 4

Mt. Washington
Once again we woke up at 5:30 with a

light rain, but it didn't matter. I was deter-

mined to make it to the summit of the high-

est mountain in New England. Pop-tarts

and Nutri-grains were dolled out along

with the day's snacks. After a short drive

we were on the trail by 6:30. The hike be-

gan in a lush pine forest, which slowly pro-

gressed to smaller and smaller trees until

we hit the alpine zone. As soon as we got

above the tree line the temperatures
cooled dramatically and the winds became
intense. Before we knew it the group had
become engulfed by the clouds, cutting

visibility to about ten to twenty feet.

Michael and Chris had full rain gear on,

while the rest were warring jackets, ex-

cept for Alex who was warring a mer two
t-shirts. As we neared the summit the tem-

peratures dropped some more and the

winds intensified once again. The kids

were getting noticeably tired, but after

much prompting the summit was reached.

Cold, wet, and tired we were all relieved

to see the snack shop and the visitors cen-

ter. The kids were served jelly on tortillas

and a round of steaming hot dogs to

everyone's delight. Henry and Eric took a

quick nap at the table while we waited,

but soon it was time to move on by foot,

despite pleas to take a shuttle bus.

The descent on Old Jackson Road was
more enjoyable due to the nicer weather.

Peter had a few laughing spasms on the

way down and Ryan and Alex couldn't stop

taking really close looks at the bushes. The
parking lot was reached and the bathroom
was rushed as the rest of the group took a

seat on the benches. I was really proud of

the kids for pushing through weather dif-

ficulties with temperatures in the lower
fifties and winds between forty and fifty

miles an hour. We drove back to camp to

pick up swimming gear and went up the

road a bit to swim in the frigid waters and
cool our sore feet. The dinner for tonight

was chili con carne with rice, which filled

everyone up to the brim. After dinner Sean

told a story about an escaped deranged

psychotic killer that was on the loose. The
campers bought these tales whole heatedly.

The end of the story was quite climatic

and left everyone with peace of mind after

an encounter with the killer. The kids

calmed down a bit and then headed off to

bed knowing that only the drive was in

store for us in the morning.

Day 5

Homeward Bound
Once again rain was there to greet

South Bunkerhill as they awoke. By
around 9:30 everyone was awake and
packed. To the surprise of the campers the

breakfast was fresh milk with Kellogg's

variety packs of cereal. During clean up
an ice cube battle broke out, which was a

very odd scene. Loading into the van we
left our site, Dolly Copp at about 11:00

and headed toward Kieve.

Around one o'clock lunch was going

to be PB&J, but the general consensus was
that Pizza Hut would be a better option.

With six large pizzas ordered along with

cheese bread and garlic bread no one left

hungry, except for maybe Eric who de-

cided to put his lunch back on his plate

right before we left.

It only took us about two more hours

until we arrived at Camp Kieve. Our ar-

rival was announced to the camp with
screams and repeated honking from both

vehicles. We were greeted by friends and
were questioned about how our trip went.

Overall this trip was truly a success and
one to be remembered for a long time

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM -

BREMEN TRIP
After lunch at Fort Kieve, we saddled

up our trusty steeds and moved out to the

final frontier, Bremen, Maine. The camp-
ers knew that the area was infested with
snakes, crabs, lobster, squirrel, snowgeese,

and mackerel. Fear they did not. South
Cunningham would succeed even under
the most threatening circumstances.

We moseyed into our modest camp-
site, and set up our canvas eight-man tents.

After tying up our horses, feeding, and
watering them, the campers received a

small ration. They kicked off their stir
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mps and boots to change into their water

gear. Deerskin Hfe vests were sported as

well as nylon loin cloths. It is time to do
some funyaking boys.

Yee-haw. The campers rode the rough

waters like a champion bull rider. James
"Fudge" Bowman was bucked off of his

bronco as he splashed into the cold ocean
waters. Calm and collected, he got back
on his horse and rode on. The winds, they

were a-blowing, but we managed to find

our way out to an island. As we arrived

we could hear the shrilling sound of crows

all around. And thus this undiscovered

territory was named Crow Island by our

caravan.

The boys explored the vast wilder-

ness, which included some impassable ter-

rain. The land was claimed in the name of

South Cunningham. After leaving our

mark, we headed back to campground,
where we did some cliff jumping. The
counselors made sure that the water was
safe, as Sir Nathaniel Fletcher wrestled an
alligator to the ground, unleashing a world
of pain unto the helpless creature.

Few campers were courageous
enough to make the leap. Seldom does an
11-year old get to jump from a 30-foot cliff.

Andrew Tobiassen and Jim French leaped

into the abyss to barely survive what lied

beneath. Growl...The boys' stomachs
called for some food.

The hunt was on, Charlie Sisk and
Jon Taylor spearheaded the mission to

search for dinner. They decided that buf-

falo would serve as a tasty meal. They left

their firearms at the campsite, setting out

to kill the buffalo with their bare hands.

Charlie with the tenacity of a disgruntled

tiger, pounced on the bison. It let out a

painful moan as Charlie pinned it to the

ground. Jon then proceeded with the

stealth and focus of a python, setting the

large beast into its final slumber.

Meanwhile, back at the campsite An-
drew Currie and Nicko "El Bricko" "The
Animal" Dyal where constructing a cast

iron grill. They built a hot fire to weld the

parts of the grill together. In no time, we
had a viable cooking surface.

Dinner was tremendous. We feasted

on the bison, while smoking the rest of the

meat for our rations the following day. Our
pack of eager hyenas devoured the buffalo

burgers with ease and vigor.

Quickly they fell into a slumber,
tucked away under their burlap sleeping

sacks. They dozed off to the sound of coy-

ote howls in the distance.

Day 2

Get along little doggies. Wake up. An
early wake up was essential for our break-

fast. The kids had to gather grain and corn

for our pancake breakfast. Kyle Johnson,

Cody Abbott, and Garrett Deutsch spent

half of the morning with their hands in the

dirt, collecting the necessities for our
hotcakes. Kyle was doing an equally good
job cutting the grain down like Paul
Bunyan. With each swing of the axe, Kyle

cleared a ten-foot radius. He was our per-

sonal John Deere.

Garrett took it upon himself to crush
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the wheat into an equal and fine consis-

tency. Using a complex mathematical
equation and meticulous crushing tech-

niques, the hot cake recipe was second to

none.

Cody, using a crab claw and a lobster

trap designed a state of the art maple syrup

tap. He collected about a liter or so, and
then filtered it. The whole group was
pleased to have Maine maple syrup, and
not the kind that is usually supplied at Fort

Kieve.

Breakfast was a feast. Mmm,boy. Sa-

voring each bite, the campers were quite

satisfied with their creation. But wait, we
had a new arrival. Ben Hauber moseyed
in on his Appaloosa with a messenger, Paul

Keller. Ben was welcomed with open arms
by his comrades.

Soon after breakfast, we hopped in

our funyacks and set off on the rough and
tough waters of Muscongus Bay. It was
our goal to discover another island, and
stake our claim to everything on it. On the

way, we hijacked a cover-lobster boat cara-

van, pillaging everything on board. An
angry lobsterman got hold of Jed Dilaura

and threatened him with a lobster buoy.

Jed cried for help, and Seth Knowlton
came to his rescue. Seth smashed the as-

sailant with his paddle, and then Jed pro-

ceeded to give him a Smash Bros.

Pokemon lightening attack. The man fell

limp and Seth kicked him aside, so he could

board his trusty funyack.

We arrived on our newly discovered

island, and the boys explored it thor-

oughly. Seth and Jed, bonded for life, came
upon the skeleton of an otter. It was a truly

supernatural experience. Kayak wars en-

sued after some trash talking between
campers, which lead to a lot of swimming

and laughter. Ben, Nicko, and Jim decided

to jump off of the nearby ledge, as they

narrowly escaped the sharks below. Death

was almost certain, but the campers clev-

erly evaded them.

The kayak back was a lacking a pack
of knick knack sack jacks, but that didn't

phase us. We continued and prepared

some peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.

The kids broke down camp faster than a

Clint Eastwood gun draw, and we were out.

Our steeds did well, and they made it back
to Fort Kieve. The kids were happy and
there was much rejoicing.

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM -

WHITE MOUNTAINS - 07/29-08/02

John O 'Kara

Day 1

We set off after breakfast at camp, the

South Cunningham tribe was filled with
anxiety and excitement for their trip to

the White Mountains. We packed all of

our supplies, including teepees, toma-
hawks, and daily rations. Our Appaloosas
were gassed up and eager to fly out ofCamp
Kieve. En route, Nicko chugged an entire

bottle of mustard, which put his stomach
in a bad mood, so he took over shotgun.

Our arrival at our campsite was well

welcomed by the energetic tribe, who ex-

ploded from the van like soda from a
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shaken can. They set up their teepees,

and collected wet firewood from the sur-

rounding forests. As soon as the prepara-

tions for dinner were made, the tribesmen

began their hunt for the elusive New Hamp-
shire black bear. Ready for attack, Garrett

suggested that his fellow campers ration

all of their snacks and build up an arsenal

of homemade weapons. Jim joined him
with the others, as they made spears, toma-

hawks, and whips out of the surrounding
vegetation. The hunt was on.

Because the wood was so wet from
the rain god's wrath during the earlier

hours of today, the fire was difficult to start.

However, soon enough hamburgers and
hot dogs were cooked up, and there was a

joyous powwow. Then the rains came, and
we huddled under our canvas tarps, help-

less to mother nature's doings. It faded off

slowly, the campers retreated to their tents.

Tired from a long day of driving and ex-

ploring the campsite, the little warriors

fell into a deep slumber.

Day 2

We awoke to cloudy skies and an
oatmeal breakfast. It was too cloudy for

Washington today, so the counselors got

together in the sweat lodge to talk strat-

egy. A decision was reached, and before

one could say jkasdwgighsoidgh, we were

on the road for Emerald Pools. The camp-
ers were excited to go swimming, as they

were on the lookout for moose the entire

way over to the swimming hole. We didn't

spot one, but the kids weren't phased.

They hiked to the swimming hole, An-
drew leading the way. Psyched for the

jump, a line quickly formed from the cliff's

edge. Peering over the edge, Cody smiled
a nervous smile, and positioned himself

for the leap. The water was colder than

any water these boys had ever experienced

so it wasn't uncommon to here a scream
or high pitched giggle. Andrew was the

first top try out the water slide, but it wasn't

a popular choice because, as Fudge said,

"It hurts my butt!"

The day was spent practicing fancy

jumps and whatnot. And then all of a sud-

den there was an eagle sighting (wink,

wink). In sheer horror, the kids ran for

cover. The eagle had surely landed. "I'm

blinded," said Ben. They soon settled and
collected themselves. Four o'clock came
around, and it was time to start heading
back to our campsite, so we saddled up
and departed without a trace.

A fajita dinner was enjoyed by all, es-

pecially by Fudge, who gave his compli-

ments to the chef. They were gobbled up,

and dessert was an intense game ofrun the

bases. Tired from running from the coun-

selors pegging drills, they filed into their

sleeping bags, and dozed off.

Day 3

Today began much like yesterday, the

skies were overcast, and our hopes of a

summit push were unlikely. A nice break-

fast was prepared. Eggs, sausage, and En-

glish muffins were inhaled. This was fol-

lowed by a huge game of run the bases.

Glen Boulder was our goal for the day.

It was an extremely steep climb, and
many of the campers had difficulty with
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it. We were in a cloud for most of the hike,

so the beautiful scenery couldn't raise the

moral of the group. It was cold, wet, and
tiring: the perfect recipe for 13 bad moods.
It was a struggle to make it to the giant

boulder, but everyone made it intact.

Kyle's hard work payed off as he suc-

ceeded in summiting. We huddled up at

the boulder to keep warm. There was no
view whatsoever. With spirits low, our

tribe hiked down a ways for a tuna fish

lunch at a swampy clearing. We warmed
up, and continued down.

Back at the site, we cooked up some
pizzas. They were messy, yet delicious.

The kids tried some pick up lines on the

girls camp at a nearby site; however the

girls didn't respond too well. Better luck

next time boys. We tried to woo them
with our version of Baby Got Back by Sir

Mix A lot. Then it was to bed with dreams
of Washington tomorrow.

Day 4

A five AM wake up was necessary for

making it up Mt. Washington. The weather

would get worse later in the day, so we
thought that the early bird would get the

worm. Raisin Bran and Pop Tarts filled

their empty stomachs, as they forced down
some water to prevent dehydration. We
were ready for the mountain!!

As we hiked up, Kyle was having some
trouble breathing, so Jamie had to take him
down to safety. We were sorry they
couldn't have made it up with us, but Kyle's

health was our primary concern. Although
the group was down from our loss, we
walked on. The Tuckermann Ravine trail

was closed, so we headed up the Lion's

Head trail. It was steep and rocky. The
campers finally started to enjoy them-
selves. I heard positive comments about

hiking and the outdoors. They got it. On
the way up the kids heard a man yelling

for help, and became very worried, but

there was no danger. It was just a worker
in the ravine, said the ranger.

We finally arrived at the summit after

beginning at 6:20. Wow, what a feeling!

We gathered for a picture, and then headed
inside for some lunch. There were Swedes
all over the place, ya. We had a little hot

chocolate and some rest, as kids asked if

we could ride down the mountain in the

train. No way, we were going to do the

whole thing ourselves. Jon had a tough
time on the way down, but never gave up.

Jed, Cody, and Charlie were like mountain
goats, prancing down and over slippery

rocks.

Glory! ! At the bottom high fives were
passed around, and we headed back to

camp to see Kyle and Jamie. A little ravioli

was cooked up, but it was disgusting.

Johnny O' burnt it. Sorry guys. We sat

around the campfire for a scary story about

an axe murderer in the Adirondacks. We
were chased out of our campsite in the

van, and we found the hatchet stuck in the

tree. We were truly freaked out. Sweet
dreams boys.

Day 5

After some preparations, and ruined
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pancakes we were out of our site. We
sought out a good fast food place, and our

choice was McDonald's. Mmmm. We
feasted as people nearly fainted at our fowl

smell. The van took us safely back to

Kieve, honking like a wild banshee. Proud
of their accomplishments, and satisfied

with the fun they had over the past days,

they ran from the van. A New Kids on the

Block tape blared, and there was much
rejoicing. Congrats boys, each and every

one of you did an awesome job this ses-

sion. See you next year!

!

NORTH BUNKERHILL -

CAMDEN HILLS - 07/23-07/24

Spencer Cherry

Day 1

We set out from camp in a van and the

Previa a little after lunch to, go tackle

Camden Hills. It was a beautiful day, and
about an hour drive.

We checked into our campsite once
we arrived, and went and set up camp. We
had a quick lesson in pitching tents and
tent etiquette, before we piled back into

the van and drove to the base of Mt. Batty,

our first challenge.

It was a relatively easy climb, taking

us about an hour to complete. The sum-
mit afforded us a beautiful view ofCamden
harbor and of the surrounding ocean and
islands. We took turns going to the top of

the lookout turret, a memorial to Camden

residents who served in the first World
War. After a snack and about a half-hour

spent checking it out, we descended the

mountain and drove back to our camp-
site.

For dinner we prepared chicken fajitas

with peppers, onions, mushrooms, and
cheese. We sat around for a little while
talking Greek myth shop, of which the

campers demonstrated a surprising depth
of knowledge. At about 8:45 we retired to

our tents, capping off a good first day.

Day 2

We awoke at 5:00 when Mesrobs, in

what was obviously a pressing emergency,

queried about a Kleenex he might have.

We awoke again at around 8:00 and cooked
up a solid breakfast of pancakes and choco-

late chips in preparation for today's slightly

longer hike.

After breakfast we broke camp and
loaded up the vans again, this time head-

ing over to the trail head of Mt.
Misunticook. We were able to summit this

more difficult mountain in about an hour's

time. We had another spectacular view
from the top, where we enjoyed some
granola bars for a snack. We filed back
down the mountain after about 20 min-
utes on top.

Once back to the base we made up
some peanut butter and jelly sandwiches,

handing them out in response to correctly-

answered trivia questions. After lunch,

we piled back into the van for the hour
drive back to camp.

We stopped at Round Top Ice Cream
for a treat before heading back to camp,
and everyone enjoyed a dish or a cone.

Great primer trip!

NORTH BUNKERHILL -

ST. CROIX RIVER - 08/03-08/08

Spencer Cherry

Day 1

The day started a little late, with Pete

waking me up via the window at 5:20, a

bit past our target time of 5:00 a.m. None-
the-less, we were able to depart camp with

Henry by 6:15, Pasquaney's caches having

afforded us a quick breakfast.

Spirits were high despite low clouds,

and were further heightened when Henry
bought us all Cokes and chips, a "break
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fast of champions" as he joked.

We were loading up our canoes on
Spednic Lake by 10:45, as Henry departed

to meet the Allagash cabin at their pick-

up.

We had a leisurely mile-long paddle

to Birch Island, once Matthew Victor and
Matthew Carney nailed down the finer

points of steering. We pulled into our

campsite at 12:20, where we had a much-
needed lunch ofPB & J's and set up tents.

The afternoon included swimming,
games, rest, and a half-hour discussion/

argument over the finer details of Star

Wars. We finally agreed that we are all

eager to see Episode II in 2002.

The sun finally burned through the

clouds as our dinner of heavily-garnished

hamburgers approached. Two per person.

We heard distant thunder that turned

out to be just a heat storm, the rain never
following. At least the thunder motivated
the campers to bomb-proof the site. By
8:30 we were ready to wrap up the trip's

first day.

Day 2

The day started at 5:00 for campers,

about 8:00 for counselors. We cooked
breakfast burritos, made of scrambled eggs,

peppers, mushrooms, and cheese, all

wrapped in a flour tortilla. We broke camp
and left Birch Island by 10:30.

It was a gorgeous day, made even bet-

ter by the rare tailwind on our backs. Au-
gust and Mesrobs led us through the lei-

surely paddle.

We stopped for lunch at Todd's Island

at about 1:15. It was a pretty campsite,

albeit in Canada. The counselors conferred

and we agreed to push on, thus cutting

down the distance of day three, on account

of the early hour, high energy level, and
favorable winds.

At a little past 3:00 we pulled into our

campsite on Ice Box Point, American side.

After a snack, Sam further proved his

adeptness at catching frogs while others

swam. August tried his hand at fly-fish-

ing, this time getting a few strikes though
no fish.

Conor and Ben started a roaring fire

on which we cooked chicken fajitas with
cheese, peppers, and mushrooms.

S'mores, great mirth and joy followed

dinner. Blake entertained everyone with

a bear/rafter/Canada story that the camp-
ers took with them to bed. Great day two!

Day 3

We awoke to yet another beautiful day.

We had a quick breakfast of flavored

oatmeal before heading out for Vanceboro,

our first stop.

We made it to the dam, and our por-

tage site, about fifteen minutes in. We took

canoes over first and then our group gear.

I ran up to the store in the town of

Vanceboro (which consists of only a store)

and bought sodas and Snickers for every-

one (except Bino, who apparently doesn't

care for Snickers).

After our brief snack we set out be-

low the dam on the St. Croix. Our paddle
started off with a long set of rapids that

everyone enjoyed. And there were many
more to come.

We found a campsite at about 12:30

where we stopped for a lunch of tuna fish,

enjoyed by some, eaten by all. Conor
started to feel a little sick, probably from
hunger and dehydration, though he may
have a bug of sorts; tomorrow will tell.

After enjoying four more sets of rips

we made it to Little Falls. Although we
tried to stay on the American side, the sites

were full and we were forced to go to . . .

Canada!

The tent sites were lousy but we man-
aged. We killed the couple of hours before

dinner by napping, reading, and frolick-

ing about.

We ate "the dank" for dinner, which
consists of cheese and some pasta. The
gruel sticks to your stomach like Pepto
Bismol in advertisements.

Everyone was more than ready to go

to bed by about 8:40. Another good day
and we shoot Little Falls tomorrow!
Day 4

We awoke to the sound of Little Falls

rushing along. It was a little weird to sleep

in Canada.

It was yet another beautiful day, and
we decided to start it off right with some
Maypo. Everyone loved it, especially

Dave.

After breakfast we moved all of our

gear down to below the falls so we could
later pick it up. We shot Little Falls with-

out a hitch - no flips!

We continued on our way, stopping
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for a lunch of PB & J's on a small island in

the middle of the river.

We found our campsite on Loon Bay
about an hour after lunch, around 1:15.

Plenty of time to kill.

August went fishing while the camp-
ers threw rocks and made noise.

We made dinner for our "Mexican
Night" celebration, consisting of Mexican
Fiesta Rice, onions, refried beans, and
cheese. To determine serving order the

campers prepared skits by tent group to

try to make the counselors laugh. Chris,

Pete, and Matthew Carney won by imitat-

ing counselors in their weaker moments
in a lengthy and original performance.

After dinner August and I went fish-

ing and 1 caught a fair sized small mouth
bass. At least it wasn't a chub, which seem
to dominate the fishing scene. We retired

to our tents around 8:30, after Henry told

an impressive ghost story of "Pyro Man"
that he had made up.

Day 5

Instead of Mesrobs, the rain woke us

up today. First a light patter, then a down-
pour, and then a patter again. It would be
with us for the rest of the day.

We were out of camp quickly after a

light Pop-Tart breakfast, and Loon Bay was
waiting for us with a light drizzle ampli-

fied by a sharp wind.
It was slow moving water for some

time until we reached Canoose Rips, noto-

rious for its proven flipping potential. Ev-

eryone made it over the primary ledge

with incident, and met Bino and me right

below on the bank. Starting back out into

the river, however, Pete and Matthew Vic-

tor hung up broadside on a rock and were
hit by Ben and Conor, who promptly
swamped. Their gear went sailing down
river, along with a cooler, but Matthew
Carney, Michael Cartier, Chris, and Henry
were able to rescue all of the gear. Ben and
Conor came away unscathed, and Blake

helped them rescue their downed canoe.

We continued on through the rain,

stopping in a slow section of the river for a

lunch of CORP.
Everyone was wet, cold, tired, and

thankful when we finally reached our

campsite at Grand Falls Dam, where we
will be picked up the following day.

We set up camp and warmed up in

our bags before dinner. We supped on
wheel pasta and tomato sauce, followed
by raw s 'mores on account of the damp
wood and lack of a fire pit.

We went to bed around 8:30 again,

tired from a hard, cold day's paddle yet

excited at having successfully completed
our trip.

Day 6

Everyone slept in a little later, the pre-

ceding day's tiredness carrying through to

the morning. The clouds scattered and
revealed a very humid, hot day under a

throbbing sun.

We cooked up some pancakes withM
& M's for breakfast, which ate up about

two hours. Afterwards, we packed up all

of our gear and waited for The One to come
and pick us up.

The One rolled in all his glory around
11:00 and we loaded up canoes and bags

and were on our way.

It was a little over four hours back to

camp, made a little longer by our stop for

lunch at McDonald's. I picked up a news-
paper at lunch which the campers de-

voured on the bus, searching out much
needed sports' scores from our time away.

We pulled back into camp, horns
ablazin' around 4:30, unpacked our gear,

and formally concluded our great trip.

Thanks guys!

NORTH CUNNINGHAM -

CAMDEN HILLS - 07/21-07/22

Will Georgi

After getting everything all packed up
in the spruce van and the Previa, we began
making our way to Camden Hills for our

first camping trip. It was a beautiful day
and we psyched to get there so we could

enjoy our afternoon outside. After a quick

stop to pick up some last minute supplies

we reached our campsite in less than an
hour. It took us a while to get all of our

tents set up and get situated, because for

some of us it was our first time. After get-

ting all set up we had some cold cut sand-

wiches for lunch and made our way to a

huge open field to play some games. We
played running bases for a little a first and
then played a huge game of ultimate

frisbee, but we didn't have a frisbee so we
used a tennis ball instead. At about 3:00

we decided it was time to leave the field
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and we went to an area where we were
able to walk down to the ocean. We threw

rocks for a while down at the rocky beach
for about an hour then all hopped in the

van to go drive to the base ofMount Battie.

We got all set to do some hiking and then

headed up the trail. It was a short hike

lasting only about twenty minutes, but

there was a great view on the top. There
was a tower on the top of the mountain
that we all climbed, giving us an even bet-

ter view of Camden and the ocean. We
spent a half hour on top of Mount Battie

then walked down to the van and headed
back to the campsite. We then got a fire

going and Clint began cooking up some
burgers that everyone enjoyed. We spent

some time around the campfire after din-

ner telling stories and jokes for a while
until we retired to our tents. It took us a

while to quiet down, because of our ex-

citement of being out in the woods.
The next day we got up early and made

some breakfast borritos. We packed up
our campsite and set off on our way to go

climb Mount Megunticook. Unfortunately

it started raining before our climb, but we
decided that we could handle the climb in

the rain. We made our way to the top in

good time, but this time there was no view
because of the bad weather. We hung out

on the summit for a while for a rest, then
made our way back down. When we got

back to the van the rain picked up so we
decided to drive around and look for a

pavilion to eat lunch under. We were un-
successful on our mission to find a pavil-

ion, so instead we just made our peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches in the van. We
ate in the parking lot of a marina and then

set off to return back to camp. Our drive

back was uneventful with a stop at Round
Top for some ice cream. After the ice

cream we made on last stop at Bob's Tropi-

cal Fish, where Bob let us come n and look

at his fish. It was pretty cool. We returned

to camp by general swim without a pretty

quiet entrance. It wasn't one of the hard-

est trips, but we had a lot of fun. Great job

guys!!

NORTH CUNNINGHAM -

ST. CROIX - 07/27-08/01

Will Georgi

We had 5:00 A.M. wake up so we could

be on the road by 6:00 on our way to spend
six great days on the St. Croix River. We
were greeted in the morning by Amos'
grandmother who equipped us with the

proper treats for a trip of this sort. After a

quick breakfast of Pop-Tarts and a cabin

cleanup we were off. The drive was five

hours, which was for the most part con-

sumed by sleep and reading, with a few
conversations with our bus driver, "the

One." We made a few stops along the way
for some last minute supplies and Cokes
and reached our drop off spot at about

11:30. While "the One" fished for a little

bit, we unpacked our bus and put our ca-

noes in the water. The clouds over our

head didn't put any damper on our enthu-

siasm to be off on our own for six days.

After a snack we said our good-byes

to "the One", and began making our way
towards our first campsite, Birch Island.

We had a quick canoe clinic to show all

the important paddling strokes we needed
to know and then put them to use. It was
only about an hour of paddling across

Spednick Lake to our campsite where we
had a lunch ofPB and J, and had some time

to lounge around for a while. Cameron
and George lead a few canoe trips across

the way to Canada to pick up some im-

ported firewood, while Fred, Amos, and
Teddy made a sailboat with one of the ca-

noes and a tent fly. Ned tried to fish, but a

problem arose when he realized he didn't

have any leader or lures to catch the fish

with. After some time trying to whittle

some hooks for him to use, we found a tab

from the top of a Coke can that we made
into a hook. There must have been no fish

in the area, because we had no luck with
that.

After playing around for a few hours,

Clint got a fire going and we began cook-

ing our burgers. This is when we found
the first mistake I had made while packing

for our trip. We had forgotten ketchup
and mustard. This was just a minor set-

back in our meal, and most were able to

look past this and continue eating. When
we had eaten all we could at dinner, we
had some time to talk about a few aspects

of our trip, such as leave no trace camping
and the proper ways to handle certain situ-

ations. When we finished our discussion

we played a couple of games of Mafia,
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which turned out to be a huge hit. At times

I think our noise level could have been
heard from miles away, but fortunately

there was nobody around us. When the

sun went down we all retired to our tents,

to get a good night sleep for our big day
ahead of us.

Day 2

We had a wake up call of 6:30 A.M.,

for our only full day of lake paddling to

our destination of Todd's Island, which is

in Canada. The way it works, is that the St.

Croix waterway happens to be the border

of the United States and Canada, so when
we were paddling, the land to the left of us

was Canada and the land to the right of us

was the United States. It was pretty cool,

and for some of us it was our first time out

of the country. Once again we had an over-

cast day, but luckily the rain held off on
us. After a slow morning of packing our

things up and eating our breakfast ofbreak-

fast borritos, we hit the water to start off

our seven-mile paddle.

Greg's and my canoe set the pace to-

wards our campsite, while everyone else

paddled hard to keep up. We played a few
memory games on the way along with the

alphabet game with musical groups that

Hank and Amos started. After canoeing

for four hours, with a snack and multiple

rest stops we arrived at Todd's Island. We
all had a Chewy Bar on our arrival, and ate

a lunch of tuna fish after setting our tents

up. Once again we had some time to relax

around the campsite, but today we spent

our time doing mind-teasers around the

kitchen area, which we all had fun trying

to figure out. At one point I snuck off to

begin preparing a double-la3^er cake as a

treat to have after dinner. This was my
first time cooking a cake over an open fire

so it didn't go quite as planned. There will

be an explanation of this a bit later.

After spending a few hours playing

our mind teaser's, we got a good fire going

and began cooking our dinner of chicken

parmisian sandwiches. This turned out to

be a mini disaster, once again due to a small

packing error on my part. Let me note

that this was also the last time we had a

problem due to my packing. Somehow I

had thought that there were two pieces of

chicken in each package, but there was only

one. Fortunately, I packed a few extra

pieces, but we still only had twelve to feed

sixteen of us and two of those were sacri-

ficed to the fire. It was about this time
when the first layer of the cake I was mak-
ing spilled into the fire, turning our dinner

into a full blown disaster. Then Fred came
to the rescue by the idea of making mini-

pizzas on the extra buns we had. This

turned out to be a huge success, with the

campers and dinner was saved. We each
had a bit of chicken Parmisian, along with
a mini-pizza to fill us up. I was also work-
ing on the second layer of cake, but lost

my patience with it, and just mixed the

chocolate frosting in with the scrambled
cake, making a pudding dish. Everybody
loved it and we went to bed earl}^ in good
spirits to prepare for our longest day of

paddling.

Day 3

The counselors woke up at 5:00 A.M.
to beat the head winds on our last couple
of miles on Spednick Lake, but at that time

the winds were howling so we decided to

sleep a little longer to see if they would
die down. Our plan worked, by 6:30 the

winds had died down a little bit and the

three of us made our way out of the tent.

We decided to begin boiling the water for

our oatmeal breakfast before waking up
the campers. As soon as we put the water

on the stove everybody began making their

ways out of their tents, just in time to see

our next disaster of the trip. I was stand-

ing about five feet from the stove when I

heard Mike say, "the stove is on fire! " Sure

enough I looked over and there was a de-

cent size flame around a part of the stove

that shouldn't be on fire. This immedi-
ately put the counselors in a panic, and we
raced around trying to put the fire out so

we could turn off the gas. Finally I got the

biggest pot we had, filled it with water and
dumped it all over the stove. This put the

flame out, allowing me to turn the gas off.

What had happened is that somehow a

small leak had evolved in the gas line, close

enough to the flame that it was able to

catch. It was really strange because we
used the stove the day before and it worked
great. Once again Fred came to the rescue,

because he had brought a smaller
Whisperlight Stove that we were able fin-

ish cooking our breakfast on.

After finishing our oatmeal, we were
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back on our canoes, battling the fierce head

winds on Spednick Lake. Everybody did

a great job on the paddle, and we made it

to the dam in Vanceboro in a couple of

hours, where we had a short carry, and
reached the actual St. Croix River that we
would follow for the rest of the trip. We
conquered the portage with no trouble.

Whit soloed a canoe, which is almost un-

heard ofby campers this age, while every-

body else put in more than enough effort

that was needed. The only bad thing that

happened was that Greg got stung by a bee.

After the portage Clint fixed up some sand-

wiches, while Fred and I made our way up
to the nearest store, where we picked up
some Doritos, Pepsi, and Kit-Kat bars to

reward everyone for doing such a great

job.

We finished up eating and drinking,

and began loading our canoes to hit the

river, before I gave a little clinic on white-

water canoeing. While finishing up load-

ing our canoes the sun came out for the

first time on the trip, and we began pad-

dling like a bunch of professional. We
passed some people on the shore who
made a comment saying, "they look like a

bunch of Indians." We all laughed a bit

after hearing this and played around in the

rapids for a couple of hours. After another

three hours of paddling on the river with a

small scenic detour, we finally made it to

our campsite, Little Falls, at about 5:00.

Our late arrival to our campsite, forced us

to camp on the Canadian side of the river,

which is not the campsite of choice, but it

did its job. We were all tired on our ar-

rival to Little Falls, so we immediately
fixed our dinner of The Dank, which ev-

erybody love and made our way to our

tents. It was a very long day, but every-

body did an amazing job.

Day 4

Today was the shortest day of the trip

so we were able to sleep in a bit and have
a leisurely morning around the campsite.

We had a snack upon our wake up and
didn't end up eating our breakfast of corn

beef and hash until around 10:00. After

eating breakfast we scouted out the much
anticipated rapids of little falls, and car-

ried our gear around them so we wouldn't
have to worry about flipping our canoes.

After about forty-seconds of paddling we

were through the rapids and everybody

seemed to be a bit disappointed. They
were great rapids, but they didn't last long

enough to fill everybody's expectations.

Now that we all had a taste of some pretty

serious rapids, we didn't want to go back

to any flat water, especially Ned, Chuck,

and George. We packed up our boats at

the end of the rapids, and continued our

search for more white water. Everybody
was so excited to get to more rapids that I

think about every five minutes I got asked

the question, " When is our next set of rap-

ids?" I wish that each time I got asked this

question I could tell them that they were
just around the next turn, but unfortunately

most of the time I had to be the bearer of

bad news. We definitely had our fair share

of rapids throughout the day, but most of

them seemed to be nothing compared to

Little Falls. We had a floating lunch of

peanut butter and jelly, while enjoying our

first full day of sun on the trip.

For the most part we an uneventful

paddle, which ended in a huge dead-water

portion of the river called Loon Bay. We
reached our campsite by 3:00 and spent

the rest of our day playing around the

campsite. I think Jamie and Richard must
have spent over an hour swimming, while

the rest of us took a quick dip and sat in

the sun for a while. Before cooking dinner

we spent some time going over the Larry

Plummer Wilderness Proficiency Awards
that everybody passed with no problem.

We fixed up some quesadillas for dinner

with a second course ofMexican fiesta rice

that we ate while we played a few more
games of Mafia. After playing a couple of

heated games of Mafia, I tried to change
gears a little bit by playing a game called

Black Magic, but everybody began to lose

interest quickly and started making their

ways to their tents. After a great day we
went to bed with visions of rapids in our

heads.

Day 5

Today was our last full day of pad-

dling, and the excitement of completing
our trip gave us some extra enthusiasm
throughout the day. We had a pancake
breakfast, before heading off to our final

campsite. Today was especially an excit-

ing day for me, because I was going to once
again jFace the rapids that I flipped on as a
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camper, Canoose Ledges. There was noth-

ing I wanted to do more on the trip than to

make it through these rapids without get-

ting wet. As Ned and I approached these

rapids we noticed a canoe ahead near the

bank with all of its' gear on the shore. It

did not take us long to figure out that the

person standing next to the canoe was
Clint. When I had reached the beginning

of the set of rapids, I saw Clint's canoe part-

ner, Richard, about a hundred feet down
river of the canoe. It was at this point that

I realized that they had flipped their ca-

noe, and Ned and I got into rescue mode.
We shot the rapids with no problems, and
made our way to Clint on the shore. He
seemed to have everything under control,

so we left him with the canoe and went to

see how Richard was doing. We waited

with Richard until Clint brought the ca-

noe over and we once again started mak-
ing our way on the river, searching the for

a couple of water bottles and a canoe
paddle that they had lost when they

flipped.

It was not long until we reached our

next set of rapids where we had another

flip. This time I was following Micheal
and Whit's and saw them get caught on a

rock. It looked like they were about to get

off the rock and then all of the sudden I

saw their canoe begin to go over. This was
one of those times when I was watching
something happen that I wanted to stop

more than ever but had no control over

the situation. In agony, I saw the canoe

flip and once again had to get into rescue

mode. Whit floated down the river a bit,

while Michael was able to stay with the

canoe. This time the canoe had gotten

lodged on a rock, and was not coming off.

I pulled my canoe off to the side of the

river, and began walking through the wa-
ter to help Michael. On the opposite shore

there was a man watching us trying to tell

me every move. I appreciated his con-

cern, but I also felt that the situation could

have been a lot easier to handle without
somebody telling me every move to make.
The canoe was really stuck on the rock,

and after ten minutes of trying to get it off

myself, Clint came over to help me out.

Even with the two of us trying to get the

canoe off the rock it took us another ten

minutes to get it over.

After getting the canoe flipped over

we got everything situated and headed back
down the river. We saw Hank and Amos
who waited at the bottom of the rapids,

and were able to pick up a few things that

were lost when the canoe went over, in-

cluding Micheal's and Whit's Camelbak.
We caught up with the rest of the group
and ate a couple ofsnacks so we cold push
on to the campsite for a late lunch. We
reached the campsite by 4:00 and made
some grilled cheeses. After eating we tested

a rope swing off of a tree and deemed it to

be unsafe. It looked like it was going to be
a lot of fun but it was just too shallow.

Sorry guys. Before dinner we did a huge
cleanup of the K-wanigan, because it had
been swamped in the river when Clint's

canoe went over. Greg and Richard lead a

couple games of Mafia for a while Fred
and I began preparing the second attempt

of cooking a cake. We ate a dinner of beef

stew, topped off by some delicious Broc-

coli cheese and rice soup. After eating we
sat around the campfire for a while, tell-

ing a few scary stories. We ate a quick
piece of cake before going to bed for our

last time in a tent.

Day 6

We got up at 6:00 because we had about

an hour paddle and were supposed to be at

our pick up point by 9:00 A.M. We ate a

quick breakfast of Pop-Tarts, and got on
the water in record time. We paddled hard

on our home stretch and before we knew
it we were at the dam where we were get-

ting picked up about a half-hour early. We
unloaded our canoes and hung out at the

picnic table, planning to make a big scene

for the bus driver when he showed up. The
bus arrived about an hour late and we once
again had "The One" to drive us home.
We spent most of our time in the bus sleep-

ing, and reached McDonalds by noon for a

well deserved lunch in civilization. We
were all in high spirits and excited for our

entrance back to camp.
We pulled into camp during general

swim, so there weren't a lot of people

around to greet us, but it was great to be

back. We had accomplished so much and
we had a lot to be proud of. Everybody
did an amazing job and we came back a

well-oiled machine.
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SOUTH HARRIS -

JOHN'S BAY - 07/21-07/22

Reid Anderson
Day 1-

We set out today at about 10:30 and
headed for our put in spot on the Pema-
quid Boat Launch. With the troops packed
up and all the gear and food loaded in the

boats, we set out on our paddle across

John's Bay. With the wind at our backs

and the sun in our faces, we made great

speed to our lunch stop half way across

the bay. We stopped on a small island and
floated there for our peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches. All fueled up, we set out to

finish the bay and headed into The Gut.

We watched the lobstermen unload their

catch as we paddled through town and
under a very cool bridge that turned to

open for the larger boats. As we left town,
we took a right turn and headed with the

tide to Fort Island. We rafted up to have a

snack and let the tide carry us in towards
Fort Island, and then we made our final

push landing on the Fort Island beach at

around 3:00. It didn't take long for the

men to set up camp and they quickly

formed a game of capture the flag to pass

the time until dinner. It wasn't long before

we started a fire in the fire pit and set the

grill up to cook our meal. With a beautiful

one match fire demonstration, we were
ready to cook our dinner. We decided
cheeseburgers weren't quite good enough
so we also had Caesar marinated chicken
grilled to perfection. As we let our meal
settle in our stomachs we headed off to the

tents for a good nights sleep.

Day 2-

As the counselors awoke, we were
pleasantly surprised to find the campers
tents down, their bags packed, and all of

them sitting waiting for breakfast. We
quickly packed up our gear and took down
our tent and then handed out breakfast.

Pop Tarts and NutriGrains. We filled up
our water bottles, then loaded the canoes
and set out paddling, just as the tide began
to move with us. The men paddled hard
and we made our first turn about an hour
and a half into our paddle and had a quick

snack there. We then set out and paddled
onward towards Damariscotta. A quick
bathroom break near Hog Island and two
snacks at about 12:30, and we were on our

final push into town. Paddling hard to stay

ahead of the clouds behind us, we man-
aged only to get a quick sprinkle of rain

before landing in town. As we each pulled

up to the rocks, we unloaded our gear and
pulled up the canoes. We made our favor-

ite PB&J for lunch and waited for that big

orange bus to pick us up. When it arrived,

we quickly packed everything in, loaded

the canoes on the trailer, and headed for

camp. The men of South Harris were now
ready to conquer their next trip, Mt. Ka-

tahdin.

SOUTH HARRIS -

MT. KATAHDIN - 07/25-07/30

Reid Anderson
Day 1-

After a quick fill up at Gasquaney, we
headed North. We filled our stomachs with

a quick stop for lunch on Rt 202. Burritos

and Cokes would hold us until Baxter

Park. We drove right up to our site and set

up camp at Avalanche Field. Dan and Zach
built a perfect one match fire lit by Pete.

Burgers quenched our hunger tonight and
prepared us for the hikes ahead. Delilah

gave us the weather report that night and
we decided that we should go for Katah-

din the next morning. We better get a good
night's sleep tonight, tomorrow is going to

be a long hike.

Day 2-

5:30 am. It's Katahdin Time! Pop Tarts

and NutriGrains gave us the energy we
needed for the morning hike. At Roaring

Brook, we began our ascent. We snacked
at Chimney Pond and filled our water from

the cool mountain water, then set out for

the summit. We pushed our way up and
soon began the Saddle Rock Slide. It

seemed as if it just kept going up and up
until all of the sudden it just leveled right

out onto the Saddle Plateau. A quick break

for water, a hug for Robert, and we were
on our way to the top. We took one final

rest stop about 1/4 mile from the summit
and then made our final summit push. We
were quite surprised to see Kieve Science

Camp for Girls already on the summit
there to greet us. We took a few pictures

and ate our favorite lunch, PB&J. John
played Zip-Zap and Tyler took a nap, but

soon it was time to go, so we packed up
our lunch and set out across the Knife Edge.
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As we scrambled our way across the rocky

edge, the only words I heard were, "This

isn't that scary, it's awesome." We took two
rest stops along the one mile Knife Edge
and then descended down into the Devil's

Notch. A quick bathroom break and a

snack, and we set out to climb up out of

the Notch. With a "South Harris" cheer on
the top of Pamela Peak, we began our long

descent down the Helon Taylor Trail. Our
next big stop would be Bear Brook for

Teddy and the others who needed more
water. We moved quickly down the moun-
tain and soon found ourselves below the

tree line. With a few short stops we soon
found Bear Brook. Maybe there was a

misspelling of the name, since Bear Brook
was most definitely Bare. We were quite

surprised to find the brook completely dry.

We sat down and took a nice long rest right

on the gravel that used to be the bed of the

river. Alex Drake seemed most surprised

of all as he stopped in his tracks and stood

with a blank look trying to figure out where
all the water was. We got our group to-

gether and headed down the last mile of

the trail back to Roaring Brook. Adam
was first to hear the Brook in the distance,

but soon it was right next to us and we
nearly sprinted the last tenth of a mile to

the Ranger Station where the Ranger and
his kids were there to meet us. We signed

off the trail and headed for the van. 13

long hours from when we began, our hike

was over. We headed back to our camp-
site for a delicious meal of Chicken
Quesodillas. Craig earned the nickname
"Garbage Disposal" tonight as he seemed
to keep on coming back for more of the

queso's. I don't even want to know how
many of those he ate, probably more than

he thought he could. Two each for the rest

and we headed for the tents. We will defi-

nitely sleep well tonight.

Day 3-

Today we slept late until about 10 am
and had a leisurely breakfast, Egg and
Cheese on an English Muffin, and we even
had cold orange juice. We took our time

with breakfast and packed our lunch for

the day and piled into the van. We drove

about an hour to a place called Ledge Falls,

possibly the main attraction of Baxter State

Park other than Katahdin. Ledge Falls is

nature's own water park. With a few rock

slides, some wading areas, some swim-
ming areas, and even a nice cold jacuzzi in

the rapids. Ledge Falls has plenty to offer.

We swam, slid the slides and sun tanned
on the rocks until it was time for lunch.

While many had a great time sliding down
the falls, Ben found it more amusing to try

to walk up them. Mental note, Rocks are

slippery when wet. We opened the tuna
and offered the age old question, "Who
wants to drink the Tuna juice?" Dan
Seamans took down a bunch, as did Rob-
ert Nuell and Jacob Metzger. We mixed up
the Maypo in the can and began to make
the sandwiches as the hungry campers
looked on. A little Tabasco and the sand-

wiches were just right. Everyone had one
sandwich and some came back for more
straight tuna, no bread. We swam and slid

for a while longer and then headed back to

the van. We were quite surprised to find

that someone had left a whole box of

Snickers under the front seat of the van.

Oh well, I guess we'll just have to eat them.

When we returned to our site, we had a

little nap time and then began to make our

dinner. Tonight was Chinese night with
Egg Rolls, white rice and stir fry vegetables

with an assortment of sauces including Soy,

Duck, Sweet and Sour, and Teryaki. And
of course with every Chinese meal, we
even had fortune cookies. Jacob Metzger
was the big winner of the night eating four

egg rolls. We then headed for the tents and
waited to see the weather in the morning.
Day 4-

Today we slept a little bit late and had
a long pancake breakfast. We then packed
up and headed out for a short scenic hike

to Little Abol Falls. The short 1 mile hike

was a walk in the park for the men after

hiking Katahdin. We enjoyed a beautiful

view of the falls and had a snack on the

rocks of the falls, then headed back to the

van. As we neared the van, Teddy realized

that he had forgotten his zip-off pant legs

back at the falls. Tyler and I made a La
Sportiva promotion hike for the Makalu
boots and went back to the falls to find the

legs. A quick trip up and there they were.

We nearly ran down the trail, jumped in

the van, and headed back to our site.

Tonight's Mexican Menu included Refried

Beans, Fiesta Rice, Salsa, and Lettuce, all

wrapped up in a Burrito. Teddy Shinkle's
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tent had a wonderful aroma to their tent

that night.

Day 5-

3:30 am. It's the best time of day to

hike! We woke everyone up at 3:30 am
today and piled quietly into the van. We
had two snacks in the van on the way to

Roaring Brook and what did we happen to

hear in the van but "Come on Eileen" to

get us psyched for the morning hike. We
signed on the trail at 4:15 am with flash-

lights, headlamps, and lanterns in hand and
began our ascent up South Turner moun-
tain. Jacob fumbled and dropped his film

in the dark and we couldn't find it then,

but we would look again later. We hiked
in the dark for a while until the sun began
to come up. We neared the summit and
broke the tree line to catch an amazing
view of Katahdin in the clouds. We pushed
on to the summit and hit the peak at about

6:15 am. 2 miles, 2 hours, and 2000 feet of

elevation later we were on the summit for

a beautiful morning view of Katahdin off

in the fog and clouds. We tried to catch a

ride with Katahdin Air Service as they flew

through the valley below us but they
wouldn't stop. We had a delicious break-

fast of PB&J and enjoyed the morning on
the mountain. We stayed there for about

an hour and a half before heading down.
We traveled quickly on the way down and
made it back to the van in about half the

time it took us to go up. And we even
managed to find Jacob's lost roll of film.

We headed back to the site for lunch,

oatmeal! We then packed into the van and
decided we would go enjoy Ledge Falls

one last time before the trip was over. We
swam and slid and had all sorts of crazy

fun in the water, but sadly it was time to go

so w^e could get back to our site for dinner.

Tonight was a night for Andrea as we hon-

ored the Italians with a nice Italian dinner.

Our menu this evening included Bow-Tie
pasta and a rich and spicy canned spaghetti

sauce. We had tons of pasta for dinner, 6

pounds to be exact. In honor of our last

night on the trip, we had a nice campfire

and roasted marshmallows. Ted was very

relieved to finally hear the story of the

Purple Mongoose. We also each shared a

high point, a low point, and a funny point

from the trip. Katahdin and Ledge Falls

were the winners of the trip as everyone

seemed to list them as the high point of the

trip. It was a great trip and it will be great

to be back at camp tomorrow.

Day 6-

Today we awoke and had a tasty break-

fast of Vermont Style Maypo. Alex Martin

decided the first thing he is going to do
when he gets home is buy some Maypo. I

believe it was Alex who had the most
maypo, three servings. We added tons of

brown sugar and raisins to keep things in-

teresting. We took down the tents and
packed up the van, then made one final

sweep of the site for trash. So long Ava-

lanche Field, Pizza Hut here we come! We
stopped in Bangor and managed to find a

Pizza Hut to fill our stomachs. Seven Big

New Yorkers, one spilled soda, and many
word searches later we were on our way
again. We headed south and took the back
roads into camp. The drive was long but

soon we were on the familiar roads around
Kieve and before we knew it West Neck
Road. We honked the horn and screamed
and yelled as we pulled in the Kieve drive-

way all the way down to Pasquaney.
Flaminia was there to greet us as we
opened the doors and piled out of the van.

It was a great trip and we managed to es-

cape the bad weather we heard in our first

weather forecast of the week. Six days

from when we first set out on the trip, here

stood the men of South Harris battle hard-

ened and strong after waging war with
Katahdin for 13 long hours, after hiking

South Turner in the early morning, and
after inhaling seven huge pizzas. They are

definitely stronger and more experienced

than they were just six short days ago.

SOUTH HARRINGTON -

JOHN'S BAY - 07/26-07/27

Will Summerour
July 26

We set out for our primer trip which
was one night on Fort Island. Henry drove

us to Damariscotta and put in at the public

boat dock in town. We left at 7 A.M. be-

cause we had to ride the tide out while it

was low. Before leaving HRK bought us

some hand reels and fishing line to troll

behind our beautiful metal canoes. Pad-

dling went well as we waved to many lob-

ster men on our way down the river. We
stopped at a seeweed rock for a lunch to
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eat delicious turkey and cheese sandwiches

made by Libby before we left. Eight miles

later we reached Fort Island. The tide was
coming in and we had fun negotiating

some small rapids, especially Will and
Mike who made several attempts as we
rounded the southern end of the island.

That night we had played several games of

Killer while preparing our phat meal of

chicken fajitas. We shared our campsite

with a group from Boston who made us

rethink how grateful we were for being

able to experience the beautiful scenery

that we experience in Maine. Then it was
to bed in our tents and our fingers crossed

for no rain the next day.

July 27

The fingers thing didn't work... rain

woke us in the morning. So we filled our-

selves with hot oatmeal and back to the

water we went. We navigated a narrow
straight called "the gut" as we moved to-

ward John's Bay. Traversing the bay was
challenging and slow moving because of

the steady rain and the 3 to 4 foot swells

that tossed our boats. Tony finally dug in

and paddled hard after catching some grief

for "lilly dipping" the day before. After a

few laughs from lobster men, we finally

made it. Cold and wet we pulled our boats

from the water and made a pit stop at a

restaurant for a cup of "hot" coco. HRK
picked us up and we continued the treats

by stopping at Round Top for ice cream
and we arrived back at camp that after-

noon with no casualties. We were now
ready to take on the mighty Katahdin.

SOUTH HARRINGTON -

MT. KATAHDIN - 08/01-08/06

Bren Kelly

August 1"*

After enjoying breakfast at Pasquaney,

we saddled up and headed for Baxter State

Park. Having read a discouraging weather
report at Roaring Brook trailhead, we set

up our tents and rested in preparation for

the ascent of Katahdin on the following

day. Hamburgers made a great dinner, es-

pecially when eaten off counselor labeled

plates with names of movie characters.

Our favorite being Charles as Doughboy
and Max as Private Pyle.

August 2"'*

Five A.M. wake-up. The sky was un-

friendly, nothing but dark clouds. We de-

cided to give it ago anyway and hour and a

half later we were half-way to Chimney
Pond, which is at the base of the moun-
tain. There we encountered a Ranger who

said that at the summit the visibility was
10 ft and the Saddle trail was open but not

recommended for a bunch of twelve year

olds. We simply said were from Kieve

and headed up the trail. Sam Kaplan and
Charles Cushing eagerly led the hike and
kept up the pace. When we finally reached

the summit we were pumped up about

reaching the northern most point of the

Appalachian Trail, but the foul weather
forced us to retreat down the same trail

and leave the famous Knife Edge trail for

another day. That evening we ate a hardy
meal of chicken and rice fajitas and went
to bed planning for a day of rest.

August 3'^'*

We welcomed the luxury of sleeping

late and contrary to the dismal weather
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prediction, azure skies greeted us as we
awoke. The natural water slides of Ledge
Falls ended up being all they were reputed

to be and more. Gordon O'Brien was the

forerunner on many of the slides, but Wes
Garner, Mike Magill, and Tyler Hathaway
were particularly avid surfers. In the late

afternoon we encountered a massive thun-

der shower that ruined our sleeping ar-

rangements. Two tents had half a foot of

standing water, so we did what any tough
and hard nosed camper would do. . . sleep

in the van. Oh yeah, we had some dank
chili and rice for dinner then went to bed
early.

August 4}^

Another early morning found us
breaking camp in order to change sites af-

ter the days hike. Under beautiful skies,

Charlie Lodge and Drew Morland led us to

Chimney Pond in excellent time. With
full water bottles and encouragement from

the ranger, we stormed the Cathedral trail,

which was more direct and technically

challenging than Saddle. After summiting
Katahdin for the second time, we contin-

ued to up the ante by traversing Knife Edge
and scrambling through Devils Crotch.

Johannes Von Pfister and Tony
Winklemann led the descent along Helon
Taylor Trail, and we were simultaneously

exhausted and invigorated when we
reached the final trailhead. After a long

drive to our new campsite, we enjoyed

relaxing with Long Voyage's trekkers.

August 5^^

Today was a time to rest and enjoy the

sun with our cabin as well as the other

group of Kieve campers. We began the
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day with a late wakeup only to see Long
voyage rollback in from there supposed
hike of Katadhin. The witty counselors

taped up some socks picked up a stick and
got all the campers involved in a great big

baseball game. Of course John and Woods
team won with a Kieve tie. We then spent

the afternoon exploring the pools and
Whitewater of the Big and Little Niagara

Falls. The counselors slid down a water-

fall and the kids all jumped off a ledge into

the pool, yes even Mike Magill. That
evening we had a huge camp fire with Long
Voyage and both cabins along with a few
counselors put on a few skits and we all

were enthralled by a eerie story told by
Woods. It especially affected Wes, who
had a little trouble sleeping that night.

August 6*^

With the vehicles loaded up and our

campsite swept, we began the journey back

to Kieve. Although the change was subtle,

South Harrington had grown into a fam-

ily, working together, learning from each
other, and having as much fun as they could.

The unity carried over to our return to

camp which was marked by a full fledge

group sprint from the Kieve sign to the top

of the hill. No matter what our next step is

this trip has better prepared us for the life

ahead.

NORTH HARRIS -

BREMEN - 07/21-07/22

Harrison Stuart

We left camp just after nine a.m. with
the sole intention of eating well, funyaking,

getting a tan and getting a little rest. We got

to Bremen and immediately set up tents,

Mac and Robert weren't about to waste
any time so they hopped right to it. Patrick

and I enjoyed our new chairs from Reny's

and we read magazines. I read about
Nascar and Nicko thought that was great

and wanted to read about Buckshot Jones.

We decided to get the funyaks out and test

the beautiful afternoon on the water. Max,
Sam and Ben decided that it was joke time

so we all told jokes and had a good laugh

on the water and that night we were joined

by a family reunion and another group.

However we enjoyed a huge meal of grilled

marinated chicken and hamburgers that

made our night to say the least and then

marshmallows that were thoroughly en-

joyed by non other than George, Melchior
and Andy. What a day fellas.

Day two.

It was actually raining when we woke
up this morning so we were not really sure

how to spend it. The young fellas decided

that they were going to have wrestle ma-
nia in the tents which was pretty unbe-

lievable. We then began to eat. We ate like

crazy and ate eggs and corned beef hash
till it was coming out of your ears. Then
we decided that lunch was the next best

thing to a big breakfast so we killed pea-

nut butter and jellies till we thought we'd
explode. Great trip guys.

NORTH HARRIS -

MOOSE RIVER - 07/25-07/31

Harrison Stuart

The Moose River - Day One
We awoke early to the lovely sound

of Harrison's alarm clock at a quarter to

six in the morning. Though the sun was
barely up in the sky we were ready to be-

gin the trip that we had all waited for, the

Moose River and a long bus ride with
"One" was the only thing on our minds at

this point. After a stop to Dunkin Dough
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nuts and Wally World , Sam Walton eat

your heart out, we arrived in Jackman and
the start of our excursion. After being
rudely told to shove off we did. It was a

gorgeous day and from the looks of it we
had a nearly perfect afternoon. We all re-

alized that the canoe pairing of Andy and
Melchoir was going to be quite musical
and that we all loved their songs and high
pitched voices. ...False. We finally landed
on the beach that would serve both as a

tuna sandwich festival, which George
loved. ...False, and starting point for the

hellish portage that loomed ahead. The
portage was one and a half miles long and
the men of North Harris ran through it like

it was a joke. "
I loved it" exclaimed

Melchior. We cooked a great meal of ba-

con cheeseburgers and vegeburgers, and
talked about the portage. Peter, George and
Mac tested their luck fishing, while Sam
and Max were excellent fire boys. Ben had
to have been aching from the wannagans
that he carried and we all went to bed with
hopes of a great day ahead. Ten Four from
Costa Del Mar.

Day two.

We are still roughing it in the Moose.
The first thing that I saw that morning was
nothing but blue skies and tailwinds. Pat

cooked us a delicious batch of eggs and
Yogg and I looked over the maps for the

next couple of days and realized that we
were attempting a giant circle of fun. Max
and Peter began to get their boats in the

water as the rest of us packed up camp and
cleaned the site. We then set sail, literally.

Sam, Max, James and Mac decided that

they would team up and sail with each
other and the fly from their multi purpose
Eurika's and began to run. Peter and Nicko
and Ben and Nick began to do it also and it

almost became some sail festival until we
all couldn't take Melchior and Andys songs

any more. We got on the river and only

after an incredibly gourmet slew of pea-

nut butter and jelly sandwiches, only pre-

pared by the always willing and smiling

Yogg and the ever so dashing Pat. I caught

a fish. We began the long brown and nar-

row paddle down the Moose River. We did

not run into many rapids but we did have
a great afternoon on the water during a

beautiful day. We got to the campsite and
the fellas jumped off the rock after they

fallowed the lead of Max, Ben, Rudy
(Conner), and Robert. We swam for a while

as the counsel began to ponder dinner. We
produced a hot pot of black beans and rice

and we had great fire boys tonight by
George, Rob and Andy. We soon hit the sac

with visions of a portage in our heads.

Day three

The skies were a bit grey this morn-
ing and we enjoyed a tasty breakfast of

pop tarts yeeeah! The canoes fell into

the river like hell on wheels and we knew
we were ready to make it all the way down
to Spencer Rips for the night. However as

George and Nicko were happy to hear we
had a portage to hit in the near future and
the near future would be Holeb Falls.

George and Melchior were feeling quite

jolly after they heard tuna was for lunch
and Sam was pumped to attempt a solo

the next portage. He kept trying to wear
Harrisons hat all day. He loved it. Ben
couldn't of cared less about the portage

and went to town on it as he did on the

first portage. We finished up and met a nice

gal from South Carolina who was leading

a bit different of a crowd than we had. We
moved on down the river and immedi-
ately hit our first rapid. Mosquito Rips,

which really is quite a good set of falls.

Rob and I went over flawlessly on the test

run with a full canoe which Sam and Mac
did not because they flipped and dumped
everything into the big drink. Then every-

one else flipped accept for the canoes were
empty and Andy was naked. We got into

camp late in the afternoon and quickly set

up over Spencer Rips at the sit of an old

bridge that was long gone. We ate an awe-
some dinner of rice pilaf and topped it off

with Melchiors favorite special, hot choco-

late and bug spray. Ben and I threw a foot-

ball for nearly an hour as Pat, Yogg and the

young fellas talked about the past day and
Andys flailing love life. Nick, Connor and
Nicko enjoyed their books and we had a

great evening. What a great day fellas.

Day four.

Our goal for the day was to make it all

the way down the river to Attean Falls and
those plans were made early in the morn-
ing for Melchior felt that it suited him that

we all get up early. James and Ben had the

same idea as us and wanted to get a couple

more ZZZZZZ's but no. We ate Pop Tarts
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again Yeeeah! We didn't move too fast

so that we could enjoy the whole day in

the sun on the water and we were ready to

go. The clouds broke for a while and we
got to our site for the night at Attean Falls

and we found that it awesome. Rudy and
Ben roamed the campsite as Ben and Mac
and Max enjoyed a dip. Rob was soon to

follow into the water after pulling in most
of the canoes . We chilled hard all after-

noon and many of us took part in card

games. Peter and George were excited to

fish and our fire boys prepared the wood
for the fire. Tonight's meal was the dank. It

was dank. The young fellas inhaled it and
we all had a good laugh before bed beside

the fire. We also ran back into the group
with Miss South Carolina. We were to get

back onto the lake the next morning so we
got to bed somewhat early and the boys
played even harder. I wasn't completely

sure what was going on between Max's tent

and the rest of the world. Good night.

Day five.

We woke up to not only Andy but sun-

shine this morning. The guys were roaring

to go and especially after the Brown Sugar

with Cream of Wheat. We were all happy
and baaaaaaaaaooooooooooooooed the

whole way down the rest of the river. We
stuck together and Rob and I hung out a

while as Melchior and Andy made up the

Hit song Baby Yogg. The weather was fan-

tastic and so was the morning as we
paddled past the put in point for the trip.

We decided that we were going to pass on
Mount Sally and hit Wood Pond up for its

beautifully spacious beach site that we
soon found. It was fun hanging out on the

small beach and watching the little games
everyone was playing. Sam, Connor and
Mac played football and Ben and Peter

threw rocks as far as they could. Nicko
was into his book so he read and James
started Harry Potter for the fourth time.

George played with bacteria and built a

mini stove which soon proved great en-

tertainment. Nick had informed us that

there was fourteen hours left on the trip so

we all decided to think of Christy Brinkley

and Cook a savage Mexican Night that

came equipped with a theme. We took pic-

tures of the beautiful sunset and headed to

bed on our new beach home.
Day six

Sometime in the middle of the night

it began to rain so when we woke up early

that morning we found that mostly every-

thing was wet and Connor informed us that

his bag was filled with slugs. We ate

oatmeal and began to paddle through the

mist of the morning. We had to discuss the

keep up with the whole group thing and
Sam and Max enjoyed hearing stories from
the south with me. Robert and Andy sang
Blink 182 hits and Nick talked hockey. It

was not to bad a paddle and we all ate a

lunch of peanut butter and jellies in a pita

as we sat in our canoes on the water. We
skipped rocks on the beach and George
found fools gold and bacteria. Nicko was
ready to go so we all rolled and we were
greeted by Mr. Strasburger and his family

as they rode out to us in a motor boat. We
found one again and loaded our canoes up
and headed down the road to the rafting

companies for our rafting trip but only af-

ter Pepsi's and chips. We got to the camp-
site and played a mean game of football

when Henry showed up. We hopped into

the hot tub and then decided that a pizza

dinner was the only way to celebrate the

trip that we just conquered because in the

morning we would enjoy some of the best

Whitewater in Maine on the Kennebec
River. Thanks guys for and awesome trip.

BANK I

-

DAMARISCOTTA LAKE - 07/23-07/25

Evan de Bourguignon
Day One

The first day of our primer trip started

in the breakfast hall of Pasquaney. We
gobbled down a hot breakfast before load-

ing all of our gear into the White Hull and
the Bill Gribbell an old sixtern viking like

row boat, quite a sight. We pushed off and
set anchor in a little marshy cove across

from Westcott Point, where Jason Oberg
braved the snapping turtle infested waters.

Other campers would push him to swim
just a bit further from the boat every time,

knowing full well that they had just seen a

large snapping turtle that had taken a lik-

ing to the hull of the Gribbell. It was great

fun to watch because in reality snapping
turtles are not as nasty as everybody makes
them out to be. We had a scrumptious
tuna fish lunch, and also enjoyed the com-
pany of Great Blue Herons, and Belted King
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fishers.

We dropped our gear off at our in-

tended campsite, Westcott Point and then

headed off again into the vast Damariscotta

Lake. We headed toward the Great Bay
twisting and turning the whole way. The
group ended up at Deep Cove, Jim and the

White Hull gang sailed while the Bill

Gribbell boat rowed. Jack's photo days

ended abruptly as he jumped into the wa-
ter with his disposable camera. We headed
home ate some burgers and went to bed.

Day Two
You could say that the day started very

slowly. We cooked pancakes until about

1:30 in the afternoon. I hate pancakes.

After a miserable morning of cooking on a

faulty stove we loaded up again and ven-

tured towards a pubic boat landing on the

East Neck Road. We didn't get there be-

cause we stopped had a leisurely lunch
and swam. Joe received the peanut butter

and jelly sandwiches intended for all his

cabin mates. A miss would have meant no
lunch for some, but he went 100% . Unbe-
known to me James Ingalls is a fish, the

boy was in the water for about an hour. I

think he may have enjoyed a sandwich
amongst the waves. There was a bit of a

boat rocking contest and lots of crazy

jumps, before it was time to head home.
Jim sailed home with Bruce while Alan
manned the jib sheets. The Gribbell of

course rowed, but were all stronger for it.

We ate the famous Dank, Five pounds of

pasta, and the kicker, five pounds of cheese.

Colin said he could finish the whole pot

by himself, but because I've seen what the

Dank has done to full grown men, I pre-

vented the accident.

Day Three
Day three we would actually have the

opportunity to meet and row with the

great Bill Gribbell, the maker and donator

of the Bill Gribbell. We had hearty break-

fast burritros, and then took down our

tents. Bruce, Zach, and Jason needed a bit

of prompting but eventually they got right

up. We met Bill at the main dock of camp
and headed out the great beyond. Bill

taught Jason Victor how to row amongst
other things and then he switched places

with Jack. We did the best we could to

follow Bill but the man has been rowing
all his life, needless to say it was hard.

Eventually Bill left us, but we all learned a

great deal that day. It wasn't quite time to

come back to camp yet so we headed out

for one final adventure of swimming and
rocking the boat, it was your basic tom-
foolery. We lost a bouncy ball, that Peter

quickly retrieved for us. It was quite a

swim. When we heard the bell for general

swim, that was our cue to head home. We
rowed in and thus ended our three day
primer trip on Lake Damariscotta.

BANK I

-

BAXTER-EAST BRANCH - 07/30-08/06

Evan de Bourguignon
Day One

We got off to another late start as we
prepared our vehicles for the trip to Baxter

State Park, the first segment of our eight

day trip. On the way we stopped at a

McDonald's to make lunch and comfort

James' upset stomach. One wrong turn later

we arrived at Baxter. While the kids played

a ferocious game of pickle the counselors

prepared burgers. Gordie was fortunate

to get the special burger, he couldn't un-
derstand why his was so hot, did I forget to

mention that we brought a lot of tobasco
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sauce. We went to bed ready to ascend
North Traveler the next day.

Day Two
Interestingly we had breakfast

burritos again, they were such a big hit the

last trip, I couldn't resist. Once well fueled

offwe drove to North Traveler, a mountain
known for its deceiving three false peaks.

Everyone was prepared especially Alan
who had made himself some pretty hefty

hiking poles from old ski poles. The climb

was tough especially because of the

demoralizing false peaks, but we pushed
onward and eventually clambered to the

top. We missed a black bear foraging on
berries up the trail it had just run off, or so

we were told by hikers coming down.
Noah was always very persistent about

putting a rock on the cairns as we climbed.

We headed back down stronger, prouder.

Day Three
Day three was meant to be another

short hiking day before we would pick up
our canoes and begin the second part of

our trip, but again a faulty stove slowed us

down. On top of that the ranger warned us

that our check out time was 11:00, 1 looked

at my watch and it was 11:10. Oops. We
quickly packed up and drove to our next

campsite to drop off gear and clean pots.

We didn't hike. We set up camp at

Madagammon Wilderness Campground
and suddenly Long Voyage appeared. We
chatted for a while and caught up on how
there trip was going. They would be one
day ahead of us on the river until there

take out at Pine Grove campsites.

2:30 rolled around and we went to

meet Bank 2 who had brought our canoes.

We traded and gave them our vans. They
would begin the hiking part of the trip

while we would begin the canoeing the

mighty East Branch of the Penobscot. We
put and did a short canoe clinic. Allen and
Colin demonstrated an appropriate T-res-

cue and we paddled to our already estab-

lished campsite. We ate rice cheeloff and
the famous dank. Bruce, Zach and Jason

helped light the fire.

Day Four
We rose to our first real paddling day.

Right away we found ourselves racing

down Staircase Falls. It's a great rapid that

consists of lots of ledge drops, it makes for

an exciting rush. Not only did we get a

taste of the river but we also had our first

taste of portaging. Haskell Rock Pitch is

deemed a bit to technical for our crew so

it make for a fun portage. James slipped in

the mud up to his thighs, but overall I was
quite impressed at our portaging prowess.

Joe soloed, and tumped a wanagon, even
though at first most of the campers went
down the wrong road. No big deal we
bounced right back and finished in record

time. We hit some more good rips, and
moved on toward our campsite at Pond
Pitch, which was also another portage trail.

We portaged our canoes that night and then

settled down to a restful fire and bowls
full of Black Beans and Rice. Bruce and
Joe were up late cleaning dishes.

Day Five

This was a rather relaxing day so we
woke up a little later then usual and ate a

delicious meal of maypo. We had to carry

the rest of the gear and Jack helped by
tummping a wanagon. We loaded into our

ready canoes and sped off down the river.

We hit some rips and a half an hour later

we got to our next campsite and portage

trail. The process from the night before

was repeated. We took the afternoon to

swim under the falls until the weather
moved in. We set up a tarp to be a little

protected from the rain but not the light-

ning. We ate two different brands of

raviolli and went to sleep.

Day Six

We awake early today for it is our long-

est day. The day would include the fa-

mous portage, the Hulling Machine.
Mighty Joe really pulled through today and
did the same amount of work as all the

counselors. He soloed a canoe, tummped
a wonagon, brought over his own gear and
even brought over Westy's bag. All in all

an amazing feat. The paddle that ensued
was very tiring and after a couple Bald

Eagles later and a rather peaceful, pensive

paddle, we arrived at Whetstone Falls. Our
campsite was located right before the falls

so we wouldn't be able to shoot them until

the next day, but that also means we shoot

Grindstone as well. We settled in quite

comfortably, built a fire had a wonderful

dinner of rice florentine and broccoli and
cheese soup. It was quite filling and we
went to bed early impatient for the big

rapids of tomorrow.
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Day Seven
Breakfast was going to be Cream of

Wheat, but we ran out of gas in the stove. I

looked for the white gas container but it

was no where to be found. We asked all

the campers who had it in there boat when
we had pulled up the day before, but no-

body remembered. We came to the con-

clusion that even after our numerous
sweeps of the portage trail the day before

that it was some how hidden from sight

and forgotten. The water was now cold

and we had no time to build a fire because
it was important to get on the river and
start the day early. We administered Pop
Tarts and fled Whetstone.

We put in directly in to the Whetstone
Rips and shot them to there fullest. When
all had made it safely and Jim had finished

snapping pictures. We headed off towards
the biggest rips of the trip, Grindstone.

After several hours of paddling Grindstone

caught us by surprise and before we new it

we were shooting them. The water was
low but that made the five hundred yard

stretch of rapids much more technical. All

rocks were present and they didn't want
to seem to budge. The kids had a blast and
twenty minutes later after all was said and
done everybody had to take pee breaks.

Jim mentioned that he taken a few uncom-
fortable leans and Westy and I both agreed.

In another couple hours we pulled up to

our final campsite, Pine Grove. We would
be picked up the next day and civilization

was near. On the last night it's always ap-

propriate to see if you can finish all left-

over foods, so we did. We had beef stew
mixed with pasta and a bowl of Mexican
Fiesta Rice. Delicious. Everyone slept well

Day Eight

Our take out on the last day was a mere
four miles away, and we had to be there by
10:30, but we were so excited that we were
all up by 6:00. We had a cold breakfast,

swept the campsites and were on the river

by 7:00. We paddled in the early morning
sun and didn't stop until we got to the pub-
lic beach in Millinocket. The problem was
that we arrived at 8:00, and there also hap-
pened to be a fair. Great timing, every
local in the area was rolling in and we were
there amongst it all sitting next to our ca-

noes. Our bus driver arrived with Guy
Miller, a Long Voyage camper who would

be rejoining his group that day. We loaded

up, bid farewell to the locals and waited

for Guy to get picked up. Guy left and we
rocked out all the way to McDonald's to

Pink Floyd. After getting our extra value

meals I just waited to get sick, which I did,

and at that point we all piled back into the

bus and headed home to our wonderful
Camp Kieve. Thanks for a great trip guys,

see you next year.

BANK II -

PRIMER: TACKLING DAMARISCOTTA
Optimism and a soft breeze went hand

in hand with the wonigans and oars as we
loaded up two vessels, Whitehall and Bill

Gribbell at the main dock. The Whitehall

is a fiberglass built 19 foot gaft rig sailboat

that can also move with the brute force of

four oar toting campers. The Bill Gribbell

is approximately the same size as the pre-

viously mentioned boat but is much dif-

ferent in that it is a replica of a dually?

Square masted Viking ship with the abil-

ity to carry six oarsmen. The crews were
set, supplies stowed and off we went to

explore Lake Damariscotta. Our course

for the first day took us in a southerly di-

rection, past Westcott Point and moving
toward the ocean. The Whitehall sailed

and the Bill Gribbell rowed. We kept mov-
ing in this fashion until lunchtime when
we stopped in a cove for a meal of tuna
and tobasco. Nate and Will made the sand-

wiches on the Bill Gribbell and pass then
to the campers in both boats. The day pro-

vided us with sun and warm weather so

the campers took a quick rejuvenating

jump into the water. At this time we were
a couple of miles from Blueberry Island.

We decided to turn back towards Westcott,

and run with the wind. The Whitehall trav-

eled grunt free leaving the campers to rest

and enjoy the day. The Bill Gribbell crew
started to match strokes and found that

disharmonious rowing was a thing of the

past. Camp was reached around 4 o'clock.

The tents, boundary bags, food, and other

necessities were unloaded from our shal-

low docking at Westcott Point. Tents
groups were assigned and a period of rest

was at hand. By 5 the camp was ready and
dinner was to be started by first gathering

wood for a fire. Dan Kline and a few oth-

ers took to shortening the branches while
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the remainder became accustomed to the

site. Dinner consisted of 50 hamburgers
topped with cheese, bacon and any condi-

ments desired. Counselors and campers
both ate until full. The utensils were
cleaned and stowed in the K. The fire was
made larger and a session of joke telling

and trivia inquiring began. The favorites

consisted of Nates 's surprising joke, Steve's

baffling minute mystery, and Max's long

winded but hilarious ? joke. The cabin

slept well.

We woke to a drizzle carrying stiff

winds. Breakfast consisted of an eggs and
bacon medley. Because of the weather

rowing on the Bill Gribbell was estimated

and a new group of sailors made them-
selves rain worthy for a day of sailing. The
destination was the Great Salt Bay, the

Northern most point of Lake Damariscotta.

We cast off and unfurled our sails cruising

immediately into the solemn waters late

morning. After around two miles of sail-

ing we realized no snacks nor food were
aboard, so the only sustenance that I could

offer was a chewy bar and king size snick-

ers. Once we reached the straits the wind
was blocked, rowing commenced. The
group did well but Harry had the best atti-

tude and rowed continuously without
complaint. He shortly, thereafter received

the chewy bar to merit his work ethic. The
campers were hungry and wet but our des-

tination was finally reached. The Great

Salt Bay was realized and the winds were
very strong. We sailed across and up and
down, tacking and jibing effortlessly with

the continuous wind. The winds were so

strong at times that all five campers and
counselors were leaning out on one side

of the boat as wind force on a large keel.

Our return began and we were brought

into a wing on wing run that lasted through

the straits and brought back to our neck of

Damariscotta. When docking we over shot

Westcott and someone was needed to jump
in the water and tow us to land. Max
quickly volunteered and with a "Russell

out" he exited the boat. As soon as he
emerged from the water, we knew that he
forgot to remove his glasses and they were
gone. He was slightly challenged but none
the less docked the boat safely. Once on
shore our crew realized the others had
been busy accommodating themselves

with a sweat lodge made of thorp, a tree

and fire treated rocks. Dinner was also

being made ready. It consisted ofbeef stew
mixed with mash potatoes. This hearty

meal gave the starving crew the food they

had long dreamt of while on the water.

After our filling feast, another night

of jokes, stories, and (gold) bonding en-

sued. Jody showed up for a surprise visit,

and the one-minute mysteries kept the

brain juices flowing 'til bedtime, our first

full day conquered.

A light rain kept council in the tent

until being rudely awakened by hungry
campers at an early 11:00. A delicious

breakfast of blueberry pancakes was en-

gulfed by the hungry crew, and in no time
we broke camp and set sale for the only

yet unexplored waters on the East Side of

camp. Strong winds aided our journey 'til

we could go no farther, resting for lunch,

which we shared, with some friendly

ducks. A little swimming underway, then

we finally set sail and reached port at the

Kieve sailhouse, our primer complete,
Danco Dos is ready!

By Paul Powell and Will Hollister

BANK II -

BAXTER-EAST BRANCH - 08/01-08/08

Nate Wendt
Day 1. August 1. Nate Wendt, Will

Hollister, Paul Powell.

An adventure always starts in a strange

way. Paul Keller kicked this one off with

his driving acrobatics on our way to

Baxter State Park. During the bus ride up,

Nick took the title for most trivia answered
in our Keller sponsored celebrity-identity

game. After two and a half hours of flying

down Maine back roads, we arrived at the

gates of Baxter State Park, gave our canoes

to Bank 1 and Evan deB, bid adieu to Paul

Keller, and started off on our own, through
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the gates of Northern Baxter.

We were informed by Ranger Bill, that

Trout Brook would be our campsite. This

excited Steve in particular because he was
hoping to do some fishing. The rest of the

group, especially Andrew, Gianni, and
Dave Wood were more excited when the

latest 'NSYNC tune came on the radio, and
they joined in like happy crickets singing

in a field.

As we settled into our campsite, time

flew by. The Bank 2 X Games were kicked

off in good form after Will led a few brave

souls such as Max, Dohan, James, and Sam
to Trout Brook itself, for some bridge jump-
ing. Max made Sportscenter highlights

after his attempted front flip turned into a

back-splat, with a sharp report that could

be heard for miles. More on that later.

Soon enough however, the night was
approaching. We gorged on burgers with
all the toppings, and hit the sack like a

burlap bag filled with Idaho potatoes.

Day 2. August 2.

We awoke early, hoping to attempt

North Traveler Peak. The thick fog in the

valley prompted us to wait until tomor-
row, and sleep in instead. Once awake, we
again stuffed ourselves on scrambled eggs

and delectable hash prepared by Sam. Eggs

fueled our ambitions, and we decided to

tackle Horse Mountain for a solid day hike.

Dave Wood led the charge up into a less

than spectacular view at the summit...

thanks fog. Regardless though, we enter-

tained ourselves by eating blueberries,

which grew abundantly. Dan saw a snake
and when we grabbed it, in the confusion,

one of us was bitten and, as the venom
perused through the pathways of his inte-

rior, he succumbed to the venom and we
lost him.

One man down (but he was a forget-

table guy anyway ) we descended the

mountain with R.B. and Corbin bringing

up the rear.

We reached camp, and once again did

some bridge jumping, this time with lady-

friend admirers. That lasted for a few
hours, and we all grew accustomed to hear-

ing what was to become our cabin motto
"DOHAN OUT!", often.

Dinner that night was, sorry Moms,
the best any of these guys had ever had.

Quesadillas. Nachos. Chicken Breast.

Thanks to kitchen crew of Max, Dohan,
Dave Wood, and Sam. Kings don't eat this

well.

Day 3. August 3.

A fire was burning within us all, when
Max awoke the counselors from their deep
sleep. A heavy fog lay in the valley, how-
ever, today it was all or nothing, so de-

spite, we breakfasted on Pop Tarts, and
loaded into the van, determined to con-

quer North Traveler Mountain on this

misty morn. Nick, Steve, Gianni, James,

and Harry seemed particularly psyched.

Within fifteen minutes of departure, we
were at the trail head, ready to tackle the

mountain.

Once we hit the trail, our wake was a

trail of fire. Paul led the way, followed by
Dan, Nick, Harry, Corbin, and R.B. We
summited before 9:00 a.m., in very high

spirits. On the summit, we snacked on
snickers and enjoyed the grandeur of our
world above the clouds as we watched
Dan, Corbin, James, Harry, and R..B. ex-

plore, while we listened to Max and An-
drew bicker about computer games.

Down even quicker than we
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summitted, for a total trail time of two
hours and forty minutes, we drove back to

Trout Brook campground, smitten with
our success. Will and Nate had to run into

town to do a few errands. Upon their re-

turn, a cabin-wide flip-fest was held off

the bridge at Trout Brook. The girls were
very impressed, especially with Will's su-

perman.
The clouds opened and it started to

rain. We started a delicious dinner of eggs

rolls. Afterwards, when the rain had ta-

pered off, we sat around the fire for our

final night at Trout Brook campground,
and discussed the finer points of life. It

was a good end to a good day.

Day 4. August 4.

We woke up early (thanks Max) so that

we could meet AUagash in time to receive

their canoes for the rest of our trip, that

was to be spend on the East Branch of the

Penobscot River. When we met them, they

looked terrific after finishing their trip on
the AUagash Wilderness Waterway. See-

ing them only made us that much more
excited for our own adventures on the river.

Everyone grabbed a canoe partner.

Our put in to Grand Lake Matagammon
was met by windy weather, but not to

worry, they were to our back. A short

paddle to a dam at the mouth of the East

Branch was completed, and at the same
time, so was all of the lake paddling that

we would have to do for the entire trip.

Paul and Nate located our campsite down
river, as Will hung our with the gang above

the dam.
Once we paddled less than a mile to

our campsite, the rest of the day was spent

sleeping, reading, and swimming in the

tumultuous Whitewater beneath the dam
(parents, see your sons for more details ).

All in all, it was a fairly quiet day, with the

exception ofJames, Dan, Gianni, and Nick
throwing stones at condemned houses.

The quietness of the day prepared us for

the long, exciting day the tomorrow would
be.

Day 5. August 5.

On the river! Yes, on the river, and
excited to be there were the Bank 2 crew
that morning. Those first few miles of flat,

but strong current waters flew by. Harry
and Corbin, accompanied by Nick and
Gianni, brought up the rear, as usual. We
hit our first portage, Haskell Pitch, and the

excitement began.

The portage itself was normal enough.

We all beared down, and soon enough the

first of the three portages in the day was
done. However, coming up after the por-

tage were some small rips that had given

me problems before. I warned everyone
that this was a very easy rapid to wrap a

canoe in, and held my breath, hoping that

we would make it through intact, as I en-

tered the first rips.

Everything went wrong that could
have. We all scraped and bumped our way
along. And then my worst fear was real-

ized. Dohan and Sam wrapped a canoe.

Then Max and Andrew got stuck up along

side of them. Then on top of that Steve

and Dave Wood came along and ran into

Max and Andrew and then flipped and
their canoe wrapped as well. It was a

mess. It seemed that two canoes were lost

to the Penobscot forever. However, as usu-

ally happens, problem was solved, mostly

by Will's brute strength, and we got out of

the incident minus no canoes, but plus a

few laughs (DOHAN OUT!).

Later that day Paul and Dan flipped as

well, and Paul lost his newly acquired

camping chair. He cried. More ugly
Whitewater encounters and two more dif-

ficult portages found us a Grand Pitch,

which was to be our campsite for the night.

We swam in the waterfall which was noth-

ing short of spectacular. Paul cut his arm.

He cried. Dinner was an excellent Black

Bean and Rice Soup. We ended the night

sitting around the camp fire laughing at

ourselves. Paul burnt his tongue on some
scalding hot chocolate. He cried.

Day 6. August 6.

We set off early from Grand Pitch, be
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cause a long day awaited us. Less than a

mile after we were on the river, our big-

gest, but last portage greeted us: The Hull-

ing Machine. The portage is long and te-

dious in terrain. We all sucked it up though,

and each of us carried a canoe. Max,
Gianni, Andrew, and Corbin did especially

well in being helpful with numerous trips.

Happy that we were done with por-

tages, we scooted down the river and ran

the fun but easy Spencer's Rips. Around
noon we ate some delicious tuna fish, pre-

pared by Max and friends. Then we
pushed on some more.

The river was mostly flat, and weak
in current. But no matter, we had fun see-

ing bald eagles, engaging in Will and
James's water battles, and R.B. saw some-
thing wading in the shallows that re-

sembled a beached whale, and this excited

him greatly.

As dark drew near, we finally pulled
into Whetstone Falls campground. We
were content in days work, and after the

tarp crew rigged the best tarp that I have
ever seen rigged, we ate a dinner of beef
stew, burnt, and flavorless stuffing.

When the food stinks you can always
go to bed early right? Right.

Day 7. August 7.

Our last full day of the trip was spent

going from Whetstone Falls to Pine Grove
Campground, a campground rumored to

have running water, flushing toilets, video

games, a ping-pong table, and a goat on a

rope. Excited that this lore just might be
true, we tackled the day despite a misty

drizzle.

James and Dan kept their boats at the

front of our party. Sam and Corbin kept

the party safe by making sure the rear was
clear, thanks guys. We reached a railroad

bridge right before Grindstone Rapids and
took it upon ourselves to do some jump-
ing. Andrew and Sam were the only two
campers to jump off the very high bridge.

Will amazed us all with his jumping off

from impossible heights and swinging on
swings into the river like Baltimore's

Tarzan Boy.

We ate lunch for the last time on the

river and entered the famed Grindstone
Rapids, which consist of class 2 and 3

Whitewater. We all had some excitement,

and took some good hits. Max and An-
drew flipped, to the delight of the rest of

us, and safely drifted down the rapids,

bumping their tush's along the way.

Soon thereafter, we reached Pine
Grove, to find that all the legends sur-

rounding it were indeed true. Even the

lore about the goat. The last dinner was
terrific, being chili and rice. We all retired

early to get ready for our final early wake
up in the morning.

Day 8. August 8.

Max woke us up again this morning,
and counsel roused the rest of the crew,
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especially Dohan, by banging pots and pans

together. We ate a breakfast of whatever
we wanted from the remnants of our Kay
and hit the river quickly and quietly. Will

and Dan led, followed by Nick and his new
partner Steve. Corbin and Harry brought

up the rear. Though Dohan and Sam were
trying hard to take it from them. We ran

our last rapid: Ledge Falls without inci-

dent.

We rounded a bend in the river and
our take out point loomed in clear view.

This fired up our engines and we all raced

to the finish line where we met Paul Keller

to put some nice circularity into our trip.

We drove into Augusta to eat at Pizza Hut
and enjoyed the normal crazy antics of

Paul Keller on the road. As we sped into

camp, horns blazing and victorious in our

adventure, each one of us felt pride, as we
realized what we had just done. Congratu-

lations guys. Come back never year...

BANK 2 OUT!!

ALLAGASH -

ALLAGASH WATERWAY - 07/23-08/04

Ben Hanisian

Day One: 3 Miles

The boys of Allagash wearily rose

from their bunks at five in the morning
and wandered down to Pasquaney for

breakfast. We then loaded the bus and were
off by six with the help of the man they

call "ONE." Around 10:30 we stopped for

gas and a quick bathroom break, and were
back on the road in no time heading for

Hannibal's Crossing. We arrived to our

put-in destination at 11:15, unloaded the

boats and had a lunch of cold-cuts, fruit,

and snickers before heading off. We waved
goodbye to ONE and hit the West Branch
of the Penobscot for a three mile paddle.

Along the way we saw two moose, ducks,

loons, and a bald eagle. We paddled to our

campsite (Big Island) in record time, un-

loaded the gear, set up tents, and relaxed

until Long Voyage arrived across from us

around five. Clark and Keith came over

and sat with us for awhile talking, then left

when we began cooking dinner. The coun-

cil cooked marinated Italian chicken
breasts over a nice fire and filled every-

one up. A little more conversation around
the fire and we were off to bed, having
completed the first day in style!

Day Two: 18 Miles

Wake up at 7:30 in the morning and
ate a breakfast of bagels and cream cheese.

We then finished taking down tents and
loading the boats with gear, and headed up
to Chesuncook Lake and the village nearby.

There we stopped and everyone got a piece

ofhomemade fudge and refilled our water

bottles. We paddled up Chesuncook Lake
around Gero Island, a minor navigation

error that took us a bit out of the way, but

easily corrected and we were back on
course heading up into Umbazookus
Stream. We stopped for lunch under a

bridge and ate peanut butter and jelly pi-

tas. Further up the stream it got really

shallow, and we dragged our boats up over

the damn into Umbazookus Lake. Just up
the east bank we found the portage trail

for Mud Pond. The cabin gathered their

gear, walking 100 yards up to the camp-
site where we would stay that night. There

we set up tents, changing into clothes for

the portage, and headed down to the water

for an inspirational talk from the council.

The canoe teams picked up their boats and
began the toughest portage, 1.5 miles

through mud and m^uck, Kieve has to of-

fer. Digits was the first one finished, and
Jake and Adam were the first campers to

finish the portage, followed by Alec, Dan,

Wood, and Ben. Everyone finished at their

own pace and headed down to the water-

front to rinse off while the council pre-

pared dinner. We ate a hearty meal of
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chicken cheese fajitas and headed to bed
tired from the portage and ready to finish

it tomorrow morning.

Day Three: 6.5 Miles

Late wake up today at 9:45 where we
took down the tents and ate a breakfast of

Pop Tarts and Nutri-Grain Bars. We loaded

gear and headed down the portage trail for

the last time, all ecstatic to be finishing

Mud Pond Portage. At the trail's end, we
loaded the canoes and paddled up Mud
Pond into Mud Pond Brook. We found a

beaver damn in the middle of the brook,

and had to pull the boats over it. Another
fun drag through shallow water and into

Chamberlain Lake, officially entering the

Allagash Wilderness Waterway. A rain

storm came quickly in, pouring on us while

we paddled to our campsite. Gravel Beach
was taken, so we pushed on to Rocky Cove
campsite. By the time we began to unload

the boats, the storm had passed and left us

with sunny skies. We set up our tents and
tarp and looked for wood for the fire.

Lunch of tuna and pitas with a snack, and
then off to take a quick rest in the tents.

Dinner was macaroni and cheese, with a

snack to finish it off. We talked around the

campfire, relieved to have Mud Pond Por-

tage officially behind us. We headed to

bed for a good sleep and a rest day the next

day.

Day Four: Rest Day
A rest day for most, but Ben took a

small group to go pick up our re-supply at

Telos Lake. The re-supply group, consist-

ing of Howard, Wood, Alec, Jake, Charlie,

and Ben, woke up early, ate oatmeal, and
paddled down to meet the re-supply crew
by nine in the morning. Chris Woods and

Kate came with wannigans and coolers in

the green truck, and even picked up Moun-
tain Dews for the cabin. After loading the

boats, the crew re-filled their water bottles

at a fresh spring and headed back to the

campsite. Everyone went for a swim while

the council fixed peanut butter and honey
for lunch. A relaxing afternoon led into a

realization that one cooler with food was
left on re-supply, causing the council to

make what would be deemed "Carnival

Dinner," a six stage meal extravaganza!

Beginning with two fajita wraps each, then

moving on to chips, granola bars, fig new-
tons, fresh oranges, and finally homemade
cookies from Winsy. After dinner we sat

around the fire and came up with the idea

of "The 13 Days of Allagash" song. The
ranger stopped in to drop off a rake and
shovel to clean the campsite, and then we
all headed to bed for an early wake up to

avoid head winds on Chamberlain Lake.

Day Five: 16 Miles

We woke up at six in the morning,

eating bagels for breakfast while we took

down camp and loaded the canoes. From
there we headed north on Chamberlain
Lake to Lock Dam. On the way we ran

into the ranger who took his tools from us

and gave us the weather report. We landed

at Lock Dam, finished the carry, and were
back on the water in under ten minutes.

We paddled through a small stream and
into a cove of Eagle Lake where we real-

ized that Alec had picked up the wrong
bag at the dam, switching his with some-
one else's from another camp. The cabin

waited for the other camp to come down,
exchanged greetings and river bags, and
headed back into Eagle Lake. With strong

tail winds behind us, the council rafted

the boats up and had Alec and Howard
hoist the tarp for a sail. We cruised up
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Eagle Lake, past Pillsbury Island (where

Thoreau once camped) and into another

cove. We stepped out of the canoes and
headed a short distance into the woods on
a trail to two steam engines left behind
years ago. Everyone explored the old lo-

comotives and even had time to take some
group photos before we headed back to

the boats. We sailed farther up Eagle Lake
(Sam Smart and Brehan held the sail) and
stopped for a lunch of tuna and pitas at

Farm Island. From there it was just a short

paddle to our next campsite, Pump Handle.

Once the gear was unloaded and boats

turned over, we all rested in the sun and
wind until dinner. We ate Chili con Carne
with cheese and rice, cleaned up (Chris

Howard helped clean by eating 30 spoon-

fuls of cheese!) and headed to bed for a

good nights sleep.

Day Six: 8.5 Miles

We awoke at 8 a.m. under a beautiful,

sunny day. Breakfast of Pop Tarts and
Nutri-Grain Bars gave us the energy we
needed to paddle north into Round Pond.
There we found John's Bridge where Jake

was the first person to jump off, followed

by everyone else. A couple of pictures

and jumps later we were back paddling

Round Pond and up into Churchill Lake.

We found our next campsite, Jaws, and
headed in for lunch. Peanut butter and
jelly and a snack satisfied us, and we re-

tired to our tents for a long nap. We woke
up and played cards and read books until

dinner, which were rice fajitas cooked by
Alec. Another game of cards (Spades with
Digits, Jake, Howard, and Charlie), D&D
(Wood, Michaud, Treco, Lowell, and Dan),

and skipping rocks across the lake (Fred,

Maxwell, Smart, Ben and Brehan) and we

went to bed to rest up for our first day of

real rapids.

Day Seven: 13 Miles

Morning wake up around eight with a

hot breakfast of Maypo and brown sugar.

After a Whitewater lesson by Ben, we be-

gan with a short paddle down to Churchill

Dam. There the ranger took our gear so

we could run Chase Rapids dry. At the

dam we re-filled our water bottles from a

potable spring, and waited for Camp Wash-
ington to go ahead of us. We excitedly

hopped into our boats and immediately
hit the Whitewater! The first couple hits

were great, and paddling on a moving body
of water was a nice change from all of the

lakes and ponds before. We reached our

gear at a washed out bridge having had no
one flip (a good sign!), and loaded the boats

under the sun. We paddled the rest of the

river into Umsaskis Lake and pulled into

Ledges campsite in good spirits. Lunch
was tuna made by the council as everyone

set up camp. Some people played cards,

while the council went for a swim. Digits,

Howard, Fred, Treco, and Smart worked
on catching the fish that kept biting at

Digit's ankles with little luck except for

Fred catching two small fish. Dinner was
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a hearty meal of Beef Stew and rice which
put us all to bed right away after an excit-

ing day on the river.

Day Eight: 23.5 Mies
8 in the morning brought the wake up

call from the council, and we all packed
up camp and sat and ate a hot breakfast of

Cream ofWheat with brown sugar for that

extra energy boost. Everyone paddled
hard knowing that it was our last day on
lakes and ponds. We headed up into Long
Lake under a cloudy day, then into Harvey
Pond. We reached Long Lake Dam, an old

washed out dam that we had to do a quick

carry around because the water was too

low to shoot it in canoes. We hopped back
into the boats and headed on a short part

of the Allagash River into Round Pond.
Most of the campsites were filled, so we
searched around for another for a short

time, tired after an incredibly long day of

paddling. Finally a group left, and we were
excited to reach the campsite we wanted
called Inlet. We ate a well needed lunch of

peanut butter and honey fixed by the coun-

cil while everyone else set up camp and
gathered fire wood. A huge battle of Spades
between council (Ben and Digits) and
campers (Jake and Charlie) ended in a

crushing defeat of the campers. Dinner of

Broccoli Cheese and Rice soup cooked by
Jake really hit the spot after a long day,

and we all gathered around the fire for a

short while before heading off to bed. The
stars came out bright, and Ben showed
everyone 9 constellations, and we were

even lucky enough to see some shooting

stars!

Day Nine: 12.5 Miles

Wake up was at everyone's discretion

after that long day, as we awoke under
beautiful skies and sunshine. We ate break-

fast around nine with Pop Tarts and Nutri-

Grain Bars. We paddled out ofRound Pond
and onto the Allagash River for good.

Around 11:30 the council taught the camp-
ers what the term "gash paddle" meant,

where stern men take a break, the canoes

turn around, and the bowman paddles

them down the river. All the stern men
got to rest in the sun and talk with the bow-
man as the river current took us down.
Dan lead the entire group until we stopped

for a snack and paddled together for the

last two miles. A brief water war with
Digits, Brehan, and Jake's boat began be-

fore we pulled into our campsite at

Deadwater North. A nice relaxing day,

lunch of tuna and a long rest before a din-

ner of Black Bean and Rice soup. Again,

conversation around the campfire and we
all retired to bed by 10 p.m..

Day Ten: 12 Miles

We woke up around nine in the morn-
ing and packed up camp while the council

prepared the oatmeal for breakfast. An-
other easy day of paddling down the river,

with a little dragging of the canoes because

of low water. We reached Allagash Falls

and pulled out for the quick 200 yard por
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tage. Alec, Maxwell, and Jake all portaged

canoes by themselves while everyone
brought the gear over. We ate a lunch of

tuna on the rocks by the beautiful water
fall. After lunch, we all jumped off a ledge

into the pool at the bottom of the falls

which was refreshing and fun. After a

couple hours, we got back into the canoes

and paddled to Big Brook South campsite.

There we relaxed, playing cards and D& D
before a warm dinner of Chili con Carne
and rice. Bed time was early because we
all were tired from playing in the falls.

Day Eleven: 27 Miles

We woke up around nine in the morn-
ing and took down camp. Breakfast was
Maypo and brown sugar and woke us up
for the long day ahead of us that we weren't

expecting. We loaded into the canoes and
got back onto the Allagash River. A lot of

time was spent dragging because of the lack

of rain, but the sunny day above us made
up for it. We eventually came up to Alla-

gash Village where we stopped on the bank
of the shore. The campers began to fix the

lunch of tuna while the council went up to

buy supplies needed because of the re-

supply mix up. There we found out that

we would have to finish our trip today
instead of camping at the Village because
there was no where to get the food we
needed for the rest of the day. The council

bought everyone Pepsi's and then we all

jumped back into the canoes to finish the

Allagash and jump onto the St. John's River.

We briefly stopped at a campsite (Evelyn's

A-frame) and spoke with her, but then
pushed on. Once we hit St. John's the wa-
ter picked up, even making a couple of

huge hits and rapids. The first set of rapids

went really well, and we were all in good
spirits. Pelletier's campsite was 8 miles

down the river, and we paddled under a

somewhat cloudy day. Eventually we
came to the final set of rips called Rankin
Rapids. There Chris Howard and Adam
broad-sided a rock and dumped out of

their boat, but all their gear luckily hadn't

gone in. After getting them back up, we
paddled about another mile before we
found the campsite. Another small rapid

and we were there. Everyone unloaded
the boats at the beautiful campsite while

the council walked up to let them know
that we had arrived a day early and buy
supplies for dinner. We set up tents and
played cards, read, and D&D before din-

ner. Dinner was another hearty meal of

Beef Stew over a fire, and we ate and
laughed about us being done early with a

rest day. Another quick look at the stars

and we all headed to bed after an incred-

ibly long but fulfilling day.

Day Twelve: Rest Day
Wake up again was when people

wanted to crawl out of the tents. Breakfast

was some Kix cereal and milk that the

council bought, as well as some extra

snacks that were packed. Although the
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weather was supposed to be bad, the sun
was shining which was a perfect end to an

incredible trip. We all spent a lazy morn-
ing, doing whatever we wanted, mostly

D& D and finishing books that people had
started. A fresh stream nearby gave us a

break from the iodine water that we had
been drinking. For lunch the council

bought bread, and Sam Smart and Adam
fixed peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
and chips for everyone. A storm rolled in

during the middle of the afternoon, and
everyone retired to their tents for about a

half hour, but the sun prevailed and we
were back out under sunny skies. All of a

sudden we hear a rumbling and around
the corner comes a big orange bus with
Henry inside it! Everyone ran to greet him
and get their mail. Henry parked the ca-

noe trailer off to the side and took a few
pictures, letting us know that he will be

back in the morning around six. Council

went and bought dinner and treats for ev-

eryone while the kids loaded up the ca-

noes on the trailer. After ICY POPS every-

one retired to their tent while the council

began cooking a dinner of tacos with fresh

ground beef, taco shells and sauce, green

peppers, tomatoes, lettuce and cheese. We
came out to eat and met another camp stay-

ing next to us. They told us that they did a

60 mile trip as their "big" trip for the 15

year olds, then asked about ours. We all

talked with pride about our 13 day, 140

mile trip!

After dinner, we gathered around the

fire and talked about everyone's high points

and low points on the trip. We all realized

that we had truly accomplished something

great, both as a group as well as learning

something about ourselves in the process.

We headed to bed around 9 for the early

wake up at 5:15 tomorrow.

Day Thirteen: Home Sweet Home!
Our earliest wake up yet, but we were

all excited about the day ahead of us.

Breakfast was doughnuts and the remain-

ing snacks before Henry came for us to

load up the bus. With everyone excited,

we loaded into the bus for our first stop in

Baxter State Park to drop off our canoes to

Bank II. After a short time talking with
everyone there, we headed out having
picked up a van which Digit's drove, and
the Suburban which Ben drove. We all

stopped briefly for gas and snacks which
Henry bought everyone, and then off to

pick up Long Voyage's canoes at Grind-

stone. There we helped load canoes and
again talked with the guys we had seen

only 12 days earlier. After dropping off

the van, we headed back to camp, but we
still had one more stop to make. BURGER
KING!!!! There we all ate happily and
stuffed ourselves with burgers, pies, and
cokes! Another two hours on the road,

and as soon as we hit the edge of camp the

horns were sounding and everyone was
hanging out the windows screaming! Fi
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nally, we were home.

The trip was an incredible time, see-

ing ten moose, three eagles, and dozens of

geese, duck, and loons. Incredible weather,

many laughs and tough work all made for

an incredible accomplishment by the en-

tire cabin. A special thanks to Brehan and
Digits for all their support and hard work.

And most importantly, thank you to each
member of Allagash 2000: Sam Maxwell,
Fred Carter, Sam Smart, Alec Johnson,

Lowell Olcott, Adam Denhard, Charlie

Harding, Jake Murphy, Dan Bruckner, Chris

Howard, Pete Michaud, John Treco, and
Chris Wood. I hope you guys remember
what you accomplished out there. As I

said at our final campfire, in five years I

have never been with better company.
Thank you all . . .

LONG VOYAGE

-

LONG VOYAGE - 07/21-08/07

Chris Woods/Clark Wooley
Day 1: Friday 7-20-00

Day one started out with our "bad"

(as in good) exit during lunch. We hit the

road fast and kept on going. We tried to

catch some Z's before the big trip - but it's

hard when you're riding the Paul Keller

roller coaster taking a few turns at more
than a couple G's. We arrived at the camp-
site at 5:00 pm, finding it pretty jammed
with weekend "campers" and "yahoos".

Luckily we found a place to set up camp in

the back, far enough away from them.
Then in a harsh wind and rain storm, the

three super-counselors Clark Wolley, Chris

Woods, and (especially) Keith Quencer
managed to set up a tarp that will be fea-

tured in next months Outside Magazine
for its stellar tightness and symmetry. The
burgers were cooked to perfection as the

three brave counselors braved the storm
to feed their campers (After all, its for the

kids). The night was topped off with some
cards, a game of Egyptian Ratskrew, taught

to us by Sebastiano, and a few jokes from
Will.

Day 2:

Wake up call... 4:30. Our dashing
young counselor Keith woke up brown
eyed and bushy tailed while the Clark

awoke less enthused about the hour and
the lack of light. The men of Long Voyage
moved fast in the cold mist. The mission
of the day was to conquer the mighty
Moose Head Lake before the notorious

head winds. Sebastiano and Hunter a.k.a.

Red Thunder led the massive assault across

the lake. Cuy whimpered at his exploding

bladder as miles upon miles were past. The
strong and ambitious Clark kept the group
at a feverish pace. The hard work paid off

as the group hit camp at 10:00 a.m. Early

yes but the head winds that where escaped
was well worth it. Will put together lunch
ofPB&H and the rest of the day was left to

free time. Reading, swimming, and nap-

ping where the favorite activities of the

group. Thunderstorms rolled in at five but

fortunately the food was prepared at 4:30

by Matt. Rain and thunder and more rain

finished the second day.

Day 3: Mchek and Dave
At the first words of "All right, get up

girls," we awoke at 8:30 and had a "quick"

breakfast of Maypo with a full bag of

brown sugar. As Hunter put it, "we're go-

ing to be sugarized!" After we packed up
our things, we headed off towards our first

portage of the trip, the North-East Carry.

Within two hours, we had the boats, group

gear, and our personal gear over the 2-mile

portage. But before the second run, every-

one surrounded Dave and myself for a

lunch of pepperoni and cheese. We took

off after a can of Mountain Dew (which
Clark was awesome to get us) to our desti-

nation. Big Island. We turned many cor-

ners and passed some wildlife before we
reached our campsite. It felt like forever

until we finally saw the Allagash canoes.

We collected wood and checked out our

campsite before dinner. At long last Dave
and I did subjective trivia for dinner. Sub-

jective trivia, an art pioneered by Chris

Block, and later perfected by Paul Keller,
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is a form of trivia in which the answer is

entirely subjective to the person asking the

question. Later that night when Clark and
Keith went over to Big Island to visit Alla-

gash, our whole cabin planned an attack

on the Gash campsite. We were going to

scare the "bejesus" out of them. Our plan

was to make noises and confuse them and
just really scare them. It ended up that we
didn't scare them but wound up just going

to sleep. So we retired for the night. .

.

-Mchek + Dave
Day 4: Start: Big Island,

End: The Horseraces.

Boy, what a great day, starting with
fudge and ending with burritos. The
French connection spearheaded the day
with some French lessons with three easy

words that you probably already know.
Allagash beat us out of the campsite but

we were soon to follow and caught up with

them at Chesuncook Village, the place of

good fudge and root beer. After a break

and tuna pitas along with the tuna water

(which was gulped down by Guy Miller,

Matt Mrachek, and Will George much to

everyone's disgust), we looked for the en-

trance to Cocmagomic Stream, which was
the next leg of the days work. Some an-

noying people with a motorboat had sto-

len the campsite that we were going to

occupy (we'll get them later). Because of

these Motorists (huh!) we were forced to

continue with our exodus in search of a

campsite. We traveled through Black Pond
and into another part of Cocmagomic
Stream. Matt had remembered a campsite

up river, so we struggled up river through
some rapids and finally after a nine hour
journey arrived at a campsite below Horse
Race Rapids where we dined on burritos

filled with refried beans and rice of which
Matt and Guy ate 5 servings (watch out for

gas). Once the mosquitoes began to attack

viciously we turned in.

-Ned
Day 5: "RED THUNDER" (Hunter &
Sebastiano)

We woke up at 8:15 this morning
groggy-eyed with bright blue skies over-

head. After loading our sturdy, gallant

vessels with our gear, we embarked on
another day's adventure. Our hardy young
J.C. Keith, a.k.a. Kent, led the rugged group
of voyagers straight upstream through the

"Class V" raging rapids. After roughing it

out and enduring great hardships for many
hours, we pulled up at a dam where we
stopped for lunch. [And now a word from

everybody's favorite Italian, Sebastiano,

about the rest of the day . . . ]

Dopo aver mangiato con forza panini

pieni zeppi di marmellata e crema di

arachidi, abbiamo attraversato per circa 5

miglia (8.3 km) un fiume dalle sponde
paurose per poi sfociare in un lago stretto

e lungo: Round pond. Li abbiamo nuotato

e ci siamo
fatti portare dalla corrente fino ad

arrivare nel luogo di campeggio.
Velocemente abbiamo scaricato i nostri

zaini e le nostre provviste per preparare

dell'acqua bollente: chissa' per quale

motivo! !!!!!!!!!! Naturalmente per 15 etti

di spaghetti con alfredo sauce che
Sebastiano (SEABASS) ha cucinato
meravigliosamente al dente come la

tradizione Italiana non vuole ma
pretende!!

Translation: More paddling, camped
at Round Pond, Alfredo Spaghetti

-Hunter + Sebastiano

Day 6: Mchek and Fred
With a lazy wake-up at about 9:00,

we ate G.O.R.P. and relaxed waiting for our

11:00 re-supply. While Guillaume, Ned,

and Will played cards, others read their

summer reading or slept around in the

tents. At 12:00 the re-supply came and so

did our HBC, Chris Woods, who missed
the first 5 days of our trip. Not only did

Woods show up, but Kate, one of the fe-

male staff, did also. When she emerged
from the truck. Will replied excitedly "Oh
yes! A female! Finally!" After some refresh-

ing Mountain Dew drinks, we set off to

portage our gear to Allagash Lake. The
portage took at least two trips but in the

end we made out okay. Soon, Keith and
Kate left us as we headed on to our next

campsite, but not after a couple sand-

wiches. We hit the water and were soon
surprised to hear the words "unload the

stuff guys!" We set up camp and some
people tried to swim but it was a little too

shallow. Fred and I started a fire and
cooked some tasty quesadillas that every-

one enjoyed. Later, I attempted to try do-

ing some games with everyone else. This

became a complete failure because we
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were too loud and the counselors wanted
us to be quiet so the ranger didn't yell at

us. After we settled down, we talked about

celebrities and which ones we liked the

best and then headed off to bed for the

night.

-Mchek and Fred

Day 7: Guy
We started the day today at around

eight, with an Easy-Egg/Cheese breakfast.

By the time we left our campsite, the wind
had picked up considerably. Even so, we
crossed the lake and found the elusive Al-

lagash River. With Allagash Lake out of

the way, we started down the river with

high hopes for rapids. We found our rap-

ids, but ended up walking down them. On
Round Pond, we got hit with the first true

head winds of the trip. After that we came
to Little Allagash Falls, which we portaged,

and enjoyed some Pita Pizzas for lunch
before heading out again. Once again, we
walked some rapids, coming out onto the

mighty Lake Chamberlain, and took about

an hour's break. When we hit the lake,

though, we were accosted with some ab-

solutely vicious head winds. Fighting a

battle against wind and waves, we perse-

vered in finding our campsite. Once we'd
gotten our tents up, found enough fire-

wood, and all had our third snack, we ate a

massive dinner of rice pilaf and turkey

steaks (which Matt couldn't keep down)
and called it a night, in preparation for the

following day.

-Guy
Day 8: Andrew and Fred

The brave adventurers of Long Voy-

age woke early in the morning to beat the

head wind across Chamberlain Lake. Af-

ter hastily leaving the campsite, we had a

breakfast of Pop-Tarts out on water. We
began our trip across Chamberlain Lake
the long way with side head winds. We
made great time paddling and we had cov-

ered more than ten miles by lunchtime.

After a lunch of peanut butter and jelly

and filling our water bottles with fresh

water, we headed back out on our journey.

We next encountered another round pond.

We did not face any problems heading
across this crystalline pond. The final leg

of day's journey took us into Telos Lake.

We reached our final destination between
two or three o'clock. We spent the day

doing a little rest and relaxation. We had a

big dinner of chili with cheese sauce and
then turned in for a good night's rest.

- Andrew + Fred
Day 9: Mchek and Dave

With a wake-up at 8:00 this morning,
we ate a heaping bowl of Cream of Wheat.
Today was an easy day. We paddled not

too far to Telos Dam where after we expe-

rienced some kickin' rapids down Webster
Brook. It seems that Guy and Guillaume
had a thing for the water because they
flipped. As Hunter, Ned, Sebastiano, Dave,

Fred, and myself tried to catch the gear,

Guillaume came walking down with a new
paddle, which Woods claimed as his for

the trip. The rest of the rapids were rea-

sonably uneventful and we soon reached
Webster Pond. After taking some time to

properly prepare ourselves for the lake

paddle with several gallons of sun tan goo,

we slowly made our way across the lake

Allagash style. After we arrived, we had a

delicious lunch of tuna mixed with the

perfect amount of spices by well, yes, our-

selves. We chilled for the rest of afternoon,

and after about 2 hours waiting for the

water to boil, cooked a delicious pot of

Mac cheese. When our stomachs were full

and all the pots were cleaned, we climbed
into our tents and lean-tos for a great nights

sleep. Most of the guys in the lean-to

chickened out and set up a tent because
there were to many bugs (Matt, Sebastiano,

and Will).

-Mchek + Dave
Day 10: La connection frangais

The French connection slapped five

and decided to tag team day 10. The only

problem was that the day was a rest day.

Oh well, what can you do? Counselors

Clark "Money" and "C" Dog cooked pan-

cakes for the hungry crew of hearty voy-

agers. Free swim went into affect against

the wishes of the O.D.'s. "Counselor Clark,

what about cramps?" whimpered the

French connection. "Don't worry! " barked

"C" Dog, "We're too tough for cramps!"

On went general swim with Matt & Guy
swimming like frogs and Sebastiano sing-

ing Brittany Spears. The day was pretty

much awesome. The rest of the day was
spent sun-tanning and card playing,

and... oh yes, parents!...many a camper
were reading their summer reading. Din
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ner was mashed potatoes & beef stew with

Oreos for dessert. The sunset was pretty

much the best ever. Sorry you missed it!

Day 11: "Red Thunder" (Hunter &
Sebastiano)

We woke up at quarter of 8:00 this

morning excited to get back on the river.

For breakfast, we enjoyed a dehcious pack
ofPop Tarts. We returned to Webster Brook

and hit some of the best rapids Kieve
knows. Guy and Guillaume flipped early

in today's adventure (as expected). Woods
and Fred went over next. This was sur-

prisingly all we lost to the fierce waters

today. It's a shame we didn't see more
swimmers today. Lunch was gourmet PB
& H (peanut butter & honey). Sebastiano

fell into the falls for the cabin after trying

to save some group gear. It seems that he
had an awesome swim cause he ended up
okay and survived the falls drop (the Kieve

save of the trip). We were treated to a

mouth-watering bowl of spaghetti a la

Sebastiano. We retired to our tents even-

tually after a hearty day of action and
thrills for some much-needed rest to pre-

pared for our next day's adventure.

-Hunter + Sebastiano

Day 12: The day of evil head winds
The day had an auspicious beginning

with Cream ofWheat for breakfast cooked
in an ingenious manner so that no pots

required cleaning. Once we got on the

water the day continued to be enjoyable.

However when we entered Grand Lake
Matagamon we were greeted by two-foot

swells and raging head winds. We zig-

zagged from island to island trying to hide

from the wind. After many an hour of bru-

tal paddling we stopped on shore for PB&H
sandwiches and some ultimate tanning

before heading out of the coves breeze free

shelter. From there it was one hard push to

the mouth of the river. As soon as we
reached the dam the wind stopped com-
pletely. After unloading the boats Glark

and Woods went off to check in and find

our campsite. A few minutes later both

came screeching up in a Kieve van, blast-

ing some tunes that we'd been missing for

the past 12 days. We quickly loaded the

van and left the canoes for portaging the

100 yards. We saw the Bank and "cheered"

them on as they struggled to carry their

canoes to their campsite. Later we put on

our life jackets and jumped in a circular

current that Dave had found where we
enjoyed some good Whitewater swimming.
Today we lost Guy when he was rushed to

the hospital due to an infected leech bite.

Dinner was refried beans, fiesta, and
burritos. Thus ended the day of evil head
winds.

-Ned and Will

Day 13: The Day Of Three Portages

We woke up at around 8 to some bad
news: we would have to finish out the rest

of the canoeing section of our trip without

Guy due to his infected leech bite. We
rearranged the canoes a bit so that Woods
was soloing our extra and then we headed
downriver. After we said a quick farewell

to the Bank, we refilled our water jugs at

the general store and enjoyed some Pop-
Tarts as we floated down a dead section of

the river. We soon came upon Stair Falls,

which was a little hairy since most of us

hadn't really woken up that morning yet.

After a quick snack we came upon our first

portage of the day, Haskell Pond Pitch. It

went pretty quick and we were soon back
on the water. We hit some pretty good rips

after that during which Andrew managed
to fall out of his boat. We came upon Pond
Pitch portage next, which was much
shorter than Haskell. A few miles later we
were at our campsite. Grand Pitch. We
took the canoes down and then relaxed

until dinner, which was chicken noodle
soup, masterfully concocted by yours truly.

Overall, a hard but satisfying day on the

river.

-Dave and Guillaume
Day 14: Andrew

The fearless explorers packed up camp
and went down the Grand Pitch Portage

with the gear not brought over the previ-

ous day. We paddled down the Penobscot
a little and then started the Hauling Ma-
chine portage. It was longer than
yesterday's portages, but we blew through
it with gusto. Then, the counselors being

as great as they are, ran Hauling Machine
with ease. We continued on in a relaxing

manner through the river. During the af-

ternoon, we felt like taking a shower, so

we turn on the faucet and let the sky pour.

We pulled into our campsite before Whet-
stone late in the afternoon, which we shared

with some other campers. Since all the
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wood was soaked, we cooked the maca-
roni and cheese on the stove. We retired

soon after to prepare for tomorrow.
- Andrew Miller

Day 15: Ned
Today we awoke at the ungodly hour

of 4:00 am. in order to meet Henry with
the re-supply at 10:00 am. We loaded the

canoes and hurried to shove off because

we were being attacked viciously by
hoards ofbugs. We had to shoot Whetstone

rapids in almost absolute darkness, luck-

ily no one flipped. 2 hours later we break-

fasted on blueberry Pop Tarts that pro-

claimed "Win 10,000 cash" of course no
one won. We paddled through what
seemed like an endless stretch of dead-

water but eventually arrived at Grindstone

Rapids. After Grindstone it was only a short

way to Pine Grove campgrounds. We ar-

rived at 9:00 am. and waited about 2 hours

for Henry and Allagash to show up. In the

meantime we were kept busy with keep-

ing the campsite's owner's pet goat from
eating our stuff (the goat's name was,

strangely enough, "Goat"). When Henry
arrived we loaded our stuff and headed
out. At a stop at Shop-n-Save we met an-

other group of campers who claimed that

they were from camp Wapiti or something
like that, yeah right, we know they were
just Chewonkee campers and didn't want
to admit it.

We reached Baxter State Park and
headed to Nesowadnehunk campsites. On
the way we stopped at Ledge Falls for some
swimming and ultimate tanning. Next we
met up with South Harrington and set up
camp. The day ended with quesadillas for

dinner and push-ups for all (we had to do
2 push-ups for every piece of gear that was
not put away, the grand total was 68). Be-

fore we went to bed Clark and Woods
(wanting to scare the campers and know-
ing ghost stories don't have the same ef-

fect) decided to play a joke on us that

scared all of us half to death. The council-

ors sat in a van calling campers in one by
one. The councilors through out com-
ments such as "we know what you've done
and this is your chance to come clean",

after fried nerves and lots of sweating in

the 'pressure cooker van' they were re-

lieved and a good laugh was had by all.

Few handled the pressure calmly and some

tried to spill their guts, over all it was bet-

ter than any ghost story ever.

-Ned
Day 16: Mchek

With a late wake-up at about 7:30, we
set off in search of a path up Mt. Katahdin.

After we piled into the van, we headed
toward Katahdin Stream to the Hunt Trail.

As we approached it we got let down be-

cause we saw the "Day parking closed"

sign. Next we tried for the Abol Trail. In

the end it also turned out that the day park-

ing was closed. We headed back to our

campsite disappointed. On our way back I

began to talk to Woods about how we
played baseball on our Allagash trip. Af-

ter that. Woods decided to make a bat again

out of wood. After about half an hour,

Woods had a bat whittled and carved and
we played baseball with South
Harrington. As always it ended up as a

Kieve tie. After the excitement and a little

lunch of PB+J, we set off again in search of

a trail to climb Katahdin again. Since Ka-

tahdin Stream was still closed, we went
up Abol Trail. About 15 to 20 minutes into

the hike we stopped because we realized

we didn't have enough water. To me that

was way un-cool. We came up with two
options: 1 Get up at like 3 in the morning
and climb tomorrow or 2. Forget about it

and just eat a great big breakfast tomor-

row. We returned to the campsite and had
a lazy day. As the day went on, we were
told that the counselors were going to have

a scary story for the South Harrington kids

tonight. With this we were going to have a

big fire and skits. Later, after we had our

skits prepared, we ate some teriyaki

chicken for dinner. We tried having a game
of ultimate Frisbee but ranger "Joe" came
and told us to be quiet because it was "7:00;

which is quiet time." Later the big fire came
and apparently South Harrington had skits

as well. We finally told ours and laughed

extremely hard at the "Gelebrity Jeop-

ardy." Soon Woods broke into his scary

story and scared the stuff out of everyone,

especially the South Harrington kids. We
finally all turned in for the night knowing
we were getting up early tomorrow.

-Mchek
Day 17: The big K

This was going to be the day; the day

we climbed Mt. K. Getting up early to a
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warm breakfast of easy eggs and corned

beef hash. We took the usual long, wind-

mg, dirt road to the parking lot of the hunt

trail. Woods walked us to the base of the

trail and signed us in as we started our

journey up the highest mountain in Maine.

We took to the trail with Clark and John, a

counselor from South Harrington, and af-

ter about an hour everyone began to real-

ize that the corned beef and the easy eggs

were not turning over well in our stom-

achs, especially Sebastiano. We climbed
passed the tree line and the bag was passed

off between Clark, John, and I. Once we
reached the summit we were all struck with

cigar smoke from some through hikers

that have hiked all the way from Georgia

on the Appalachian Trail. The "AT" is

about 2,160.2 miles and ends or starts on
Mt. Springer in GA and starts or ends on
the summit of Katahdin. Snickers never

tasted so good on the summit. I carried

the pack down the Saddleback trail. Then
it was another long trail to the parking lot

where we would meet up with guy and
woods. In the van we heard guys stories

and rested up on our way to the Northern

Outdoors campsites.

-Will

Day 18:

We got up at about 5:30 a.m., broke

camp, and ate a tasty pack of strawberry

Pop Tarts before heading towards the

Northern Outdoors center, where we met
to get our gear (wet suits and the ever-popu-

lar "booties") and play some tunes on the

jukebox. At 7:15 we drove to our put-in

on the West Branch of the Penobscot. The
twelve of us in addition to seventeen other

people were divided up into eight people
per raft (not including the guides). We
rafted for several hours before and after a

delicious and very satisfying lunch of

steak, pasta salad, and Cajun rice. The rap-

ids were Class V for the most part, causing

all of nine but two, Ned and Hunter, the

brave young voyagers, to fall out of the

raft. After this exciting day of white-wa-
ter rafting, we headed back in the van to

Kieve. During the four-hour drive, we
popped a U-turn to go to McDonald's. Let

me speak for everyone when I say that we
enjoyed this stop IMMENSELY! We made
it back to Kieve eventually (the original

outlook of our venture in the van was du-

bious with "Wild & Wacky Woods" at the

wheel) in the middle of the evening activ-

ity (bad timing!). We got ice cream and
candy from Pasquaney from the counse-

lors, and then showered before returning

to our welcoming cots. It was both a sad

and happy thing for most of us that our

trip finally came to an end. The memories
will last all of us forever.

-Hunter

Notes from the Council:

From start to finish this was one of

the smoothest trips ever run at Kieve. The
hardworking nature and genuine concern

for each other made every moment of this

trip much more than enjoyable. Congratu-

lations and thank you to all.

Chris and Clark

Maine Trails I -

Day 1:

At 6:30 we heard the sounds of the

Oregon Scientific Alarm Clock for the first

time ever. Andy silenced the annoying
double chirp before finally allowing it to

serve its purpose at 7:00 AM. The next

hour went the same as the previous 36,

Andy and Ryan ran around camp like

chickens with their heads cut off while the

men of Maine Trails calmly pondered the

upcoming expedition.

We enjoyed our last Pasquaney meal,

bagels and cereal, before loading up the

van. We were lucky to have Woodrow
Puddenhead Wilson Davis, a grizzled trails

vet, as our trusty driver. The three-hour

drive was halted by several last minute
delays before we finally made our way
out of camp and down West Neck Road.

During a stop at Shaw's grocery store Davis

enjoyed the freedom of being able to won-
der throughout the parking lot. Alex tried

his best to spend his 75 cents wisely while

Jack laughed at what appeared to be an
inside joke the counselors were left out of.

The scenic tour of Maine continued and
included a fresh strawberry stop before

we finally arrived at the trailhead. Before

the trip officially started we lunched on
some turkey sandwiches and Woody led

an impromptu yet appropriate minimum
impact discussion.

With lunch in our stomachs it was
time to say goodbye to the pampered life

and hello to our friend, foe and impending
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challenge, The Appalachian Trail. We un-

loaded our packs from the van and Andy
gave a talk on proper packing methods as

our vast collection of group gear was
divvied up, packed, unpacked, repacked
and cursed. Unfortunately, we did not have

a scale to properly document the amount
of weight we were carrying, but from the

look and feel of it everyone was toting

around fifty pounds and Tylee and Sam
looked to have the heaviest packs. Jack

and Eudes led the charge out of the gate

and we traveled easily through the first

2.5 miles of the trail. Andy and Ryan took

up the rear, allowing the men of Maine
Trails some freedom in getting used to life

on the unbeaten path and before we could

complain about the massive cargo we car-

ried on our backs we had arrived at Lehman
Brook, our first campsite.

Tent groups were assigned, camp was
set and the preparations for dinner were
under way when we saw our first fellow

travelers. Mother Goose and Father Time
approached the site at 5:30 as our group
was reveling in the running brook adja-

cent to our campsite. The two of them
were completing a thru-hike and had been
on the trail since early March. After ex-

changing pleasantries in the lean-to the two
of them were shocked to see the amount
of cheese that Andy had rationed for our

first dinner (our disregard for the weight

of cheese and standard cheese to maca-
roni ratio became a source of group pride

from the first day). As they cooked pre-

packaged meals over fuel tabs the Trails

boys learned the intricacies of the Whis-
per Light International. During dinner

another group of two travelers, substan-

tially less social then Mother Goose and
Father Time, showed and shared the lean-

to. It was evident by the number of people

at the sight that we would be sharing the

trail with thru-hikers and day hikers alike

throughout our travels and much to the

satisfaction of the counsel, the men of trails

displayed the etiquette of perfect gentle-

men and grizzled trail veterans.

After dinner we socialized in the lean-

to. Mother Goose and Father Time shared

stories of their on going adventure and did

much to add to the lore of the trail. Even-
tually, Father Goose dug into what seemed
to be a background in psychology and used

several seemingly random questions to

analyze the individuals of our group. The
exercise was playful, if not ambiguous and
off color at time, but a fun way to start of

the trip. At eight thirty we harnessed our
excitement and forced ourselves to bed,

knowing full well that frivolous late night

summer antics would not serve us on our
journey.

Andy Pesant

Day Two-
Although we had originally planned

to get an alpine start, we decided to awake
a little later as we knew that the men of

Maine Trails I would need all the sleep

possible to conquer their first day of hik-

ing on the AT. The morning began with a

bowl of milk and granola for all. Although
Davis had a tough time evening out the

bowls, our stomachs, even the counselors,

were full as we took down camp, packed
up and hit the trail.

With partly cloudy skies and the chal-

lenge of only a few ascents and no major

descents, we hiked to Little Wilson Falls

for some lunch. To the dismay of Collins,

but in favor of all of our well being (reads:

to avoid hamburger meat inner thighs), no
one swam, but rather we enjoyed descend-

ing to the bottom of the falls. The pep
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peroni, cheese and pita lunched was a tasty

energy builder and helped lighten Sam
Kies's enormous bag. With the arrival of a

family of day hikers, Eudes pushed the

group to get hiking, emphasizing that he
had been "ready for the last fifteen min-
utes". From the start of our afternoon hike

we began an ongoing game of leapfrog with

a group of two thru hikers whose faces

looked weathered. We continued to climb,

and though our bodies had awoken in the

A.M, our hiking legs awoke on an upgrade
before Thompson Stream. After we con-

quered our first major hill, Andy explained

how to cross a stream without getting your
hiking boots wet (advice that he chose to

ignore).

As the afternoon tired, so did the

group, and while we rested with a break
near the railroad tracks, Oberg scouted for

our site for the night. He finally found the

site and yelled back down giving the group
some encouragement. Although a lot fur-

ther than Oberg made apparent, the lean

to welcomed us all to our night. After set-

ting up camp Collins, Oberg Jack and Kies

mapped out the trip, while the rest of us
rested our sore backs in the lean to. At

5:40 the cooking crew rallied around
Tylee and Olli and whipped up a hearty

pot of Broccoli and Cheese soup with rice.

The meal tasted so good in our empty bel-

lies that David, who claimed to dislike

both broccoli and cheese, declared the

meal as simply "delicious".

With nightfall came rain. Although
the weather cut our map session short, it

sent us to our tents for some much need
sleep as our biggest challenges lay ahead.

Ryan Osborn
Day Three-

Today we awoke at 6:45 to a nice

warm breakfast of instant oatmeal, one fla-

vored packet and one plain. After an hour
of packing up camp we began one of our

hardest hiking days, The hike was around
eight miles with the last three miles being

Barren Mountain. The day started with-

out a hitch and by 1:00 Eudes and Tylee

decided it was time for lunch. Lunch was
a delicious meal of pepperoni and cheese

prepared by Sammy and myself. We soon
began our ascent of Barren Mountain and
to say the least, it was a lot more difficult

then any ofus expected. Shortly after lunch
we arrived at the ledge and sat down for a

Snickers before realizing that we were
missing Eudes and Oberg. In a time when
we could have frantically lost time and
distance, cooler heads prevailed and Ryan
found the two about three quarters of a

mile ahead of us. We then trekked on, up a

mountain that words could not have pre-

pared us for and finally arrived at the aptly

named Cloud Pond just before a thunder-

storm moved in. We waited out the storm
under the lean to and had a watery dinner

of Mac and Cheese. After dinner, we lis-

tened to stories from Bill Irwin, a blind

guy who had hiked the entire trail a few
years earlier. While his stories were fasci-

nating I would like to add that, too this

day I do not believe he is blind (Ed note:

this view is neither supported or condoned
by Camp Kieve or any of its employees).

With a cloud still hanging over us and the

light, cold rain continuing, we set up camps
and retired to our sleeping bags for

warmth and rest.

Alex Collins

Day 4
When we awoke at the Cloud Pond

lean to we gathered for a quick power
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packed breakfast of Cream of Wheat
(COW). Already on the top of the Barren

Chairback Mountain Range we looked out

to conquer the middle three mountains in

the range.

The leader of the day, Davis, lead a

hearty pace, while number 2 man, Alex
Collins, kept track of the breaks. This sys-

tem kept the previous days renegades to a

good pace. At the top of Forth Mountain,
we enjoyed a beautiful view of the large

Barren Mountain that broke our backs the

day before. With a well-enjoyed meal of

PB+J in our stomachs we had little trouble

thrashing the plateau that is Third Moun-
tain. However, the boys got a little too

comfortable, and at that moment the LOD
came through with the quote of the day-

"what are we doing on this pile of hill when
we have that biggin' to climb?" (Colum-

bus).

The crew took the inspiring words to

heart and quickly and skillfully thrashed

the last mountain of the day.

All in all it was a great day as there

were no major occurrences, making this

entry somewhat more difficult. The crew
is definitely coming through well- the role

of carrying heavy backpacks up steep

mountains is leading to some strong char-

acter building for all of us.

Day 5-

Today we made our way from Logan
Brooke to Cooper Pond, a distance of 11.4

miles. We arose around 6:40 AM although

Sam and Collins got up at 6:15 to help Ryan
make the surprisingly good Maypo. To-

day was quite easy as we had two moun-
tains to climb. Little Boardman and a name-
less peak. At the peak of Boardman we
had lunch ofPB+J with unhealthy looking

Pita bread. We arrived at Cooper Brook at

around 4:30 were although tired, we found
an excellent swimming hole.

We were joined there by some shady
thru hikers who took a liking to Ryan. Jack

fumbled around for a snack after doing

everything aside from his taxes and finally

came up with some Nutra Grain bars. The
menu called for pasta and clam sauce and
while Kies and Collins cooked the sauce it

became evident that there was no pasta.

What could have been our first hitch of

the trip actually past uneventfully as the

crew showed their ability to turn lemons

into lemonade and ate pitas with clam
sauce and almost everyone added Tabasco
sauce. It was a sad day as our relationship

with Frank came to an all too soon ending.

While his empty bottle was nothing more
then useless weight in someone's pack the

joy that he brought us in those first five

days would fill our hearts for the remain-

der of the trip.

Oliver Pretty

Day 8-

Today we woke early, expecting the

worst, most horrible, and grueling day of

our Maine Trails Trip. We had a filling,

high-energy breakfast of Pop Tarts and
Nuti-bars and then set off up our first of

four peaks. Before we knew it, we were
relaxing atop of "Gulf Hagas" waiting for

Andy and Ryan. Our next was to be the

hardest, a steep "West Peak" Mountain but

once again we conquered it with ease. After

a quick Snicker stop atop the summit we
continued on over "Hay" to eat lunch at

the White Brook Turn-off. Lunch was an
amazing pepperoni and cheese with Pita.

We finally reached the summit of white

cap only to laugh at the far off picture of

Katahdin. When we were finished and
preparing to leave we heard the horrible

news of a thru hiker falling sick and evacu
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ated by helicopter the night before. With
this on our minds we descended to our

campsite around 3:00. With plenty of time

before dinner we took a swim in the abso-

lutely freezing brook.

We finished the day with a pleasant

black bean and hard rice soup. Ryan an-

nounced the new tent groups after camp
was set and fell asleep easily after a hard,

but smooth and great day.

Tylee Abbott

Day 8

Today we woke up early with one
thing on our minds, Resupply! We ate a

quick Pop Tart breakfast and hit the ground
running. With Oberg in the lead and David
calling the shots we went the whole way
to Jo Mary without a break. Once we were
there it was a quick snack and a bit of wait-

ing before Dean and Scott pulled up in a

red pickup. The two looked great and had
little to report from a camp that was run-

ning really smoothly. Our eyes feasted on
our new rations and we ate fruit for the

first time in a week. Our packs were going

to be heavy again but so was our cheese

supply. After reading some mail and talk-

ing it up with Dean and Scotty we were
ready to leave. But then we realized that

although we now had some new reading

material someone had forgotten to pack

fuel. Dean and Scott made the move to

head back to town and asked us if we
needed anything, are only response was
"Frank's Red Hot". The two were gone for

a while and Tylee used the time to explore

the river while everyone else just hung out.

Several similar red pick-ups passed but in

Northern Maine that doesn't really mean
anything.

Our two lifesavers returned with even
more treats and were excited to have been
able to score some Frank's. Only we found
out that they had gotten red hot franks in-

stead of Frank's Red Hot, it was the most
honest mistake that has ever been made
and we were not ones to let processed meat
go to waste, so Collins packed the dogs

away and we bid farewell to our friends.

Our packs were heavy as we headed
up to Potywadjo. When we finally arrived

we were happy to see that L L Bean did

such a great job maintaining the site. The
outhouse was a palace, there were plenty

of amazing tent sites and the water from
the spring was to die for. After camp was
set we moved to make dinner and while
Alex cooked up the dogs Andy made a

move towards the ridiculous. That move
required a five-pound wheel of cheese and
three pounds of macaroni. As the mixing
took place it was evident that the ratio was
out of control and everyone, even the

cheese hating David, was buzzing with
excitement. It may have been crazy but it

was a resupply day and we like to party on
resupply days. And party we did, the dish

was cheezier then an Orlando boy band
and everyone was stuffed with Wisconsin's

finest.

After that much cheese we had to get

to bed, but not before Jack, Davis and Eudes
kept the council up with there suspicious

late night antics.

Day 9-

Today we woke up at 7:00 for a 10.2-

mile hike from Potywadjo Lean to

Wadaleigh Stream. After a hearty break-

fast of Pop Tarts and Nutri-bars we hiked
for an hour and twenty minutes straight.

This beat our previous record by five min-
utes. We stopped for a much-needed Oreo
snack and continued hiking until we
reached a decent site for lunch. There, we
munched on Peanut Butter and Jelly pitas

while I camouflaged myself with ferns.
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Then we continued hiking for another hour

where we stopped at some great water

slides that we didn't go in. We continued

hiking for many miles over many false

campsites and finally found the lean to.

We set or camp and began to prepare din-

ner. Dinner was an amazing refried beans

and pasta. This was the night of the great

dessert snacks. To prove our strength we
decided to eat the remainder of our snacks.

When this wasn't enough we got really

crazy and decided to eat our pitas. To some
this could be seen as a myopic antic to

cure boredom and overfill our stomachs,

but we saw it as a challenge, the AT had
become old hat and we wanted it to be
harder. It took us nine days to realize that

snacks are a sign of weakness while des-

sert is a sign of opulence. A tired, rookie

hiker uses a snack as a chance to rest and
re-energize while the veterans hike with

limited breaks, eat peanut butter and jelly

with a spoon and scoff at pack weight con-

siderations by gorging themselves with
multiple desserts after a day on the trail. It

takes a real man to fill himself on heaping
bowls of refried beans, pasta and half a

cheese wheel and then deplete his upcom-
ing rations and the trail had made us just

that kind of men. Full and proud we re-

tired to our tents.

Day 10

Today we awoke at 6:30 in the AM in

preparation for a long 11.5-mile day.

Breakfast consisted of Cream of Wheat,
prepared by Mr. Ryan Osborn. At 7:45 we
had broken camp and were on the trail.

The day was supposed to be relatively flat,

until we came up on a pair of fairly

straightforward mountains, known to the

world as Rainbow Ledges. We set a blis-

tering pace with myself in the lead. We
walked a long three miles before our first

water break. At about 12:22 we stopped

for lunch. Because of our Pita purge the

night before everyone but Tylee ate

peanutty peanut butter and jelly out of

panicans. We spent an hour of rest time at

our lunch site before hitting the trail again.

We reached the summit of the Rainbow
Ledges at about 3 o'clock and during our

short break we met a group of thru-hikers.

Among the group was one Mr. Nick Emlin
a Kieve alum. After enjoying an extraor-

dinary view for a half-hour we began our

descent down the ledges. We hauled into

camp at 4:30.

In the lean to someone had left a bag
of CORP. Despite the consternation of

Ryan and Andy, as LOD I took it upon
myself to taste one nut of the GORP, while
it tasted fine I decided it best not to eat

strange foods found in the middle of the

group and handed out a snack instead.

Tylee and Collins jumped right to dinner
and prepared an exquisite supper of Spa-
ghetti and famous Sammy's tomato sauce.

Eudes's continued his examination of the

works of Grisham after dinner while OUie
persuaded David to join cleanup crew. In

what had become standard operating pro-

cedure a few of us talked about everything

under the sun in the lean to while Oberg
searched for water. Davis and Eudes were
up to there usual hi-jinx and the counse-

lors remained suspicious of their actions.

It was time for bed after another long and
fulfilling day and life was still great for the

men of Maine Trails I.

Jack Massalink

Day 11

This morning we got up at six. Today
was a big day: not only our we going to the

Abol Store but we are also finishing our

stint on the 100 mile wilderness and meet-

ing up with Henry. Yes, today was our last

day of hiking with packs, as tomorrow we
will summit Katahdin.

Ryan and 1 got up early and made
Maypo which was ready by the time the

rest of the cabin got out of their sleeping

bags. We broke camp and were hiking

along the trail by 7. At about 9 got to the

road, the first paved road we had seen in

112 miles. Five minutes into our break a

generous old man stopped and gave us a

cantaloupe, a good omen for the rest of the

day. Ryan promptly sliced it up and we
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ate our first fresh fruit since the resupply.

We then walked about three-quarters of a

mile to Abol Bridge. We sat outside like

little kids on Christmas morning, waiting

for Ryan and Andy to give us the go ahead
to enter the store. The rules for the store

were simple: don't go nuts, only get what
you could consume while we were there

and don't go nuts. When they finally ar-

rived and gave us the go ahead we entered

and kind of followed the rules. We bought

chips, candy, soda and anything else our

hearts desired. We sat eating for about 30

minutes and reveled in a scene very simi-

lar to the one depicted in the rooftop scene

of "The Shawshank Redemption". It was
a glorious moment-the sun was out, are

tired bodies rested against the outside of

the store and together as a team we shared

and enjoyed the tasty treats we had aban-

doned for the rugged life on the trail.

After a bout with gluttony we contin-

ued hiking until 12:00 when we stopped
for a somewhat unnecessary lunch at a

great swimming hole with an amazing
natural waterslide. We swam and slid for

an hour before eating lunch. As we broke
out the peanut butter and honey we real-

ized that we were missing the PB, which
we must have left at the campsite. So in-

stead of having PB+H we just had H on
delicious store bought bread from Abol.

After lunch we continued on to Daicy

Pond. Henry, by chance, met us at around
3:30. We drove to Foster Field, our camp-
site. After setting up tents we snacked on
fruit and drinks. We then played running
bases, using a pair of socks wrapped in

duct tape. Sam and myself learned the

hard way that Ryan was a good second
baseman and Jack learned the hard way
that elbows meeting noses equals a lot of

blood and a shortened game. When din-

ner came around Henry revealed an amaz-
ing spread of coldcuts. We all ate

manwiches, huge sandwiches packed with

meat. We ate until we could eat no more.

Henry offered dessert but David politely

refused, explaining that for the first time

on the trip he was too full. After dinner a

girls camp moved in next door and some
of us (Oberg in particular) enjoyed talking

with them. We went to bed early in antici-

pation of our 4 AM wake-up. The camp-
site was quiet, save for some late night frat-

ernization with the girls. Eventually even
we went to bed, ready to conquer the loom-
ing beast of Katahdin.

Alex Collins

Day 12

The rain continues to fall outside as I

sit here in my tent and try to recount the

events of the past seventeen hours. I am
physically and mentally drained, cold, wet
and seemingly every part of my body is

covered in sand. Directly outside, Alex
Collins, a symbol of our groups' persever-

ance and sheer will, leads a search party

back to the kayaks to find the ingredients

for dinner on this cold and dark night. It is

difficult to do any sort of justice to what
transpired today but I will do my best.

I had been nervous about this day, the

day where we would trade our packs for

paddles, since I first learned that the men
of Maine Trails I would be doing the trip

in reverse. When we heard the now wel-

comed sound of the Oregon Scientific

Alarm Clock at 4:20 AM we were aware
that the day was going to be long- but we
had no idea of what lay before us. By 4:22

we were waking the troops, despite our

earliest wake up call to date the men were
eager to arise and break camp. Henry had
brought up some of Diane's muffins and
they nicely supplemented our Pop Tarts

and Nutri-bar breakfast. As we began to

board the van, Tylee donated a daypack to
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Sam while Eudes and Oberg went with a

makeshift pack that looked as though it

wouldn't make it through the climb. At
5:30 Ryan had finished tying the bags to

the van and we made our way to Katahdin

Stream. After dipping and drinking our

water bottles in the pristine Katahdin
Stream, Davis set a fast pace up the trail

and HRK, Ryan and Andy took up the rear.

HRK, who hadn't had the pleasure of hik-

ing for the past twelve days, made a move
at mile one to make up for lost time. The
Hunt Trail- known for its extremely steep

second and third mile and a technical forth

mile and final ascent, became our play-

ground. The men of Trails coasted up even

the steepest of offerings and handled the

technical portions with skill and confi-

dence. By 7 AM HRK, Davis, Oberg and
Eudes had risen above the tree line and
Tylee and Collins were right behind them.

After a short break they headed up the

boulder portion of the trail. Andy, David
and Ryan brought up the rear and took

accidentally took an old root system up
which had some very technical aspects.

Sam and Jack held the middle ground and
kept a steady pace right behind Davis and
company.

The view as we passed above the tree

line was absolutely epic. We had been
warned of rain the night before and had
awoken to cloudy skies, but as climbed it

became evident that, unlike our crew, the

clouds wanted nothing to do with rising

above the tree-line. As I stared out from
my new vantage point the sun was rising

through the blanket of clouds that marked
the tree-line and the luscious green hills of

Northern Maine were in full view, no pho-

tograph or words could do justice to this

absolutely majestic view. From stories I

later heard it seems as though everyone

took this time for one of the few breaks of

the day to absorb the moment. HRK's crew
rested a mile from the summit before real-

izing that they had but fifteen minutes to

reach their goal and summit in two hours.

Davis, in particular, took the challenge to

heart and from all accounts broke into a

full sprint. HRK's motor stalled a bit in the

final ascent but Davis kept going and sum-
mated by 7:45. At 8:30 I was the last to

summit. As I looked around I couldn't

have imagined a better scene. In front of

me stood my boss of five years, my best

friend and nine ofmy favorite campers of

all time. Hi-fives and hugs were ex-

changed, GORP was enjoyed and views
were taken in. We waited patiently for

another soul to arrive to document our
moment on film, but alas, no one came.
Though inconvenient, it seemed as though
justice was being served- on a day when it

was supposed to rain we had followed the

sun to the top of the world and now we
could selfishly revel in the moment as the

first group to summit for the day. Eventu-

ally a makeshift tripod and a camera timer

did the trick and we made our way down.
Fittingly, Nick Emlin, a long time

member of the Kieve family, was in the

first group we saw and we eagerly cheered

him on as he moved to finish a long thru-

hike. We rested at the top of the Katahdin
waterfall before finally reaching the van.

We had done more by noon then most
people do all day but we still had plenty

on our plate. It typical fashion it took us a

while to leave Millenocket and we reaped

the fruits of our labor with a stop at

McDonalds before heading south.

The drive down the Maine Coast re-

vealed how the state earned its title of

"Vacationland" and we happily listened

to music for the first time in two weeks.

OUie, our resident pop music expert, was
too tired for even Nirvana and he, liked

many others, used the travel time to catch

up on some sleep. Andy charted a route to

Deer Isle and HRK coordinate drop off

points with Peter Lacasse via cell phone.

After a long drive we finally met up
with Pete on Deer Isle. Unfortunately some
problems with our original put in had
arisen and in true Kieve fashion we forced

to improvise. The transition from packs
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to paddle was hectic. From the side of the

road we coordinated our re-supply, plot-

ted a course on the back of the Maine Gaz-

etteer, unloaded our new gear, said

goodbye to our old gear, read mail and
filled our water jugs. Before we could even

get our spray skirts in a bunch Peter and
Henry had left and we were again alone as

a group. The sun, which we had watched
rise that morning, was now beginning to

set. Our maps were not applicable to our

new drop off point and the distance we
had to travel was unclear. After going

through the difficult task of packing group
gear in the small kayak storage spaces

(made a bit harder by the extra tent we
had accidentally held on to) we were ready

to go. Now phase two of the trip was to

begin and everyone was getting into a

seakayak for the first time ever. At this

point the men of Maine Trails were staring

adversity square in the eyes. We sat inches

above the cold and unforgiving sea, tired

from a long day, the sun setting quickly in

the horizon armed only with paddles, life

jackets and a vague sense ofwhere we were
going to sleep that night.

As we paddled into the early evening

we had quite a bit on our minds, with each

point we reached on the island it became
apparent that we had to travel to one more.

Crow Island, which Pete had assured us

existed, failed to come into our view. Just

as the sun was bidding to give us a final

farewell an island appeared on the hori-

zon. The campsites, we had been told,

were located towards the back of the is-

land, so after crossing a small channel we
hugged the shore of the island. As our fi-

nal destination came into view the worst
possible scenario unfolded. Against the

dark sky we saw a group of over twenty-

five people ages ranging from 6-60, frol-

icking around a large bonfire. The Maine
Island Trails Association recommends that

at most, 10 people occupy an island on
any given night and here we were pad-
dling in the dark to an island that had more
than double the recommended capacity

of people. Staying at Crow was our only
viable option and luckily the people on
the island had both heard of Kieve and
were willing to share the space. However,
there hospitality did not change the fact

that there were no legitimate tent sites left,

no places to store our boats and it had
started to rain. Nevertheless, we unpacked
our boats, tried to find some dry clothing

and set our tents up in some extremely

sandy areas.

And that brings me to the present situ-

ation. In one of our first meetings I told

the crew that over the course of our expe-

dition we would evolve from nine camp-
ers and two counselors to eleven friends

enjoying the wilderness. When Sam Kies

passed a bowl of sandy mac and cheese

through my tent door I realize that we have

reached and passed that point. The An-
nual which this report will appear in is

known to be a place for exaggeration and
overstatement. That said, I feel confident

that this day has been the most challeng-

ing day of any trip at Kieve since the infa-

mous days of Team Canada and that the

uncontrollable logistical snags we faced

would have broken most any group of

campers. But outside my tent right now
the Men of Maine trails are collected- they

sit together in the cold, covered in sand,

sore from an extremely challenging sev-

enteen-hour day, eating macaroni and
cheese. I have yet to hear a complaint, but

instead I hear laughter and pride as they

exchange stories and jokes and talk about

the next phase of our trip. And that my
patient reader, is what it is all about.

Andy Pesant

Day 13

Because of our previous day, we al-

lowed ourselves some sleep in time. The
night had not been gentle and the continu-

ing rain had finally stopped but left the

bay covered with thick fog. On the bright

side, our boats had made it through the

night without getting sent to sea. At nine

we started breakfast, one of the many
Cream of Wheat's to come. As we ate

David looked at the map and asked about

the rest of the trip. Andy and I explained
that, unlike the hiking portion of the trip,

our itinerary was not as stringent. Our
campsites depended on availability and
weather. Today, for example, we would
not be able to move until the fog lifted.

After breakfast we watched our neigh-

bors pack their sailboats and leave the is-

land. Jack was the first to order up a burger

and we all waited with anticipation to hear

about how it went (Ryan found out later
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that it hadn't gone smoothly). Tylee,

ColUns and Davis toured the island and
Sam shared some of the sausages he had
received in the resupply. While others read

and got some much-needed relaxation,

Andy and I struggled with coming up with

apian.

With lunch time approaching the fog

had still yet to clear and we got a visitor.

Elaine, as Andy had feared, turned out to

own the island and was very nice as she

gave us some tips on island etiquette (in-

cluding asking before you stay on a pri-

vate island and not swearing as you ap-

proach it). Finally the fog began to let up
and we made a quick move to pack the

boats and get in the water after lunch.

On the water everyone was getting

used to paddling and the talk was about

what to name the boats. After Davis, Kies

and Tylee handed out some appreciated

yet slightly off-color boat names we were
approaching Sheep Island, our home for

the night. Upon landing on the south shore

we set up camp in the nice wooded setting

and toured the island for a while. It was a

small island but had some great tent sites.

For dinner Alex, Sam and Tylee made a

tasty broccoli and cheese with rice (with

cheese) soup. David joined the clean up
crew and we all headed for bed hoping for

better weather.

Ryan Osborn
Day 14

Today was not a good day, there was
even more fog then yesterday and we
couldn't change islands. It was impossible

to see even the closest landmarks and the

fog got worse throughout the day. Every-

one pretty much hung out in their tents

and read. We had tuna for lunch and after-

wards Andy and Tylee took a kayak to the

mainland to refresh water and try and hear

the weather report. They were gone for a

few hours and when they returned they

said that they had paddled past the island

cause the fog was so bad. Andy said the

weather report was either more of the same
or it would be beautiful, which didn't seem
to make much sense. After black beans
and rice soup we went to bed.

Eudes Fabre

Day 15

This morning was easily the clearest

day yet of our stay on Deer Isle. With a

decent breakfast of Cream of Wheat in or

stomachs we set offon a paddle to the much
anticipated Ross Island (Albainey's favor-

ite). Dodging many amazing sailboats and
lobstermen, we made it to the island

around 11 AM.
When we got to the island Jack and

Alex were excited to hear that Sheep lived

on the island and they walked around look-

ing to take a picture of Alex tackling one
of them, but they didn't find any. Later on
while Eudes and Pesant got a little sun-

bathing a group went out to do a little cliff

jumping. Although it was only a five-foot

drop everyone had a good time and we
hoped that there would be a chance to do
bigger cliff on other islands.

At lunchtime we had hearty Pb+J sand-

wiches. This mellowed the cabin out and
a few people followed Ollie to go pick wild

berries. After a dinner of spaghetti and
clam sauce the whole cabin went to an
awesome point to watch the sailboats and
take raw hits of brown sugar, while Andy
and Ryan told some zany college stories.

Day 16

This morning we woke up a little late,

at 6 o'clock. After a quick breakfast of

Pop Tarts we took down camp, loaded the

boats and were on the water at 7:25. To-

day was our transfer day from Dear Isle to

Muscongus Bay. Our pick up point was a

cove in Northeast Harbor. The paddle was
a lot harder then we anticipated, due to a

late wake up and confusion with the maps.

Being only the second cabin to ever do
Deer Isle, we weren't exactly sure where
we were going. Thanks to Andy, Ryan and
Collin's superb map reading ability we
were able to make it to Northwest Harbor.

We arrived at the pickup and Tom (the one)

was waiting to pick us up. As a result of

our late wakeup we were an hour late and
it was low tide. After a tough trek through

the think ankle high mud, we loaded our

kayaks onto the trailer, washed ourselves

off and piled into the bus.

We drove for a while before stopping

so Andy could make a phone call. Ryan
went in and bought the cabin Cokes while

we happily listened to the sounds of Pink

Floyd, Led Zeppelin and the Grateful Dead.

Since we hadn't heard music in a while

anything would have been welcomed, but

because all three were popular in the cabin
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it really hit the spot. We then proceeded

onto Subway. We all ordered footlongs

and devoured them happily in the bus.

Then during a bathroom break, Ryan used
some money his mom had sent him to buy
us all candy; I wonder if any group partied

like we did on re-supply days. After all

this eating it was time to go to the put in

spot. Tom happened to know of a place

that was closer to our destination of "Ot-

ter Island" so he brought us to "Town land-

ing". After transferring supplies from the

bus to the kayaks we waved goodbye to

Tom and headed towards Otter Island at

about 3:30. We paddled through stiff

headwinds but made it to Otter at about

5:45. Otter Island is a large island with
one house on it. We camped on the back-

side, along a beautiful cove with great cliffs

for jumping. Collins, Tylee, Jack, Eudes,

Ryan and Andy discovered the cliffs after

we set up camp. While they jumped, oth-

ers read and Collins, Davis, Eudes and I

took two boats to the house to fill up the

water jugs. We knocked on the door twice

but to no answer, so we just took turns

filling up the skins and trying to swat away
the million mosquitoes.

When we returned to camp we fired

up dinner. Tylee cut the cheese while
Collins boiled up the water. I began mix-
ing the cheese in but was relieved of my
duties by Andy, the master. When every-

thing was done I served out the delicious

meal and it was getting dark. The cooking
crew stayed to clean while everyone else

carried food bags down to the boats. We
then went to sleep knowing that we had
some fun and sun lined up for the next

day.

Day 17

We slept in because we had a rest day.

Breakfast was Maypo and Alex, Tylee,

Obergler, Mr. Pretty and I had spiced it up
with the fresh berries we had picked the

day before. It was amazing and Davis
cleaned up. Later, we had a round of

chewy's for a snack and then resided to

our tents for some reading and relaxing.

After lunch it was time for cliff jump-
ing. The drop was amazing and the tide

was lower then the day before. Pretty

much everyone jumped and we took some
pictures. It was nice to get a real rest day
as our last one had come in horrible

weather so we couldn't really have that

much fun. The water was freezing but we
got used to it. At one point Tylee asked

me if I would take his picture from under-

neath the cliff. As I was setting up to take

the picture I slipped and fell into the water

camera and all. Ryan freaked out for a

second but he realized that only the cam-
era had gotten hurt, he was all right. Sorry

about your camera Tylee, but we had a

good time trying to figure out how to get a

new one for free.

At 5:30 we started dinner. We had
some tasty black bean and rice soup. The
servings were somewhat meager but we
went to bed happy nonetheless.

Jack Massalink

Day 18

We awoke around 6, used to it by now.
We then wined and dined on Cream of

Wheat and Brown Sugar. The cleaning

crew from the previous night had left rice

in the pot so it was really rice and Cream
of Wheat and pine needles but the brown
sugar made it all ok.

Fog, this stuffwas dense and we could

hardly see, plus, Eudes and Collins had
trouble getting in their boats. We filled up
water at the house on Otter Island and
Obergler and Dave the Rave ran the poor
owner's well dry.

We made our way through the dense

fog to Thief Island where we feasted on
PB+J'sfor lunch.

Rain. . .Rain. . .Rain. .. Rain

Four hours later Tylee, Sam and Andy
cooked some mmmmmmm refried beans,

cheese and pasta for dinner. There was so

much cheese in it that Andy filled up be-

fore even finishing his panicans. We all

went to bed happy and content and we
thought about what a wonderful place the

earth is.

Ollie Pretty

Day 19

The morning was supposed to be the

day that we did Pemaquid Point. We woke
up at 5:00AM with our hopes high. We
munched down some Pop Tarts and were
ready to go. The counselors on the other

hand had a different idea. It was very foggy

and they didn't think it was safe, we waited

until 7:30 and made the decision to go.

We started off very excited but after about

thirty minutes are eyebrows and hair were
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frosted and it was so foggy you couldn't

see. We decided to pull of at Bar Island if

we could find it in the fog. We finally

found it and pulled onto it. We unpacked
slowly, disappointed that the weather had
prevented us from doing the Point. The
sun came out finally but it was too late to

make a break for the Point. Besides, there

were some amazing tent platforms.

We ate lunch at around one. In the

morning we had fixed up a bunch of lob-

ster traps that had washed up on the shore.

We caught bait and put it in the traps, we
checked the traps all day but couldn't catch

anything.

For dinner we had beef stew. We were
all psyched to eat beef stew cause it wasn't

something we had to make ourselves and
we remembered it being good on other

trips. The ten can spilled but we were able

to save most of the stew, which was lucky

but it wasn't that good anyway and we re-

alized that we had become pretty decent

cooks.

After dinner Ryan initiated the first

Fight Club of the trip. He started out by
wrestling Tylee in a great match. After

that everyone had matches with the coun-

selors as the refs. Most of the matches were
tight and the Collins vs. Ollie match had
everyone going crazy. Andy tried using

Tylee's homemade bat to hit a brick, the

first time he dented the bat and then he
broke it. After a fun night of wrestling and
baseball we decided to hit the sack and try

Pemaquid again the next day.

Colin Oberg
Day 20

Today we woke up at 4:00 to sunny
skies and calm seas. We were to go around
Pemaquid Point, normally a hazardous
procedure and on to Fort Island. After a

quick breakfast ofNutri Grain bars we were
on the water. We began paddling by six

and reached Pemaquid by eight. Although
the swells were large we were able to go

around no problem. After Pemaquid we
paddled into St. John's Bay looking for the

gut, a passage into the Damariscotta River.

Everyone aimed for the first inlet we saw,

but thanks to Ollie's knowledge of the area

we avoided the wrong turn and followed

his directions to the right place. Soon we
had arrived to the wharf in South Bristol

and we pulled over for water and so that

Andy could call camp and let them know
we had survived Pemaquid. After a while
Andy came back with some amazing treats

and Ryan had enough water for us to fill

our skins with. Jack, Andy and I were
psyched to use a real toilet for the first

time in almost a month only to find out

that the closest they had was a disgusting

porta potty that had us wishing we were
aqua duecing.

After this brief stop we continued
onto Fort Island by following the Alex
Collins break system. Once at Fort Island

we discovered a small tent city of eleven

tents. Collins and I then prepared a tuna

lunch that we were able to eat right before

it started raining. Once the rain stopped
we all just hung around and watched the

tide go up while we talked about are trip.

At about 4:45 we started cooking up some
fiesta rice and wondering when our neigh-

bors were coming back. It had become
clear throughout the day that Woody had
not taught this group of people about mini-

mum impact camping. As dinner neared

Andy had a ceremony were he surrendered

his title of cheese master to his young ap-

prentice. Dinner was tasty and David led

the charge for cleaning up before we all

headed to a cool spot to see the sunset.

Afterwards we came back to the site
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and built a pretty legitimate fire and talked

and hung out. We were all pretty excited

to meet our neighbors and Colin, Eudes
and Alex cleaned themselves up in case

there happened to be some young ladies

in the group. It was getting close to bed-

time when we heard a boat fly up. The
boat parked on the shore and thirty kids

jumped off the boat. They were going nuts,

swearing, breaking down trees and not

making any burgers. We were all pretty

disappointed and went to bed thinking that

we were a really amazing group compared
to them. Andy went over to introduce him-
self and some tiny kid threatened to hit

him ifwe woke him up the next morning.
While we were in our tents they went nuts

for like another hour and looked for this

kid named Otis who had disappeared. It

was pretty late when we finally fell asleep.

Sam Kies

Day 21

And so it was to end. The three weeks
we had spent on our trip seemed to have
flown by as the alarm clock woke us up at

SAM. The night before everyone in the

cabin had convinced Ryan and Andy that

we should get up early and get a move on
it to beat the tides. Because our neighbors

had done such a good job keeping us awake
half the night looking for Otis we slept in

until six. Luckily after our last breakfast

of the trip, the tides were still in our favor

as we started the long trip home. Almost
everyone in cabin had paddled from Dama-
riscotta to Fort Island when they were in

South Harris so we thought the trip home
would take about six hours.

By 8 o'clock we had reached the Uni-

versity of Maine Marine Biology dock and
while we filled our water bottles we de-

cided that we should try and push it and
get back by General Swim. We figured if

we missed swim we would at least be back
by lunch and could adjust our entrance a

bit. So we stopped chatting and starting

paddling with visions ofhome fueling our

motors.

After a seemingly endless push we fi-

nally reached Damariscotta by 11:00 AM,
while we realized that we were a little be-

hind schedule the counselors, but not the

wise campers, thought we could still make
it. We decided in order to save time we
would eat our pitas in a floating lunch fash-

ion and eat lunch at camp. Once the pitas

were through we learned that we still had
quite a ways to go from Damariscotta and
the counselors had been off on their time

assessments.

When we finally reached the Mills it

took Andy forever to find to portage trails

and everyone had to wade across the chan-

nel several times. After about an hour we
finally located the portage trail and were
on our way. When we put into the warm,
familiar waters of Damariscotta Lake two
things became evident: We had no way to

eat our peanut butter and jelly lunch and
there was no way we were going to make
it in time. At this point we were starving,

for breakfast we had made brackish
Maypo which was inedible. We were out

of snacks and had paddled hard on the en-

ergy from a measly pita. Before spirits

could be dampened we got into a debate

as to whether we would approach camp
on the Westcott side or on the Kissler side.

People were divided even though Eudes
assured us that we would wrap around
Kissler, and we would just have to find

out.

What we found out is that Lake Dama-
riscotta is huge and we paddled for an eter-

nity. Our stomachs were growling and we
were all grumpy as we paddled through

the water. Just when everyone was about

to lose their minds Tylee spotted good old

Blueberry Island. We had been on the water

for an eternity and the sighting was inspi-

rational. Paddle speeds picked up as we
made our way to Harriet House.

Once we were on familiar turf, Andy
snuck to the office and called for a bus.

When the bus arrived we piled our smelly

bodies into the Loyalty and headed off for

the traditional closing meal at McDonalds.
Mickey D's was a free for all and Hastings

took the crown by downing a full pound
of cooked meet and a bucket of fries. On
the way home we spotted Charlie down-
town, after he welcomed us back and let

us know how bad we smelled we cruised

back to camp. There was still time to kill

before second general swim so we played
soccer and kicked some tunes on the

Harriet House field. It was a glorious time

and, HRK, our old Katahdin buddy, brought

some friends of his down to say hello. At
four o' clock we loaded the boats and prac
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ticed our entrance. We finally went
around Westcott Point, five boats leading

Ryan and 1 in as the first Maine Trails Trip

ever to paddle back home. The response

was amazing and we treated the camp to

pain dives and white whales. It was great

to be home knowing that we had gone out

with nine and come home with nine and
had an amazing time in the process.

THANKS GUYS, IT WAS THE BEST TRIP
WE'VE EVER HAD, YOU GUYS ARE THE
BEST AND WE WERE LUCKY TO TAKE
YOU OUT INTO THE WOODS!

Ryan Osborn
Andy Pesant

Maine Trails II -

Maine Trails - 07/20-08/10

Jason Wardwell
As you'll soon see, the trip notes were

written by all the members of our cabin.

Each day while we were kayaking one boat

was chosen as the lead boat and while we
were hiking was person was the lead per-

son. If it was your lead day, one of your
responsibilities was to write up the trip

notes for that day in the log. So, with no
further delay...

Thursday, July 20 - Jason
Maine Trails II (MT2 from here on out)

was ready. The day and a half that we had
spent in camp had seemed like an eternity.

This was probably because we spent the

entire time packing gear, checking gear,

and making to-do lists with 101 items on
them.

So when we finally rolled out of

Kieve, shortly after lunch and with Pete

Lacasse at the wheel, we were understand-

ably excited. The drive to Bremen allowed

us our last taste of music for 23 days. I'm

going to miss the Moose.
It was not until we unloaded all of the

gear from the bus and piled it all up that I

realized how hard it was going to be to get

all of it into our kayaks. But we pushed
and stuffed, arranged and rearranged, un-

til it all fit. The weather was nice, sunny
but with a good wind out of the south. We
were headed south naturally.

We didn't leave Bremen until a little

after 4 but we didn't have too long of a

paddle to make. MT2 hugged Hog Island,

keeping to the inland side, and then jumped
over to Louds Island. Louds protected us

well from the wind and we made good
time to Thief Island.

Thief is a great island with a funky
little terraced campsite. We settled the tent

groups, set up camp, and began dinner.

While dinner was cooking, Christian
showed everyone how our stoves run and
how to fix and maintain them. Our meal
was absolutely amazing - spaghetti with
Alfredo sauce and fresh lobster meat
stirred in.

It was fully dark by the time that we
were done with dinner. We all turned in

early, tired but happy to finally out where
we belonged - on the trip.

Friday, July 21 - Christian

The day began at 7:00, breakfast, and
on the water by 9. A short paddle landed

us a little R&R, mussels for dinner, and
lunch.

Afterwards, we paddled south to Har-

bor Island only to find... well, nothing.

No visible campsite and therefore a slight

change of plans. Off, east, we were
beaconed then woefully turned away.

North, near to where we'd been prior to

our round-about-an-island paddle, we
found Black Island.

Dinner = EXCELLENT! Fresh mus
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sels steamed in our water, spag, and diced

tomato sauce with jalapenos. Our
chef...Noah.

Now, as the sun sets and the rain sets

in, goodnight.

Saturday, July 22 - Noah and Sebastian

Today was a late start, around 9, due
to rain/fog but when we woke, we had a

Poptarts breakfast - nothing wrong with

that. Jason was very councilor-Hke, al-

ways telling us to pack up, load the kay-

aks, get out the tuna and pita lunch. But, as

usual, Jason was just looking for fun be-

cause after lunch we all enjoyed a game of

pickle and then our homerun derby fell

apart because everyone was hitting it too

far.

Though the rain had stopped, it was
still very overcast and quite windy, so we
all put on raincoats and headed south-

southwest toward our campsite and into

the waves - what a blast. Seb and I were a

little too enthusiastic because we were al-

ways too far ahead. When we arrived at

Bar Island, we set up camp in the wind and
then we all enjoyed a great cheese, broc-

coli, and rice sauce on our spaghetti. After

dinner two other kayakers showed up and
we offered them the tent platform. Then
Seb, Jon, Eric, and I fell asleep to a beauti-

ful sunset over the ocean.

Sunday, July 23 - Jon and Aaron
We got up early, at 6:30 and had a some-

what bland, but filling Maypo breakfast.

We loaded up our boats and set out on a

long paddle to Seal Ledges. After some
great sightseeing, we had Snicker bar snack.

From the Seal Ledges we headed due north

to Otter Island, where the beaches were
crowded with picnickers. We established

our territory, then had a quick lunch of

peanut butter and honey on a pita bread.

The rest of the afternoon was spent setting

up camp and exploring the island.

Monday, July 24 - Eric and Dave
Jt was a calm morning and MT2 woke

up a little later today because today was a

rest day on Otter Island. Overall, we woke
up around 9:30, Bry took an early morn-
ing walk at 5 though. For breakfast we
had scrumptious oatmeal filled with
hearty goodness and one nudie bar each
(Nutri-Grain). After that MT2 split up -

Chris, Jason, and I (Dave) went down to

the beach for some reading and writing.

Zach soon followed, the rest of the cabin

enjoyed a slow morning. Lunchtime came
soon and we had a very simple but el-

egantly served PBJ meal, it was yummy.
After that it was back to napping and tan-

ning. Meanwhile, Christian tried to learn

as many German words and Native Ameri-
can herbal remedies as he could. Chip,

Bry, and Eric all juggled cans of corned
beef hash until recommended by Chris-

tian that playing with food supply might
not be a good idea. Eric got sick and spent

a lot of time alone.

For dinner we had corned beef hash
and spaghetti noddles with teraki sauce.

To celebrate the rest day we finished off

dinner with some hot chocolate and
marshmallows. It was the perfect end to a

great day.

Tuesday, July 25 - Zach and Alex
Today is a resupply day! We were all

psyched about that except for the fact the

Eric was being evaced. We woke up around

5:30, packed up, and had some nudie bars

for breakfast (2 to be exact). I sterned the

lead boat and the paddle was long, despite

having no knowledge what so ever of the

exact pick up point. We got there around
8 and pulled up the kayaks. The rest of the

cabin sat around while Christian and I

went to refill water bottles. All in all we
waited about 1.5 hours until Paul Keller

came to pick us up. The drive was long

but nice with Pepsi's and chips for a snack.

We finally got to Deer Isle, unpacked, and
said farewell to Eric, hoping that he'd be
back soon. Lunch was cold cuts and fruit

followed by a refreshing swim. After we
were all packed and ready we shoved off

and I took the lead, confident ofmy navi-

gational skills. It would have been a short

paddle if we hadn't started up a game of

bumper boats. We finally got to the camp-
site and set up in a short time. While Alex
and I cooked spag and tomato sauce for

dinner our entrance was planned, I ex-

plained today's Southern phrase, and Dave
and a few others practiced more of the

Southern vocabulary.

Wednesday, July 26 - Bry and Chris

In celebration of National Passive Day
we stole Chip, Aaron, and Zach's rain fly,

or to be correct, the rain fly belonging to

Chip, Aaron, and Zach was stolen by us.

For breakfast, a simple oatmeal at 8 fol
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lowed by some soul searching until de-

parture at 10:30. For morning snacks,
some poetry (woman, wo-man). We (be-

ing of sound mind and body) landed at the

site at 12. Once upon land the boys de-

clared their true love for Chris and I with
song and dance for PBJ. After some tan-

ning, German, shnacking, Chris and I en-

joyed some humorous skits about fire

safety. Including watching Christian set

his hand on fire. Christian came into the

spotlight again as he challenged me to a

bean water chugging challenge for the ques-

tionable Mexican rice. Alex made it his

duty to transport a carefully disguised mess
off the path while Christian wrestled the

raccoon that stole Eric's Oreos.

Thursday, July 27 - Chip
Still at Devil's Half Acre Island. To-

day was a rest day and what a rest day.

Because of the rain one would expect a

calm, quiet day. But no, the day started

with Bry duct taping himself to Christian

and the two of them running around imi-

tating our favorite producer of fine sauces,

Mr. Yoshida.

We then spent a good hour or two calm
after Jason and Christian went to collect

our previously sick friend Eric from
Stonington. Then, as one might say
"Things heated up again" as Bry joined our

tent and shortly thereafter assaulted me
for cheating at cards. This spread like wild-

fire, so I, in a desperate attempt to calm
everyone, decided that it was a good time
for lunch, the well rationed PBH, however
it did not accomplish all of its purpose, no
more than 5 minutes later Zach was duct

taped around the arms and legs. Upon
Eric's return all were joyous and we cel-

ebrated this by fitting all 13 of us into each
of the 4 tents. The rest of the day was in

much the same fashion.

Friday, July 28 - Christian

Weir Island. Should the tide rise an-

other 2 feet, the counsel tent will have the

Atlantic Ocean for a waterbed.

MAINE TRAILS II RESUPPLY (to be
read at evening announcements)
1. Emilio Esteves

2. One metric ton of cheetos

3. 150 dollars in Confederate nickels

4. A U.S. government patent for the

Therma-Breast
5. The 7th verse of "YMCA"

6. Two time machines in the shape of a

1976 Volkswagen
7. Two pandas in heat

8 . A panda breeding kit and Mr. Yoshida.

P.S. Chip Pendergraft's black duffle.

Questions to consider: What ever hap-

pened to Eddie Munster? Bjork?

I'll tell ya how today was, IF we are

still here tomorrow...

Saturday, July 29 - Jason
Today was a looong day. We were up

at 4:30, rushing to pack up so that we would
be on time for our 9 a.m. pick-up. We had
thick fog all morning, making navigation

hard. We had breakfast on the water -

Poptarts. We left at 5:30, giving us a little

over 3 hours to go 8 miles. We paddled
hard and made it into Northeast Harbor at

8:30. Our resupply was late again so we
sat around for two hours. Finally, Loyalty

arrived to pick us up. We loaded up our

kayaks and hit the road.

We ate lunch as we traveled - huge
cold cut sandwiches. Cokes, and 8 bags of

potato chips, with sugar cookies and fruit
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for desert. We got a little lost finding the

Appalachian Trail. We had to load all of

our gear and food into the backpacks, so

we finally got on the trail at 4:30.

We climbed to our site, Lehman Brook,

only to find it totally filled. It was 6:30

already but we didn't have much of a

choice and struggled on. Eventually we
were hiking in the dark with flashlights.

We finally quit at 9:30, setting up our tents

in the middle of a fire access road. Dinner
was a quick meal of pepperoni and cheese

and then we all went to bed.

Sunday, July 30 - Sebastian

Due to the long previous day we slept

in a little. A breakfast of oatmeal helped
lift the spirits of MT2 and we were soon
on our way. According to some other hik-

ers whom we met on the trail our de-

signated campsite was some distance away.

Having scaled a sizeable hill we were
rewarded with great views. After a good 3

hours hiking we were getting pretty worn
down by the continuous ups and downs
and so we decided to stop for lunch on the

banks of a picturesque river. Mexican rice

and beans were on the menu and after

lunch we set out with vigour. We ran into

another big group of campers and were
then faced with the last mountain of the

day. After a horribly steep incline had been
partially overwhelmed we arrived at the

Wilson Valley campsite. Having read and
napped we made dinner, pasta and tomato
sauce at around 6. Bed was a highly wel-

coming site and we fell asleep quickly for

a big day awaited us.

Monday, July 31 - Noah
Though it was an early start, it was

one of high spirits with maypo to get us on
our way. We set offdown the trail to where
we hoped we would find a Jeep waiting to

take Chip home. The way there was over

a very large and steep mountain. We went
very high up and then straight back down
the other side. By the time we reached a

possible road, everybody was exhausted
so I busted out the cheese/peanut butter

crackers. Jason ran farther down the trail

and then determined that it wasn't the road

and continued on. We reached our desti-

nation around 9:20. It wasn't long before

were all bored of waiting. At 12:30 we
finished our PBJ lunch with no evac and
moved on to the really steep mountain.

We trekked for a solid two hours basically

climbing one steep rock incline after the

next. Everybody was so wasted and a little

discouraged because we knew that there

was no use in stopping for too long. We
got to Barren Ledges and had a great time

chatting and taking pictures. With our

Snickers in hand mmmm... From there

we could see the old fire tower at the sum-
mit. That break was just what we needed.

We spent a little time at the tower but we
all wanted to finish so we plowed on
through till we reached the lean-to. We
got the tents up and started our rice pilaf

and spaghetti dinner - what an awesome
meal. There were a lot of people at the site

and it was nice to chat with them all as we
ate and wandered around the site. The
end of the day we had tea right before bed
- sometimes there's nothing better to end
such a long and tiring day with.

Tuesday, August 1 - Eric

Three peaks. One day. Wow. We rolled

out ofbed at about 8:30 and had a wonder-
ful meal of eggs and bacon. Then I woke
up. At 6:30, we threw our packs on and
starting hiking with a pack of Poptarts. Our
first mountain was Fourth Mountain which
had a very nice view. The second moun-
tain was Third Mountain which was a pain

in the ass. We had a lunch of peanut butter

and honey which Bry enjoyed enthusiasti-

cally. The next and last was Columbus
Mountain which nobody really cared be-

cause it was no more than a hill with a few
trees. We then went "1.8" more miles to a

site called Chairback Gap where Eric hap-

pily pelted Oreos at us and Jason enjoyed

some time alone.

Wednesday, August 2 - Dave
We woke up at 6:30, today would be a

long, long day. We had a little Poptart to

push us on our way to meet Paul and Winsy
at a logging road 4 miles away. We dropped
off Bry and Chip and filled ourselves with
sugar cookies and Poptarts. After we con-

tinued on to Newhall Lean-To and a had a

hearty lunch of 'roni and cheese on pita,

yum. The cheese was all crumpled with
goodness. The day was done, I had led my
cabin 10.3 miles, wait... No!! Jason told

me that we would continue to the Sydney
Tappan campground, 1.8 miles away, up a

relatively small hill. Actually it was prob-

ably the steepest climb of the day and the
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cabin had to stop for water breaks every 5

minutes. Finally we reached the top and
eventually made our descent to the camp-
site. Upon arriving we all put down our

packs and passed out, it had been a long

12.1 mile day. After a small serving of

GORP, we sat around and listened to our-

selves. Dinner was broccoli-cheese (bro-

cheese!) rice and pasta and we finished that

off with some hot chocolate and marsh-
mallows. Goodnight.

Thursday, August 3 - Zach
It was a beautiful day; somewhere. On

the A.T. it was partially overcast and windy
when we rolled out of bed at 7:30. Break-

fast was cream of wheat with a welcomed
addition of honey. We started the day
knowing that after the next 3 peaks, it

would be smooth sailing until Katahdin.

Our first peak was West Peak, which was a

short but steep hike. Next was Hay Moun-
tain, that was short, gradual, and then flat.

Last and longest was White Cap, the high-

est we will be until Katahdin. After reach-

ing the top we enjoyed some great views
along with Snickers bars. The rest of the

way to Logan Brook was easy downhill.

We stopped at Logan for a quick lunch of

PBH. From then on it was downhill and
flat to East Branch Lean-To (which we were
planning on staying at if the French-Cana-
dian chicks hadn't been there). So we filled

up our water bottles and hiked on. After

passing our trail buddies we made our way
to an old road and set up camp. For dinner

we enjoyed some lentils and pasta and for

desert some mung. After the meal we made
up some nicknames: DWS, Valery, Red
Log, and Jesus (to name a few).

Friday, August 4 - Jon
We were up early in order to beat the

French-Canadian girls into camp, we had
a quick maypo breakfast and then onto

the trail. We didn't have a single moun-
tain to climb so we made very good time.

We made it to a campsite by 11:15 and the

whole cabin slept by a beautiful spring fed

water fall until lunch. Lunch consisted of

PBJ on pita bread and in the afternoon we
went for a swim and washed off a little bit.

Later that evening we noticed that the rice

and beans that we had been saving for that

night was missing so we brought out the

emergency mashed potatoes. After din-

ner we got all brownied up (we ate brownie

batter) for Sebastian's birthday, because
we, I don't know, stayed up late, ate brown-
ies. We played cards with the Canadian
girls and had a great time.

Saturday, August 5 - Aaron
Today we slept in late, waking up at

7:30. After having a hot breakfast, MT2
started the 4 mile hike to Jo Mary Road
where we would be resupplied. On the

way to our resupply, Sebastian discovered

that his foot, which he had bruised the day
before swimming, hurt when he hiked on
it. As a result, he had to be evaced when
we reached the road. While waiting for

our resupply to come (late as always), the

French-Canadians chicks, whom we
played cards with the night before, arrived.

Waiting for the resupply, Noah, Dave, and
Jon played asshole with a few girls. Fi-

nally, when the Kieve pick-up truck ar-

rived, our cabin was very disappointed to

discover that Chip and Bry were still sick.

Deciding that it was about time to move
on, MT2 set off to the campsite at 1. After

2.5 hours of hiking on flat ground, we
reached our destination. Antlers Camp-
ground. Alex was very anxious to start

dinner and helped to cook blackbean, rice.
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and pasta. After dinner we packed the food

away and hung it from a tree. We finally

hit the tents and when to bed.

Sunday, August 6 - Alex
Today we woke up at the crack of

dawn. After we had our hot bowl of cream
of wheat we headed to the trail. We knew
we were going to have a long day, approxi-

mately 13 miles. We started the hike with
only a few injuries; Alex got a blackeye,

and Jason had a good taste of the mud.
Then around 9:30 we stopped at a road

and had some Lorna Dunes. Christian ran

down to the Whitehouse resupply store to

get some iodine, which we were running
low of and which they had none of.

Then we got back on the trail and
started hiking again. Around 12:30 we
stopped for some bagels and jelly while
we joked of Southern influence. Little did

we know that the man sitting in his truck

right next to us had a confederate flag

bumper sticker and a Mississippi license

plate.

After lunch we only had 2.9 miles to

go. At around 2:30 we got to the lean-to.

We set-up our tents and then headed for

the beach to get all cleaned off. Then ev-

eryone came back and we had a snack of

Oreos and boy did they taste good! A game
of rummy 500 was started by Jason and
Eric ended up winning. The dinner con-

sisted of broc-cheese and rice on pasta.

After Dave and I cleaned up dinner we
boiled some hot water for hot chocolate

and marshmallows. Then everyone
headed for their tents. Jason and Dave had
a very friendly conversation about tech-

nology. We were all worn out and so we
finally decided to go to bed.

Monday, August 7 - Chris

Another beautiful day. No, not really

but rain let us sleep in and that was beauti-

ful. Alex started the day off with a lesson

on "leave no trace" while everyone forced

down the mapo. We left the Wadleigh
Campsite, which quite possibly may mean
waddle in Swedish. We hiked for a while,

climbed a little teat of a mountain, hiked
some more, had a snack somewhere in

between, and then hiked a little further.

We had some great views of some trees

and even a few rocks. It was awesome,
you should've been there. We stopped on
a bridge for a lunch of soggy bagels where

we met two nice men who were generous

enough to feed us unneeded food but still

smart enough to keep their hands and feet

away from our mouths. We then hiked for

a little longer, actually a lot longer. In fact,

it seemed like it never ended but eventu-

ally we reached our destination: Rainbow
Springs, 8.1 miles from Waddle. With a

name like Rainbow Springs, we had high

expectations. It's not good to have expec-

tations because they only make you feel

worse than you already do. So we just sat.

And sat. Oh, a letter from those chicks.

Zach, just how sweet can you be? And if

you don't know which one Chris is, he's

the one that's so much cooler than the rest.

And he makes your rice pilaf taste sooo

good. Yep, that about sums it up.

Tuesday, August 8 - Chris

We started the day waking up, as usual.

We had some cream of wheat that tasted

mad good with the blueberries that we re-

ceived from that over-eccentric thru hiker

the day before. Then we started hiking. It

was fun. You should have seen the trees

this time. Anyway, we reached this one
place for lunch but that doesn't really mat-

ter 'cause the Tims got wet. We eventually

got over that Monday detail and hiked on,

with Alex leading the group. We talked of

the superiority of public schools until we
reached Abol Bridge, 14.9 miles from Rain-

bow Springs. This was our pot of gold.

Civilization. We camped near the road

and had some gorp and Pepsi with Little

Debbie. Mmmm, Little Debbie. We picked

some berries, we had dinner, and then ran

around a bit. Then we hit the tents. Jason

negotiated with Alex for while until they

finally reached an agreement: three sodas

were worth glueing Dave's eyes shut. Then
came the question, "What's faster? An 80
year old para-palegic women, or an Imac?"
I don't really get it, but it was so funny that

Chris couldn't stop laughing. It was quite

a night.

Wednesday, August 9 - Christian

Early morning as MT2 struck camp
for their second to last day. Grits for break-

fast with fresh raspberries and blueberries.

Most succumbed to one serving. However,
Christian, Noah, and Chris went for thirds.

The hike that day...making 4 mph, MT2
was at Daisy Pond by noon. A snack and
Jason registered with the park. One quar
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ter mile. . .more like 4. Once at Foster Field,

MT2 set-up camp for the last time. Dave
Gary, driving the new spruce rental, ar-

rived with Sebastian, Chip, and Bry. Long
time no see, boys... reunited. MT2 spent

most of the afternoon gorging on food,

playing pickle, Frisbee, and hacky-sack.

As dinner came to an end, the counsel went
to find a Baxter State Park map and re-

turned with (you'll have to wait till to-

morrow to find out...) for breakfast.

Thursday, August 10 - Jason
The last day! We woke up at 4:30,

which meant that it was totally dark. And
cold. We wanted to get out of camp as

soon as possible and start climbing the

mountain. We took down the tents, threw
our packs up on the roof of the van, and
loaded into the van.

It was only a 15 minute drive to Ka-

tahdin Stream campground, where we
parked the van. Putting on our boots, we
duct taped our blisters one last time. We
were traveling light - everyone was wear-

ing shorts and a t-shirt (their tripping shirt,

which hadn't come off the entire trip) and
we tied rain jackets around our waist. We
carried a water bottle each, stuffed a

couple of snacks into our pockets, and
took off up the trail.

It's funny that while we were all in

top shape, having hiked for the last 11 days,

but Dave Gary went so much faster than

we could go. Maybe we can blame it on
malnutrition or the extra pounds of dirt

we carried on our bodies, but it was em-
barrassing.

We were taking the Hunt Trail, which
is also the A.T., up Katahdin. We were all

hot and sweating as we climbed beneath
the tree line. There was a constant drizzle

falling on us but it was way too warm and
humid to break out the rain coats. But
once we broke free of the trees, the weather

turned cold and wet. Very cold and wet.

Everyone except for Dave Gary put on
their jackets and wished that they had
brought more warm clothes. Dave must
have been trying to show us up - not only

could he climb faster, but he could climb

in a paper thin camo tank top even while
frost crystals were forming on my beard.

The Hunt Trail was a crazy path. There

were 2 or 3 miles of straight bouldering.

Finally, near the summit the trail wanders

along in an alpine meadow, an amazing
landscape ofbroken rocks, scrub grass, and
ferns - plant life that can found nowhere
else in Maine. We made good time as the

trail flattened out. We finally reached the

summit at 9, so that it had taken us 3 hours
to get up the mountain. Not a record, but
not too shabby either. The weather at the

top was miserable. You couldn't see 30
feet and the wind was just whipping by
(we estimated close to 35 mph). The
whole cabin huddle behind a rock outcrop-

ping, out of the wind. It was too cold to

enjoy the top but I think that we were all

warmed by a sense of satisfaction. We
wanted to take some pictures and then get

down off the freezing mountain before our

warm sense of satisfaction wore off. Un-
fortunately, we had to wait for Dave Gary's

fingers to thaw out - they were so numb
that he couldn't work the cameras. We got

our pics finally and got the heck out of

there.

Goming down, especially before we
reached the relative warmth of the tree

line, we were practically running. But by
the time we reached the bottom of the

mountain, we had our jackets off. It was
not until we reached the van and took off

our boots for the last time that it really hit

us - We Were Done. High-fives were ex-

changed and then we jumped back in the

van - Pizza Hut beckoned.
We ate as much pizza as we could stuff

into our bodies. Then, just to ensure that

our we'd get really bad stomach aches, we
went to Round Top and got ice cream.

Our entrance into camp was a last

minute thing - very hard to explain. It

included a partially successful attempt to

cover Ghristian with sparklers, a tarp cov-

ering the side of the van, and a cheer aided

by helium. You kinda had to be there.

Well, it was a great trip and I'm going

to miss all of you guvs. Hugs and kisses.
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